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PREFACE.
The aim of this work is to examine in detail the administrative
system of the first Sa'udi state, its financial and military organization, in
an attempt to fill a gap in the history of Arabia in the eighteenth and the
nineteenth centuries.
These topics are treated here for the first time, because much
of what has been written on the first Sa'udi state has concentrated on
recording historical events without having regard to the above-mentioned
topics.

This could be attributed to the lack of original material from

both Arabic and European sources.

Concerning the first, the author of the

Memorial states that the most important papers in the possession of the house
of Sa'ud were destroyed or strewn about, either purposely or through neglect.
X"' \
In addition to this, the data which,was)recorded during that time dealt only
with the military victory.
Although I have travelled to London, Oxford, Paris and Sa'udi
Arabia for the purpose of seeking material, my efforts were not very
successful and sometimes disappointing, as for example iny journey to Paris
where I discovered no additional materials beyond the documents dealing with
Arabia written by Rousseau, Corancez, Raymond and later published.
The new materials now available are still insufficient for
the above subjects, while there are" many materials dealing with foreign
relations.

So it has been deemed advisable to divide it into two main

categories, internal and external affairs;

there is much more material

available for the latter than for the former, and it is not possible to

II

fill out the rather scanty material for the first section.

In addition

to this, some of the important new materials are produced here as appendices
which consist of the following documents :
The first deal with the doctrine, revenue and the army of the Sa'udi state
The second gives a general account of commerce in Arabia.
The third describes the Arab tribes inhabiting Arabia in 1813, giving
the number of fighters in every tribe.

These documents are of special

importance because they treat neglected subjects of Sa’udi history.'
The fourth appendix is composed of several maps which subdivide into:
(a) the first group gives some idea of the extent of the Sa’udi raids every
ten years.
/
(b) the second shows the territories held within every ten ÿears too.
(o) the third reveals how the first Sa'udi state collapsed.
A word may be said here about the continual problem of
transliteration.

Many of the Arabic proper names (especially of tribes,

villages, etc.) are unwritten and it is not possible to spell them with
/
Where possible, for the sake of consistency, the

any certainty.

transliterations of the Royal Ideographical Society are followed.

For

names not found in the Society's lists I have consulted the 2nd edition
of the Encyclopaedia of Islam.

Where this lacks the name in question I

have relied upon the pattern (morphemic) as a general guide.
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ABBREVIATIONS.
(in addition to abbreviations internationally used the
following are used throughout this work.

For details in each case see

Bibliography.)
c.

Cavalry.

C.A.

Central Arabia (see Paigrave)

E.I.

Encyclopaedia of Islam.

F.O.

Foreign Office.

H.A.

Handbook of Arabia.

I.

Infantry.

Islamic So.

Islamic Society and the West.

0 *P

Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society.
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

J »R.G.S.

Journal of the Royal ideographical Society.

M.

Matchlocks.

M.T.

Maria Theresa.

N.B.W.

Notes on the Bedouins and the Wahabys.

R.

Riyals.

S.A.

Sa'udi Arabia.

S.E.I.

Shorter Encyclopaedia of Islam.
Memorial of the Government of Sa'udi Arabia.
The Bulletin of School of Oriental and African Studies.

Tr.A.

Travel in Arabia.

Trans.

Translation.
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1 -INTRODUCTION

a - THE SOURCES

The material set forth in this thesis is derived
from both Arabic and

ourc«

*The treatment of the

First Sa'udi State's administration, organization of the army and
the economic features are, to our knowledge, studied here for the

before in dealing with the above topics*
To deal with the most important sources it is more
convenient to divide these into the following categories
1 - Arabic sources
2 - European sources.
.1 - Some of the Arabic
whilst others have been published, but not #6 critical editions*
Therefore the latter are considered with the manuscripts.

Among:

the latter are the works of ibn Ghannam and Ibn Bishr, which: are
contemporary sources*
a - Husain b.Ghannam was the first chronicler of
the unity movement in Arabia.

He became a student of Muhammad

b.4Abd al-Wahhab and for this reason he devoted his work to (the)
explaining (of) the principles of Muhammad b^Abd al-Wahhab's
teachings.

His work, entitled &awdat al-Afkar Wa'l Afham fi

Mur tad Hal al-lmam..*, is in two volumes, (see Bibliography)
The first volume is divided into five chapters.

The first

p.a.^5
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chapter explains the religious conditions of Najd, al-Hasa and.
the neighbouring territories before Muhamma/| b .j&bd al-Wahhab.
He says, "The majority of the people were daubed with dirt and
were defiled by taint of corruption so that they were sunk deep
in the abyss of Paganism." (p.5)
Chapter 2 deals with the genealogy of Muhammad
b.dAbd al-Wahhab, the beginning of his career and his arguments
with the contemporary Shaikhs»
Chapter 3 presents some texts containing a number
of letters written to Rulers, Judges and Scholars, in an attempt
to win their support.

They mostly deal with religious matters.

Chapter 4 id devoted to mentioning some answers on various issues
which had been delivered to Muhammad b.6Abd al-Wahhab.

Chapter 5

deals with the Shaikh*s commentary on various verses of the Qur'an.
it is clear from the above review that the first
volume deals almost exclusively with the teachings of Muhammad
b.dAbd al-Wahhab.

letters do not bear any date.

The second volume deals with historical events,
chiefly the spread of Wahhabi influence in other parts of Arabia»
He begins with the year 1157/17A4 in which he states that
Muhammad b^Abd al-Wahhab, following the orders of the chief of
Banu Khalid to Uthman bJIu^ammar to drive him out, was obliged
to seek shelter at al-Dar'iya.
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in spite of the fact that fbn Ghannam died in

r

1810-11, his work covers the period from the beginning of the
rise of the Sa'udi state up to 1797.

In his chronology Ibn

Ghannara recorded the events year by year.

in his writing he

describes the opponents of the movement as polytheists;
Sr f

PuA

on

,3 i

the contrary, he describes only the adherents of the movement
as al-Muslimun.
it is fitting to mention that ibn Ghannam does
not aeal with or write on other topics such as the economic and
administrative systems.
ce
So far the important of this volume lies in its
detailed descriptions of the various military operations and
their outcome and in its factual accounts, whether the Wahhabis
were victorious or not.

ibn Ghannam was one of the distinguished

learned men in al-Uar'iya whose lectures were attended b y many
Shaikhs, among them Sulaiman b.^LbcL al-Wahhab, son of Muhammad.
bj- The second Nejdi contemporary author was
'Uthman bAbdAllah b.Bishr who was born in Shaqra the capital
of al-Tiashm province.

He received a traditional education in

the Qur'an and other religious subjects.

His historical work,

'Unwan al-Ma.jd fi Tarrikh Najd, is a chronogical account of
events year by year, and at the end of each year there is an
obituary notice which gives biographical notes concerning
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important persons who had. died during the year.

Having finished

these, he would append Sawabiq (earlier events).
As we have already mentioned, Ibn Bishr was fond
of giving biographical notes concerning dead people;

therefore,

in his obituary notices of cAbd al-Aziz. b.Sa'ud, Sarud b.6Abd al-Aziz
and^AbdAllah b.Sa'ud, he sums up the chiefs's character and
administration.

For example, lbn Bishr gives a brief account

of the security methods which were employed by the Sa'ud state.
He describes how Arabia before the Sa'udi state's establishment
was overrun by brigands and thieves.

So there was no road safe

for travellers and the people dared not venture alone out of
their towns or villages.

But with rigid administration the

Sa'udis carried out the law in its extreme rigour so that a
single traveller could carry large sums of money to any part of
the Sa'udi realm, fearing none but Allah.
could be left unguarded,

Even horses and camels

(pp.135-180)

Ibn Bishr also gives a full account of the methods
of collection of Zakat during the reigns of

al-jiziz and his

son Sa'ud (pp.136 — 7» 18 0 -18 1).
Above all Ibn Bishr gives the framework of both
the provincial and central administration which had taken shape
during the reigns of 6Abd al-'Aziz (1785-1803), Sa'ud b.6Abd'al-cAziz
(1803-1814) and ‘AbdAllah. b.Sa'ud (1814-1818) (pp.136-139, 180-183
and 213).

- 5 -

Furthermore, he describes the methods of levying
troops (especially pp.131» 174).

Also Ibn Bishr writes in more

detail of the fortifications of al-uar'iya on the eve of its
besieging by Ibrahim Pasha, together with the story of the
fighting (pp. 198-211).
Ibn Bishr states that a person who had obtained
his information from Ibrahim Pasha's secretary told him that
some 12,000 Turkish men were killed in Arabia, of whom it was
estimated that 10,000 fell in the fighting against al-Dar'iya.
As regards the loss in lives of the sa'udis he gives their total
as about 1,300 men.
Like Ibn Ghannam* s work, Ibn Bishr covers the
history of the Sa'udi dynasty from its rising until 1851.
Although Ibn Bishr did not die until 1288/1871 he discontinued
his writing in 1851.

Like Ibn Ghannam he too describes the

adherents of the Sa'udis as al-Muslimun.
Both Ibn Ghannam and Ibn Bishr are pro-Wahhabist.
-

After these two contemporary authorities, we have

the also contemporary source, Kitab Lam'al Shihab fi Sirat
Muhammad b,cAbd al-Wahhab. British Museum. Ms.Add. 23346.

The

date of the manuscript is 2 6 Shahr Muharram, 1233 (a .H.),/l8l7.
It contains(foll\ 383, and is written in Naskh of the
19 century.

There are some annotations not by the same hand.
The manuscript was written by Hasan b.Jamal
b.Ahmad al-Rabkl and we do not know whether this was the author
himself or only the copyist.

However, there is no indication

contained in this manuscript to show to which tribe he belonged
or what was his nationality and what sort of person he was.
Abu Hakima writes, "Efforts to discover the identity of the author
f
have not, so far, proved successful.

No-one interested in

history in Kuwait, Bahrain, and Su'udi Arabia, could give any
information, since the book was unknown to them.

The British

Museum Manuscript may, therefore, be the only known copy." (p.9)
Kitab Lam'al Shihab deals with the history of the
Sa'udi state from its rising until the year 1233/1817.

This

manuscript is divided into several chapters and a conclusion as
follows
1.

The first chapter deals with the rise of Muhammad

b.Abd al-Wahhab and gives his biography.

This chapter contains

33 pages, comprising pp. 1-33 of the manuscript.
subdivided into the following sections:
containing five pages.

A)

it is

An introduction

In this introduction the author explains

how he collected the material of his book, giving a brief summary

l
of the classifications of his manuscript.

B)

The rest of the

section is concerned with Muhammad b/Abd al-Wahhab’s travels in
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various eastern cities and countries, such as Baghdad, Basra,
Persia, Mecca, Medina and al-Hasa, and includes his genealogy.
2.

The second chapter deals with the spread of the

new doctrine of Muhammad ibn ^Abd al-Wahhab in flajd and how
Muhammad b.Sa'ud received the support of the former.

This

contains 17 pages (33 -50 ).
3» The third chapter aeals with the genealogy of
Muhammad b.Sa'ud and is made up of 21 pages (50-71)*

Prom

71-94 the author explains the spread of the Wahhabi movement
and success of the Sa'udi armies.

Prom 95 to 133 he deals

with the Sa'udi administration and its policy towards the
conquered countries.

Prom 133 to 155 he is concerned with

some Arab tribes inhabiting Neja and which had branches in
Syria and the Hejaz, giving the number of each tribe*
4.

This chapter gives a detailed acoount of the

Sa'udi rulers, beginning with Muhammad b.sa'ud, together with
the spreaa of their influence in Oman, Qatar, Iraq and Syria.
This contains 92 pages (.155-247)» divided into the following
seotions.
a)

Prom 155-188 it deals with Banu Khalid tribe and the
spread of the Sa'udi influence in al-Hasa, Qatar and
Bahrain.

b)

Prom 188-247 it deals with the Sa'uai influence in
Oman, Iraq, Syria and Kuwait.
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5.

la* the fifth chapter the author describes how

the Sa'udis won over parts of the ttejaz, the Yemen, the Tihama,
and gives some account of the Arab tribes living there and their
numbers.

This chapter includes the Sa'udi Egyptian war and is

composed of 273 pages from 247-520.

This chapter is subdivided

into the following sections:(A)

Dealing with the conquest of the Hejaz;

it contains

52 pages (243-300).
(B)

Dealing with the Sa'udi Egyptian conflict;

it consists

of 41 pages, (300-341).
(C)

Concerning the Iraqi-Sa'udi relations;

it is composed

of 26 pages (342-368).
(D)

Concerning the Sa'udi-Asiri relations, especially with

Abui Musmar, chief of Abu 'Arish;
(E)

This deals with the Anglo-Sa'udi relations, concerning

the Persian Gulf.
(P)

it contains 14 pages (3b8-382).

This is made up of 9 pages (382-391).

This gives an account of the boundaries of Ne’.jd, giving

some names of the important cities and towns, and contains 21
pages (391-412).
(G)

This concerns the hejas and is composed of 4 pages

(412-416).
(H)

This section aeals with the boundaries of Tihama' Asir

and contains 2 pages (from 417-419).
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(i)

Concerning the bounaaries of Oman and contains 5 pages

(419-424).
(j?)

This section deals with the coasts of Banu Khalid's

homeland and contains 12 pages from 424-436»
(K)

This part is about Banu Khalid tribe, giving its numbers

and contains 4 pages (436-439)«
(L)

This deals with the history of Banu Khalid and is

composed of 8 pages (439-447)*
(M)

About the Banu Yas of Oman and is made up of 2 pages

(447-449).
(N)

This deals with the Hejazi tribes and contains 6 pages

(449-455).
(O)

Concerning the Yemeni tribes and contains 6 pages

(455-561).
(P)

This gives an account of some Omani tribes and contains

5 pages.
(Q)

The next part gives an account of the Sa'ucLi revenues

and is composed of 3 pages (466-469 ).
(R)

There follows an estimate of the numbers of the Sa’udi

dominions population and contains 2 pages (469-470).
(S)

This section deals with the social life of A1 Saud and

the family of Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab (471-493)*
(T)

Then we have some accounts of the life of the Najdi
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people, their dress, industry and trade, and it contains 27
pages (493-520).
And, finally a Conclusion, which is divided into two
sections:
1.

Prom 520-547 dealing with some arguments concerning

the Wahhabi doctrine.
2.

This explains some points on which Muhammad bf'Abd

al-USTahhab was refuted by other Muslims.
Lam’al Shihab does not give us anything like the
account of the Sa’udi administration which we have cited in this
work.

In addition to this it has a full account of the yearly

income of gakat during the reign of Sa'ud which we present in
the following o r d e r ( a ) The yearly income of Zakat from the
Becbuinof Nejd amounted to 400,000 Riyals.

(b) That from the

Becbuinwho submitted to the Sa’udi authority and inhabited the
frontiers of the northern region, the Yemen, Tihama and Oman,
amounted to 500,000 R.

(c) That from al-Hasa province reached

400.000 R.

(d) Prom al-Qatif the revenue was assessed at

200.000 R.

(e> Prom al-Bahrain. 40,000 R was received.

(f) That from the Yemeni was 300,000 R.

(g) Prom the Bedcniini

of the Hejaz and other parts 200,000 R was received.
from Ras al-Khaima amounted to 120,000 R.

(h) That

(i) The total

incoma of sakat from the conquered provinces and from the
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Bedouin-of Oman was no less than 150,000 R, after payment of all
administrative officers and their expenses had been made.
(j ) Finally A1 Sa'ud had a vast income which came from their
estates in Nejd and al-Hasa;

it amounted to 300,000 R yearly

(pp .466-468).
Furthermore, its account of al-Tafq (a kind of
rifle) is invaluable.

Lam*al Shihab states that it was invented

by Muhammad b.£Abd al-Wahhab who taught his people how they could
use this kind of rifle;

thereupon a target was set up and each

o^an had to train himself until he passed his test C503~506).
Although the author was not a Wahhabi he was not
apparently hostile to the Wahhabi movement.

This work is very

valuable because the unknown author tries to build up the truth
from the historical facts, but he is to be criticized for
setting out many events without accompanying aate.
al-Bassam, Muhammed al-Tamimi, Al-unrar
al-Mafakhir fi akhbar al-Arab al-awaklr. British Museum. MS.
Add- 7358.
The manuscript, a copy, contains2? folios.
it is written in black ink without any additional decoration

Z
or colour, and is easy to read.
quality.
same hand.

The inlaid p aper is of poor

There are some annotations and corrections by the
There is no colophon and the date of the copy
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is unknown.

There is no copyist's name.
However, we know that this work was compiled hy

the author at the request of Mr. Rich, the British political
Resident in Baghdad, who was the resident of the East ±ndia.
Company from 1808-1821.
it is clear that this work was written after the
fall of the Wahhabi capital and the capturing of the Saudi
family by Ibrahim Pasha, because M. al-Bassam mentioned this
in his work.
With regard to the author, little information
is available ;

we can tell from indications contained in his

took that he belonged to Banu Tamim tribe and was a native of
the town of Anaiza, where the Bassam family were well-known
as merchants.

1
M*al-Bassam was a soldier in the Wahhabi army

which fought against Tusun Pasha, as indications in the text
show.
The chief value of al-Bassam's work lies in the
description of Arab tribes inhabiting Arabia, Iraq, and Syria
towards the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of
the nineteenth century, giving the number of fighters in every
tribe.

The book is divided into several sectionst

a) The Arabs of Tihama.

1) Doughty, Arabia Deserta, vol.2* p*350.
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b) The Arabs of the lemen.
c) The Hejaz tribes.
cl) An account of the Nejd tribes.

e) The 'Oman tribes, but not in detail*
f) The Hasa tribes, but not in detail.
g) The tribes of Iraq and Syria.
The work is on the whole entirely impersonalj
only once does the author remark that he was present at a
certain event, viz. the battle of al-Khaif. (Fol.lA)
in spite of the fact that al-Bassam becomes
confused when he mentions, for example, that Hashid wa-Bakil
tribes belonged to the Hejaz tribes, his book is very valuable
because it contains the only record by an eye witness of the
Arab tribes which embraced Wahhabism.
As mentioned before, al-Bassam was a soldier in
the Wahhabi army;

therefore he was able to give some account

of* the number of fighters in every tribe, and to add information
concerning the history of the Wahhabi state.
For instance, al-Bassam describes the people of
Nejd as extremely fanatical.

They regarded those who did not

adopt the Wahhabi doctrines as unbelievers.

m

this case it

was the duty of everybody to fight the polytheists (as they
were considered) in order to force them to embrace the true faith.
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Al-Bassara also comments on the policy of the
Wahhabi chiefs, stating that the wishes of both Muhammad. Saua
and his eldest son *AbdaL-Aziz were the restoration of religion
to its original purity and the leading of their people back to
the right path.

Thus they regarded the people who refused to

accept their instructions as worthy of death. (fol*42)
On the other hand, although Sa'ud understood
that the people were Muslims, he adopted the methods mentioned
above in order to extend his domination as far as possible*
in our judgement, Bassam's work is valuable in
spite of the fact that the number of fighters is exaggerated
(especially if we compare them with the numbers given by
Burckhardt).

We believe that the account of al-Bassam with

regard to the Kudhail, ^Adwan, Banu Makhzum and Zebaid

may be

much exaggerated.
The most important chapter in this work is
that which deals with Nejd, because of its invaluable
geographical information* of which the author had full
knowledge (folr5^-5)*

1 *Abd al-Shakur.
'Abdallah b.'A&d al-Shakur b.Muhammad 'Abd
al-Shakur al-Makki al-Hanafi was b o m in Mecca and received his
education at the hands of well qualified scholars, among them
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al-Mufti 'Aba al-Malik al-Qal'ai.

On the authority of

al-Dahlawi 1Abd al-Shakur composed a book on history which the
former heard about, and he wrote a treatise in verse entitled
Tuhfat al-Sibyan dealing with the Shafi'i school.

The author

died in 1257/1841-2, and was buried at al-Ma'la in Mecca.
His work Ta'rikh Ashraf

wa-Omara Mecca

al-Musharafa is preserved in the library of al-Haram al-Makkx
(Mosque of Mecca) under the number 43*
parts.

It is composed of three

The first contains 36 folios and it was added later on

because the script, as well as the paper, is different.

The

second is the original manuscript which now forms the middle
part of the work.

This contains 90 folios.

The last part was

copied from another manuscript belonging to al-Sharif Musa'id
b. Mansur.

This consists of 36 folios.

The script is not the

same, because the original part is written in Persian Naskhi
script, while the first and last parts are written in modern
handwriting (Ruq'a).
At the beginning of his work tAbd al-Shakur
states that his intention was to compile the history of the
Hejaz under the Sharifian dynasty, starting with the Sharif Mas'ud,
and he mentions that he would record the events which occurred
in the reign, of each Sharif.

Moreover, he would set every

event in its right place except that dealing with the Wahhabis,

(1) Al-Dahlawi (based on Fayd al-Malk al-Muta*ali) Tara.jim Raqm 6,
vol. 2.
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which he would accumulate as one topio.

in addition to this

he states that he would write the biography of some of the
most distinguished people.

Events are chronologically arranged

by him throughout.
«Abd al-Shakur gives an account of the
preparations which had been made in order to defend the Hejaz,
against the Sa'udis.

Among these preparations were the

building of watchtowers at the entrances of Mecca, and the
calling up for military service of the tribes of Barb;, Banu
Salim, Thaqif, Ghamid, Zahran, Banu Sa'ad, Nasira, Bujaila,
Hudhail, Luhyan and Khuzama'a (fol.42b).
Furthermore, the author writes that the
Sharif Ghalib sent 'Uthman al-Mudhaifi to al-Dar'iya in an
attempt to reach an agreement with the Sa'udis, but instead
of bringing peace 'Uthman became a Sa'udi and undertook to
fight the Sharif Ghalib (fol.4Sa,b).
in his work 'Abd al-Shakur gives a detailed account
of the Sa'udi military operations against the Hejaz, representing
the Sharifian viewpoint.

So he does not accept the Sharifian

defeat without attempting to excuse their defeat.

For example,

he explains that the Sharifian defeat at al-Taif was attributed
to the fact that most of the Sharifian Bedouin scattered, leaving
the Sharif side.
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The chief value of this work lies in the
description of the Sa'udi influence in the Hejaz and the
capture of Mecca (see Sharifian-Saudi relations), to which he
devoted for this purpose more than 85 folios.
Wahhabi and, on the whole, anti-Sa’udi.

He is anti-
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2 - The European sources.
These consist of two groups of material.

1 - Manuscripts, (a ) Documents of the public Records Office.
(B) India Office Records.
11 - Printed sources.
1

(A) - These are made up of the general and

private correspondence which comprise the original dispatch
reports sent to the Foreign Office by the British Ambassadors,
Consuls, various individuals and other Government agents abroad.
In addition to this correspondence, part of these documents
consist of drafts or copies of the letters dispatched from
the Foreign Office.
The documents which deal with our subject fall
into the categories of the general correspondence of Turkey
IF,0.78) and that of Consular dispatches (F.0.22+.) of Egypt.
Each category contains several volumes.

Those which pertain

to Egypt were mostly reported by Colonel Missett, a British
agent in Egypt.

They give a detailed account of the military

operations in Arabia 1811-1818.

Those which belong to the

first category were sent by different people such as the
British Ambassador in Turkey and Harford Jones, the Resident
of the East India company at Baghdad.

They discuss Wahhabi

affairs, their incursions into Iraq as well as the Hejaat, and
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finally reports of the Egyptian Sa’udi war m

1811-1818.

The following quotation is an extract of a bulletin sent by
the British Embassy at Constantinople, stating that an
extraordinary council of Ministers, composed of 35 of the principal
members of the several Departments (civil, military, and legal)
held a meeting on the 19th oune, 1806.

"Its object, howeve ,

was ultimately ascertained to have oeen to take into
consideration the recent irruption of the Wahabee Arabs under
the conduct of ibn Suwood (sicj, the son of their late chief,
who after attacking the last caravans of pilgrims are said to
have occupied the cities of Mecca and Medina, the loss of
would be essentially derogatory from the Grand Signior s titi
in nis temporal and spiritual capacity of chief and "Kalit" of
the Turks." (p.Q. Turkey 7 8 . v o l . 50.Constantinople, June 26th, 1806)
1 (b ) -

Office Records contain several

volumes dealing with Persia and the Persian Gulf as well as
Egypt and the Red Sea.

These are still unpublished, but nave

been consulted for this work.

Tnese documents, however, consist

of general reports, correspondences dispatched by the residents
of the East India Company in the East to the Company, together
with those which were sent by the Company to its representatives.
The most valuable information which pertains to
our work is to be found in volumes 21 and 32

(Persia and the
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Persian Gulf).

lit volume 21 there are two documents.

One

deals with the commerce of Arabia, written by Harford Jon
and Samuel Manesty in 1790.
following classification;

This report begins with the
«it has been deemed necessary to

separate the information which has been collected, on the
subject of. the commerce of Arabia under the following heads.
Commerce of Arabia bordering on the Persian G-ulf.
of the Red Sea."

Commerce

This report gives an account of the

commercial intercourse carried on between the ports of Calc
and that of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, (see Appendix No.2)
The second document gives an account of the
doctrine, revenue, and the army of the Wahhabis (s®e Appendix
No. 1).
Vol. 32 contains documents dealing with BritishSa’udi relations, particularly concerning the Qawasim's activities
against the British vessels in the Persian Gulf.
11 - These are divided into (a) published
official documents (b ) other printed sources.
(a) These comprise two documents.

The first one

was written by Jean Raymond, a former artillery officer in the
service of the Pasha of Baghdad and addressed to His Excellency
Monsieur de Champagny, Foreign Minister of his Imperial and
Royal Highness Napoleon the Great, in Paris.

This is entitled
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Memoire sur 1*Origins des Wahabys sur la Naissance de leur
puissance et sur 1* influence aont ils jouissent comme nation«
Raymonds memoir discusses in brief the alliance between Muhammad
b.Sa'ud and Muhammad b.°Abd al-Wahhab, and he also gives an account
of their military organization and their policy towards the
neighbouring tribes and the Sa'udi-Iraqi relations»

The

significance of this work lies in that Raymond was an eye witness
of the events which he describes*
The second document is La Formation de 1*empire
de Mohamed Aly ae 1*Arable au Soudan. 181A-1823.
correspondence of the French Consuls in Egypt.

This was the
Those which deal

with Arabia are reports on the Egyptian-Sa'udi war of 181A--1818.
in addition to their military value they provide information
about the towns and villages of Nejd which lie on the route of
the expedition, about their population numbers and the distance
f**om one place to another (pp. 130-1 ).
(b) - These are concerned with contemporary
European travellers.
Among them were 0 1 Carsten Niebuhr (1733-1815)
who was the first European to report the rise of the Wahhabi
%
movement.
He was a member of the scientific expedition which
was sent in 1760 by the king of Denmark to Arabia and adjacent
countries.

This expedition arrived in Jidda on 29th October,
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1762.

in his work he gives a short account of the principles

of Muhammad. biAbd al-Wahhib’s teaching in which he states that
the new religion of cAbd al-tfahhab deserves to he regarded as a
reformation of Islamic religion ^Vol*2. p p *128 138}»
(2)

All Bey al-Abbasi (Badia y Leblich, Domingo)

landed in Jidda in 180? accompanied by a train of servants and
scientific instruments.

He therefore was an eye witness of

the Hejaz’s conditions under the Sa’udi rule.

Ali Bey presents

short notices of the administration of the Sa'udi state, both
civil and military (pp.137-8)»

He also describes the politic

situation of the Hejaz in 1807 by saying that on the 26th of
February 1807 royal command was given that in all public plac
all pilgrims and soldiers, Turkish and Magharibi, belonging to
the Sharif Ohalib, should quit Mecca on the afternoon of the
following day, preparatory to their being sent out of Arabia.
This order included the Turkish Pasha and the Judges of Mecca
and Medina and other places (pp.123-4)»

Finally Ali Bey gives

a short list of prices of some articles (vol. 2 P.97)»
(3)
Lausanne in 1784*

Johann Ludwig Burckhardt was born at
After he had studied in England, Burckhardt

was sent to the East by the British African Association.

He

spent some time travelling in Arabia Petra and th'e Nubia before
he proceeded to Arabia.

From Sawakin, a port in the Red Sea,
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Burckhardt as Shaikh Ibrahim crossed to Jidda and later on he
visited Mecca, Tali*, Medina and Yaribu’.
nine months in Arabia.

He spent only some

His books are entitled Travels in

Arabia and Notes on the Bedouins and wa.ha_by.M-I*
The first book deals mostly with the Hejaz in
which he relied on both local information and Arabic works
particularly for data on the history of the Hejaz.

Among the

latter were (a) Al-Aqd al-Thamin which was written by Taqi al-i>in
al-Fasi.

This comes down to the year of the 829 (A»H.).

(b) The history of the Hejaz. and more particularly of Mecca,
by al-'Asami, comprising historical records from the time of
r ~—
Banu Umayyid to the year 1097 (A.H .).
Burckhardt devoted most of this treatise to the
description of the economics of the Hejaz and in more detail
Passim
the economic state of Jidda and Mecca, (vol.19 (see this work
Ctu 4)
His notes on the Bedouin and the Wahhabis give
an immense amount of invaluable information concerning the
following topics
1 • An account of some of the Arab tribes inhabiting

West and Central Arabia, enumerating their fighting men and
delineating their territories.
(from 229-245).

r

This contains about 16 pages

From pp.66-70 he deals with their government
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and mode of justice.
2. Administration of justice in which Burckhardt describes
the outlines of Wahhabi law.

He writes: ’Abd al-Azyz, and, stil

more, his son Saoud, maae the Arabs responsible for every robbery
committed within their territory, should the robber be unknown;
and those who were sufficiently strong to repel or resist a
a hostile invasion of a can?) or town, and wanted the inclination
or courage to do so, were punished by a fine equivalent to the
amount of cattle or other property taken away by the robbers.
(pp.296-9).
3. Revenue and the organization of finance which we have
often cited in this work (see chapter k.)pp»304-9 *
4. Military affairs which we have also cited in this work
(311-320).
5* Finally Burckhardt gives a detailed account of the
Egyptian campaign against Arabia.

For instance, he describes

the difficulties which Muhammad dAli's army had met, among which
wa3 the conveying of provisions between Jidda and Mecca where
most of the camels that attended the expedition to the Hejaz
perished soon after their arrival for lack of food.

Thereupon

he states that of the eight thousand camels which Muhammad Ali
4ad sent by land, five thousand only remained alive three months
after their arrival.
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His work covers the history of the Sa’udis from
the beginning up to the treaty which was concluded between
*Abdallah b.Sa’ud and Tusun in 1815»
(4) Corancez was a member of the Commission
of Science and Art which Bonaparte had constituted during the
expedition to Egypt in 1798, and a member of the Institute of
Egypt.

After the departure of Bonaparte Corancez lived in

Syria for eight years, where he collected his material.
<!jU
These were obtained from the Christian Maronite of Aleppo,
Diego Frange, from numbrous correspondents in Syria, Egypt,
Damascus and

Baghdad, and notably from the notes of dean

Raymond, a French artillery officer who was in the service
of the Pasha of Baghdad. , His work is entitled Histoire des
S
Wahabis, depuis leur origins jusqu'a la fin de 1809.
The importance of this work lies in the
treatment of events which had some connection with the Wahhabi
activities against the Hejaz, Iraq, Syria and Oman, which he
discusses in detail.

The advantage of this work is that it

gives a review of the political situation in the whole area,
especially ini 180? (Chapter 11. pp. 105-123).
(5) Brydges, Sir Harford Jones (1764 -I847 ) was
the representative of the East India Company at Basra from
1784 to 1794.

From 1797 to 1806 he resided at Baghdad in

2b -

which he worked as a representative of the British Government
at the court of the Pasha of Baghdad.

His work bears the title

An account of His Majesty's Mission to the Court of Persia in the_
Years 1807-11, to which is added a brief history of the Wahauby.
Brydges gives an account of the Iraqi Sa'udi relations together
withAshort description of the military organization* and the
treasury of the Sa'udi state.

These topics are similar to that

which was presented by Burckhardt and are both accurate and
interesting.
His account of and comment on Aid Kiakhiya* s
expedition is the best piece of information on this matter
(PP. 19-23).
(6)

Vincenzo Maurizi (Shaikh Mansur) worked as

surgeon and Naval commander to Sayyid Sa'id of Muscat for some
time.

He was an eye witness of the historical events which

took place between 1809-1814 in Oman, and took part in some
of the battles against the Sa'udis and their subjects in the
area, such as that organized against Has al-Khaima (pp.51—59
of his work .History of Seyd, Sultan of Mascat....,)
The most interesting account of his narrative
is that in which he sets forth a conversation which took place
between himself and the Sa'udi envoy at Muscat (pp•39-46)«
This conversation throws light on the general principles of
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the movement and the description of al-Dar'iya - and above all
the military organization.
Since Shaikh Mansur had been in the service of
the Sultan and participated in some fighting, we can say that he is
an authority on the current events of that period.
(J) Rousseau. Consul of France in Baghdad, wrote
a notice on the sect of the Wahhabis as an appendix to his work
entitled La Description de Pashalik de Baghdad.

In this he gives

an account of the Wahhabis' origin, their victorious army and their
policy towards the tribes which had not accepted the Sa'udi rule.
At the end of his notice Rousseau gives extracts
of letters received from Aleppo and Baghdad dealing with the
pilgrimage to Mecca and the Sa'udi activities against Iraq.
It is of interest to quote Burckhardt's comment
on Rousseau's work::

"In two short treatises on the Wahabys

written at Baghdad and Aleppo, about 1808 by M. Rousseau, it
is positively asserted that the Wahabys have a new religion,
and that although they acknowledge the Koran, yet they have
entirely abolished the pilgrimage to Mecca.

This was

certainly the vulgar opinion about that time at Aleppo;

but

more accurate information might have easily been obtained from
the intelligent pilgrims and Bedouins even in that town;
it is surprising that it should not, as the author was

and
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professedly giving a description of the Wahabys, and as he
states that he derived part of nis information "du chapelain
de Saoud", implying an office in the court of Derayeh,
respecting the nature of which i am not able to form any exact
notion.” 1
(8 ) Captain G-eorge Forster Sadlier was sent to
Arabia in 1819 by the .British administration in India in orner
to congratulate Ibrahim rasha on his victory over the Sa'udis,

.

and at the same time to attempt to reach an agreement
concerning the security of trade in the Persian Gulf.

Having

finished his task SacLLier compiled his diary of his journey
across Arabia, in which he describes the cultivation and the
trade of Nejd, but not in detail.

The chief value of this

work lies in the author's description of Neja in the time of it^
Egyptian campaign.
4-*~
With regard ef its importance to our work,

it presents a short notice on trade in al-Qatif, 'Anaiza and
Shaqra.

2

1. N.B.W. pp.277-278.
2. p p .71-/2 and his report pp.458-459.474
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b - The Sa'udi Dynasty and Wahhabism,
Politically Arabia of the eighteenth century was almost
independent of the Ottoman rule.

So we find that the Hejaz was ruled by

the Sharifian family - except Jidda where the Turkish government maintained
a Pasha, or, during the pilgrimage, when the influence of the Porte came
into play under the Emir al-Hajj.
In East Arabia the Banu Khalid had managed to take
possession of al-Hasa province together with Qatif.

Nejd was under

independent town-state princes who had nothing in common with their close
neighbours and above all they were in perpetual war with each other.

In

addition to this, the wild freedom of the neighbouring Bedouin tribes,
their endless wars and predatory raids, rendered Nejd and the surrounding

A
country a scene of continual disorder and bloodshed.
This, in brief, was the political condition of Arabia when
the Sa'udi state was established by the conclusion of an alliance between
Muhammad b.Sa'ud and Muhammad bjAbd al-Wahhab in 17A4.
The Sa'udi dynasty traced its ancestry to Mani' al-Muraidi
who inhabited the village of al-Duru', better known as al-Dar'iya, a
suburb in al-Qatif.

Owing to an exchange of letters between Mani al-Muraidi

and his cousin Ibn Dira' who had settled down in the hamlets of al-Jiz'a
and Hajar, near al-Riyadh, Mani' in 14i*-6 joined his cousin Ibn Dira', who
presented him with the two fiefs of Ghasiba and al-Muhaibib which came to
be known in later years as al-Dar'iya.
(l) Burckhardt, N.B.W. pp.285-6.

And it was Mani' son Rabi'a who
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succeeded in winning over some part of the neighbouring dominions.
When Rabi'a died, he was succeeded by his son Musa who subsequently was
succeeded by his son Ibrahim.
several sons;

When the latter died, he left behind

among them were ^Abdal-Rahman, ^AbdAllah, Saif and Markhan.

Through Markhan's younger son Muqrin came Muhammad the father of the
first Sa'ud, to whom the chiefdom of al-Dar'iya passed some time before
1720.

Following the death of Sa'ud b.Muhammad b.Muqrin b.Markhan, his

son Muhammad b.Sa'ud succeeded him in the amirate of al-Dar'iya about
1726-1727»

This man accepted Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab's teachings

and promised to propagate them even by force.

Accordingly, a pact of

alliance between the two men was concluded in 1744 by which they pledged
themselves to bring back the Muslim community to the state of religion,
morals and manners of the early Islamic state.

The foundation of the

first Sa'udi state in Arabia began with that date.

It was from this

date on that these families were associated in directing the affairs of
the state;

the Sa'udi family took charge of political affairs, while

the family of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab were responsible for religious affairs.
Thus it may be of value here to give a short account of
Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab and his teaching.
in 1703»

He was born at al-'Ayaina

He belonged to a Hanbali theologian's family.

had been Mufti of Nejd and his father Qadi of al-'Ayaina.

His grandfather
At the hand

of the latter Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab received his first education;
then he later decided to travel to the Hejaz to make the pilgrimage.
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Having done that, Muhammad proceeded to Medina where he studied under
the guidance of Shaikh 'AbdAllah b.Ibrahim b.Saif and Shaikh Muhammad
Hayat al-Sindi al-Madani.
I.jtihad.

The latter was advocating a reopening of

Afterwards he planned to go to Damascus, the homeland of the

Hanbali school, but instead he made for al-Basra where he studied under
Shaikh Muhammad al-Majmu'i.

At al-Basra lbn 'Abd al-Wahhab spoke in

public against idolatry and the veneration of saints, and as a result
he was compelled to leave the town.

He then made his way on foot to

al-Zubair where he stayed for a short time, later proceeding to al-Hasa
and finally he went to Huraimala to rejoin his father who had been
deposed by the new chief of al-Ayaina, Muhammad b.Ahmad, better known
as Khar fash.
By the year 1740 Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab came out openly
as a reformer, but soon he had to leave Huraimala because of opposition
and he returned to his birth place at al-Ayaina where he won to his side
'Uthman b.Mu'ammar, the chief of the town.

With 'Uthman's assistance

Ibn 'Abd alwWahhab but down sacred trees and some domes of tombs were
destroyed - such as the dome of Zaid b. al-Khattab at Jubaila.
However, on receiving the news of 'Abd al-Wahhab's
activities, Sulaiman b.Ghurair, the chief of al-Hasa and the Banu Khalid
tribe, whose authority extended to al-Hasa, Qatif and al-Aridh, wrote to
’Uthman threatening to withhold the payment of ’Uthman's income from his
estates in al-Hasa province unless he got rid of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab, who
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consequently took refuge in al-Dar'iya in 17A4.
As to his teaching, Laoust quotes Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab as
stating:

"The definition of our belief is the following::

God as He Himself and His Prophet have done.
terms of the Qur'an and the Hadith.

we describe

we do not transgrees the

We consider as infidels those who

compare God to His creatures quite as much as those whe refuse to accept
the description that God has given of Himself through the voice of His
Prophet.

Muhammad has said of Him:.

He hears all and sees all.

God is not comparable to anything.

Glory to Him whose names none other may

bear and who has not His like, who is the one who knows Himself best
and who best knows others, the one who puts the most sincerity into His
words."

1
Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab condemned the veneration of

saints, all innovations and pilgrimages to shrines, because it is
forbidden to saddle a mount to go elsewhere than to the great Mosques
of Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem.

Those who make a vow to things or beings,

and worship

(polytheists).

The Qu’rkn says,

"Those who go astray and call upon others beside God shall not be answered
even until the day of judgment;
heed them;

and those on whom they call shall not

and when mankind shall rise again from the dead, they will

look upon their supplicators as their enemies, and their worship as
infidelity."
As regards innovation (Bid'a) Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab
(1) Essai sur les doctrines sociales, p.514.
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considered that all the practices which were introduced after the third
generation from the Prophet were absolutely sinful., e.g. the building of
domes on tombs, the wearing of silken clothing, smoking and music,
especially that which accompanied the pilgrims.
On the other hand, no sooner had Muhammad b.Sa'ud and
Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab concluded the alliance of 1744 than they began
to invite their neighbours to accept their doctrine and authority.

As

a result of this, the settlements of al-'Ayaina, Huraimala, Dhurma, and
Manfuha accepted the invitation and joined the ranks of the Sa'udi state,
while other parts of Nejd, especially Riyadh, refused to offer their
submission and Riyadh started hostilities by attacking the Sa'udis.
Al-Ahsa, like Riyadh, declared its opposition to the Sa'udi state.
The Sa'udis had to carry the war into their enemies' territory, and by
the time that Muhammad b.Sa'ud died in

1765 , most parts of Al-Aridh, Washm

and Sudair had offered their submission.

Following the death of Muhammad

b.Sa'ud, his son *Abd al-'Aziz succeeded him in the leadership of the
nation and continued to follow his father's policy by attacking Riyadh
which, after long resistance, held out for some twenty-eight years
(1745-1773) before submitting to the Sa'udi state.

And by

1789 all Nejd

had offered its loyalty to the Sa'udis.
However, during the lifetime of Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab, 'Abd
al'Aziz was in complete harmony with the former, so that Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab
issued orders to all provinces and tribes to acknowledge and accept Sa'ud,
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the son of 'Abd al-'Aziz as their future chief.

On the other hand, when

Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab died, his son Husain succeeded him as the head
of religious affairs in 1792*
When 'Abd al-'Aziz died in 1803 the Sa'udi state had been
acknowledged in Nejd, al-Hasa, 'Oman, 'Asir and most parts of the Hejaz.
He was succeeded by his son Sa'ud as the head of state and to him was
attributed the capture of the holy cities and the increase in the Sa'udi
state's power - so considerable an increase that the Sublime Forte issued
orders to the Pashas of Baghdad and Syria to attack the Sa'udls and destroy
their capital al-Dar'iya.

Finally the Porte authorized Muhammad 'Ali to

march against the Sa'udi state.

Unfortunately Sa'ud the Great died in

He was followed by his son 'AbdAllah who tried to stop the invaders,
but in vain.

The Sa'udi dominions were taken one after another until

al-Dar'iya itself was carried by storm and 'AbdAllah was captured in 1818 and
put to death later.
This date represents the fall of the First Sa'udi State.

At the end it is worth noting that the term of Wahhabism is unknown in
Arabia.
However this term is employed by their temporary opponents and
later was adopted by Western scholars.
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C - INTRODUCTORY NOTES ON THE ARABIAN TRIBES IN GENERAL.
This section provides a brief account of the tribes, their
distribution, way of life, their number, their-territory and their loyalties
It is shown below that in economic terms the importance of a tribe lies in
its wealth of animals, the number of its fighting men, and the significance
in strategic terms of the locus of its territory.
For convenience, the subject may be arranged under the
following geographical divisions.
(A) The north-west of Arabia (Hejazi).
(B) South-west of Arabia (Asir and Tihama).
(C) Central Arabia (Nejd which included north and south).
(D) East-north of Arabia (al-Hasa) and East-south (Oman)*
The Arabian tribes which joined the first Sa'udi state*
To deal with this subject it is advisable to say a few words
under the following headings:1 - Tribal classification.
2 - Tribal organization.
3 - The relationship between the central.
government and the tribes.
1 - The Arabs divided themselves into two main groups:
A)

Hadhar. which means the people who dwell in villages, towns and cities,

and (B) Badw, which refers to the people who live a nomadic life.
Both belonged to tribes which traced their origin from a
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single ancestor.

The Arabs, however, traced their genealogy from two

great ancestors.

C O Qahtan who is known, as the Joktan of the Old Testament.

The people who related to Qahtan are generally called al-'Arab al-'Ariba
and their origin home was al-Yaman.
son of Ibrahim.

(2) 'Adrian who descended from Ishmael,

'Adnan's descendants are called al-'Arab al-Musta'riba

and their original territory was the northern half of the peninsula.
Qahtan's descendants, however, moved north of their homeland and mixed with
the 'Adnaniyun, especially the Bedouin who roam the desert seeking for water
and pastures for their herds of camels and other animals.
2
live alone in the desert.

- Unceasingly at grips with a hostile nature, m
It is inevitable, in the conditions of the

desert, that a tendency to grouping should arise.

So strong social

organization is the only rational order for such a life.

Thus the desert

dwelling Arabs are constituted of groups of varying sizes such as tribe
(qabilah), subdivisions ('Ammar), subtribe (Fakhidh), and clan ('Ashirah)
According to Hitti the latter is the basis of Bedouin society.
"Every tent represents a family;

He writes:

an encampment of tents forms a hayy,

members of one hayy constitute a clan (qawm)>
grouped together make a tribe (qabilah).

A, number of kindred clans

All. members of the same clan

considered each other as of one blood, submit to the authority of but one
chief - the senior member of the clan - and use one battle cry." ^
Accordingly, the kinship through the male line is the basis
(1) Hitti: p.32.
(2) This division is according to al-Qalqashandi. Op.cit. p.13.
(.3) History of the Arabs, p.26.
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of the tribal organization.

In spite of this rule there are certain

exceptions such as a person not related to a group by blood;

he could

enjoy some of the privileges of membership as an ally (halif), a protected

1

neighbour (jar), or a client (mawla).

At the head of a tribe is a superior shaikh who is appointed
by the acclamation of the assembly.

However, according to Burckhardt^every

tribe has its chief shaikh, and every camp (for a tribe

often comprises

many) is headed by a shaikh, but the shaikh has no aotual authority over
the individuals of his tribe.

The function of the shaikh of a tribe is

to lead his tribe against the enemy, conduct negotiations for peace or war,
and to fix a spot for encampments.

He cannot declare war or conclude

treaties without consulting the chief men of his tribe.
not derive any yearly income from his tribe or camp.
Tribe and its territory;

The shaikh does

2

tribe and neighbouring tribes;

Every tribe has its own territory.

So if rains are good

and grazing is plentiful, it remains at home, but if rains fail it will
migrate to its neighbouring territories.

Dickson writes:.

-

"Itcannot,

of course, wander into lands of k hostile tribe, so it has to keep up
alliances with tribes who are on good terms and will allow it to graze over
their dirahs when forced to do so.

Hence it follows that groups or

confederations of tribes are formed, friendly to each other and hostile
to other similar groups.

Thesd groups, with their corresponding alliances,

El, voi*2. p.89Q:: Hitti, op.cit. p.27.
Burckhardt, Notes on Bedouins and Wahabysf, pp.66-67; El. Ibid.
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are often of century-old standing and serve a most useful purpose.
have, moreover, stood the test of war, drought and trouble.

They

Examples of

such groups are given below, and all Arabian may be said to be parcelled up
into similar protective alliances,
(b) Banu 'Abdilla (Mutair)-'Utaiba.

(a) Harb-Mutair (ilwaJ-'Ajman tribes.
(c) Dhafir-Shammar and 'Awasim.

(d) 'Ajman-Murra-Najran tribes (a blood federation).

(e) The various

'Anizah groups of the north, such as Dahamsha, Fidatan Amarat, Rawala,
1
Sha'a and Zana Muslim."
3

- The relationship between the central governm

tribes was based on the payment of the zakat and supporting the head of the
government in his expeditions.

These are the formal ties 'binding the

tribes to the government.
In the case that a tribe refused to pay the zakat, for
example, the head of the government has the right to declare war against it.
Abu Zahrah writes,

"War against those who refused the Zakat is obligatory.

It is obligatory becausd they are doing wrong, seceding from obedience to'
the Imam.

Fighting against extremists is obligatory because of Allah's

word.

If two groups of the believers fight each other, make peace between

them.

If one of the two acts wrongly, fight against the one doing wrong

until he returns to the command of Allah, (the Koran, xlix;9)".^
In. case a powerful and distant tribe resisted the payment
of zakat, the head of the government would not use force.
(1) The Arabs... pp.46-48.
(2 ) S.fl.Memorial, 2 , p.303.
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writes, "Thus in 1810, when Saoud's power was unshaken in Arabia, the
northern Aenezes (sic) refused to pay tribute, and the chief did not think
it prudent to attempt the subjection of them by main force, but continued
to correspond with their sheikhs, who paid him a'nominal obedience, but
acted according to the interest of their own tribes»"^
As regards joining the chief in his expeditions, every tribe
is liable to contribute men for active service in proportion to the
importance of the situation so as to repel a serious danger or to attack
a serious enemy.
The following list which was supplied by Pelly, who visited
al-Riyadh in 1865, may throw light on the actual proportions which every
tribe could contribute both in men and zakat,and at the same time it gives
a clear picture of the important tribes and the unimportant ones.
Tribe

Number of fighters

The zakat revenue

Subai*

800

6,000

Suhul

600

8,000

Qahtan

6,000

16,000

'Ataiba

1,10 0

12,000

Harb

1,000

8,000

'Anaza

600

1,000

Mutair

1,200

16,000

Banu Khalid and the
'Ujman of al-Hasa

2,000

2,000

( )

p.314*

1 mu.
(2} Report, pp.92-3*

2

See also Winder, p.213 who quotes Pelly.
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Tribe
Dawasir

Number of fighters

1,000

The zakat revenue

12,000

It is evident that these figures do not exhibit any system
of proportional taxation and levying of troops.

Accurate figures for

this subject are impossible to obtain and probably they do not exist.
As far as possible in the notes which follow, notice has been taken of
variant figures where we have a choice.
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A - The tribes of north-west Arabia (Hejaz).
1 - Juhaina.
•j
According to Lam'al-Shihab Juhaina belonged to Rabi'a.
The territory of Juhaina extended to the south of Jabal Hussaini, (northward
of Yaribu') and along the sea-coast as far as below Yaribu' and eastward to
Hadiya, a station of the Syrian Hajj road;

from Yaribu', in the direction

of Medina, the tribe possessed an area, representing a distance of about
twelve or fifteen hours travelling.
the Yaribu' al-Nakhal.

2

They occupied a fertile oasis of

According to Burckhardt a part of the Juhaina tribe

were cultivators, while the majority of them were Bedouin.

They also

possessed a few horses.^
However, they nominally acknowledged the supremacy of the
Sharif of Mecca.

Like all Bedouin who dwelt southward of Aqaba, Juhaina

were entitled to surra, or passage money;

from the caravans of the Egyptian

pilgrims.^
They submitted to the Sa'udi authority about 1802.

In the

following year they, together with Harb, undertook the attacking of Yanbur
until it swore loyalty to the Sa'udi state.

They threw off the Sa'udi

5
authority in 1812 and helped Tusun Pasha to take al-Medina in the same year.
As to their main strength al-Bassam states that they could
muster a force amounting to ten thousand foot-soldiers and five hundred
horsemen.

On the contrary, Burckhardt estimated that they could muster

eight thousand matchlocks*^
(1) Lam'al-Shihab fi Birat Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab,Ms.p.450> According to
al-Qalqashandi, Npiayat AI-Arab fi Ansab Al-Arab. Juhaina is seotion of
Qudha'a, p.221. (.2) Op.cit. p.329. (3 ) Burckhardt, op «cit. p.229.
(4 ) Burckhardt.p . 2 3 0 . ( ) Burckhardt, tr,A. vol.1.p.330.
(6) Bassam, p*55i Burckhardt, vol.2. p.23.

5

The importance of this tribe lies in the fact that they
controlled the key road of the Syrian and Egyptian pilgrims to Medina,
and in some extent the road onward to Mecca.

In addition to this there

is their economic importance in that they possessed the fertile country of
Yanbu' al-Nakhal as well as Yaribu' al-Bahr.

Thus the tribe was of special

importance because the Sa'udis could not spread their influence over Yanbu'
and (more or less) over Medina until they hadcontrol over this tribe.
2 - Harb.
•i
According to Lara'al-Shihab Harb belonged to Rabi'a.

Harb

occupied the area near al-Medina, both to the east and to the south, and
the coast from Yanbu,: to al-Laith.
and al-Safra and Rabigh.

They possessed the valleys of Jadid

This was a powerful tribe which included many

branches, such as Banu Salim, Banu Subh (who were warlike subtribes of
Harb), Al-'Awf, Zabaid, Banu

1Ali and Banu Safra^

(a) Banu Salim who lived between the valleys of Jadid and Safra, amid
plantation of date-trees.

They obtained considerable tribute from the

Syrian pilgrims as the price of letting them pass through their territory.-^
(b) Banu Subh possessed Badr and the surrounding a r e a A
(c) Al-'Awf occupied the mountains southward of Jabal Subh toward Rabigh.
According to Burckhardt they were never completely subjugated by the Sa'udis.
(d) Zabaid were fisherman.^

Burckhardt states that many of them were

sailors and served as pilots between Yaribu' and Jidda"! ^
(1) Op.cit. ■pjj.EjQT
(5) PP»cit. p.238.

(2 ) Burckhardt. op.cit. pp.235-7. ¿3) Ibid.
(6) Ibid.
(7 ) Ibid.

(4) Ibid"
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(e) Banu 'Ali possessed some watering place, situated in fertile spots,
where they sowed corn and "barley.

1

(f) Banu Safra possessed the district of al-Far'a, from which dates
were exported all over Hejaz.

According to Burckhardt their shaikh, first

joined the Turkish army, but when they arrived at al-Qasim, he went over
again to the Sa’udis.

2

However, the Banu Harb between Medina and Mecca were entitled
to a considerable tribute (surra) from the Syrian as well as from the
Egyptian pilgrims.

Burckhardt states that they receivdd about eight

thousand dollars from the latter.^
Harb, like Juhaina, offered it 3 submission about 1802.
It took part in surrounding Yaribu' and al-Medina until they surrendered*
It fought in favour of the Sa'udis against the Turkish invasion in 1811

bin the battle of al-Khaif.

But as a result of distributing money to the
5

tribes, Banu Salim and Banu Subh co-operated with Tusun in 1812.
According to al-Bassam Banu Harb formed a body comprising
forty thousand infantrymen and ten thousand horsemen, but Burckhardt

6
estimated them between thirty and forty thousand men armed with matchlocks.
Their territory was less fertile than Juhaina's, but their
importance lies in the fact that they controlled the roads from Medina to
Mecca and from Meoca to Medina.

As to their strategic position, they held

the passage of al-Khaif, which controlled communications between Yanbu*
'_'

(t) Burckhardt, op.oit. p*235.
(2J Ibid. (3) Op.cit. p*236.
^ 5n
p*144. (5) Ibid; Burckhardt, tr.A. vol»1. p.330*
(6 ) al-Bassam, op.cit.. p. 60j Vol.2 . p.31.

and Medina.
Both Harb and Juhaina were very important for the Sa'udis
because without capturing these tribes they could not conquer the northern
parts of the Hejaz; territory.
3 - 'Ataiba.
According to the Handbook of Arabia 'Ataiba belonged to
•i
Mudhar.

'Ataiba inhabited the eastern area of the Mountains between

o
Mecca and al-Taif.

Their roaming area stretches from Taif to al-Qasim.

Burckhardt mentions that 'Ataiba were, before the time of Wahhabis, the
most inveterate enemies of Harb and derived benefit from the pilgrims who
passed through its territory.^
They possessed a great abundance of camels and sheep:

They

had also horses, and they stood in high esteem for their bravery, being
constantly at war with all their neighboursA
In 1797 the 'Ataiba Shaikh went to al-Dar'iya in order to
offer his submission to the Sa'udis.

5

Hence the 'Ataiba tribe took part

in the Sa'udi campaigns of 1802 and 1803 which led to Taif and Mecca, as
well as other campaigns.^

During the Turkish campaign against Arabia

'Ataiba remained loyal to the Sa'udis until 1814, when a part of the tribe
was won by Muhammad Ali,^while another part fought in the battle of Basal
on the side of the Sa'udis.

8

The same dissension seems to have repeated

itself when Ibrahim Pasha in 1816 commenced his operation to control Arabia.

9

I l ) P»61.
(2 ) Burckhardt, op.cit. p.238.
(3) Op.cit. p.239.
"*
(4) Burckhardt pp.238-9.
(5) Ibn Bishr. op.cit. p.119. (6 ) Ibn Bishr, p.131»
(7) Burckhardt, p.379.
(8 ) Op.cit.pp.395^6> (9) Philby.SJU p.133.
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According to al-Bassam they mustered ten thousand
infantrymen and one thousand cavalry.

Burckhardt states that their force

could not be less than six thousand matchlocks and might amount to ten
■i

thousand.
Their importance lay in the fact that they held the key
to the conquest of Mecca, especially from the east, because they occupied
the main roads between Mecca and al-Taif and even as far as the frontiers
of the Hejaz and Nejd.
4 - Thakaif.
According to al-Qalqashandi Banu Thakaif belonged to Huzan
2
and were of 'Adnani descent.
They possessed the fertile country of
al-Taif.

They were rich in sheep and goats.

Sa'udis in 1802 but not easily.^

They surrendered to the

It seems that they threw off the yoke

of the Sa'udis when Tusun captured al-Taif in 18 13•
On the authority of al-Bassam Thakaif could raise three
thousand infantrymen and eight hundred cavalry, and according to Burckhardt
they could muster two thousand matchlocks.^
Their importance stemmed from their possession of the fertile
oasis of al-Taif.
5 - Hudhail.
According to al-Qalqashandi. Hudhail derived its origin from
Mudhar.^

They oocupied the steep mountainous region on the road from

(l) Al-Bassam p*56; Burckhardt, p.239. (2 ) Op.cit. p.198T
(3) Burckhardt, p.242. (4) Al-Bassam p.5 6 ; Burckhardt p.242.

(5) Ibid.
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Mecca to al-Taif and particularly about the JaballQura.
great number of sheep and goats.

They had a

Before they submitted to the Sa'ucLis

above three hundred of their best men were killed.

It seems that they

joined Muhammad Ali in 1813.^
They mustered one thousand matchlocks and reputed to be
the best marksmen in the whole country, and according to al-Bassam their
force could be eight thousand infantrymen.

They were famous for their

bravery.^
They controlled the passage of Jabal Kura between Mecca
and al-Taif.
6 - 'Adwan.
Concerning its descent al-Qalqashandi states that they
belonged to Qais 'Allan from al-'AdnaniA
al-Taif.

They lived in the Tihama of

They were able to muster twenty five thousand infantrymen and

eight thousand horsemen*

'Adwan's chief went to al-Dar'iya in 1801

where he offered his loyaltyA

Hence he was authorized by Sa'ud to

conquer al-Taif and Mecca in 1802-3A

'Adwan also took part in the

operations which were directed against the Sharif of Mecca in 1805, as
well as acting on instructions to go to al-Medina in order to stop the
Q
Syrian pilgrims from proceeding to the Holy cities in 1806-7 .
The importance of their situation enabled them to play a
key role among their neighbours.

Thus it is not surprising to find that

y ) Burckhardt. p.241. (2) Burckhardt. op.cit. p*242l (3) Ibid.
(4) Op.cit. p.354.
(5) il-Bassam, p.61.
(6 ) Ibn Bishr. pp.130-131.
v7; Ibid*
(8 ) jbn Bishr, pp.143»146.
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these tribes followed their example in offering submission to the Sa'udis.
7 - G-hamid.
According to al-Qalqashandi &hamid belonged to al-Azd.^
The territory of G-hamid lies in the highlands of the southern Hejaz.
They may have submitted about 1802-3.
to one thousand.

They could raise from five hundred

A part of Ghamid joined Muhammad All's arny in 1813

while the tribe fought on the side of the Sa'udis in the battle of Basàl.
8 - Zahran.
Zahran traced its ancestry to al-Azd according to
al-Qalqashandi.^

The territory of Zahran is bounded on the north by

Banu Malik, and Shalawah, on the east by Ghamid, on the south-west by
Zobaid, and on the west by the Dhawi Barakat for a few miles and then the
Dhawi Hasan.^
1802-3.

It is possible that they submitted to the Sa'udis about

They could raise as many as fifteen hundred.**

Like Ghamid,

a part of them submitted to Muhammad ALi's army while the chief and
majority of the tribe continued to be loyal to the Sa’udis and participated
in the battle of Basàlin 1815 on the Sa'udi side.^
9 - Shomran.
Their territory was bounded on the west and north by the
Ghamid, on the east by the Shahran, and on the south by Bulqarn.
According to Burckhardt this was a very strong tribe.®

They joined the

Sa'udis towards 1802-3 and continued to acknowledge their authority until
| Op.oit. p.387.
(2Ì Burckhardt, p.2UL. (3) Op.cit. p.274.
Hand, of Arabia, voi. 1.p.475. (5) Burckhardt. p.22*4.
(6 ) Ibn Bishr. p.171; Burckhardt, op.oit. p.395. (7) H.A. Op.cit. pJf73.
(8 ) Ibid.

the Sa'udis were defeated in the battle of Basal in 1815«

Burckhardt

mentioned that the Shaikh of Shomran ibn Dahman took part in this battle
■l
on the Sa'udi side.
10 - Banu Sa'd, Nasira and Budaila
Banu Sa'd, Nasira and Bujaila inhabited the area between
Ghamid and al-Taif.

As a result of the submission of al-Taif they may

have come under the Sa'udi sovereignty;

they continued to do so until

they joined the Tusun's campaign against Turaba in 1813.

Banu Sa'd

could muster five thousand infantrymen.^
The tribes of this section were pro-Sharifian.
As regards Ghamid, Zahran, Shomran, Banu Sa'd, Nazira
and Bujaila we may say that their importance lay in the fact that they
formed a line of defence in the southern parts of Hejaz.
11 - Buqum tribe.
This tribe occupied Turafea which is a very fertile region.
They mustered seventeen thousand fighters."*
submission.
participated.^

In,1797 they offered their

During the Sa'udi campaign against the Hejaz in 1802-3 Buqum
After the troops of Muhammad‘“Ali Pasha had marched into

al-Taif in 1813, Buqum defended Turaba against the Turkish expedition
where they defeated Mustafa Bey, in 1813 and, later on in the same year,
Tusun.

This tribe was ruled by a woman named Ghaliya.^

Burckhardt

writes, "The Begoum Arabs, of whom some are shepherds and some cultivators,
j l ) Ibid. (2J Ibn Bishr. p p .167 ,1 7 1 . (3 ) Bassam, p.$2.
ik) Burckhardt, op.cit. p.243. (5) Bassam, pp.58-9. (6 ) Ibn Bishr. p.119.
(7) Burckhardt, op.cit. p. 360 ; Ibn Bishr. pp. 168 -9 .
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were headed "by a widow named G-halye, whose husband had been one of the
chief men in Taraba.

She herself possessed more wealth than any Arab

family in the neighbourhood.

She distributed money and provisions among

all the poor of her tribe, who were ready to fight the Turks.

Her table

was open to all faithful Wahabys, whose chiefs held their councils in her
house;

and as the old lady was celebrated for sound judgment, and an

accurate knowledge of the interests of the surrounding tribes, her voice
was not only heard in council, but generally prevailed;

and she actually

governed the Begoums, although they had a nominal chief, or sheikh, called
Ibn Khorshan.

Erom the first defeat of Mustafa Bey, near Taraba, the

name of G-halye had spread over the whole country.

The Turkish soldiers

fears soon magnified her influence and importance;

they regarded her as

chief of the united Wahabys, and reported the most absurd stories
respecting her powers as a sorceress, bestowing her personal favours on
all the Wahaby leaders, who, by her means, were rendered invincible."
They fought with the Sa'udis against Muhammad ^Ali in the
battle of Basdlin 1815«

And following the occupation of Turaba, Buqum

acknowledged the Turkish sovereignty.

2

They may be considered the key to the Hejaz.

Thus having

submitted to the Sa'udis, the whole area fell, one region after another.
12 - Banu Subai*.
The territory of Subai' was the Subai' Wadi, southwest
gp.cit. o.571.
(2) Burckhardt, p.402.
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Nejd, and the sandy strip of Irq, Subai' bordering it on the east.
here the Subai' had distributed themselves to the South and East.

Prom
They

*1
occupied the oasis of Raniya on the West.

Banu Subai' were divided into

eastern and western groups.
The eastern Subai' joined the Sa'udis in the early years,
but not before 1762 because we find that 'Abd al-'Aziz organized a raid
against a party of the Subai1 Bedouin at the watering-place of al-'Atk,
between the Sudair and Mahmal districts.

He raided them again in 1762.

It is possible that they submitted after this raid because, when they were
attacked by an 'Ajman party,*Abd al-Aziz hastened to pursue the 'Ajman
party.

They had since remained loyal.

2

however, Ibn Bishr mentions

that a party of Subai' swore loyalty to al-Dar'iya in 1 7 7 1 They took
part in military operations such as their raid against the Dhafir Bedouin
in 1780.^

In 1795 Subai' was ordered to join with Ibn Qarmala in order
C
to resist the Sharif's attack.
They also took part in repulsing Thuwaini's
attack against the eastern territory of the Sa'udi dominion in 1797* ^
The western Subai' occupied the oasis of Raniya and were
partly cultivators.

They offered their submission about 1798.

They

participated in the Sa'udi campaigns against al-Taif and Mecca in 1802-3»^
And Finally they fought on the side of the Sa'udis against the Turkish:
invasion.

Burckhardt states that their chief Ibn Qatnan was present

in the battle of Basal in 1815.8
v ) Oppenheim, Die Beduinen, 3 vols. vo2L.2. p.100. (2 ) Ibn Bishr, pp.53,56.
(3) Op.cit. p.67l
{k) Ibn Bishr, p.83. (5) Ibn Bishr, p.113.
(6) Ibn Bishr, p.116. (7 ) Ibn Bishr, p.131. (8) Op.cit. p.395»
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The eastern Subai' provided two thousand and five hundred
infantrymen and eight hundred horsemen.

But Mengin states their number

amounted to one thousand and two hundred infantrymen, and one hundred
•j
horsemen.
As regards the number of the western Subai*, al-Bassam
estimated that they mustered ten thousand infantrymen and eight hundred
horsemen.

2
With regard to the number of the whole tribe, Lam'al-Shihab

states that they could reach twelve thousand men.
According to Lam* al-Shihab also this tribe accompanied the
Sa'udis in their campaigns;

it seems certain that they were loyal to the

rank of the Sa'udi family.^
Their importance lay in their geographical situation they occupied a vast area both inside Nejd as well as in the Hejaz.
13 - Banu Salim.
*
This tribe occupied the fertile Wadi of Bisha.
partly cultivators.^

They were

Following an expedition led by the chief of

al-Dawasir in 1797 Bisha offered its submission, but it was forced to
return to the Sharif’s yoke in the same year.'*

In 1798 the chief of

al-Dawasir was authorized to lead an expedition against Bisha which was
forced to surrender to the Sa'udi authority.
the Hejaz in 1802-3.^

They took part in subduing

They also took part in surrounding Mecca in 1805

until Ghalib offered his submission.

Banu Salim participated in many

l l ) Bassam, p.71; Mengin, p.164» (2) Op.cit. p.62. (3) Op.cit. pp.143-9.
14; Burckhardt, op.cit. p.243.
(5) Itn Bishr, p.118. (6) Ibn Bishr. p.120.
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expeditions such as against Najran in 1806.

Finally Banu Salim fought

on the side of the Sa*udis during the Turkish campaigns to Arabia between
1811—1815 until they were obliged to surrender.
According to al-Bassam Banu Salim could muster twenty
2
thousand infantrymen and two thousand horsemen,

but on the authority of
3

Burckhardt their number amounted to five thousand matchlocks.
This tribe occupied the centre of communication linking
Nejd with Asir and south-westwards as far as Najran.

So it may be

regarded as the gateway to the south as well as with the north.

U ) Ibn Bishr, pp. 14 3 ,145 ,146,152,157*168; Burckhardt, p.395»
(2) al-Bassam, p.35* (3) Op.cit. voi.2. p.M>.
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B - The tribes of south-west (Asir and Tihama)«
T - Banu Qahtan.
The territory of Banu Qahtan stretched from the lower course
of the Wadis of Bisha and Tathlith, as far as the pilgrim-route, Mecca-alRiyadh.

In the west they had the Subai' and Shahran, in the east the Banu

Hajir as-neighbours.

They possessed a good breed of horses.

to Burckhardt Banu Qahtan were subdivided into two tribes:

According

al-Sahama,

whose chief Ibn Qarmala was a close f±iend of Sa'ud, and the tribe of
al-Aasy, whose Shaikh Hesher was the most distinguished fighter in the
whole country.

2
According to Ibn U-hannam, lbn Qarmala came to al-Dar’iya

to offer his loyalty in 1787«

3

He was ordered to attack the Mutair

Bedouin who were concentrated in al-Janaih, a watering place in upper
Nejd, in 1792.^

A Sharif’s army was despatched in order to attack

Qahtan in 1795» But it failed to defeat Qahtan together with other Sa'udi
c
forces which had joined Ibn Qarmala.
Buqum tribe in 1797.^

He organized a raid against the

In the following year Qahtan took part in border

war which ended with the occupation of Khurama and the detaching of the
'Ataiba and Subai* from Mecca side.^
to submit.

8

They took part ih compelling Bisha

They participated in attacking the He jaw. in 1802-3.:
It is possible that Qahtan did not take part in the fight

against the Turkish invasion in 1813-1815» since there is no record.
Al-Bassam states their number to have been thirty thousand
UjOppenheim, Die Beduinen. vol.2. p.106. (2 ) Qp.cit. 0.243. The spelling
Aasy is Burckhardt's. (3)-Vol*2. p.130. (4) Ibn Bishr. p.99.
>5) IBn Bishr, p.113. (6; Ibn Bishr, p.11b. (71 pp. 120-21. (8/ p.120.
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infantrymen and seven thousand horsemen.

Burckhardt says that they were

the strongest and most numerous between the ’Ataiba and Hadramaut.
They had some influence over the southern parts of the
He jaz and the southern border of Nejd.

For this reason their surrender

was followed by continuous raids on a large scale against the Hejazi
dominion until the Hejazis offered their submission to the Sa'udis one
after another.
2 - The Asir tribe3.
The territory of Asir extended as far north as Billahmir
and Muhayil j

in the south they had Banu Shi'aba, in the west al-Qahma
2

and in the east the Shahran as their neighbours.
subdivided into:,

a) the tribes of Sarat.

This tribe was

b; the tribes of Asir Tihama.

The tribes Sarat Asir were subdivided into (1) Rabia’
and Rufaida, (2) Banu Mughaid, (3) ’Alqam, (4) Banu Malik.
The tribes Asir Tihama or Rijal al-Ma* were subdivided into
the following tribes.

A)Banu (fais, B)Banu Dhalim, C)Banu Juna,

D)Banu Bakr, E>Banu Zaid, F)iianu ’Abd Shahb, &)Banu Qutba, H)Banu Shadida,
l)Banu ’Abd al-'Aus, jOal-Bina.3

This is a fertile territory.

The Asir tribes offered their submission towards 1801
Burckhardt writes,

"The Wahabys, during some years had extended their

arms and faith among most of the mountain tribes southward of Taif towards
lemen, people of considerable strength, and Abu Nokta, Sheikh of Asir was
appointed commander of all."

5

________________ _____________________

TlYliurckhardt, vol.2.p.l6;' al-Bassam, p.36. U J Al-ha’ami,
(3) Ibid. (4) al-Na'ami, p.131. {5) 9P,-SH* P*526’

p.132
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The chief of the Asir tribes was authorized to lead an
expedition against the Sharif Ghalib at Jidda in 1804.^

In the following

year the Asir tribes took part in stirrounding Mecca in an attempt to force
Ghalib to surrender.

2

They also participated in an expedition against

Najran in order to capture it.

3

In addition to this they took part in

preventing the Syrian pilgrims from entering both Mecca and Medina in
1807.^

The chief of the Asir tribes was ordered to march against Abu

'Arish whose chief had rebelled against the Sa'udi authority.

5

Moreover, the Asir tribes led an expedition against
al-Hudaida and Alluhaiya in 1810.^

The chief of Asir also attacked the

Turkish force which had captured al-Qunfida,^and in the following year
they occupied it.

Finally they fought on the side of the Sa'udis

in the battle of Basal in 1815.
Muhammad Ali occupied Asir.

Their chief was captured later on when

8

According to al-Bassam Asir mustered thirty thousand
infantrymen and five thousand cavalry, but Burckhardt mentions that Asir
could assemble fifteen thousand men armed with matchlocks.

In addition

to this al-Bassam states that Ri.jal Alma* could raise two thousand
9
infantrymen and five hundred horsemen.7
however, Burckhardt states that Asir were the most
numberous and warlike tribe of the southern tribes.

10

This was the most powerful tribal group in the south of
(l) Ibn Bishr,
(■4) Ibn Bishr,
17) Ibn Bishr,
OB.cit. vol.2.

p.142. (2) Ibn Bishr. p.143. 13) Ibn Bishr. p.145*
p.1^6. (5) Ibn Bishr, pp.152-3. {&) Ibn Bishr, pp.156-7.
pp.172-174. 18) Ibn Bishr, pp.186-7. (9) Ou.cit.p.24;
p.A8. (10)
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the Sa'udi dominion.

Furthermore, they held a strategic position hy

controlling a part of the Tihama of Asir together with a part of Asir
al-Sarat.

So they could link the Tihama with the rest of al-Sarat.

Accordingly, the surrender of the Asir tribes ’was followed by the fall
of Shahran, Wadi*a, Sinhan, 'Abaida and Abu 'Arish, and above all the
spread of the Sa'udi influence over the Yemeni dominion.
3 - 'Abaida.
According to the Handbook of Arabia the boundary of
Abaida was well defined, but to the north their nomads wandered over a
vast area and for almost 150 miles their western boundary adjoined that
of the Shahran.

To the east lay Tathlith and the Yam tribes, to the

south the Barn Bishr, and to the south-west the Rufaidat al-Yemen.^
They engaged largely in trading.
There is no reference to the date of their submission to
the Sa'udis, but presumably they joined the sa'udis following the
submission of the Asir tribes.

however, the earlier references to this

tribe in Ibn Bishr deal with their participation in an expedition directed
against Najranj

they also took part in an expedition sent to deal with

Abu Mismar in 1809.^
'Abaida mustered twenty thousand footsoldiers and rour
thousand horsemen.^
(1) vol.1. p.442.

(2) Ibn Bishr, pp.145»152-3.

(3) al-Bassam, p.23»
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4 - Wada'a.
Wada'a were bounded on the north and east by the Yam
tribes of Najran and on the west by the Sinhan.
which they converted into raisins and sold.

They cultivated grapes

They also engaged in trading

in the coffee which was brought from Jabal Kazah and Khaulan al-Sham.

1

We do not know when Wada'a joined the Sa'udis, but it is
possible that they submitted after 1801.

They took part in the

expedition which was directed against Najran.

2

According to the Handbook of Arabia Wada'a could raise

4,000 infantrymen and 300 cavalry.^
5 - Sinhan.
The Sinhan were bounded on the north by Yam, on the east
by Wada'a, and on the west by the Banu Bishr.^
They, like Wada'a, joined the Sa'udis not before 1801.They fought on the Sa'udi side against Najran in 1806.^
According to al-Bassam Sinhan mustered ten thousand
infantrymen and three thousand horsemen.^
The importance of 'Abaida, Sinhan, and Wada'a was that
they constituted a line of defence for the Najran oasis.

However, this

oasis was, from the beginning of the Sa'udi movement, anti-Sa'udi.
6 - Shahran.
The territory of this tribe covered a large area.
U ) Handbook, p.142.
(2 ) Ibn Bishr, p.145. Î3) p.449.
U O Handbook, vol.1.p.447. (5) Ibn Bishr, p.145.
(6 ) p.31.

They
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possessed the country round Bisha and they followed the Wadi of Shahran
as far as its beginning and thence to within 20 miles of Subai'.
boundary extended from east to west of the Wadi Shahran.

Their

Their

neighbours on the north were the Shalawah and Subai', on the east 'Abaida.
They may have joined the Sa'udis after 1801.
part in the punitive expedition against Abu Mismar in 1809»

They took

2

They could raise fifteen thousand infantrymen and two
thousand horsemen.

3

U ) Handbook^ vol.1. p.462. (2) Ibn Bishr, pp. 152-3. (3) Bassam, p.33.
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C - Central Arabia.
THE TRIBES OF NEJD.
This group may be divided into the following tribes :>
1

- Shammar (of Jabai Shammar).
According to the Handbook of Arabia the Shammar tribe did

not spring; from a single ancestor, but account for themselves by saying
that they were a mixture of Taghlib, 'Abs, and Hawazin, the first a
constituent of Rabia, the two last of Mudhar.^

The Shammar tribe

occupied the fertile Qasim province.
The Shammar fall into four subtribes::

a) Sinjrara, b) Tuman,

c) 'Abdah and Aslam.
a> According to Musil Sin jar a's territory lay between al-G-huta and
al-Hazul.

The watering places of al-Habaka, al-Hubayki, al-Ray'a, and

al-Rawz belonged to them.
b)

2

The Tuman encamped in the territory which extended from al-Shabasi,

north of Wakisa, along the pilgrim route to Iraq.
important watering-places.

o)

They had not ary

3

The territory of 'Abdah extended from Aja near Maugag eastwards as

far as the old pilgrim road and along this to Lina.

They possessed the

watering stations of Lina, al-Khadhra, Zarud, al-Shauiba and al-Ajfar.^
d)

The Aslam possessed the Salma with the villages of Sab'an and

Taba and the former pilgrim station of Faid.

They wandered from here to

the Qasim and to al-Batin.^
(1) Op.cit. n.75.
(2) Northern Nejd, n.31: Opnenheim. Die Beduines,vol3.p37.
(3) Ibid.: Musil. n.35.
(A) Ibid.
(5) Ibid.
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As to their number, Burckhardt states that they were able
to muster from three thousand to four thousand men all armed with
matchlocks.

The chief of Shammar, Ibn 'Ali, was a man of considerable

influence at the Sa'udi court . 1
It is most likely that the Shammar tribe joined the ranks
of the Sa'udis immediately after the battle of 'Adwa, south of Hayil,
o
where Sa'ud surprised and defeated them in 1791.

Since that date they

remained loyal to the Sa'udi state until the fall of al-Dar'iya in 1818.
They took part in many important campaigns.

For example, they participated

in the campaign against the oasis of Jauf in 1793
They held the Qasim province and above all controlled the
main communication to Medina and Mecca from Iraq and that from Syria to
Nejd.

Thus their entering into the Sa'udi fold was of vital importance.

2 - Mutalr.
According to Lam'al-Shihab Mutair belonged to Qahtan, but
according to the Handbook of Arabia Mutair claimed descent through Mudhar
from Ma'ad.^"

The territory of Mutair extended from the Qasim province as
5

far as Medina.

They were camel-breeders.
As regards their number, Lam'al-Shihab states that they could

raise fourteen thousand men, but Burckhardt estimated that the Mutair could
enlist twelve hundred horsemen, and from six to eight thousand matchlocks.
Mutair may have submitted after their defeat by Sa'ud at
al-Shaqra, a watering-place near Jabal Shammar, in 1791-2, because from
(l) Op.oit. p.23~U
(2) Ibn Bishr. p.97. 13) Ibn Bishr, p*111»
(4) Op.cit. p.12(Jfj op.cit. p.83. (5) Burckhardt, op.oit. p.233» \.°) Ibid,
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then on they fought on the side of the Sa'udis.^
Like the Harb tribe, the Mutair had also yielded early to
the Turks, when they accompanied Tusun in 1815 on his inarch to al-Qasim
province.^
However, after the Turks had withdrawn, ’AbdAllah b.Sa'ud
arrested and killed-the brother of the Mutair chief.^

Thereupon, when

Ibrahim Pasha reached al-Hanikiya, Faisal al-Dawish',, the chief of the
Mutair tribe, sent to him a messenger informing him that he would join
the Turks if Ibrahim Pasha promised the Mutair chief of the command of
al-Dar’iya.

Ibrahim agreed and therefore al-Dawish joined the former

when he was in front of al-Rass in 1817.

Hence Faisal gave his ally

transport and supplies and Mutair became a part of the Turkish exnsy.^
Mutair was a powerful tribe and its influence extended from
al-Qasim as far as Medina.

Thus its surrender to the Sa’udi cause

probably increased the latters’ power as far as the Hejaz, and also served
as a line of defence against the Hejazi raids.
3 - The ’Anaza tribes.
According to Lam’al-Shihab the ’Anaza tribes claimed
e
descent from Wayil of Rabi’a.
Arabs.

They were the largest tribe of nomad

The ’Anaza occupied a vast area which extended as far north as

Syria and Iraq, and in the south they took up their abode in Khaibar and
al-Qasim.^
(l ) Ibn Bishr, p*99»
(4) Mengin, p.97.

(2) Burokhardt, ibid. (3) Mengin, op^cit. vol.2.p»93»
(5 ) Qp.cit. p.133.
(6 ) Burckhardt, op.olt. p.231.
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According to Lam1al-Shihab this group of tribes were
divided, into three groups, each subdivided into tribes and clans,(and

A
’Ashiras).

For example; from the 'Anaza were t (1) Banu Wahb which was

divided into the following:
A) Walad Sulaiman which lived at the desert of al-Sham between Balqa and
Huran.

They were considered to be dependent on Damascus.

It is

interesting to point out here that they went down to encamp in the Wadis
of al-Sirhan and Hamad during the Winter.

2

B) Al-Manabiha, whose Shaikh was al-Fadhil, in the summer encamped at
al-Shanbil in the neighbourhood of Halab, Hims and Hamat, but in the winter
they went east of al-Iraq.^
Both al-Manabiha and Walad Sulaiman received a regular
income from the governors of Damascus and Halab for protecting the Syrian
border and preventing their people from committing any THnfl of offences
against Syrian subjects, especially farmers.^
C) In addition to this there was a part of Banu Wdhb settled in Khaibar.
where they possessed half the palm-trees of that place.^

• This section

roamed a vast area extending from the homeland of Sharamar to Taima as far
north as Hajar Thamoud, and to the south as far as Yanbu'
(2) The Jilas in summertime used to go to al-Qasim in order
to buy dates and grain.7
(3) The Rawalla was the third branch of the ’Anaza
federation.

Their minor tribes were al-Qati'aisan, al-Dughama, al-Firaiqa

(l) Ibid. (2) Lam'al-Shihab. p»134.
(4) Lam*al-Shihab. p .136. (5 ) Ibid.
(7j Lam 1 al-Shihab, p.138.

(3) Lam 1 al-Shihab,p.135»
(6) Lam'al-Shihab,p.137»

’
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and al-Nasair.

The Rawalla tribe possessed numerous camels, so that an

individual might have four hundred camels or even five hundred.

In

summertime al-Rawalla encamped in Busra, al-Azraq and Ahika and sometimes
they encamped at al-Naqra (situated between Balqa and Huran).

They sold

1
their camels in Halab.
(.4)' Bishr: According to Lam 1 al-Shihab the Bishr tribe
was divided into large branches such as a) al-'Amarat which subdivided into

2
Saqur and al-Tarifa.

The 'Amarat’s Shaikhs belonged to a well-known

family called al-Hadhal.

Burckhardt states that Ibn hadhal was a

supporter of the Wahhabis.
fought from the year 1812
Muhammad 'Ali.

This man was present in almost every battle
to 1815 in the Hejaz against the army of

It was reported that through his efforts, Tusun Pasha

was kept in check during his advance from Medina to al-Qasim in 1815*^
However, al-Hadhal occupied the oasis of al-HaniKiyaA
b) The Dahamisha tribe was another branch of the Bishr
tribe.

They possessed al-Hayid and al-Huwayyid which in the past were .

called FidJc.
matchlocks.

5

Their fighting men were numerous and were armed with
The Dahamisha tribe joined Ibrahim Pasha in 1816.

6

c) There was a division of the Bishr tribe called a l - S i V a .^
d) The tribe of Walad Sulaiman belonged to the Bishr tribe.
e) There was another tribe of Bishr called al-Bajayida.
f) And finally there was a clan ('ashira) of Shimla who
possessed half the land of Khaibar according to Lam 1 al-Shihab. They also
(11 Ibid; Burckharut. p.218.
( U Lam*al-Shihab. p.140.
(7> Ibid.

(2) Lam,al-Shihao,'P.139. (3) Op»cit. p»219»
(5) Lam'al-SHihab,p.139. (.6) Ibn Bishr, p.
(8 ) Ibia.

8

-

6k

-

1

lived in Nejd territory.
burcknarat states that most of the great 'Anaza tribes
were entitled to passage money rrom the Syrian pilgrim caravans.

2

Accoruing to Lam*al-Shihab all the tribes of 'Anaza were
under the Sa'udi authority.

They joined the Sa'udis without fighting.

With regard to the number of 'Anaza Lam'al-Shihab states
that they could provide sixty thousand men.

They were well-known horse

3
riders.
Their importance lay in the fact that they controlled the
northern parts of Arabia and had some influence over Syria and Trans-Jordan.
Consequently by subjecting this tribe to their cause, the Sa'udis armies
and influence were spread to the Jordan and Syria.

In addition to this,

they served as a line of defence against any attack from Syria.
4

- al-Suhul.
According to the Handbook of Arabia the Suhul tribe were

connected with the Subai' tribe of which they constituted a subtribe, but
according to Lam*al-Shihab the Suhul tribe belonged to Rabia'.
were rich in camels and sheep.

Al-Suhul

However, most of al-Dar'iya's samn came

from al-SuhulA
They occupied the fertile oasis of Jabal of al-'Ardh and
they had a watering-place near al-Sha'ara, three days distant from
al-Dar'iya on the Mecca side.

(1) Ibid.
(5) Ibid.

5

(2) Op.cit. P.218. (3) p.141.

(4) vol.1. p.73; P.1W.
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On the authority of Lam* al-Shihab this tribe could raise
ten thousand men, hut according to al-Bassam they mustered only three
thousand infantrymen and eight hundred horsemen.

1

Ibn U-hannam refers to the fact that al-Suhul came into
o
conflict with the Sa'udis in 1784 for the first time.
early to the Sa'udis and remained loyal to them.

They submitted

From 1793 onwards they

participated in many campaigns such as those which were organized against

x
the Banu Hajir in 1793-4 and in resisting the Sharif's campaign in 1796.

5 - al-Dawasir.
They occupied the fertile Wadi of al-Dawasir and had
villages there.^
journeys.

Wadi al-Dawasir extended as far as three dromedary

As a result, the Wadi was well-watered.

Most people of the

Dawasir tribe were engaged in agriculture.
The Dawasir tribe offered its submission to the Sa'udis in
1787.^

Since that date they had remained loyal and taken part in many

campaigns.

They came into contact with the Egyptians only in the battle

of Basalin 1815«
According to al-Bassam the Dawasir tribe could muster eight
thousand infantrymen and one thousand and five hundred horsemen, but Mengin
states that they could raise only five thousand infantrymen and a hundred
cavalry.^
Its importance must be assessed in the light of its
situation as a centre of communications between Nejd and Bisha, Tathlith

(1) Op.oit. p.150: n.69.

¿2) Rawdhat al-Afkar., vol.2. p.121.

(3) Ibn Bishr, p.110.
(4) p.75.
(6 ) Bassam, p.69$ Mengin op.cit. p.164.

(5) Ibn Bishr, p.93.
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and Najran.

Their surrender to the Sa'udis served to increase the

latter's power south-wards by using the territory of al-Dawasir as a
military base against Bisha, Tathlith and Najran.
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D - East North and east-aouth of Arabia.
1 - The tribes of al-Hasa.
Banu Khalid.
According to Lam'al-Shihab, Banu Khalid claimed descent

A
from Rabi'a, an 'Adnani tribe.

The Banu Khalid occupied the fertile

oases of al-Hasa as well as controlling trade to central Arabia from the
Persian Gulf.

They possessed the sea ports of al-Qatif and al-'Uqair

through which sugar, coffee, spices and other goods from India and the
Yemen passed to central Arabia.

However, this tribe was subdivided into

the following subtribes
(1) Al-Hamaid which was the chief subtribe of the Banu
o
Khalid could provide one thousand fighters.
(2) Al-Subaih which occupied the adjacent area of both
Kuwait and Muntafiq tribe, could muster six thousand men, but according
to al-Bassam this tribe mustered 1,500 footsoldiers and 300 cavalry.
Lam'al-Shihab states that this tribe;

since Banu Khalid took al-Hasa

from the Turks, was the defensive line of Banu Khalid against the Turks,
together with al-MuntafiqA
(.3) Al-Mahashir which possessed al-Qatif Revenue, could
assemble seven thousand men.

They were rich in camels."’

According to

al-Bassam al-Mahashir could raise one thousand foot-soldiers and 500
cavalrymen.b
(4) Al-'Amair who lived at Jannah and Abu 'Ali, amounted
(1 ) Op.cit.. p.A3b; al-Qalqashandi, op.cit. P.2A2. (2 ) Lam1al-Shihab, ibid.
(3 ) ibid; al-Bassam, op.oit. p .8 0 . (4 ) Op.cit. p.437*
(5) Lam*al-Shihab, p.438»
(6 ) Ibid.
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to 1,000 men, but according to al-Bassam they had 2,000 foot-soldiers and

300 cavalry.

1
Lam'al-Shihab states that some members of this tribe during

the Summer, engaged in sea-faring between al-Bahrain, hubara and al-Kuwait,
and some were engaged in the pearl fishery.
them possessed estates of palm-trees.

In addition to this some of

2

The remaining subtribes of the Banu Khalid comprised three
unnamed; each could raise 2,000 men.^
Mengin, however, estimates the whole number of the Banu
Khalid as only 2,500 infantrymen, 2,000 cavalry.**The Banu Khalid, before the first Sa'udi state, were the
most powerful tribe of Eastern Arabia.

They ruled a vast area which

extended from the Persian Oulf as far as al-'Arid.

Thus they opposed

the rising of the Sa'udi state from the beginning and despatched expedition
after expedition in an attempt to destroy the Sa'udis and bring back the
whole area under their control, but in vain.
It is a matter of importance to point out that since
1/15-1765 the Sa'udi policy had been on the defensive, but from 1765
onwards the Sa'udis began to attack them until they were defeated in 1795»
1795» and thereafter they submitted to the Sa'udis and remained loyal
until they were driven back by Ibrahim Pasha in 1818.
They possessed the Hasa oasis together with the ports of
(l) Ibid.

(2 ) Ibid.

(3) Lam'al-Shihab, p.439. (1) Op.cit. vol.2.p.l6l.
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Qatif and Uqair.
supplied..

Through the former, the interior towns of Nejd were

Politically, they could threaten the stability of the Sa'udi

state as long as they kept their independence.
2 - The Omani tribes.
A)

The Tribe of NU'aim.
According to Lam 1 al-Shihab Banu Nu'aim were of Qahtani

A
descent.

According to Lam*al-Shihab Banu Nu'aim lives to the west of

al-Buraimi.

Miles states that this tribe inhabited al-Buraimi, Dhank, Qabil,

S m a n a and Hafait.

They were a warlike tribe and at enmity with Banu Yas.

Both Lam 1 al-Shihab and Miles state that they could muster
twenty thousand men.

3

Banu Nu'aim offered their submission in 1799 and since that
date they had fought on the Sa'udi side against Muscat and even against
the Turks at al-Dar’iya in 1818.^
By controlling the Buraimi oasis Banu Nu'aim exercised a
i

position of great importance.

That oasis is to be considered as a centre

of communication between the east and the west.

So it may be regarded

as the northern gateway to the Sultanates of Muscat and Oman.

The tribe

possessed the key villages and strongholds of Hamasa and Buraimi town and
they controlled the towns of Dhank and Hafit.
Banu Qitab.
According to Lam'al-Shihab Banu Qitab belonged to Rabia',
¿1) pp.4£>1-2.
13) Ibid.

(2) The countries and tribes of the Persian Gulf.
(A) Miles, p.323.

v o 3L.2.p

.1i.32.
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an 'Adnani tribe.

They occupied a territory two days distant to the
•i

south-east of al-Buraimi.

We are informed by Miles that Hanu Qitab

occupied Dhank and Aflaj in al-Dhahirah.

He says that the Batinah area

was their favourite hunting ground, so much so that their name was a terror
o
to the Batinah people.
Banu Qitab could raise 8,000 men, but according to Miles
Banu Qitab could assemble only about 2,000 men.^
They, like Banu Nu'aim, offered their submission in 1799»
and took part in the Sa'udi military operations against the Sultan of
Muscat and partly against the Turks in 1818.
This tribe held a commanding position across the entrance
to Wadi al-Qaur.

It is not possible at this stage in our knowledge of

the area and period to evaluate the importance of the territory of this
tribe.
C) Banu Dhawahir.
According to Miles the Dhawahir tribe occupied the country
at Ain and Buraimi.

Their number could reach 4»000 or 5*000 men.*1-

They, like the tribes of Banu Nu'aim and Banu Qitab,
submitted in

1799 .
Their possession of the villages of Jini, Hili, Qattarah,

Mu'tiridh and al-Ain meant that they shared Banu Nu'aim's possession of
the Buraimi oasis from which they could control the central communication
with Muscat.
(ij Op^cit. p.462 (2i Ibid: Miles, op.pit. n.420-9.
(A; Op.cit. p .424 .

(5) Ibid.
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D) Banu Dura*.
According to Lam1al-Shihab Banu Duru’ claimed descent

A
from Qahtan.
This tribe was widely scattered, theiargest part of them
being at Tinan in al-Dhahirah.

Also the majority of them were Bedouin- who

possessed the largest breed of camels in Oman next to al-Wahaiba.

2

According to Lam'al-Shihab the number of Banu Dura’ could
amount to twenty thousand men, but according to Miles they numbered only
about 16,000 men.*”*

They may have submitted in 1800.

E) Banu Yas.
According to Miles Banu Yas immigrated from Nejd about the
middle of the eighteenth century.^

Their territory included Abu Dhabi

and Dubai on the Persian U-ulf and extended inland as far am al-Buraimi.
They were mostly engaged in pearl fishing.“*

They could raise fifteen

thousand men.
They submitted in 1800, but later on revolted against the

6

ba udi state on account of the collection of Zakat♦
E) The Qawasim.

According to Miles the Qawasim tribe belonged to Ma'dH.^
They occupied the most important part of the south eastern coast of the
Persian Gulf.

Ras al-Khaima was their capital.

in fishing and in piracy.®

They were engaged mostly

Thus they had a large fleet which was said to

U ; Op^cit. p.463 .
(2J Ibid.
(3) Ibid. (4; Op.cit. p.43tf.
Tbtd. (6) Badger, The history of the Imams, p.325» (7) Miles, p.430.
Kelly, ^astern Arabian frontiers. p o 5 »
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comprise sixty three large vessels and over eight hundred smaller ones,
manned by nineteen thousand men in 1808.
According to Miles the Qawasim tribe amounted to 20,000
o
men and had several small tribes in cliency to it.
They joined the Sa'udis in 1799 and from then on they
remained loyal to the ba'udis.

According to Lorimer the Qawasim of the

south eastern coast sent seventeen war vessels with a large number of men ,
to al-Qatif as a reinforcement for the Sa'udi state when Ibrahim Pasha's
army came nearer to al-Dar'iya, but they arrived too late.^
The importance of this tribe may be regarded as lying in
its maritime power.

Their enmity with the Abadi al-Bu Sa'id ruler 3 of

Muscat, because they were Sunnis, caused them to offer their submission
to the Sa'udis.

However, they controlled the port of Ras al-Khaima,

from which they could direct their campaigns against Muscat and interrupt
the communications in the Persian Gulf.

m r Wilson, The Persian Gulf, p.204«
(2) Miles, ibid.
(3) Lorimer, Gazette of the Persian Gulf. vol.1. p.657»
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Internal Affairs,

11 - The Sa'udi Administration»
This subject may be considered under the following heads:
I - Central government.
IX - Provincial administration.

I - For the study of the central government administration
the following subjects require to be examined separately:
a - Theory of the Sa'udi state.
b - The Sa'udi government under Muhammad b.Sa'ud and Muhammad b.'Abd
al - ,/ahhab .
c - The System of succession,
d - The army,
e - The Diwan.
f - Bait al-Mal.
g - Justice.
If - Religious Affairs (and Education),
i - Diplomatic Affairs.
a - The supreme sovereignty of the Sa'udi government resided
constitutionally in the Shari'a (divine law).

In other woras, there was

no law or institution except the Shari'a, which the Sa'udi government
carried out strictly without any modifications.
Imam, was theoretically the head of the state.

So the Sa'udi chief, as
Hourani writes, "In this

state the Shari'a was to be fulfilled in every detail, and no other laws

or customs were valid.

Authority lay in the hands of the Imam, temporal

leader and leader in prayer, hut he exercised it with the advice of 'mama
-i
and community."
Burckhardt confirms the above facts in the following
quotation:.

"The religion and government of the Wahabys (sic) may be briefly

defined, as a Muselman (sic) puritanism, and a Bedouin government, in which
the great chief is both the political and religious leader of the nation,
exercising his authority in the same manner as the followers of Mohammed
did over his converted countrymen."^
This means that the essential duty of the Imam was to see
to the preservation of the principles and practices of religion.

This was

not the only objeot of the Sa'udi chief, for he had to establish law and
order, suppress the local wars and private feuds.^
On the other hand, the duty of the community (Umma) was to
obey God, His Prophet, and those who exercise authority.
al-Wahhab comments on the flatter item:;

Muhammad b.'Abd

"We teach that it is necessary to

give proof of loyalty and entire obedience with regard to every Imam,
whether he be an upright man or a wrong-doer, so long as he does not
command us to disobey God."2’’
This was according to the practice of the early Islamic
state which was based on the Qur’anic Surah iv, that commands the people
to obey God, His Prophet, and those who exercise authority whether they

}\{ Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age. 1798-1939. (2) N.B.W, pp.273-4.
V3) Lorimer. Op.nit, vol.1. p*1064.
(4)
ras.na.1.111 .n.b5: Laoust, Doctrines Sociales et Politiques
d^Ibn Taimiva. p.527.
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act as they ought or not, one must still obey these oraers which are in
agreement with the commandments of God.
Apostle and those in authority among you.

"Believers, obey Allah and the
Should you uisagree about

anything refer it to Allah and the Apostle, if you truly believe in Allah.
.4
and the Last Day.
This will in the end-be better and more just.”
This view was also recorded in a saying of as early as the
first century.

The irophet says,

"Do not abuse those who bear rule.

J-f they act uprightly, they shall have their reward, and your duty is to
show gratitude.

If they do evil, they shall bear the burden, and your

duty is to endure patiently.
upon those whom He willj

They are a chastisement which God inflicted

therefore accept the chastisement of God, not

with indignation and wrath, but with humility and meekness."2
Thus in the interest of the Shari*a, there must be close
co-operation between the ruler and the community.

This co-operation

between ruler and ruled was borne out by an observation of Burckhardt, in
which he remarked that the Sa'udi government was an aristocracy, at the
heaa of which stood the family of the Sa’uds, who, in spite of the fact
that they were absolute masters, administered justice as powerful Shaikhs.
Burckhardt writes,

"The ?/ahaby's (sic) chief may seem an absolute master,

But he knows too well the spirit of his Arabs to attempt governing with
uepotic sway.

The liberties of individuals are maintained as in former

times.
(1 j The Kornn t^ana.uawooci. p.563.
>2 { ^
*usufT Kitab al-Kharaj. p.11 (tr.Fagnan, p.14.)

1 3; f b i a , p .2 9 4 .

'
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It is clear from the above facts that Y/ahhabism from the
first placed, authority mainly in the hands of the imam, provided that he
ruled constitutionally according to the Shari'a and with the co-operation
of the 'Ulama.

in this the movement not only showed its wisdom, but made

itself eminently acceptable to the Bedouin tribes, who themselves were
accustomed to being ruled by a Shailch acting, not arbitrarily, but in
accordance with long established tribal custom, as Burckhardt makes
abundantly clear.

B — The Sa'udi government under Muhammad b.Sa'ud and Muhammad b.'Abd al-7ahhab
According to the compact of allegiance between Muhammad
b.Sa'ud the prince of al-bar'iya and Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab which was
concluded in 1744» the two men pledged themselves to restore the religion
to its pristine purity and simplicity in accordance with the Qur'an and
the Traditions, even if it were by force.

Burckhardt writes that the

Wahhabis propagated their doctrine with the sword.

Whenever they purposed

to attack a district of heretics, they cautioned them three times, and
invited them to adopt their doctrine;

after the third summons, they

proclaimed that the time for pardon had elapsed, and they then allowed
their troops to attack their enemies. 1

iVom this pact, which raised a

Beaouin principality into a canonically instituted theocracy, dated the
foundation of this state.
These two leaders divided between them the supreme authority,

(.1) N.B.tf. vol.l. p.K)9.

""

—— —
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in. which Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Yfahhab reserved for himself the spiritual
power, whilst Muhammad b. Sa'ud took charge of the temporal power.
Rousseau writes, "Scheikh (sic) Mohammad was declared supreme pontiff,
and Ebn Sehous (sic) was appointed prince and supreme commander of the
Wahabis (sic).

From this stems the natural division of sovereign

authority into spiritual affairs and temporal matters, a distinction which
is conserved by the difference between the descendants of the two chiefs."
It is clear from the above statement that Muhammad b.Sa'ud
administered the political and military affairs and that he sometimes led
expeditions m

person.

Thus he led two important expeditions against

Riyadh in 1749 and in 1750 which was^however, his last experience of
fighting, while Muhammad b.'Abd al-.iahhab exercised the ecclesiastical
functions, such as leading the people in prayer and teaching the people the
principles of the Islamic religion.

Philby describes the Shaikh's classes

as open to prince, peasant and pauper without distinction, all of them
equally in need of spiritual comfort in the slough of despond, into which
the Arabs had sunk through years of ignorance and neglect.^
In addition to this, he spent a part of his time writing
letters to the various rulers, 'Ulama* and tribes explaining the principal
ideas of the Wahhabi movement, inviting the people everywhere to accept
the Wahhabi authority, but if they did not do so Jihad was to be declared
against the enemies of the Wahhabis.*^
T l ) Notice sur les Wahabis, p.135.
(3) Ibn Bishr, voi.i„ p. 2 2 .

Furthermore, Muhammad b.'Abd

(2) Sa'udi Arabia, p.40*
-------------
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al-Wahhab toolc an active part in the direction of military and political
affairs.

For example Muhammad b . ’Abd al-Wahhab and Muhammad b.Sa'ud,

4 jl

having decided to depose Mishari b.Mu'ammar from governorship of al-'Ayaina,
A

and replace him by Sultan xbn Musin al-Mu'ammari, Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab
proceeded to al-'Ayaina in person to superintend the destruction of the
family castle»

2

He also used to receive the ambassadors who brought the

submission of the various towns and tribes and villages.
Here are a few examples.

in 1761 Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab

received a deputation of the village of al-Fara’a, which came to al-Darliya
in order to offer its submission.^

In 17&3 Muhammad b.'Abd al-.Vahhab

again received a deputation from the chief of Riyadh, who made a request
for admittance into the Wahhabi faith.^

He was also in charge of the

financial administration of which he, later on, transferred the executive
responsibility to 'Abd allAziz b.Muhammad b.Sa'ud.^
continued to consult him on all matters.

The latter, however,

incidentally^it was reported

that Muhammad ibn j Sa'ud and his son 'Abd al-Aziz acted in complete
harmony during their lives.

Thus Ibn Bishr states that Muhammad b.Sa'ud

and his son 'Abd al^Azia did not undertake any enterprise or make any
®ajor decision without the approval of Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab.^
Even later on, the family of Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab also
continued to play a major role.

Thus Balgrave states that the whole

family had constantly held the highest judicial and religious posts in
V!

PP.101-2. Lam'al-Shihab. This author mentions that Muhammad b.'Abd
^aVe instruction in the use of firearms, see S .E .I .(Wahhabiya.p .619)
t i l W n Bishr* P-52.
(3) ibid, p.54.
(A) Ibid. p 3 3 T
15) Ibid. p.23.
(6) Ibid.
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the Wahhabi empirej

they excercised a predominant influence in the

state, and though never decorated with the official titles belonging to
purely civil or military authority, were yet, in reality, the rulers of
the land, and their own masters of the Sa’ud dynasty never ventured to
•j
contradict them, even on matters of policy or war.
c - The system of succession.
The general rule was that, when a Sa'udi chief died, he
would be succeeded by his eldest son.

bo it was that, when Muhammad

b.Sa'ua died, his eldest son 'Abd alJAziz succeeded him to the throne.
On the other hand, before the latter died, he made
particular arrangements to assure the succession of his heir, Sa’ud.
*

This choice, however, was based on his outstanding achievement in the
military and administrative spheres, because he had been for many years
his right hand in the administration.

Ibn Bishr alludes to the fact that

Muhammad b ’Abdal V/ahhab, as the representative of the religious authority,
sent his orders to all the provinces, districts, and tribes, persuading
them to acknowledge and accept Sa’ud as their future ruler;

meanwhile,

he asked the governors and the Shaikhs to take the Bay’ah (the oath of
allegiance) and loyalty from their people.^

Philby comments on this,

This, must have been a very ancient practice, as the Sabaean kings of old
generally associated one, and in some cases even two, not onlj1- as princes
regent, but with the actual title of king .''5

u)
vol.1. pp.379-80.
U ) 0g_.cit. p. 7 7 .

:

(2) Ibn Bishr. p.8 3 .
F
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Subsequently, this system was employed by Mu*awiya, who
appointed his son Yazid to be his
writes,

1Wali

al-*Ahd. heir apparent.

G-audefray

"Mu'awiya, after having based his right to the caliphate on an

arbitration which, accepted at Siiffin by the unhappy 'Ali, took the place
of an appointment by general consent, introduced into the method of handing
on the caliphate the idea of heredity, a conception that was foreign to
Arab tradition.

In the course of a meeting of tribal chiefs and of the

principal personalities of the empire, he secured the acknowledgement of
his son iazid as heir apparent."
In the same manner the Shaikhs and governors swore fidelity
to *Abd Allah b.Sa'ud, while his father Sa'ud was still living . 2
It is apparent that the advantage of these customary
arrangements was to strengthen the authority of the state and ensure the
continuity of power in the state in the case of the sudden death of the
ruler.
It is clear from the above facts that the Sa’ucLis adopted
the practice which was established by the early Caliphs, of putting forward
the candidate of their choice for election, as successor to the throne,
during their own lifetime.
It is worth mentioning that the Sa'udis used to give the
successor, aB a symbol of authority, a sword which had belonged to the
^ ^ ^d3Iim institutions, p.23. The Abbasid state also followed the practice
of the Umayyads. But this was frequently tempered by assassination.
? id- p *22(-

12; Burckhardt, op.cit. p.295.
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great Sa'ud, a particularly tine sword, with a blade of Damascus steel, the
handle covered with gold, and the scabbard inlaid with silver.

1

d - The Army.
According to Burckhardt the Sa'udi state had not any regular
arnQr or body of troops, except that the chief had a bodyguard amounting to
about three hundred men.

Burckhardt says:

"Of the bravest and most

renowned warriors among his Arabs, Saoud (^ l c ) has formed a body-guara,
which he Jceeps constantly at Derayeh (sicJ, and which are the only standing
troops of his army."^
Inasmuch as all the, Sa'udi subjects were soldiers, they
were obliged to take up arms when the chief called them, and in addition
to this to equip themselves at their own expense.^

Thus when the chief

wanted troops, he would simply write to the different tribes and provinces,
indicating the required number of, men to be levied'.

Ali Bey writes,

"These men present themselves upon the day appointed, with their provisions,
arms, and ammunition, for the^Sultan never thinks, of giving them anything;
such is the force of their religious i d e a s . A s

regards the poor soldiers,

^hey were equipped by the rich with camels and weapons, or by the Bait
al-Mal (central treasury).^
With respect to the payment of the army, all the subjects
were expected to equip themselves with weapons and camels because they had
to ao so.

Harford Jones states that:: "No one i 3 to be paid for his

\■
Arm3trong» Lora of Arabia. 0.44.
'
: ' — t? »W» p«311. See further part4one , section 111. (3) Ibid, p.312.
(d; ibid; Ali Bey, voi.2. p.136. This fact was confirmed by Eainaud who
visited al-Dar'iya in 1799. f.lonatliche Correspondent, p.241; Dahlan, p.337.
(6) Bhrckha^dt; c'op.cit^ p.312.

.
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services in war, because properly there can be no other motive for war
than religion - war then is the service of God and shall a man receive
■j
pay for serving God."
However, in compensation, they took their share of booty
which would be .cu.via.ed into five parts;

one would be sent to the state

treasury and the remaining parts would oe distributed among the troops,
a cavalry soldier would have two shares while every root-soldier would
2
have one share.
Concerning the commanding of the army, it is a general
rule that the chiefs (or the bead of the state) were the commanders-inchief of their army.

So the coa.mon practice was that they led their army

against their enemies in person, but in case they could not lead their
armies in person, they would give the command to one of their sons or
brothers or some distinguished Emir.^

According to Lam* al-Shihab the

Sa'ud’s did not give the command of the army to any person, other than
them, except those who were of Bedouin origin.^
Arising from this rule, Muhammad b.Sa’ud was the commanderin-chief of his army.

Thus he led his army in person several times, but

./ when he became older and more absorbed in business, he left the leadership
of his army first to the 'Ayaina chiefs, Uthman and Mishari, and only
later to his son and heir ’Abd al-Aziz,^who, however, either used to lead
his army himself or send his son Sa'ud.
) The Whahaubeea. p ...1(K.~ ■■>.

Most of ’Abd al-Aziz’z military

(2/ Burckhardt, op.cit. vol.2. p.151.
( W P-129.

w ; Philby, Sa’udi Arabia, p. 58.
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activities which he led in person, were directed against the local chiefs
of Nejd, particularly chiefs of Riyadh and al-Kharj.

The former, however,

offered stubborn resistance which lasted for about_twenty-seven years
(1745-1773).

it is to be noted that when Muhammad b.Sa'ud died in 1765*

the influence of the Sa'udi state had not then extended to many part of
Neja, but during the course of »Abd al-Aziz's reign (1765-1303) the greater
part of Arabia offered allegiance such as Nejd, al-Hasa and Asir, and part
of the Hejaz, and Arablani states of the Persian U-ulf.

1

On the other hand, Sa'ud b'Abd aH A z i z devoted much of his
attention to extending and consolidating his dominion all over Arabia.
A memorandum of the government of Sa’udi Arabia states:

"During Sa’ud's

reign of over ten years the Sa’udi state reached the apex of its early
career, nearly the whole of the Arabian peninsula coming under its
authority."2

He led his army in person against the Hejaz in 1303» in

which year he captured Mecca.

1793,

He captured the province of al-Hasa in

and he also led an expedition to the Iraqi town of Karbala in

3

1802*

By comparing these facts with those of early Muslim military
administration, we find that the Prophet was the commander-in-chief of the
Muslim army.

This implies that he himself led and marshalled the forces

in all important engagements and campaigns such as the battles of Badr,
Uhud and Kunayn and the conquest of Mecca.

A

If we consider the distinguished Emirs who were put in

^

C U Dahlan, p*337. (2) vol.1. p.122. Parandier, the french Ambassador at
Constantinople observes,"It was then that one could expect to see a new Arab
monarchy arise, not as powerful as that of the Caliphs, but capable of
acquiring in time a degree of grandeur which would place it on the level
with the other sovereignties of Asia." (Quoted by U-.Douin, Mohamed Aly,
Pacha du Caire (1925) p.51.) (3)Ibn Bishr.,pp.122 ,103,129-30.
(4) al-Hussaini. p.25
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charge of leading expeditions in different directions, referring here
to the more important ones, their major military activities may be noted.
(1) Sulaiman b.'Ufaisan, the governor of al-Kharj (1776-1792)
was constantly called upon by 'Abd al-*Aziz and his son Sa'ud for military
missions demanding bold leadership;

accordingly he organized continuous

^
.
1
raids against Qatar from 1788-1792, until it offered its submission.
(2) 'Abd al-iVahhab Abu Nuqta, the commander-in-chief of
the Asir tribes and the province itself, was instructed to organize a
raid against the Hejaz in 1803.

In 1805-9 he harrassed the Yemen by

rapid incursions and frequent plundering expeditions.

Ali Bey writes,

"The person who appears to be the most powerful, and to possess the
greatest influence after Saoud (sic)is Abounocta (sic ). grand Schiek of
iemen, who has à great number of troops under his ordeis."^
(3) Mutlaq b.Muhammad al-Mutairi, the Emir of al-Buraimi,
1809-13, a man of great courage and ability, during his stay here won new
adherents to the Sa'udi state.
Ma'awal valley in 1811.^

He defeated the Sultan of Muscat in the

lie also received orders in

1813. from

al-uar'iya

to attack the Sultan of Muscat and put an end to his intervention in the
affairs of Ras al-Khaima;

this campaign resulted in the Sultan being

obliged to pay an annual tribute of about 40,000 Dollars.^ Shaikh Mahsaur
remarkst

"He possessed a handsome person and a warlike airt

united with

some respect and affection for his followers.... without exaggeration, I
U ) Ibn Bishr. p. 99.
'
(3) Travels, vol.2. p.138.
(5) ibid. p.319

(2) Ibid.
(4 ) Miles, The countries and Tribes of the
Persian Gulf. vol.2. p.317»
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may declare him to have been the ablest politician and most skilful'.
1

general, who has for a considerable space of time appeared, in the east."
(4 ) 'Uthman b .'Abdal-Ilahman al-Kudhaifi the chief of the
'Adwan tribe, was commander-in-chief of the Sa'udi state in the Taif
district, 1802-1812.

He captured Taif in 1802, and took part in expeditions

against Mecca in 1803, 1805» Asir Tihama, in 1809.
the Turkish army communications during 1812.

He also intercepted

o

As has already been stated, the head of the state was
commander-in-chief, he declared war and made peace, but in time of war he
naturally consulted and co-operated with the governors of the provinces and
the Bedouin chiefs.

Burckhardt says, "In time of war, the chiefs of

these provinces, as well as the great Bedouin shaikhs, form a council."^
In addition to this he might consult 'uqada* whom he
frequently took with him to al-har'iya.

According to Burckhardt these

'uciadaj were the war-chiefs of the Bedouin tribes.^

e - The Diwan.5

-

According to information supplied by ibn Bi'shr we presume that
the function of the uiwan was to draw up and issue the orders of the chief
of the Sa'udi State and to control the administration of the public
treasury.

To explain this, the following examples will support the above

facts:
1 - If a poor Nejdi man died, his family would come to 'Abd
) History of Seyd Said, tip.87-88.
(3) Op.cit. p.295.

JjT)
(4) Ibid, p.316.

(5) According to the Encyclopedia of Islam("uiwan"). in administration, the
term first meant a register of troops and then any register; only later it was ;
used for an office. It seems that the idea is foreign, but the term itself
was in use earlier.
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/
ial-Aziz asking him to look after them; 'Abd .al-Aziz, in return, would
give to them generously and sometimes would appropriate a salary for them
in the Dxwan.

1
Z - Ibn Bishr was told by one of Sa'ud's officials, who

had worked for him as a Katib in al-Diwan, that the government used to send
•
2
out over seventy parties to collect the zakat from many parts of Arabia.

Z
This data bears out the view that the Diwan was responsible
for keeping the state treasury.
On the other hand, the custom of the Sa'udi chief to hold

Sy

audiences every day receiving the Shaikhs, chiefs and the ordinary people
among his subjects.

Having listened to their complaints, he dictated the

answers to his secretary (Katib al-Diwan).^

This fact also shows that

the function of the Diwan was to register the orders of the chiefs.

f - Bait al-Mal.^
This was established, possibly, from the outset of the
Sa'udi military activities.

According to Ibn Bishr, Bait al-Mal was first

under the control of Muhammad b. 'Abd al-’wahhab who was obliged to borrow
money when the treasury was empty, in order to keep his students alive and
possibly to spend on the Sa'udi forces.

Thus ibn Bishr states that, on

the capture of Riyadh in 1773, he was in debt to the amount of 40,000
Muhammadi.^

Not long after, Jihad was declared against heretics;

so one

fifth of all spoils of war was dispatched to the central treasury, from
(1 ) Ibn Bishr. vol.1.p*133*
¿2) Ibid, p .111,
(3) Ibid, p.180.
(4) According to Ilusaini, 'Umar I was the first to
establish Bait al-Mal.
He appointed 'Abdallah b. al-Arqam as the chief
treasury offices Arab Administration, p.44* (3) 0p»cit. p.23.*
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which the government drew its needs.

In addition to this the establishment

of the Sa'udi's authority over many towns, villages and tribes was followed

■\
by the imposition of the zakat according to the shari* a.
But when the growth of- the state began to take all the
Shaikh's time, he transferred the executive authority of the financial

r

e

administration to Abd al-Aziz b.Muhammad b. Sa'ud.

2

So ever since that

time Bait al-Mal was possibly under the control of the head of state, who
administered through the Diwan as has been already suggested.
In addition to the above sources of income there were
subsidiary sources^such as/ confiscated goods from rebellious districts.
Thus Burckhardt states that there was a rule that whenever any district or
city rose in rebellion Sa'ud would plunder them for the first offence;
for the second rebellion he not only would plunder, but confiscate their
5
property, and all their land and deposit it in the public treasury.

g - Justice.
According to Burckhardt, justice was carried out according

L
to the Quran and the Burma.

The supreme judicial office, however, was

held by Muhammad ibn'Abd al-Y/ahhab himself, whose family, after his death,
continued to exercise the judicial and ecclesiastical functions of the
state.

So when Muhammad b.'Abd al-V/ahhab died, his eldest'son liussain

succeeded him in this post.
remark on the Shaikh's family:

It is interesting to note here Burckhardt's
"These ('Ulama of al-Dar'iya) belong

(1) For detail see further part one section 1VB. (2 j Ibid.
(3) Op.cit. p.306.
(4) Op.cit. p.296*
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principally to the family of Abdel-Wahhab, founder of the sect;

they are

numerous at Derayeh (sic), and possess considerable influence.

That

family is called "Oulad es'Sheikh."
rights or privileges they possess;

I ao not exactly know what positive
but it is certain, that Saoua (sic)

communicated to them every important affair before a final decision was
„1
given."

Even Palgrave as late as 1862-3 states that the whole

family of Ibn 'Abd al-Yfahhab had constantly held the highest judicial and
religious posts in the Sa'udi states.

He also corroborated their

influence, as we have already mentioned above.
Hot only so, but judges were sent out by the central
government to the various districts and tribes.

The subjects were obliged

to obey the law, maintain public peace, and in their dispute to abide by
the decision of a tribunal, without any appeal to arms.^

Thus the people

had to state their cases before the Qadis who had been appointed all over
Arabia.

.'
An appeal from the decisioh of local judges could be made

to the supreme chief, possibly to Muhammad b. 'Abd al-fahhab during his
life, and it is also probable that against his decision there was no appeal.^
On the other hand, it is worth noting Burckhardt's
observations on the law which the Sa'udi State employed.-*

(1 / A haramy

(robber) was obliged to return the stolen goods or their value;

but if

i
(2J Op.cit. vol.1. pp.379-80. (3) Burekharat, ibid.
(4j Burckhardt, ibid.
(5) Ibid, vol.2. pp.145-6.

the offence was not attended by circumstances of violence, he escaped
without further punishment, except a fine to the treasury.

(2 ) If a

door was broken open in committing the robbery, the thief's hand was cut
off.

(3) Whoever killed nis antagonist in a dispute with a dagger or

pistol, was condemned to death;

if he killed him by a blow from a stick

or stone, he would only pay the price of blood, as having not been armed
with any deadly weapon.

Ihe price of the blood was fixed at one hundred

she-camels, according to the rate established by Abu Baler.
Sa'ud valued every camel at eight Spanish Dollars.
religious duty was always severely punished.

However,

(4.) The neglect of

(5 ) To break the fast of

Ramadan, without some legitimate excuse, made a man liable to capital
punishment.

'Aba al-^Aziz once put an Arab to death for the offence.

h - Religious affairs and education.
Inasmuch as the intention of the movement was to reform
abuses which had crept into Islam, and to disseminate the pure faith among
Muslims, mainly Bedouin who were the most ignorant of the true faith.

2

Muhammad b . ’Abd ai-Wahhab as the head of religious affairs devoted himself,
on the one hand, to writing letters to the 'Ulama explaining his points
of view concerning certain innovations which had invaded Islam, and on
the other hand, composing books dealing with these innovations as well as
(1 ) Ibid. When Sa'ud captured Medina, he ordered the Mutawi'a to call out
the names of all the grown-up inhabitants of the town every day after prayers
in the Mosque; if anyone absented himself two or three times, Sa'ud would
send some of his Arabs, probably of the M utawi'ah to beat the man in his
own house. Op.cit. p. 147.
(2) Burckhardt, Ibid, p.275*
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the necessity of devoting worship to God alone.

Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab

writes, "The definition of our belief is the following:
as He Himself and His Prophet did.
the Koran and the hadith.

we describe God

We do not transgress the terms of

We considerabas infidels^1those who compare

God to His creatures, quite as much as those who refuse to accept the
description -that God has given of Himself through the voice of His Prophet.
Muhammad has said of Him: 'God is not comparable to anything.
all and sees all*

He hears

Glory to Him whose names none other may bear and who

has none like Him, who is the éne who knows Himself best and who best
knows others, the §ne who puts the most sincerity into His words."' ^
To carry out this purpose Muhammad bJAbd al-Wahhab began
to teach the people the principles of the true religion, punishing those
who failed to attend to the mosque where he delivered his teaching.

2

As regards the provinces and towns and villages he gave orders to the
scholars to teach and catechize the population daily in every mosque,
particularly after the morning prayer and between the evening prayers, on
the meaning of the three fundamental items which were: (1 ) the
acknowledgement of the word of God, La IIalia ilia Allah, (2) the principles
of the Islamic religion, (3) the pillars of islam, indicating the proofs
from the Qur'an.

They were also to teach them the history of the Prophet,

his descent, his mission and his emigration from Mecca to Medina*^
Moreover, they were commissioned to explain the
(1 ; Laoust, Pootrine3 Sociales et Politiques d'Ibn Taimiya, p.514.
(2) S.B.I* P* b19»
(3) Ibn Bishr, p.1G1*
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proclamations of Goa, i.e. 'There is no God but Allah', the Day of
Resurrection, the conditions of prayer, its principles and practices,
the duty of ritual ablution before prayer and the seriousness of its
■\
infringement.
Finally, they were to make the people understand that the

following itéras are reserved for God only and not for saints:

the

sacrifice of animals, the invocation, consecration, the awe and fear of
God and trust in Goa.

2

Thus whoever kills an animal in any name other than that
of God, or makes a vow to that being or puts trust in him hoping to be
benefited or seeking to avoid being injured by him, or asks him for
assistance in those things which belong to God alone, he is Mushrik.
tIT)
The Qur'an teaches: "Mushrikins are not in a position to worship God, since
they testify against themselves that they are infidels»

Their acts shall

3

not avail them, and they shall burn for all eternity.''-'
it is clear from the above facts that Muhammad b.'Abd
al-Wahhab was in charge of religious affairs.

His family after his death

continued to play the same role.
On the other hand, the Sa'udi authority established the
system of the I»iUtawJah(who commended virtue and forbade vice).

According

to lbn Razik, this system was established during the reign of*Abd alJAziz.

Thus he states: "7/hen his army .increased and his banners waved over them,
D ) SA—*

l2 ) ¿biçû

(3) History and Doctrines of the Wahhabis, trana. ~
by Q'kinealy, p. 71 .
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4

he selected, a number of unlearned men, who made great pretensions to

t
learning, whom he styled Mutawaa'h., in consideration of their having
\

I
flattered and deceived him b y 'sanctioning his tyranny and approving of
hi3 charging those of the people of the Qiblah with Tashrik who might
call in question any thing which he had written in his book, entitled
the Solution of Difficulties.
The task of the Mutawi*ah was to enforce the people to
attend the Mosques at the prescribed hours of prayer and to punish those
who smoked in

public as weil as those who broke the fast during the

month of Ramadan . 2

Burckhardt writes: "At Makka, when the hour of

prayer arrived, he (Sa'ud) ordered his people to patrol the streets, armed
with large sticks, and to drive all the inhabitants by force into the
J
mosque; a harsh proceeding, but Justified by the notorious irreligion
of the Kekkans."

3

It should be said, with regard to educational activities,
that Muhammad b.'Abd al-’Mahhab, who exercised a wide measure of control
over education as well as over religion,- had no sooner moved to al-Dar'iya
than his pupils followed him and settled iiere.

ibn Bishr describes their

conditions at this time by saying that they were in so straightened
circumstances that they were, on one hand, obliged to work during the
night in order to earn enough money to provide for their needs, and on
the other, to be able to attend the Shaikh's classes during the day.
(l ) h ^ o r y of the Imams and Se.yyids of Oman, trans.. Badgers pp.2A7-ci.
0f ^ ficulties' was written by Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Y/ahhab.
K2) 11,11 Bishr> ¿Eapit. P.149.
(3) Op.cit. vol.2. P .147.
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lie gave them lessons in the Qur’an and the Traditions, as well as in
his own works, such as hi tab al-Tawhld (the Unity of &od), and Kitab Kashf
al-Shubuhat. (in which he mentions that the belief in the intercession
of prophets and saints alike is held to be polytheism).

These classes
1

were opened to princes, peasants and ordinary people without distinction.

2

Among learned men who studied under the Shaikh were :
(1) his four sons, Husain,'AbdAllah, 'Ali and Ibrahim.

Ibn Bishr mentions

that he observed their classes and religious assemblies at al-JJar'iya,
which were attended by a large number of students who came from al-Dar'iya
as well as the interior of Arabia.

Furthermore, each one of the Shaikh’s
1

sons had a school near his house which was attended by emigre students
whosd expenses were drawn from Bait al-Mal.

(2) Ahmad b. Nasir b.’Uthman

b. Mu'ammar who was a qadi at al-Dar'iya during the reign of Sa'ud.
i

(3)'Abd aHAziz b.AbdAllah al-Husain, who occupied the post of Qadi at
al-Vfashm during the reigns of’Abd aliAziz, Sa’ud and'AbdAllah b.Sa'ud.,
and many others.
This shows that the Shaikh’s students became themselves
teachers or judges who followed his practises in spreading knowledge among
others.
Later on, lbn Bishr asserts that Sa'ud used to go out
together with his resplendent corps of servants and slaves, every day
towards sunrise, in order to attend the religious assembly at al-Batin,

Bishr. p .2 lT
^

S i d , pp .103-24

~

~*
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the well-known markets in the valley bottom of Ilanifa.

This religious

assembly was organized by the sons of i.iuhammad b. 'Abd al-Wahhab, at which
the Quran, the Sunna and the interpretations of Ibn Kathir and other

■\
authorities were discussed.

i - Diplomatic affairs.
There is a scarcity of information on the subject of the
ba'udi State's management of diplomatic proceedures.
follow^ may be regarded as examples.

The fôata which

The external affairs may be

consulted in connection with the State's relations with other countries.

iffy1—!

According to 'Ali Bey the Wahhabi government had no Wazirs
or other ministers.

2

This assertion was confirmed by Reinaud who

visited al-Dar'iya as a British agent.

3

This was the first contact

between the British and the Sa'udi chief; made in 1799; it was arranged
by Samuel Manesty, the East India Company's Resident in al-Basra, who
sent to al-Dar'iya J. L. Reinaud to negotiate with the Imam 'Abd al-'Aziz,
about the protection of British desert mail in the Persian G-ulf.^
Incidentally, Corancez states that following the concluded
f
peace between Baghdad and al-Dar'iya, the British Consul, who resided at
Baghdad, had wished to sound the attitude of 'Abd al-'Aziz.
he had rich presents offered to him.

Therefore

In a letter filled with

protestations of friendship the British consul asked safety and protection
of •Abu al-JAziz for those of his messengers who, charged with despatched
y ) i£id> P-176.
(2j Travels...V01.2.P.1 38. (3) On.cit. p.2A1.
v4) Op.cit. p.235* A raid on the Company's desert mail was the cause of
his own mission to al-nar'iya.
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from India, should cross the great aesert from Basra to Aleppo.
al-'Aziz answered him in these terms:.

'Abd

"I have received your letter.

As long as I am at peace with the Pasha of Baghuad your messengers will
pass through freely."
'Abd al'Aziz carried out his promises so strictly that
precise orders were issued to the shaikhs of all concerned tribes to
protect the march of the British messengers in the aesert.

They passed

freely as long as peace prevailed between Baghdad and al-Dar'iya under
'Abd al-'Aziz;

but this protection ceased from the moment when the

hostilities between Baghdad and al-Dar'iya were resumed.
the despatches of the British were intercepted

Accordingly

apA both on the Persian

- ^
1
uulf and (ori) the great desert.
In 1813 came a second contact, when Bruce, the British
political agent in Bushire, protested to the Wahhabi chief at al-Dar'iya
against the destruction of several British ships by the tribe of the
Qawasimi, with the result that an envoy arrived at Bushire bearing letters
from the Ba'udi chief in which he explained his disapproval of the conduct
of the Qawasimi tribe and promised that he would deliver up such goods
as were captured.

2

'

On the other hand, 'Abd Allah b. Sa'ud despatched a letter
to Bruce in which he protested against the British protection of the

z
Turkish subjects, declaring^at the same time, his determination not to

X p) Op.cit. p p .49-50.

(2 ) Persia factory Records: voi.32 . p.

!

—

-

—
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allow them or any others to be included in the provisions of any treaty
he might conclude with the English government";

adding, "as for these

Turkish dogs, they are my enemies, and wish to sow discord between us*
All those who are of your tribe we .will respect, and not allow our subjects to
molest them in the slightest degree, but you must not mix my enemies with
1
your people or give them passes."
It is ulear from the above facts that as long as the aim
of the Sa'udi state was to restore the primitive monotheism taught by
the frophet and to purify Islam of the heresies and corruptions which
had threatened to destroy it, the Turks were bound to incur its condemnation
and meet with its open hostility, and also the neighbouring peoples, most
of whom were under Turkish authority.

This subject will be dealt with

later, in part two »'.section V( 6).
According to Benoist-Mechin, the British government sent
Lord Uastlereagh to al-Dar'iya to meet Sa'ud in order to persuade him not
to make an agreement with the French.

Tnis envoy even went so far as to

promise to get Ba’uu's sovereignty recognized by the Turkish Sultan if
he would promise not to attack Turkey;

however, we have no evidence to
cA

2

support this claim, which, on the face> seems highly questionable*

J

With regard to the possibility of the Sa'udi French
relations, Benoist-Mechin states that because of Napoleon's project to
conquer India, the French government got in touch with the kingdom of
jl) Persia Factory Recordsi vol>32. pp.16-17*
(2) lbn Seoud. rToTT

'""
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Sa'ua, and sent to al-Dar'iya a diplomatic agent, M. de Lascaris who
arrived at al-dar'iya at the end of

1811

and haa a number of secret

-]
meetings with the Imam Sa'ud.
Benoist-LIechin writes, "Lascaris arrivait done a Uaraya
precede7 d'un"prejuge7 favorable".

v

;

Lorsque l'emissaire de Napoleon demande

\

a

a Seoud d'aider son maitre a abattre la puissance ottomane et de faciliter
>
/
/
l'acces des lndes aux regiments frangais, l'lmam des Y/ahabites l'ecouta
/ /\
\
/
avec d'autant plus d'interet que ces projects correspondaient a ses visees
personnelles."

2
However, according to Haddad, Lascaris was sent to Arabia

in order to explore the routes, stations and water-places in the desert
as far as the Indian border, to gain the friendship of the tribal shaikhs
and unite them under one leader.

3

That leader was JJuray'i b. al-Shq'lan,

chief of the Rawala tribe, and he had to dissociate them from the Ottoman
in order to insure the bedouin's(needed Ihelpjfor the conquest of India
with an army of some

100,000

soldiers.

In return for their services,

the Bedouii^ were to be liberated from Ottoman mile as well as Sa'udi
tutelage and to profit from the wealth of India.^
was signed on November

2nd,

Accordinglyia treaty

1811 between the shaikhs of the. Euphrates

region and Duray'i, recognizing his leadership and promising to fight
against the Wahhabis and to break with the Turks.

There is no evidence

to support Lascaris' visit to al-Dar'iya except that Fath Allah b.Antun

y> mi, p .9 6 [

;
------- 1---------

:

(2) Haddad, 'Fathallah al-Sayegh and His Accouht of Napoleonic Mission'.p.108.
ibid.
(4 ) ibid, p. 110 .
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al-Sayegh al-Latini, who worked, as a dragoman for Lascaris, states that
he and JAiray' i went to al-uar'iya where they could concludei. an alliance
with 'Aba Allah b.Sa’ud on the basis that Puray'i would become "the Sultan
of the North", and lbn Sa'ua, "the Sultan of the South".'

During this

visit Lascaris stayed behind in Syria»
This story was denied by Ahmad al-Habaly, who was a former
Sa'udi minister and C h e \ was}living in Egypt as an exile.
asserted that al-Sayegh never set foot in al-uar'iya.

Al-Habaly

Moreover, al-IIabaly

L /jO -iX -T

affirmed that neither,'Aba al-'Aziz b. Sa'ud (1765-1303), nor under Sa'ud,
nor under his 'Aba Allah b. Sa'ud, did there exist ministers by these
names.

2
Finally, the follovdng letter presented by Burckhardt will

give some idea of the Sa'udi documents, their introductory protocol, text
and conclusion.^
(A Letter from (Abdallah ibn Saoud to Tousoun Pasha, upon
occasion of the latter's departure from Kasym towards Medinah.)

'

"In the name of the all-merciful God!
Perfect peace, salutation, and honour to the. Lord of Mankind,
Mohammed, G-od's mercy and best blessings be with him!

and then to the noble

Ahmed Tousoun Pasha, may G-od prompt him to godly works I
letter reached us, may thou reach G-od's good graces!
the news of thy- welfare and good health.

And next, thy ■

And we rejoiced at

As to what thou allegest in

(.1) jj??-d, p.110. (2) Fresnel, 'Lettre sur le recit de Path Allah Sayegh, *
pp.165-133; Haddad, op.cit. p. 1 1 5 . (3 ; Op.cit., vol.2. pp.374-373.
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justification of thy/ demands, thou possessest understanding and
penetration;

and thou surely knowest that thy ; demands are inadmissible,

and contrary to peace.

if we did not wish to preserve a permanent and

sincere friendship, and to fulfil the promises we once made, we should
have granted thy; demand.

But we are men of faith and of truth, and we

do not recede from conventions;

and we execute them, were we even

convinced of having been deceived.

iVith regard to thy/departure, we trust

thou wilt not think badly of us, nor lend thine ear to our enemies, and
to intriguing deceivers.

Ask the Bedouins who are with thee, if they

choose to speak the truth they will tell thee, that were they even to
kill one of 3aoud*s own family, and that

1 had promised them safe-conduct,

they would never doubt of it, but trust to my word.
our own ground;

this is our own country.

¥e tread here upon

Let us advise thee not to

suspect our intentions, and to trust to our good faith.
the pledges he gave to mankind,

By God, and

1 promise not to molest either thee or

thy - armies in any manner that might be disagreeable to thee.
placed under the safe-canauct of God, and of myself.

Thou art

At the moment thou

breakest up upon thy return, I shall likewise break up, and retreat with
my arnry towards Aeneyzy. , But if thou believest the reports of t h y
enemies, and suspectest our sincerity, we shall even now break up
forthwith towards Aeneyzy;
and to thy father.

and do this for the deference we pay to thee

But we require that thou shouldest send us a letter

pledging therein the safe-conduct of God, and of the Sultan, and thy

own,
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to all the Arabs on our side, whether settlers or Bedouins*

And a

second letter of safe-conduct to the inhabitants of Shenanne, Betah, and
Nebhanye, which we shall immediately forward to them.
we shall to-night receive thy
tarry with thee.

answer;

If it please God,

therefore do not cause our man to

If thou likest to send camel-riders about the affair

Ahmed, mentioned to us, we shall have no objection.

For all this we

pledge to thee our faith before God.
Y/henever it shall come to an amicable compromise, nothing
will set the hearts of the Koslims at rest, and tranquillize them, with
regard to their whole party, but hostages to be sent to us.
under my protection;
to thee;

They will be

and at thy arrival at Bat, they shall be sent back

and thou shalt be well and honourably treated.

tell thee the names of these hostages;

they are Mohammad Daly Bashy, Othman

the Selehd&r, Xsmayl the Gjokhadar, and Ahmed Aga.
and my own, is pledged to them.

Ibrahim will

God’s safe-conduct,

V/e shall cause them to be accompanied by

some of our own people until they arrive at thy quarters.
sent to us, we shall, please God, forthwith break up.

If they are.

If. on the contrary

thou shouldst like to depart before us, we shall send to thee from our side
hostages, who will follow thee.

it is now for thee to choose.

Either

send us these people, and we shall depart, or start thyself, and take our
own hostages.

Let us have an answer to-day.

such as to cause us joy.
special care.

YYe hope to God it will be

Be assured that the hostages shall be under nr$r

God's mercy and blessing be with Mohammed, his family, and

his followers'.

,
.
(L.S.)
From Abdallah ibn Saoud.1*
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II - Provincial administration.
This aspect of Sa'udi government may be considered under
the headings of:
a) Hadhr.

b) Badw.

In connection with the former, attention must be given to
the physical structure of the kingdom, and then to the administration of it.
i - The divisions of the Sa'udi dominion.
The Sa'uai dominion was divided into several provinces.

X

According to Mengin there were 9 administrative districts called Aqalim.
The following

8 Aqalim, which are listed here in order of importance and

population, were in the north and centre of Arabisal-IIasa, Sudair,
al-'Arid, al-Qasim, al-¥ashm, al-Kharj and Jabal.

There was another

province in the south, called al-Aflaj, and on the same side were 4
districts called Wadis.

These were Wadi Shahran, al-Dawasir, Subai'a

and Tathlith. 1

2

On the other hand, according to al-Bassam Nejd fell into

6 parts (aqalira): (1 ) al-^id, (2) al-Qasim, (3) al-Washra, (4J Jabal Shammar,
(5) Sudair, (6 ) the South.
Every Iqlim had its towns and villages.

Thus al-Arid

contained the following towns: al-Bar'iya, the capital of all Arabia,
al-Riyadh, Manfuha, al-.'Ayainah and Iluraimala..
known and more important towns.

These were the better

There were also villages, such as

^3^°ire de l'Egypte sous le gouvernement de Mohammad-Aly. vol2.p.553.
At-üurar al—Mafakhir fi akhbar al-Arab al-Awakir, fol.34»
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Hut a Bani Tamim, al-IIariq, al-Bilam and Yamama.

A 1 -Yashin district

comprised Shaqra, VAishaiqar, Thadiq, Tharmada and al-jasab.

Sudair

had the following towns:- Harma, al-Majma'a, Jalajil, al-Raudha, al-Auda,
al-llusun, al-2ilfi, al-Ghat, al-Dakhila and al-Ashaira.
Qasim consisted of the following towns:— al-Rass, Anaiza,
Buraida, al-Khabra, Tanuma, Mudhnib and al-'Uyun.

There were also many

villages.
Jabal Shammar had the following towns:- Hail, -4afar, and
Mauqaq.

In Jauf al-Amr were 2 towns, both owning date-palms, namely

al-Dawmat and Bukaka.
The South fell into 2 parts:. al-Kharj and Wadi al-Dawasir.
The latter had two towns called Aflaj.**
But according to lbn Bishr, who is more authoritative on
the subject, the dominion was divided during the reign of Sa'ud (1803~1S14J
into the following provinces.
1 - al-Hasa, 2 - al-Qatif, 3 - al-Bahrain, A - Oman, 5 - Yadt al-Dawas.ir,
^ ” al-Khar j, 7 - Asir and Tihama,

8 - Bisha, 9 - Itaniya, 10 - Taif and

hhe hejaz, 11 — Mecca, 12 - Medina, 13 - Yanbu', 14 - Jabal Shammar and
al-Jawf,

15 - Sudair, 16 - Qasim, 17 - Washm, 18 - Mahmal.^ü

- Provincial administration may be arranged under the

following tU j Hukkam.
(B) Qudat.

(l ) Ibid'

I T T Op.cit. p.182.
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(C) Bait al-Mal.
(D ) 'Animal.
(S ) Muhtasibun.
(F) Commandant. Umar a'.
(u-) Matawi'ah (Religious Officials.)
(A)

Having captured a district or town, the ba’udi

appointed governors over that district m
muster the levy when called upon.
from some local family.

order to keep order and to

These governors were usually appointed

For example, Thauiq, having offered its

submission, Muhammad blAbd al-./ahhab and Muhammad ibn Ba'ud appointed
Dakhil b.Swailim as their Emir.^

Sometimes the chief might leave the

small Emirs in their posts provided all the district would come under a
governor appointed by the Sa'udi chief.

Thus, when'Abd al^Aziz

conquereu al-Qasim province, he left every Emir in his post and then he
appointeu over the whole district’AbdAllah b. Hasan as Emir of the whole.

2

This is confirmed by Lama^-Shihab which mentions that in every province
.2

Al-Sa'u4 used to appoint major governors whose authority was so extensive
that they controlled even the governors of the towns.^
However, sometimes the appointment of an administrator was
in the hands of the major governors.

Thus, having captured .Bahrain, Fahd

b.Sulaiman b. Ufaisan was ordered, to go to the islands in order to take
charge of affairs, and to appoint suitable officials to ioox after the
IT) ibn G-hannam, vol.2. p.lB.
\->) Op.cit. p.106.

(2) Ibn Uhannam. op.cit. vol.2."p.9V.

1

Revenue, (Bait al-Mal).

j

In case the people of the district were fractious, the
sa'uai chief would appoint, an
garrison.

o u ts ta n d in g

ra M s.

supported by a strong

for example, having captured al-hasa, Muhammad al-Hamli was

appointed governor of the province, and in addition other officials and
garrisons were posteu. to the lorts and guard-posts*

2

On the other hand, if it happened that a aaludi district
was surrendered to an enemy, and then was recovered; the Sa'udi chier
used to take the governors to al-Dar'iya.

for example, as soon as the

Turkish army had left al-Rass’s environs, 'AboAllah b.Sa’ud went to
‘Anaiza.

Me gathered the chiefs of al-Qasim province, sent them to

al-Dar'iya and put others in their place.

Me punished the Turkish,

partisans and spread false reports amongst their Arab allies, arousing
them against each other, according to Mengin. 3
The function of the Emirs.
According to Burckhardt the governors of the provinces
executed public justice, but not fhe judges (quflat) because the Sa’udi
chiefs used to have everywhere their own .judges: ; who would be sent by
the Dar'iya a u t h o r i t y A b o v e all, their task was to keep.order and to
enforce obedience to the law by imprisoning the transgressor and fining
him for non-compliance;

but if they themselves committed injustice, an

appeal would be made to the Sa'udi chief.
(1) Philby, Saudi Arabia, p*115^
(3) Mengin, op.cit. vo!2.p.55*

Burckhardt writes, "Hence

(2 ) ibn Bishr, op^cit.
Op.oit» p.294.
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Derayah (sic)is constantly filled with Arabs coming from the remotest

/

_

.

t1

quarters to plead against their sheikhs.
Besides the.execution of justice, the principal duty
resting upon the Emirs was to recruit troops if need be and themselves
to take part in the expeditions and to assist the tax-collectors.
Sometimes the most important ligure among them would be appointed
commander-in-chief of the expedition, as it has been mentioned before.
(B) The Qadi.
The Sa'udi state appointed a Qadi in every district.
Burckhardt states:

Thus

"Abd el Aziz was the first who sent Kadhys (sic.) into

all the districts under his sway.

He chose them among the most able and

upright of his learned men, and assigned to them annual allowances from
the public treasury, forbidding them to accept fees or bribes from
contending parties."

3

But this was not the case in the time of Sa’ud who
appointed, in some districts, Qadis from the local 1m a m a l
he captured Mecca, he left its Qadis in their posts.

Thus, when

He also appointed

L
Ahmad Elyas al-lstanpoli al-Hanifi at Medina.
According to Lam1al-Shihab however, Al-Saud used to appoint,
5
m

every big city, a Mufti and a Qadi.
In addition to the above facts, the prevailing practice,

in some provinces, was for a Qadi to serve for about a year;
\ l ) Ibid.
(2.V Ibid.
(4) Ibn Bishr. op.cit. pp.182-3.

then he

(1) Oo.cit. p.296«
(5) Oo.cit. p.105.

*
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would be replaced, by another.

1

Gaudefroy-Demombynes states the functions of the Qadi by
saying: "The Qadi is an arbiter who settles disputes between persons who
appeal to him, and who pronounces sentence of the law on delinquents
against whom charges are brought by private persons.

He is assisted

neither by a representative of the public prosecutor, nor by an executive
officer, and he has personally no power to carry out a sentence.

He is

competent to decide any of the questions affecting the life of the
community that may have been dealt with by the Canon law, the Shari'a,
that is, marriage, dissolution of marriage, the care of orphans,
successions, contracts of various kinds, and the punishment of criminals.”

2

The task of the Qadis in Sa'udi Arabia was to decide cases
according to the Quran and the Sunna.
their cases before them.

Thus the people were to state

If the decisions were not satisfactory an appeal

might be afterwards made to the Sa'udi chiefs.^
(C) Bait al-Mal.
According to Burckhardt every city or village had its own
treasury, into which the inhabitants paid their taxes;
a secretary who was sent by the Sa'udi c h i e f F o r

every treasury had

the funotion of

Bait al-Mal see part .one”, section 1VB.
(i>) 'Animal.
According to Lam'al-Shlhab the Sa'udi state appointed
£ishr. ibid, p.139.183»

' — » * c^ « P-307.

Muslim institutions, p,11ft.
(4) Burckhardt, op.cit. p.296.
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*Ammal in every district in order to collect the zakat.. So they might
appoint four in a small one, hut in the case of a rich province, seven
*Ammal would be appointed.

He also mentions that they were independent

■\

of the Ilulckam.

On the contrary, both Burckhardt and ibn Bishr state that
1Ammal were-sent every year from al-Dar'iya to various districts to
collect the zakat.

We, however, support the latter because ibn Bishr

was the more authoritative on this matter for two reasons: (1) because
he himself was a Nejdi who witnessed the machinery of the Safudi state
administration in operation, and (.2) because he obtained his information

2
from the Sa’udi officials themselves.
<Ax M ,

(E ) Muhtasibun.
According to Lam*a 1-Shihab Al-Sa'ud used to appoint a
Huhtasib in every town.

His task, however, was to see that the people

carried out the religious duty precisely and to see whether they were
loyal to the Wahhabi doctrine.

He was also to watch over t£e affairs

of daily trade so as to prevent defective weights and measures and finally
to prevent frauds of all kinds.5
Above all he was also to maintain peace, and to see that
judges carried out justice according to the Quran and the Sunna, and
lastly to prevent the judges and the Emirs from taking bribes.
(.1 j Lam*a 1-Shihab, op.cit. p.1051
13; 22.103-6.

(2J Ibn Bishr, op.cit.pp.137,180.
(4 ; Ibid, p.106.
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(F ) Umara* al-Murabitin (Commandants of the garrisons).
The Sa'udi state posted garrisons in some important districts
such as al-Medina, al-Hasa and Oman»
Thus, according to Ibn Bishr, the common practice was for the
garrisons and their commandants to serve for about a year, after which they
would be replaced by another. 1

For example, in 18o 6 Sa'ud appointed Hamad

b. Salim from al-'Ayaina,' , as the commandant of the forts and garrisons of
al-Medina (al-Qulia ah and al-Jiyar) .2

He served for one year and was

then replaced in 1807, by 'AbdALlah b. Mazru’ from Manfuha ., who was xn
turn replaced by another.

3

Their function was to keep peace and order and above all
to see that the population of these districts carried out the Wahhabi
doctrine exactly.

Our sources do not describe in any detail to what extent

religious oversight was part of their duty.
( O Mutawihh (religious teachers).
The Sa'udi state sent religious teachers to some villages,
towns and districts.

For example, in 1753 'Isa b.^asim was sent to Riyadh

in order to explain the basic principles of Islam.
b .Suwailiemwas sent to Thadiq. for the same purpose."5

In 1756 Hamad
In 1792, having

captured al-Hasa, Sa'ud appointed religious teachers in order to give the

6
people of the province instruction in the obligatory duties of is am.
It seems clear from the above data that their task was to
explain the principles of the Islamic religion and the conditions of
prayer and so on.
T O Op.oit. p.1A9. ...
(4) Ibid, p. 36.

(2) Ibid, p.147»
(5 ) ibid. p.A3»

(3) jBi_d. P » Q ^ »
(6) Ibid.» p*108.

b) Badw (Arab tribes).
Like the provinces the Sa'udi state was composed of several
tribes such as:.

Banu Khalid, JuhainaH, 'Ataiba, Banu Iiarb, 'Adwan, Banu

Salim, Buqum Subai'a, 'Asir, Abaida, Banu al-Asmar, Sinhan, Zahran, Shahran,
U-hamid, Dawasir, Banu Shammar, Mutair, Qahtan, Qawasim.
With regard to its administration it is helpful to arrange
the subject under the following headings:
(ij Shaikhs.
(ii) Qadis.
(iii) Mutawi'ah.
(i) According to Lama1al-Shihab. Al-Sa'ud left the tribal
Shaikhs of the conquered tribes to manage their own affairs as long as they
acknowledged them as rulers, but if one revolted against the authority of
Al-Sa'ud, he would be surely dismissed and replaced by his brother or his
. 1
cousin.
On the contrary, Burckhardt states that the Wahhabis found
that it was necessary to change the Shaikhs of almost every tribe which
r\

they subjected to their domination.

Commenting on this he states, "Well

convinced that in leaving the main influence in the hands of the ruling
family, the tribe would never become sincerely attached to the new
supremacy.

They, therefore, usually transferred the sheikhship to an

individual of some other considerable family who, as might be supposed,
had entertained secret jealousies against the former sheikh and was, from
U J Unbelt, p.107.

(2 ) Op.cit.

p .1

63.

private motives, inclined to promote and strengthen the ,/ahaby interest."
Such a policy was also adopted by .Muhammad 'Ali, Viceroy of
Egypt.

Having subjugated the Iiejaz, he replaced the ancient families and

former Shaiichs in their long accustomed rights, and thus created a
formidable opposition to the Sa'udi influence.^
On the other hand, every big tribe had also subordinate
Shaikhs or chiefs.

According to Burckhardt, the great Bedouin Shaikhs;

to whom the minor tribes were obliged to pay deference, received from the
Sa'udi chief the title of Emir al'Umara.

X

In addition to the above facts, it is worth noting that
some Shaikhs enjoyed the benefits of a decentralized authority.

For

example, although the 'Asir tribe was under the Sa'udi authority, at the
same time it exercised a measure of self-government.^
Each Shaikh or chief of a tribe was responsible for the
payment of the tithe ('ushr), and the presentation of the men for war,
g

and in time of war the great Bedouin Shaikhs formed a council.
(iij Qadis were sent out by the central government to
various tribes.^

Burckhardt- states that Sa'ud sent to the Bedouin,5 in

their place, from al-Dar'iya, well informed men, paid out of the public
treasury, and acknowledged even by their enemies to be persons of
incorruptible justice.8
(iiij The Sa'udi state sent to various tribes Mutawi'ah
(l ) Ibid!
(2) Ibid J (3) Ibid, p.293. (4) Al-Me'amx, Tar ink/1Asir, p.152.
(5> Alx Bey, op.pit, vol.2. p.133.
(6j Burckhardt, Ibid, p.294.
Bam'a al-Shihab. p.107.
(8/ Burckhardt, ibid, p.164.
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whose function was to lead the tribe in prayer and to teach the tribesmen
the main principles of the xslamic religion.
d .r.iuhammaa

1

c

For example, 'Abd al-Aziz

o . Sa'ud sent 'Uthman u.'Abd al-Muhsin Aba Husain to the Harb

tribe in oruer to explain to them the basic principles of Islam.^
The relationship of the tribes to the central government
was that the tribes v,rere oblxged to pay the zakat, and to send the
required number of men to take part in the expeditions, and finally to

h*
carry out the principles of,, xslamic religion.
So the general rule was that if any tribe refused to pay
the zakat. the Sa'udi state would take strong action against thattribe
but Burokharixt states that some very strong and distant tribes had resisted
the payment of tribute.

Thus in 1810, although the northern 'Anaza’'

refused to pay tribute, Sa'ud aid not subjugate them by force, but
continued to correspond with their Shaikhs who paid him a nominal obedience.*1"
As regards those who failed to attend the expeditions, the
c
Sa'udi chief would punish them severely and also fine them heavily.
Concerning the effective authority of the Sa'udi chief
we have the following account of lbn Bishr, which shows how far the

{Lr,
control of^ Sa'udi chief prevailed over the tribes.
In 1813 chiefs of the Mutair(Faisal b .,/athanal DawaishJ
and 'Anaza (al-Hamid b. AbdAllah b. Hadhalj tribes, who had been bitter
enemies in the past, met in his presence, at al-Rass.

A quarrel began

0 ) Lama* al-3hihab, pp.107-8. (2) Ibn Bishr, p.144.
(k) Op.cit. p. 314 .
( ) ibn Bishr. pp.138»179*

(3) Ibid, p.137.

5

between them in which one chief said to the other:

"I praise God for the

blessing of Islam and the peace established by this Imam, thanks to which
God has granted you long life such as was never attained by your forefathers,
for we used to kill them before that."

The other chief said:

"I praise

God for the blessing of Islam and^peace established by this imam, thanks
to which God has increased your wealth and preserved your sons, for had it
not been for this you would not have possessed what you have nor would
you have come to this region and maintained yourself here."

3a'ud rose

and reproached them both, reminding them of the blessings God had bestowed
upon them in the religion of Islam, in community spirit and joining
together for prayers and religious instruction and upholding the right and
forbidding the wrong, as well as what God had granted them in wealth and
numerous followers and security of travel, so that a man, either a Bedouin
or townsman, might leave his horses and his camels anywhere he pleased,

A
fearing none but God.

Thereupon they gave up their disputes*
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1 1 1 - The Sa'udi army»
•j
Although our authorities, such as durckhardt,. assure us that
the Wahhabis possessed no regular army or body of troops, it is clear that

2

the wahhabi army consisted of infantry,

camel-riders, foot-soldiers and

cavalry which were derived from the inhabitants of the towns, villages and
from the different tribes.'*
The latter, however, could only be regarded as an irregular
force not always readily available for joint action, particularly during
the early stages of the Sa'udi revolt, and not always reliable because they
would not take part in Enterprises unless they were promised good returns in
booty J*

At the same time the towns and villages were liable to contribute

men for active service only in proportion to their population and to the
gravity of their situation,

Mengin^mentions that the Wahhabis, before

going to battle, taxed the provinces which were to furnish a contingent.
The Emirs ordered the levying within their own sphere of jurisdiction.
An important person from each city or province would lead the men to the
place appointed for them,
if we are to consider the organization of such forces, we
must divide the relevant information available to us into sections.
doing as complete a picture as possible is painted.

By so

however, the material

(1 ) Burckharat i N ,d ,W ,p .511. (2 ) ¿feid* p.395, he says: "But the Wahhabys
depended chiefly on their camel-riders and matchlock foot-soldiers because
they had few cavalry."
(3) Mengin: vol,2,pp, 163-4» Bee also the section
on tribes above for examples and uetails,
(4) Fhilby; S,A.p .71.
(5 ) Mengint vol.2. p.177.
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availaole ¿or some topics is scanty in the extreme and it is therefore
necessary to let the facts, though few, speak for themselves.
*5
A) 1 - Military motives.

2 - Military policies.

3 - Military strategies.
B) 1 - Levying of the troops.

2 - Numbers.

C) 1 - Organisations.
2 - Defences.
3 - Equipment and arms.
D) 1 - Tactics

2 - Methods of siege.

3 - methods of fortifications.
S) 1 - Treaties.
A (1 ) To cteal with the rirst point, it is advisable to say a few
words about the political and religious conditions of the pre-Wahhabi Arabia
in order to be able to uraw a clear picture of the real motives of the
7/ahhabis for fighting.

Burckhardt described the political condition of

Neju, which became the principal seat of the Wahhabi power, saying that it
was divided into a number of small territories, cities, and villages,
totally independent of each other, and constantly engaged in warfare.

No

law but that of the strongest was acxnowledged either in the open country
or within the walls ofi towns, and personal security was always purchased
at the price of individual property.

Besides this, the wild freedom of

the neighbouring nedouin tribes, their endless wars and predatory expeditions,
11) Note 3 on Bedouin and Wahabyst pp.265-6.

"

~~

rendered Nejd and the surrounding country a scene of perpetual disorder
and bloodshed.
Despite the picture presented by Burckhardt, we may presume
that there was much more to Arabian society than the somewhat degenerate
state of it described by him.

Obviously, by all human social standards

each community - village or town - had its own upper class as well as the
lower class or classes to which so many ¡Western travellers have referred.
With regard to religion conditions we may quote ibn Ghannara

1

as follows t

"The people were sunk in the abys3 of paganism, imbued with

shame and polluted by the taint of corruption, forgetting the pure Islamic
doctrine of the unity of God, believing in saints and in the efficacy of
prayer to rocks and stones and trees."
To amplify this statement and perhaps illustrate it, we may
cite some detailed examples of the religious corruption prevalent in Arabia
at that time.

2

We obtain the following information from both Ibn Ghannam

and Ibn Bishr: A) al-Jubaila in Wadi Hanifa, site of the tomb of Zaid.
ibn al-Khattab whose eloquence was held capable of ameliorating the
tribulations of his admirers, was frequently visited by pilgrims.
B) Wadi Ghubaira CSha’ib Ghubaira), with its reputed tomb of
Dharrar ibn al-Azwar, was another place visited for the same reason.
C) At the hamlet of al-Fida there grew a palm tree,
familiarly known as ’Stallion' (al-fahhal), to which young men and maidens
resorted in order to indulge in shocking practices said to be acceptable to
(l) Ibn Ghannamt Rawzat al-Afham..., vol.1 .pp.5-6; Ifailby: Arabia,pp.A-lTI
v.2/ ibn Ghannam, op.cit.. p.7; JLbn Bishr: ’Anwan al-Ma.jd fi ta'rikh Ne.id.
pp.17-18.
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the tree trod.

women too, would come to it, clamouring for husbands as

they clasped the trunk to their bosoms, in an agony of hope deferred.:
shouting, "0 Stallion of Stallions, we want husbands before the and of the
season."
D) There was another tree known as 'Shajarat al-JErfiah* to
which rags were attached at the birth of a male child, in the belief that
such a proceeding would circumvent the evil eye and save the child's life.
E) At the extremity of Dar'iya there was a cave believed to
have been created by u-od especially for a woman known as the Emir's daughter,
who had shrieked for help under threat of outrage by some low fellows; the
rock had split to receive her in a secure dungeon, and the superstitious
tribesfolk made a practice of taking meat and bread to deposit inithe cave.
in spite of the fact that the statements of lbn U-hannam and
Ibn Bishr might describe the actual conditions of religion in Arabia at
that time as seen by them, it is more than likely that some puritan Muslims
were found even in a polytheistic society.
it is obvious from the above-mentioned examples that the
motive for fighting was to condemn such corruption^, which had crept into
/
j.slam, and to restore the religion to its early purity and simplicity

A
according to the Quran and the Traditions.

Burckhardt states

doctrines of 'Abd al-tfahhab were not those of a new religion;

that the
his efforts

were directed only to reform abuses among the followers of Islam, and to
disseminate the pure faith among the Bedouin, who although nominally
(1) Op.cit. vol.2. p.99.
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Muslims, were as much ignorant of the doctrine and teaching of religion
as they were indifferent to the many duties which it prescribed.

As

generally has been the case with reformers,^Abd al-Wahhab was misunderstood
by both his friends and his enemies.
The latter, hearing of a new sect which accused the Turks of
heresy and held their Prophet Muhammed in much less veneration than they
did, were easily persuaded that a new creed was professed, and that the
Wahhabis were consequently not merely heretics, but 'Kafirs* (infidels).
However, Muhammad b.*Abd al-Wahhab retired to al-Dar'iya in
1744, where Muhammad b.Sa'ud who was the principal person of the town,
became his first convert.

During the firsttwo years in al-Dar'iya Muhammad

b.cAbd al-Wahhab. spent much time composing letters to the rulers of other
-j
towns, judges and scholars in an effort to win them to his side, but when he
failed to gain any supporter he realized then that words and letters and
books alone would not be enough, so that he would have to use another kind
of weapon.

The Prophet had made use of the armies of Islam: Muhammad

b.'Abd al-Wahhab could ask for nothing better than to do the same.

So he

adopted the obligation of Jihad or holy war which may be regarded as a form
of religious propaganda thak can be carried on by persuasion or by the
sword, because the Prophet Muhammad is reported to have said:

"1 am

ordered to fight polytheists until they sayr there is no u-od but Allah.
Winder writess

"In order to expand the community, and deepen its bases,

~(Y) ibn Bishr, op.cit. n.22.
V.2) Bukhari, Kitab al-Jam*a al-Sahih, vol.2. p.236.

!
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Jihad, or crusading effort, is invoked.

This effort must be exerted by

every member of the group to the fullest extent possible.

in Wahhabi

theory jihad is by no means limited to the narrower concept of holy war»
Domestically, it is invoked by the Imam to justify all those policies and
regulations designed to bring the community closer to God’s will.

On the

other hand, it certainly includes the idea of holy war, especially if
waged against polytheists.

it was this principle which justified the

numerous Wahhabi military campaigns and which explains the modern Sa'udi
Arabian government’s department of ordering good and forbidding evil,
(al-amr bi-al-ma'ruf wa-al-nahy 'an al-munkar)."

1

The Sa'udis carried out the war against all polytheists who
resisted their instructions and persisted in*their blindness.

They were

regarded as evil, as blasphemers who were deserving of death because they
outraged uod by associating Him with objects and human beings, i.e. as
guilty of shirk.

According to Shorter Encyclopeadia of Islam the Wahhabi

hostility is directed particularly against Shirk which, in their view,
infects the whole of orthodox islam in the form of the cult of frophets,
o
saints, and tombs*
The second motive lay in the desire to establish a powerful
state on the model of the first Islamic state.

Thus burckhardt writes:.

"A desire of reducing the Arabs to the state in which they were when the
founder of their religion existed^/ Naturally induced 'Abd al-Wahab and
(l ) Winder, Sa'udi Arabia, p*11*

(2) p.54-3»

—

—

— — .
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his successors to alter likewise their political condition as soon as they
perceived that their proselytees increased.'^
To carry out this desire, and to restore the Islamic religion
to its early purity, Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhab and Muhammad b.Sa'ud
concluded the following agreement, which runs as f o l l o w s " A s soon as
Muhammad b.Sa'ud had greeted the shaikh Muhammad b.'Abd al-Wahhatg he
exclaimed:
home.

1 bring you tidings of a home that is better than your native

The shaikh replied;

and I bring you tidings of glory and power;

whoever holds fast to this word of unity (there is no god but Allah) will
by all means of it rule lands and men.

The shaikh then explained his

doctrines at length and dwelt upon the superstitious practices in Nejd
which needed correction.

Having listened attentively, Muhammad b.Sa'ud

said: Q shaikh, this i's without doubt the religion of Q-od and His Prophet,
1 shall help you and hold myself ready to take the field against whoever
denies the unity of G-od.

Then Muhammad b.Sa'ud informed Muhammad bfAbd

al-Wahhab that he wished to impose two conditions Upon him;

first, that

he (the shaikh) should pledge himself not to forsake al-Dar'iya for another
place, and secondly, that he should not deny the right of the ruler to his
income from the harvest.
With regard to the first condition, Muhammad b^Abd al-Wahhab
held forth his hand and offered the following oath: 'Blood withblood and
ruin with ruin.'

With respect to the second, the shaikh said: 'Perhaps

G-od had in store for you conquests and booty better than the share of the
r r r Op.oit. p.285.
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harvest.'

At the end Muhammad b.Sa'ud swore loyalty to the religion of
1

Allah and His irophet and promised the wage war in ixod's cause.
Incidentally, this oath was in use among the Arabs far back in pre-Islamic
times, and it was the oath that the prophet swore with the Ansar, his
allies at Medina, when he reached the end of the Hejira from Mecca.
A (2) Military policies.
According to Burckhardt, Raymond and Rousseau the Wahhabis
made it a rule that an attack had to be preceded by an invitation to accept
their doctrine, and only failure to offer their submission to the Wahhabi
cause would necessitate fighting with the enemy.
the Quranic statement:.
an Apostle to warn them.

2

This was in accord with

"Nor do we punish a nation until we have sent forth
When we resolve to annihilate a people, we first

warn those of them that live in comfort.

If they persist in sin, we

rightly pass our judgment and utterly destroy them."^
In the Hadith the Prophet says:
until they say,

"I have been ordered to fight polytheists

There is no u-od but Allah;

in their blood and property."^

(Quran.xv 11*18).

if they say it they are secure

Thus an invitation should be extended

first to the people whom the Wahhabis considered unbelievers, to find out
whether they were ready to accept their conditions or fight.

So the Sa'udi

commanders arrived in the territory of the tribe or town which they wanted
to conquer, and before attacking them one of their chiefs presented himself
) Ibn Bishr, op.cit. p .20; Rentz, Muhammad b.^Abd al-Wahhab,p.40; Philby.
Sa'udi Arabiar pp. 39-40 .
(.2) N.B.W» vol.l. pp.102-3; Memoire sur 1*origins des Wahabys.p.8;
Description du pachalik de Bagdad, p.137. (3) Dawood's trans. p*230.
(4) Bukhari, iiitab al-Jam'a al-Sahih, vol.2. p.236.
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to the tribe or villages or district and. announced, to them the conditions
which they wouxd nave to submit to, with the threat of using force if they
dared to reject them.

This envoy was often also the bearer of a letter

from the Sa'udi chief, addressed to the Shaxkh of the tribe or the chief

A
of the town.
The following is a text of an official letter sent by 'Abd
c
al-Azizs

"From'Abd al-Aziz to the tribe of so and so, greetings.

orders you to believe in the Qur'an, such as 1 have explained itj

Cod
do not be

of the number of the infidels who have perverted the sacred text, and who
attribute a companion to the sole creator, the ruler of all things.

bo

what I tell you and be converted, or else expect to die by the avenging
steel which heaven has put into my hands to exterminate the idolaters."

2

Thus before Sa'ud attacked Syria, in 1808 he despatched a
messenger to bamascus and to the Shaikhs and 'Ayans of Syria with letters
in which he required his doctrine to be recognised, promising true
believers safety and protection, threatening to destroy the city if it
should offer any resistance to him.

Similar letters from Sa'ud were*

addressed to the different towns of Syria.

Their contents were the same

except that he asked that the city of Aleppo should pay him a tribute.^
This was backed up by an arnqy ready to crush the tribe or
the town.

For example, in the case of attacking Syria, it was alleged

that the Wahhabis were marching to the number of AO , 000 men to support
their claim.^
y1 ) Rousseau, ibid; Raymond, on.cit.pp.8-9. He writes: "Those who listened to
the words of Abdul-Aziz were well received, but those who refused to obey him
were massacred and their riches becamethe prey of the victor."
(2 ) Rousseautp.139« (3) Corancez:; Histoire des Wahhabis depuis leur origine
jusqu1. a la fin de 1809.n .133: al-Dimashqir p.23. (4) Corancez:p.133.
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As a result of this policy the tribes and villages yielding
one after the other embraced the doctrine of the Sa'udis, and soon all
the vast desert of Arabia came under the Sa'udi rule.
Treatment of the enemy.
According to Burckhardt the Wahhabis established it as a
fundamental rule to kill all their enemies found in arms, whether they were
foreign heretics or Arabs themselves, who opposed the movement’s teachings

A
or rebelled against the Sa'udi authority.
camps the same practice was enforced;
mercilessly put to death.

Even in the case of the Bedouin

all who were taken in arms were

But the Sa'udi chief was easily induced to grant

safe conduct (Aman) to his enemies if they voluntarily surrendered;

it was

o
never known that he had broken his word in this respect.
So, if the threatened Arabs made their submission to the
Sa'udi cause before they suffered attack, they usually gave to them the
Aman Allah.

For example, when Sa'ud approached Mecca in 1218 A.H. (.1803)»

a deputation of Meccan 'Ulama
for the city;

paid a visit to Sa'ud and requested his Aman

this was accordingly granted.^

The Sa'udi army thereupon

entered the city in a disciplined manner and throughout behaved extremely
well.

Burckhardt states that the Meccan still remember with gratitude the

excellent discipline observed by the Sa'udis on their entering the town.*1A (3) Military strategies.
When the Sa'udis planned to subdue any village or town,
¿1J Op^cit. p.318.
(2) Burckhardt. op.cit. p.319»
13) Bahian, Khulasat al-Kalam fi tarikh Omara al-Haramain.p p .276-8 .
(4) Burckhardt, N.B.tf. vol. 2 . p. 1 A 9 *
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or province, they requested, its people to make their submission.

if the

people did not agree, a force would be despatched in order to deal with.'
them.

in the event that they offered stubborn resistance, the Wahhabis

would besiege that village or town for some days, cutting down many palms
in order to reduce their food supplies.

Winder writes:

"The cutting of

palms by a besieging force is one of the most extreme measures that can

A
be taken in Arabia."

For instance in 1755(1170) Abd. al-Aziz besieged

Thadiq for some days, cutting down many palms and ravaging the outlying
territory, or setting fire to its crops.

Al-Bassam states that there

were many palm trees in Nejd, and in this respect no land compared with
Nejd.

When pashajof Egypt came to Nejd and the population would not

submit to him, he ordered the date-trees to be chopped down, for he knew
they could not live without them.
were cut down.

in al-Rass alone

50,000 date-palms

He, in fact, put a price of 2 Riyals on the chopping up

of each tree, and the whole army vied to fell them:

an eye-witness told

al-Bassam that one man felled eight palm-trees in an hour.

80,000 date and other fruit trees were cut up in all.^

in.

Thereupon,

1759 (1 1 7 3 )

•Abd al-Aziz also attacked Manfuha and set fire to its c r o p s A *
4
3
2
Vi) Winder, op.oit. p.19.
(2) Ibn Bishr, op.cit. p.43» Thadiq was a town in al-Mahraal' district.(Felly,
xxxv.p.175)-According to ibn *isa Thadiq was founded in 1079/
1668 by al-'Awsaja from al-Dawasir.(Ba'ad al-Hawadith p.62).
(3) al-Durar al-MaFakhir, fol.34.
(4) Ibiq. Manfuha was a town in the 'Aridh province, situated on the
northern edge of Wadi Hanifa (Handbook of Arabia, vol.1. p.360).
Saaleir mentions that it contained about two thousand families.
(Diary, p. 62 ).
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They also permitted their troops to cut water canals
and destroy water supplies in order to force the enemy to capitulate.
For example, in their siege of Mecca in 1803, they cut off the supply of
sweet water which the canal from 'Arafat conveyed to the town, and so the
inhabitants were reduced to the necessity of drinking from the brackish
•i
wells.
Furthermore, salt or any material that may spoil- the
drinking water may be thrown into the water wells in order to prevent the
enemy from using them.

Thus, when 'Ali Pasha, the governor of Baghdad,

led an expedition against al-Hasa, a Sa'udi territory, he found that Sa'ud
had been salting the wells which might be found on the route of the Iraqi
army . 2
As regards the rebellious village or town, the Sa'udis used
to banish those who were a potential danger to the Sa'udi government and
confiscate all the palm-groves of the town or village.

Thus in 1779

'Abd al-Aziz organized a punitive expedition against the people of Harama^
who intrigued with S'adun b.'Arair for a concerted attack on Majma'a.^
Thus Harma was besieged until it sued for peace, but the Sa'udi chief
insisted that all persons who had been guilty of disturbing the peace
(l ) Burckhardt:N.B.W.t).328.
(2) Longrigg:: Four Centuries of Modern
p.215.
The term al-Hasa signifies "limestone", and is striotly
applicable only to the limestone plain between the sumrnan and steppedesert and the eastern sanduelt, the western oasis alone bears the
distinctive name of al-Hasa, a woru which signifies "whispering" or
"murmuring", i.e. of the streams which nature has provided for the
irrigation of the fertile lands of the oasis. (Philby, The heart of
Arabi^u vol*1,p,26). (3) Harama is a town m the Sudair province;
its ioundation goes back to 770/1368« It was ouilt by Ibrahim b.Husain
b.Mudlidj al-Wayili. (Ibn 'Isa, op.cit. p.3l).C3A) Majma' is a town in
Sudair province. According to Handbook of Arabia Majma 1 situated on the
south side of a wadi running into theMishqar valley. (voliip.3£>8 ). On
the authority of Ibn *Isa it was founded in 820/1418 by 'Abd allah alShammari who belonged to Al-Maibar, a branch of 'Abda.(0p.cit.p.32)
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should he banished, and that all the palm-groves of the town should be
made over to the state treasury.

1

Later on the Sa'udis employed another method in their
warfare with the Turks;
of their enemies.

that wa 3 the cutting off of the communications

Thus, when Muhammad 'Ali was on his way to Basal, a

messenger was sent to inform him that a considerable body of the Sa'udis
were in position on the mountains overlooking Basal, between Taif, and
Kalakh, to intercept the communications between these places;

while

another Sa'udi force had made an incursion eastward against the Arab
allies of the Turks.
Burckhardt writes t "The intercourse between i)J i d d a and
Mekka was thus interrupted during a whole week (in September 181A ) ; but
the Wahabys, having accomplished their purpose, retreated to their homes.
They had set out from a distance of at least fifteen days;journeys to
plunder on this road;

and their exact knowledge of the country enabled

them to take such a route as brought them suddenly on their prey."

2

it is clear from the above-mentioned that the nature of the
Sa'udi warfare depended on their rapid raids and rapid withdrawals.

m

addition, the Sa'udis in their attacks depended on their great mobility.

(T; ibn Bishr

ou.cit. p.81

(2) Burckhardt. N.B.W. p.39.

B(1 ) Levyung of the troops
According to the Islamic religion the Jihad is the duty of
every believer - "to fight in Allah's Path" - including women and children.
"Believers!

Shall 1 point out to you a profitable course that will save you

from a woeful scourge?

Have faith in Allah and Kis Apostle and fight for

His cause with your wealth and your persons.
you but knew it."

1A

That would be best for you, if

Therefore, if Islam was threatened by a sudden attack,

all had to rise up in arms in the defence of Islam.
Sa'udis

■employed the same system;

So we find that the

all the Sa'udi subjects were obliged to

take up arms, whenever the Sa'udi chief called them.

Thereupon, all the

males from the age of eighteen to sixty were, by law, soldiers, so that the
o f * *
2
Sa udi chiefs might call upon them to serve at any moment.
However, according to Shaikh Mansour's account, after
remaining with the army for a year, it was permitted to return home except
in critical circumstances, in which case all the furloughs were refused, and
every soldier was compelled to stay with the army until fortune became more
favourable to the Sa'udi army.^

In spite of the fact that they were obliged

to serve without pay, because the Sa'udis said it was the duty of every
person to fight in Allah ' 3 cause for nothing,^

Moreover, all must find

their own food and camels or horses and their ammunition and pay the fifth
of the spoils to the Sa'ucLi chief
in respect of the methods of collecting troops, the Sa'udi
chief would send order to the different tribes,^ indicating the required
(lAj Qu'ran, 61, 9-10. Uawood, p.10A . ( i b ) All Bey, vol.2. p.136.
(2) Burclchardt, i L M , p. 3 1 1 .
(3; P.42.
}+) M3:- Bam'a 1-Shlhab. p.129.
(5) iba Bistort p.27.
(6) Ali Bey: ibid.
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number, who then levied them by a kind of conscription from every village
i
and camp under his control.

4

/ -d

-waw

Mengin states that before going into battle, the Sa'udi
chief taxed the provinces which were to furnish a contingent.
ordered the levying under their jurisdiction;

The Emirs

moreover, an important person

from each city and province would lead the men to the place appointed for
him.

Thus we find that Abd al-’Aziz, when he had need of a tribe for some

expedition, only had to write them a letter such as thisi

"Abd al-'Aziz

to Sh e i k h ----- so many- men must be found on such and such a d a y ------at such and such a place."^
it is obvious from the previous passage that, if the chief
planned an attack, he would order the Shaikhs of tribes and Emirs of
districts to be on a fixed day at a certain spot, generally a well^in the
Desert.

Sometimes he would request a certain number of men from the

Shaikhs who levy them as has been mentioned above.

Thus if one thousand

men were required from the Shaikh of Qasim, every town of that province
was obliged to contribute in proportion to its population.

All those who

possessed camels fit for the saddle were divided into two bodies
ready for immediate military service, the other for a later summons,
r O ' i a i Bey writes*. "When the Sultan of the We^ b i t e s ^ ;
has occasion
for troops, he writes to the different tribes and
on
number of men they are to send him.
These men presen
...
f0^
the day appointed, withltheir provisions,
an
the force of their
the Sultan never thinks of giving them anything,
religious ideas." Ali Beyt voh.2. p.13£>.
( ) Op.cit. vol. 2 . p. 17 7 »
(3) .Raymond, p.9} MS. Lam*a 1-Shihab, p.12o.
(4-) Burckhardt, vol. 2 . N.B.fl. p.163*

2

!
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B.(2) Tne numbers of the army.
As we have already noted, all the Sa'ucU subjects were so
far soldiers that the Sa'udi chiefs might call upon them to serve at any
moment.

1

So all from the age of eighteen were required to do so.
«A c_
Data as to the total number of the Sa'udi army ^.4 scanty.

So it is advisable to trace the historical events in order to enable us to
form an accurate picture as to their real strength.
The expeditionary forces of the first campaign (1745 ) were
weak in numbers, being a party of only seven camel-riders, unaccustomed to
the speed of their mounts.

2

However, there was a steady increase in the

number of the Sa'udi army over the next few years.

Thus the number of

the Sa'udis, who went out against Huraimala in the early part of 1755» was
about 800 men, consisting of cavalrymen and foot-soldiers.J

In 1802 Sa'ud

arrived under the walls of the town of Imam al-Husain with an army of 7»000
pairs of mounted soldiers (i.e. 14»000 men).^"

This town was invested in
c
an instant, because the footsoldiers were thus mounted with the cavalry.

However, the town's guard offered a vigorous resistance, but had to yieldbefore superior strength.

Later on, the size of the Sa'udi army increased

to thousands because the provinces and Arab tribes of Arabia yielded one
after the other.

Corances comments on this fact that *Abd al-'Aziz found

himself at the head of a large army.

So it was said that, in his later

¿ays, he became so powerful, that on his signal he could raise an army of
f

B^ >ckhard t op.cit.pp.311-31 5.
(2) Ibn Bishr:: op.cit. p.23.
¿ijl-d.» P*38.
(IT) Raymond: op.cit. p.17. It was customary for two men
to ride on one animal.
(5) Ibn Bishr:. Op.cit. p.129»
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1 0 0 .0 0 0 men."*
As a matter of fact, the Sa'udi chief sometimes had to
send his orders to a certain chief of a tribe or territory to put down
an uprising or to conquer new land.

For instance, in 1806 Sa'ud issued

orders to 'Abd al-Wahhab Abu-Nuqta, Emir of the 'Asir territory, and chiefs
of Bisha and Wadi Dawasir to join the 'Ataiba and Sinhan in order to attack
Najran and its districts.

Thus a force of 30,000 men was said to have

been assembled for this purpose.

In 1811, 'Abd Allah b.Sa'ud, who took

up his position at al-Khaif, in the narrowest part of Wadi al-Safra half
way between Medina and the coast, awaited the advance of the Egyptian army.
His force was reputed to have been some 18,000 strong men, including about
800 cavalry.^

By the time of the battle at Basal (1814) the Sa'udis has

20.000 and there was a reserve of

10,000 men besides this armyj *7

To form a clear picture of their real number, it is
necessary to point out the number of fighting men which the different
provinces could muster as well asthe tribes, because, in fact, the Arabian
peninsula has been almost entirely subjected to the Sa'udi state since
1807.

To the north the Sa'udis were alone masters of the great desert.

To the souths the whole land of Nejd was in their power.

They possessed

N©jd, al-Hasa, al-Hejaz, 'Asir, 'Oman and all the villages and towns which
lay in these territories.

According to Lam*a 1-Shihab, Nejd had 300,000

inhabitants, al-Hejaz (tihama) 400,000, Yemen 400,U00, al-Yemen (Mashariq)
(l) gEj^cit. p.12.
U ) Ibid, p. 162.

(2) Ibn Bishr. op.cit. p.143«
(4) Ibid, p. 186 .
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200,000, al-Hasa

400,000, Badiyafc al-Sham 400,000, ’Oman 200,000.

1

it is not clear whether figures cited in this statement
include Arab bedouin tribes or refer to the settled population only.
On the other hand, we cannot justifiably criticize the
above-mentioned statemènt since we have not come across any other
information'on the subject.
As to the provinces, only Mengin gives a list containing the

numbers of fighting men each district wa3 capable of producing.
Name of district

Fighting men

The province of Al-Hasa

15,000

Al-Aria

5,000

Al-hharj

2,000

Al-7/asham

2,400

Al-Sudair

6,000

Al-Qasim

3,000

Jabal of Shamar

2,000

Al-Aflaj

3,600

Al-Hariq

3,000

Wadi al-Dawasir

6,000

Bisha

7,ooo

Subai’a
The town of uhurma
T4e village of Bassam
(1) Op.cit. p p .469-470.

2

800
1,200
80
(2) Op.cit. vol.2. p.163.

Fighting men

Name of district

The total of the last page

57,080

The village of al-Quai'iya

350

Nifi

7°

al-Dawadami

140

al-Rawclha

150

al-Shara

80

al-Qassab

400

Thadiq.

300
58,570

We see from this enumeration that the Sa'udi state was able
to call upon more than

58,000 men from an area most of which comprised, the

centre of Arabia.
Furthermore, it is necessary to add the number available
from the tribes, because, as we have already mentioned, the da'udi army
was derived from the different tribes of Araoia as well as the settled
population.

This fact throws light on the real strength of the sa'udi

state.
However, every tribe was liable to contribute a fixed
proportion of its members to active service, in proportion to the importance
of the situation - such as the repelling of a serious threat or the throwing
back of a dangerous enemy.

For example, in 1806 Sa'ud sent has orders to
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'Abd al-Wahhab Abu Nuqta and the Emirs of Bisha and Wadi al-Dawasir to
join with the'Abajda and Sinhan, branches of the southern Qahtan, and also
the Wadi'a of northern Yemen to attack Najran and its districts.
Here we give the names of the Arab tribes and their
fighting men according to the different accounts. (C = Cavalry, I = Infantry,
M s with matchlocks).

Names of the tribes

Bassam

Burckhardt
I
C

Lam1a rlshihab

Mengin
X

C

1 - He.jaz tribes:

•‘Ataiba
Hudhail
Iiarb
Sulul.

10,000

500

10,000

1,000

8,000
40,000

8,00011
10,000

15,0001

4,000

300

30.000 to 1,500
40.000

200

1,000
10,000

4,000

40 ,0002
.Jh
ro
o
o
o

Juhaina

40 ,0002''
5

6

10,000

1,300

25,000

1,000

Banu Salem

8,000

500

2,500

10 ,000*
8
*

Thakaif

3,000

800

2,000

1 3 ,0009

Banu!Makhzum
Adwan

.

•

7

(.1 ) Bassam, al-Durar al-Mafakhir, p.55i Burckhardt.op,cit. vo!2 . p.23.
al-Shihab. fol.1 1 Q. (2) Bassam, p.56; Burckhardt, p.239; Mengin, p.l 6l;
al~Shihab_, fol.75..
(3) Op.oit.. p.59; voi.2 .p.43; fol.225.
14) P.ÒO; op.cit.,p.31i ibid: fol.225. (’5) Fol.50.
( 6 ) ibid.
(7) Ibid.
(8) fol.3irp755r; pJ.51.-T5-; Fol.28; p.242, fol.226.
-------
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Banu Nes'ah

9 ,0 0 0

Banu Sa'ad

5 0002

Wold Sulaiman

3 ,uOo'

,

Lihyan

250^

Banu Fahaim

1005

Quraish

3006

Buqum tribe

1 7 ,0007

Q

250

12,000

10,000

800

2,000

Dawasir

8 ,U00

1,500

5,000

2009

Al-Suhul

3,000

800

2,000

250

3,000

600

10 ,00010
11
20,000

3,000

1,600

20,U0012

1,200

100

Subai'a
2 - Nejd tribes.t

3,000-4,000

Shamraar

2,300

6,000 12,000
to 8,000
800

2,000

8001lf

Mutair
Subai'a

12,000

13

t

'Ataiba

*

3 - Al-Hasa tribes.

4 ,00015
,:J
16
7,000

Al-'Amair

4,000

700

Al-Mahashir

1,000

500

Al-Subaih

1,500

300

Al-'Amour

2,000

200

2,000

Aljabour

2,000

200

2 ,00019

.

2,500

2,000

2 ,00017

(8 ) Fol.31 ; Ibid: Fol.?4. 19}j >.69; M l * . Jol!?7. ( V 3 5 p *71 j Sid.fol. 76 .
( 1 1 ) P.
26 j p. 1 62*.; Fol.7 1 . U 2 ) p.233i
SSL
--- y r - •--T-,----f ' T V " on
|T7
(1 7 \ Ibid; ibid; fol.221
(
14
)
p.
70
.
(15)
p.
79
;.fol.
2
l
9
.
C
16
)
p.80;
p.137. v > / / ---- ---' ‘ p.70.
p.79; fol.219. C16
Ibidt p .139. (19) p.81i i M d .
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Bassam
Names of the tribes ^

Mfinffin

Burckhardt
C

l

C

l

Lam'a

1 -shihab

C

4 - The southern tribes •

5,000

1 ,00Q 1

Wadi Najran

20,000

5 ,O002

'Abai da

20,000

4 ,0005

Ai-Ma'a

2,000

al-ZaraiqL

Asir

30,000

soo2*-

5,000

1,500

Banu al-Asmer

3 ,u00

1 ,0006

Banu al-Asfar

6,000

5 ,0007

Sinhan

10,000

3 ,ooo8

Zahran

25,000

6,000

100 ,0005

1 ,5009
20,0001°

Abu 'Arish

6,000

Shahran

15,000

CM

Banu Salim

20,000

2,000

Qahtan, Al-’Asim
and Al-Qadir
30,000

1 ,50011
CM

20,000

’o
o
o
•h

Cham id

5 ,U0013

7,000^

We see ftrom the above estimations that the Sa'udi state
was able to dispose some 456,700 men according to al-Bassam, who was himself
a Sa'udi soldier and fought against Tusun Pasha in the battle of al-Khaif
in

18 11.
According to Burckhardt, whose information was based on

P.23. (2) Ibid. C3) Ibid. (4) Ibid. (5J p.24; P .48 ; p*455. IbJ P.30.
(?) Ihid. (8 ) p.31. (9) P.32; p.128. (,10) Fol.228 . (11 )'Ibid; p .2*8.(l2)p.33.
(.13) p.35;p.46. C14) p.19.
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personal observations and statements of local inhabitants, the Sa'udi
state was able to dispose some 83,750 men.
The estimation of al-Bassam probably includes all men who
could bear arms because, as has been already stated, all the Sa'uai
subjects were obliged to take up arms when the Sa'udi chief called upon
them.

"itn,
Thus' males frontage of eighteen to sixty were by law liable to

army service if the Sa'udi chiefs should call upon them.
However, we believe that al-Bassamts estimate is over
generous in the extreme, especially if we compare it with the estimate
which Burckhardt gave.

in spite of the fact that al-Bassam had the

opportunity to know the Sa’udi soldiers, being himself a soldier in ,the
Sa'uai arnry, he had only a vague idea of the numbers of the Sa'udi army.
But we can find some excuse for al-Bassam, because he was obliged to guess
his figures.

As a matter of fact, al-Bassam did not intend to write a

book, since he was himself illiterate.

His work was compiled at the

request of Air. Rich, the British Political resident at Baghdad during

1808- 1821.
On the other hand, Burckhardt gathered, extracted and
summarized precise information from traders, pilgrims and merchants, because
his object was to write up his material.

In Jidda and Mecca, cities where

he spent some nine months, Burckhardt met with Arabs of all tribes and all
districts, and got in touch with Bedouin from Najd, Ilejaz and elsewhere.
Thus he was able to give an accurate accouht of the numbers of the large
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tribes.
He began by enumerating Arab tribes according to how many
matchlocks every tribe could possess.

fie must aad to these estimated

forces the number of people he had no matchlocks, but carried daggers,
lances or sabres.

for example, when the Ba'udis attacked Jidda in 1803

they were armed with plain lances and fuse rifles.
It is clear from the above-mentioned that Burckhardt
estimated each tribe with regard to the quantity of matchlocks which they
possessed.
The figures in the above tables show that the estimates of
al-Bassam and Burckhardt are close approximations in regard to Juhaina
'Ataiba and the Banu Harb.

But in respect to the rest we find that there

is a big difference between them;

al-Bassam's account being exaggerated,

especially in regard to Hudhail, 'Adwan and the Banu salim.
The figures presented by Mengin are very small in comparison
with those of Burckhardt or al-Bassam.

On the other hand, the figures

presented by Lam*a 1-Shihab are much larger than that of al-Bassam,
especially in the acount of theAsir tribe.

But his estimates of Harb,

Subai'a and al-Hasa tribes are much closer to those of al-Bassam.

It is

worth mentioning that the material of Lam'a 1-Shihab was derived from
what the author had heard, read or seen concerning Ba'udi history.
from the above we can say that Burckhardt is the most
reliable authority concerning al-Hejaz, because he was the only trained
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write who had the opportunity to make enquiries on the spot.

Al-Bassam

is the best authority concerning Nejd because he was himself a Nejdi
native.

Lam* a ’1-Shihab, is to be regarded the authority concerning ai-Hasa

because its author was a native of eastern Arabia
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C (1) Organizations.
Although both Burckhardt and Ali Bey state that the
Sa’udis had neither^regular arraynor military organizations,

an attempt

may be maue to draw a picture of their organizations, as follows:A)

Constituents of the army.
1 The Sa’udi army consisted of:
a - Cavalry who were supplied with horse’s food and a monthly

salary. 2
b — Camel-riders who did not receive any pay.^
c — Foot-soldiers who mounted on camels especially when crossing
extensive deserts, two men mounted on one camel.

However, it is

interesting to note that the Sa’udis depended chiefly on their camelriders and matchlock foot-soldiers because they had few cavalry.^
d - A Bodyguard who were chosen from the bravest and most well-known
d
warriors among the Sa'udis subjects.
They were kept constantly at
al-Dar’iya, and were, considered the only standing troops of the Sa'udi army.
Burckhardt writes that whenever Sa'ud heard of any distinguished horseman,
he would invite him to al-Car'iya and engage him in his service, agreeing
to furnish him and his family with an annual provision of corn, butter and

(1) Burckhardt: N.B.W. p.311 1 Ali Bey:, voi.2. p.137.
(2 ) Mengin, voi. 2 . p.177»

O ) Ibià.

(if.) Burckhardt:. N.B.W. p.395.
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A
dates«

Sa'ud would give to the man also a mare, or a good camel*

This

bodyguard constantly attended the Ba'udi chiefs on their expeditions*
Burckhardt comments on this bodyguard:

"The name of this bodyguard is

dreaded by all enemies of the Wahabys, for they have never forfeited their
high character for bravery ." 2
They were always kept as a Jcind of reserve in battle, a
small party of them being detached in support of other troops.
No information concerning the xind of uniform which the
Sa'udis wore seems to be available.

It appears, however, that since the

Sa'udis had no regular army, as understood in European terms, there was
no kind of uniform wear.
In addition to the bodyguard, the Ba'udi chiefs used to
take with them to al-Dar'iya many of the agids or war-chiefs of the Bedouin
tribes.

Burckhardt writes about their function:

"it is a remarkable

circumstance in Bedouin history and policy, that, during a campaign in
actual warfare, the authority of the sheikh of the tribe is completely set
aside, and the soldiers are wholly under the command of the Agyd."^
2 - The commander-in-chief of the army.
The Sa'udi chief was the commander-in-chief of the army.
He often took the field as its commander, but in the event that he did not
accompany an expedition himself, he would appoint one of his sons as
(V) Ibid.p. 61 ¿. (2 ) N.B.w* V0l.2.p.171. ¿3J Burokhardt writes:: "They
’
amounFto about three hundred in number and for the greater part they fight
in complete armour.
Their horses are covered by the Lebs, (a sort of
quilted woollen stuff impenetrable to lances or swords). As their service
is quite voluntary, Saoud always placed great confidence in this body-guard."
(N.B.W. p*3l6). (4) N.B.W.p .316.
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commander, or some distinguished shaikh who acted as his deputy in the
A
/
conductiW^of war.
For example, we find that Abd al-'Aziz ordered
Suleiman b. 'Ufaysam during the period 1784-92 to make a continual attack
against the province of Al-Kharj until it offered submission.

2

He also

organized raids in the eastern areas, at Qatar and Al-Ahsa, during 1787.^
’Abd al-Yahhab Abu Nuqta was instructed to march on Jiddah in 1804, and
his force was estimated at 6,000 men.^-

And in 1809 he was ordered to

crush the revolt of the Sharif of Abu tA rrish, Hamud Abu Mismar, with a
joint army drawn up from all parts of the country.

In 1811 Sa'ud sent

out his orders for the mobilization of his resources to resist the invasion
of Muhammad*Ali, placing his army under the command of his son 'AbcLAllah,
who took up his position at Al-Kha'if.
3 — Next to the commander-in-chief come the war-chiefs, the so-called
Agids, whose functions have been noted above.

According to Burckhardt's

account, the office of Agid is hereditary in a certain family, from father
to son;

and the Bedouin would rather submit to the command of an Ag.id
d
whom they know to be deficient both in bravery and judgment, than yield
to the orders of their shaikh during the actual expedition.

It is

necessary to add that, when the Agid is dubious about the measures that
should be adopted against the enenry, he would consult with the principal
men of his army if he thought fit to do so . *
7
(3) Ibn Bxshr. p . m #
( ) Op.cit. p. 316 .

6

(2 ) Ibn Bishr. p.89
(
(4) Ibn Bishr. p.142.
(5 ) Ibn Bishr. p.162.
(7) Burckhardt, N.B.'Y. p.3l6.
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4 — Furthermore, all the chiefs of the provinces as well as the great
Bedouin shaikhs formed, a council in time of war, but in time of peace the
Sa'udi chiefs consulted none bvt the ’Ulama’ of al-Dar'iya.

B)

1

The mass of people of each province formed a separate

body, each under the orders of its Emirs, who had two writers (kuttab) and
an Imam with- him.

The functions of the latter were the organization of

the prayers in the camp, and mediation in any discussions or quarrels
o
which might arise.

The role of the kuttab were to register the booty

and to write the chief’s correspondences.

The practice of sending an

Tmnm or Qadi with the army was employed by the early^Abbasids.
writes:

Husaini

"Each arnry had a Qadi who was in charge of the booty and

distributed it according to the laws of Islam.

There was also an advocate

(ad-Da'iyahJ to represent the cases of the soldiers and a Ra id whose duty
X

it was to select proper camp-sites'.'^

This practice was continued under

the iiamluk period according to Ayalon who states that the main function of
the Qaai al-' Askar was to accompany the military expediton in order to
decide on such judicial questions as might arise during the march, i.e.
the division of the booty, the inheritance of dead soldiers, etc.**"
C ) Transport:

In the matter of transport the Sa'udis

conveyed their soldiers, their baggage and supplied, on camels.

Shaikh

lansour writes: "Each soldier riaes a camel which is furnished by the state,
Administrol^*^ * p *13 3 . . (2) Mengin: vol.2. p.1?7. (3 ) Kusaini, Arab
is* h" * s--- -22j P»226. (4)’Studies on the structure of the Kamluk army!’
v o l . 1 6 ( 1 9 5 4 ) p. 67 ).
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should he hy chance not have one of his own;

this animal also carries

•j
his ammunition and arms.

hut if camels were scarce, a man would share

his mount with a companion (Maraouf) seated behind him.
was employed oy the early Muslims.

Husaini writes:

This practice

"In smaller

expeditions or when the despatch of reinforcement was very urgent, the
cavalry took the foot soldiers on horseback.

2

it is probable that these ships of the desert also acted
as ambulances for the sick and wounded.
C. Ransom:
The Ba'udis employed three ways of getting ransom:
(1)

They used to impose a ransom of money for letting somebody go free.

For eiample, we find that 'Abd dl-fAziz met a raiding party of Subai*
Bedouin at the wells of al-Hassi in the haisiya pass leading up into the
Tuwaiq. plateau.

They were defeated, and their leader, Ibn Faiz al-Mulaihi

was taken prisoner, but he ransomed uimseli' at the price of
pieces.

500 gold

3

(2 ) Having reduced a village or a town to submission, the Sa’udis
would sometimes impose on its inhabitants a ransom.

For example, 'Abd al-

Aziz attacked the village of al-Qasab , in the Sudair province, in 1753.

1 * was reduced to submission and he imposed on its folk a ransom of 300
gold pieces.^
additionnT*’• ? ? ( 2 ;

Op.cit. ,p.140. It was an old Arab custom, and the

(3) Ibn Bishi ^ Was callea ai-radif.
Sha'ib al •¿+C
(.4) Ibid.p.51. al-Qasab is a village in the
tlC‘ VPnilby. S.A.n.13.)
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(3)

If* an enemy took refuge in some place, for instance a village,

the villagers would, in that case, be asked to hand him over.

But if they

did not wish to hand him over, the Sa'udis would demand a ransom of money.
For example, when 'Abd al-Aziz was invading al-Washm, he fell in with a
small party of Tharmida warriors, who fled to take refuge in the hamlet of
al-Huraiq near al-Qasab.

So ’Abd al-Aziz demanded their surrender, but

the villagers refused to hand over their guest and they offered instead
to pay a ransom of 1300 gold pieces.
Furthermore, the Sa'udis employed the indemnity system.
This was put into practice as terms for peace, such as when Sa’ud attacked
Raudha in 1781, the people sued for peace which was agreed to on harsh
termsj

a large sum of money being demanded as indemnity.

2

Or it was applied in the case of past offences;

for example,

we find that in 1797 Hamud b. Rubaian, the chief of the 'Ataiba sent a
deputation to 'Abd al-Aziz offering the tribe's submission to the Sa'udi
cause and the payment of an indemnity for their past offences.“'* Also
Dabham b.Dawwas, the chief of Riyadh, who had been engaged in a struggle
with the Sa'udis for a Jong time, sent a deputation to Muhammad b. 'Abd
a-l-Wahhab and Muhammad b. Sa’ud with a cash indemnity of 2,000 gold pieces
and assured his loyalty to the V/ahhabi faith.^

D* 2a_ihe__Marcht
During the march every Emir or shaikh had his flag carried
-T- fron^

ro

his people, as well as the Sa'udi chief colours."’ The Sa'udi

.p .52. Tharmida is situated on south-east of Shaqra, (handbook,op.cat.
^2 ; Ibn Bishr. p.86 . O ) ibid, p.93 (4J ibid, p. 56 .
(5) guhWt- Vol.2 . p. 17 3 .
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array was preceded by a vanguard of thirty or forty horsemen.

Burckhardt

mentions that they generally went a march of one day or perhaps of two days
•i
before the army.
guard.

in addition to this they chose another party as rear-

2
On the march the army was arranged in one or several columns

according to circumstances.

As we have already seen, the Emirs went in

front of the people of their jurisdictionj

the cavalry and dromedaries

went on ahead in a line, while the centre was reserved for the artillery
and infantry mounted on camels.^
'When the army marched at night, the chief and all the great
Shaikhs had torches carried before them.

But the Sa'udis did not practice

night marches except when a surprise attack made speed necessary, and they
would cover in two days a distance that would normally have needed five.**E. On Camn:
When the Sa'udi army encamped each one knew his proper place.
The place of the general was in the middle, whilst the cavalry formed a
circle around his tent.

infantry and cavalry posts had a password in

order to recognize each other in the dark and they were relieved every
24 h o u r s T h e
awake.

general had a special guard.

During the day each man slept.

during the five daily prescribed prayers.

In the night everyone was

The troops were to be seen only
At daybreak after prayer

everyone rested . *
6
(1 ) Ibid.
(4) Op.cit. p.179

(2 ) ibid.. t>.517
(5 ) .ibid.

(3 ) Mengin: vol.2 . p. 1 ?8 .
(6 ) Ibid.
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F. Plans of campaign.
When the Sa'ucli chief planned an expedition, the object of
this expedition was known only to himself.

He sent out his orders to all

the chiefs of his dominion in order to assemble them at a certain place,
generally a watering-place.

It was always selected in such a manner as

to deceive the enemy whom he intended to attack.

It is, however,

interesting that the Sa'udis used to make their attack in any month of
the year, even in the month of Ramadhan.

Thus 'Abd. al-'Aziz attacked
r\

Riyadh during the Ramadhan Past falling in May 1758.

In other words,

they were allowed to attack at any time, there being no religious
proscription.
On the other hand, Burckhardt mentions that Sa’ud’s constant
practice was to make two or three grand expeditions.^

When he went to

battle, he used to leave AL-Dar’iya either on Thursdays or on Mondays.^A 3 we have already mentioned, the Sa'udi chiefs used to deceive their
enemies by the strategem that if the expedition was intended to go north
of AL-Dar'ijra, their army would assemble at a place many days journey
distant south of Al-Dar'iya.

He then actually began his journey in a

southern direction, but soon turned about, and by forced marches fell
upon his enemies, who were taken by surprise.^
Burckhardt comments on the surprise attack:

"This

strategy i3 very necessary, for the news spreads like fire through Arabia,
^^rcic^ardt, p.315. (2) Ibn Bishr, p.49 . (3) Burckhardt, p,315.
. .
n
p. 17 4 . (5 ) Ibid. For example we find that 'AbdAllah b.Sa'ud
e his army by way of the Haisiya pass and the Hamada plain to create the
impression that he was going to the Qasim. Then he doubled back to Harma
where he arrived at night. He made the necessary dispositions inside and
outside the town for a dawn attack, (ibn Bishr. p.76).
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the Saoud had summoned, his troops to meet at a certain spotj

and if from

the position of that spot any conjecture might he formed of the intended
object of attack, the eneny would have time to prepare for resistance,
or to fly ." 1
Thus when the Sa'udis invaded the Hauran in 1810, the news
of their approach only preceded their arrival by two days, but it was not
known what part of Syria they would attack.
thirty-five villages of Hauran.

Therefore, they plundered

2

G - Morale.
in propagating their doctrine the Sa'udis had taken as their
motto Believe or die.^

Accordingly, Rousseau says that this was just what

Muhammad (the Prophet) had said when he held the Qu'ran in one hand and a
sword in the other.^

However, when they were fighting they used to say:

Allah Akbar or some such phrase.^
If the threatened Arabs offered their submission to the
Sa udi state they would be given the Aman Allah (God's security) with
some conditions. 6

■'

■ . .... .i

Sometimes, however, the Aman was given unconditionally

'■

'*

Qn.cit. p*337#
iv^_
.
- that~from the beginning, the
(3) Rousseau, op.cit., 133. Raymond
out
occupied hxmself
Sa'udi chief made sure that his orders w
he subjected them to all
in organizing his troops.
Hardened to
toucher.
He accustomed them
the kind of exercises which would make
,
and to exercise a frugal! y
to bear hunger and thirst for two
e® and*made necessary by the way
which was inspired by the difficult cl ma e
w^ich resisted thirst for four
they fought.
Their usual mount was the
^ wa3 not astonishing that
or five days. With such a method of dxscxp
»
to penetrate in
the Sa'udi chief soon had a f o r m i d a b l e array o
* desert. (p»8)*
a short space of time, themost distant p
__
pnnvernment de MohammadM Ibid. (5) Mengin,
1
--- -

(1 5 Burckhardt. p.315.

vol.2. p.179.

(6 ) Burckhardt,

p.3'9-
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and then extended over persons as well as property.

Burckhardt writes:

"All commanders of Wahaby (sic) troops have strict orders to accept any
offer of submission from an enemy, and to observe inviolably the promised
Aman."
H. The Sa'udi Intelligence System.
The Sa'udis had an espionage system, which was to report
on their enemies* strength, their weak points, and to collect all such
information as may prove useful to them against their enemies.

Lam*a

11 Shihab states that it was their wont to have spies in other countries
which had not yet been overcome.
agent at Constantinople.

Thus it was related that they had an

As soon as he heard that the Ottoman Sultan

had. given his orders to the Viceroy of Egypt, Muhammad *Ali Pasha, to
attack Al-Sa’ud (the family of Sa’ud), he wrote to Sa'ud reporting the
matter.

As a result, Sa'ud took the necessary measures, such as fortifying

the forts and collecting troops, to be ready to face the conquerors.“^
Thereupon, when Tusun Pasha was advancing towards Medina
1®11> he found that the Sa'udis had been fully informed about his plan.
He found that the Sa'udis had taken up their position at al-Khaif, in the
narrowest part of Wadi al-Safra, waiting for their enemies.^
when

In addition,

All Pasha found himself so close to al-Hasa in 1798» he sent the corps

of Lavender, which formed the advance guard of his army, to reconnoitre the
forward posts of the Sa'udis.

But.his detachment was surprised and cut to

pieces by the Sa'udis, who had spies everywhere, even in the inner councils2

w

Ibn Bishr. p. 16 2 .

(2 ) On.cit..

t o .129-130^

.1 :.

of those with whom they were at war.
Even the Sa'udi envoys had to collect all sorts of military
information.

Thus we find that 'AbdALlah b.Sa'ua told his envoys to the

court of Muhammad 'Ali to observe the Egyptian troops, calculate their
numbers, and rind out the preparations for Ibrahim's expedition against
their country.

Incidentally, Muhammad 'Ali had one of his court officers

accompany them, and asked him to make them go to all the places where there
were troops.^
It is worth mentioning that the Muslim commanders employed
this system.

Khadduri writes:

"While Muslim commanders saw the value of

spying and made use of this time-honored practice, they, like other nations,
punished severely foreign spies.^
Later on, 'Abd al-'Aziz b.Sa'ud employed this system.

Before

he wanted to conquer any country, he would send his spies to obtain useful
information.
information;

Armstrong says:

"The first thing was to verify his

so he sent his spies into the Hasa and to Hofuf, and they

coniirmed what he had heard;
towns had been reduced;

that the garrisons of Hofuf and the coast

and that most of the troops had marched

northwards in a hurry."2*'

^ymond, op.cit. p. 1 2 .
(2 ) Menain. oo.cit. voi2 . p. 2 1 .
P i Kar and peace in the land of Islam, p.107»
horq of Arahi a , p. 7 7 .

C J 2 — S a ^ d i defences:
According to the author Lam* a

.1-Shihab tl>& Al-Sa'ud

made it a rule that, having subdued any large province or district, they
used to build a hnsn, even if it already had one, and to dig a moat beyond
-|
it.
Afterwards they posted a garrison in it of about five hundred or a
thousand men according to the importance of the district.^

Thus, after

the taking of Medina, Sa'ud round it necessary to maintain there a constant
garrison of Oa'udis.

Burckhardt comments on this:.

that kind occurred during his government.

"No other instances of

for he never thought it

advisable to garrison any district that he had subuued, but relied upon
the sheikha whom he had placed over it, and the dread of his own name, to
keep the vanquished m

subjection."^

We shall discuss this later on, giving examples, but before
we do it will be of value to explain the meaning of the Arabic words husn,
2S2E. and burj.

The forts are of two types:

which mean watchtower;

one given the name of burj

the other called qasr or husn, which is a more

substantial building, means fortress.
The purpose of these forts was:

1) to keep watch on the

activities of opponents or maintain pressure on them.

2) to

watch and

defend the district from outside attack and to keep order in-time of peace.
we may turn now to the mention of the Ba'udi garrisons.^*

'Je ^cnow that the first fort was established in 1173 A.H.
(> \
W

12) Ibid. (j>) Burcknardt. p.32Q.
Ibn Bishr. p.49 ; Philby. S.A. p.52.

According to
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ibn Bishr 'Abd al-'Aziz gave orders for the building of the fort of
al-G-hazwana in the valley of 'Wadi Hanifa west of Riyadn, as a jumping-off
place for pin-pricking expeditions against the town and its outskirts*
it is interesting to mention that the construction of the building was
A
completed in only seven days.
And in 1780, after an attack on Dilam,
da’ud turnea his attention to the east, where he built the fort of al-Bida
near Sulainuya and posted a garrison m

it under the command of Muhammad

ibn G-hushaiyan, to keep a watch on the activities of the lamama chief,
Hasan ibn Rashid at Bijaai.

However, the Dilam people appealed to Sa'dun

ibn 'Urai'ar, the Banu Khalid chief, for help in an attempt to suppress
this dangerous outpost of the Sa'udi'. influence, but they were repulsed.^
After the people of al-Hasa had made their submission in 1792, Sa’ud left
garrisons posted in the forts of al-IIasa as well as guard-posts.^

in

1805 Sa'ud placed strong Sa'udi garrisons in various forts at Mecca.

And

in 1805 he decided to build and garrison a fort in Wadi Fatima^to maintain
pressure on Ohalib.

It is worth adding that during Ibrahim b.s.b. 'Ufaysan's
stay in 1793-4 (he was one of the high officials of the Sa'udi state in
Buraimi), he built the fort called Qasr al-Subarah midway between Buraimi
town and the town of Hamasa.^
Sometimes the Sa'udi government kept garrisons where they
knew that the people were hostile to their religion, as when they garrisoned
Si

p *836. Iz) ibid, p.84.
ibn Bishr, op.cit. p.142.

(3) Xbn Bishr. p.108; Fhilby.~p.103.
(5> S.M. vol.1. pp.111-2.
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Medina, an important strong-hold, where Sa'ud knew that the people were
hostile to his religion and his person.

Ha kept a garrison of Arabs

from Nejd and *Asir armed with matchlocks, paying to each man seven
■j
dollars every month, besides rations of flour and butter.
C) 5 - Equipment and Arms t
It will be gathered that the provisions of an ordinary
soldier of the Sa'udi forces consisted of a skin of water and another filled
with dried dates fried in butter and beaten into one mass, for each soldier
from hiir own purse;
him with it.

2.

but if he had none, his richer brethren should furnish

In addition to that there was a sack of wheat or barley

for each camel or horse.
When a very distant expedition was proposed, such as that
against Damascus in 1810, or against Oman, the Sa'udis would furnish
themselves with one hundred pounds weight of flour, fifty or sixty pounds
of dates, twenty pounds of butter, a sack of water or barley for the
camels and a water-skin.^
As to the provision of the Sa'udi chief, Sa'ud's provision
and baggage were carried upon two hundred camels.

He used to take a

considerable supply on distant expeditions, that he might be able to
relieve those of his troops who would lose their own.^
The public treasury only furnished those necessaries which
private individuals could not procure and in which powder and ball were
generally included.
i?Urcidlara’t> P.320.

\j ) Burckhardt, ibid.

On the other hand, the poor being furnished from
' {2) Shaikh Mansur, p.43» Burckhardt p.312.
(4 } Burckhardt, op.cit. vol.2 . p.179.
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the public treasury.

1

As regards their weapons, we find that in the earliest part
of their career, the fighting forces of the Sa'udis were as ill equipped
with arms as with men.

Besides, their weapons were very baa;

rifles the only ones they knew were rare among them.

the fuse

They used in

preference for fighting the sabre, the lances and the Kantarieh, a kind
of dart made with a pointed stick and fitted with iron which they hurled
against their enemies, as the Mamluks hurled the d.jerid.^
their only defensive weapon.

The tarse was

it was a small round shield made of willow

branches which they covered with steel plate and to which was fitted
inwardly a copper ring which they grasped with the left hand.**After the first stages the chief weapons of the infantry
were touch rifles which the soldiers loaded quickly."*
also daggers.

The soldiers carried

it is worth mentioning here that the matchlocks were

obtained from Europe or Turkey in particular, according to 'Ali Bey . 8
On the other hand, Lam1a
fflade m

1-Shihab mentions that a kind of fuse rifle,

Nejd, was employed in Nejd and then its use spread all over Nejd

as well as some parts of the Yemen and the Hejaz.^

With respect to the

horsemen, they were armed with lances and sabres, and some also carried
Pistols .8
Later on, the Sa'udis employed cannon especially in
defending their capital against the Turkish invasion.

IVI Burckhardt, op.cit. p.313~

(2) Corancez, p.23^

U ) Ibid.
(5 ) Mengin, voi. 2 . p.179*
l ~T i
rv_
• ■
(7> Or
•cit. pp.503-7-

M. Vaissiere, a

O)

(6
) Op.cit. voi.2 . p.137.
- v
(8 ) lùengin, Ibid.
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Erench officer who accompanied. Ibrahim Pasha, mentions that al-Dar iya
was surrounded by a great rampart with bastions defended by
cannon of which 50 were in action . 1

80 heads of

However, it seemed that this kind

of weapon came into Sa’udi hands as booty from their defeated opponents for instance, the Turkish army of Iraq, or Sharif of Mecca.

Ibn Bishr

mentions that the number of guns captured in attacking Jidda in
was said to have been

1805
2

2 ,500, comprising matchlocks and small arms.

On the other hand, M. Vaissiere mentioned that it seemed
that the English were in correspondence with the Sa’udis during Ibrahim
Pasha’s expedition against bar*iya to whom they had handed over cannons
and ammunitions.^
As regards their powder and balls, it is interesting to
observe that they manufactured their powder and balls themselves.2*' . But
'Ali Bey writes that they brought the balls and sulphur from Mecca and
different maritime towns of the peninsula of Arabia, and they obtained
nitre and saltpetre in their own country.
It is interesting to add here Burckhardt's account of
the coat of mail which he mentions that Sa’ud had great numbers of, and
he constantly wore one under his shirts.

Their prices fluctuated from
/

two hundred to fifteen hundred piastres.

U ) Driault • P-131.
C3J Driault » p.131.
15) Op>cit. P.137.

Ibn Bishr, p.142.

W

Lam'a 'l-Shihab. p.507.
Burckhardt, op.cit. p.32; p.134.
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u) 1 ~ Sa'udi tactics.
The ordinary method of fighting at the beginning of the
Sa'ucii state was that of the raid, in which a suaden attack was followed
by prompt retreat and then a sudden return to the battle.
Muslims employed ambush:

;The early

husairi write s'" In the battle of al-Walijah,
-...-A

Knalid placed an ambush on either side of the enemy.

In the heat of the

battle, the hidden forces emerged suddenly, and attacking the enemy on
the flanks by surprise, turned the tables against him.'" **

Besides,

the Sa'udis employed the tactics of ambush (Ramin ) in their early
expeditions;

for instance in

1746 at the battle of (the grey-bearas) on

the outskirts of Riyadh, where a party of Sa'udi soldiers sought to attack
it.

On reaching this place, however, the force was divided into two parts,

one of which was to attack the outskirts of Riyadh, while the other would
lie in ambush to deal with any sortie that might be made by the citizens
to protect their property.^

In 1748 the usual tactics were employed

against Tharmida,^ in the Washm province where the people of the village
were routed when they came out to fight.

Also the Sa'udis used the same

kind of tactics against the innabitants of Tnarmida in 1750.^

By 1755

we find that the Sa'udis deployed their troops in double ambush when they
approached Huraimala.

'Abd al-'Aziz wuhammed b.Sa'ud took -charge of one

in Sh aib 'Uwaija, while Mubarak b. 'Adwan with 200 men lay at al-Juzai.'*
At dawn the: main force advanced on the town, whose inhabitants came out to
/?
f
t |\"Tt"-- . P»59~

(2) Ibn Bishr. p.26.
(4) ibn Bishr, pp. 32- 3 .

(3) lbn Bishr. p .30.
(5 ) Ibn Bishr. p.38*
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fight, and the emergence of the first ambush party in the rndst of the
conflict was not sufficient to turn the scale, hut the second ambush
^
1
succeeded in cutting them off from the town.
In addition to that, the Sa'udis adopted another kind of
tactic.

We find that 'Abu

Huraimala in

Allah b. Sa'uU led the Sa'udis arsy against

1 1 * by way of the haisiya pass and the Hamada plain to create

the impression that he was going to the Qasim . 2

Then he doubled back up

the Shat Sally to the plateau, and arrived at his objective under cover
of night to make the necessary dispositions inside and outside th
for a dawn attack.

At dawn he ordered his men to fire a single volley

so that the inhabitants were awakened..
Later on, the Sa’udis adopted different kinds of tactics
according to circumstances, perhaps because they had acquired some
military skills.

Thus on advancing to attack Muscat, they divide

arn^ into three columns, one commanded by Mutlak in person, and the other
two by his son and by Sayyid IMuhammad b. Kasir A

One of these divi

marched along the shore, the second directed its course int
while Mutlak himself took the middle road, and thu3 was able
the movements of the whole.
On the other hand, 'Abu Al-'Asia prepares the following
1797.

He prepared

tactics to meet the threat of the Turkish expecti
a large force td meet this threat.

A part of this force was 1°spat_oheU_

(1) ibn Bishr. p.38. I 2 ) " n m Bishr. p.? 6 .
tiTIbn
al-Mahmal district (Felly, ¿.gigaS» v o l . x x x v . p . / «
Al-Hisni; who
'isa it was in 10 U5 /16 3 5 inhabited by Al.abu Babb* ox
belonged to Bishr tribe a section of Anaza.
(3) Ibid.
(4) Shaikh Mansur, p.41.
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A
to the watering-place of Qariya in the Taff district;
under the command of Sa'ud to Hafar al-'Atak.

another was sent

In addition, he ordered

all the Bedouin tribes, from Mutair and Suba'i and al-'Ajman and others,
to move with their families and their flocks into the Banu Khalid country
to occupy the wells and defend them against the invaders.
As to the Sa'udi military formation Burckhardt mentions that
7

the army always divided, on approaching- an enemy, into three or four corps,
one behind another.

The first to attack was composed of horsemen, as being

the principal strength of the army.

They were supported by the second line,

consisting of camel-riders, who would advance if the horsemen were routed,
lor example, while Abu Nuqta was attacking Abu Mismar in 1802, he divided
his army into right wing (Maymanah), left wing (Kaysarah) and centre (Qalb).^
e

On the other hand, they came to fight in battalion strength,
each battalion being composed of people fronjmen of the same tribes or
districts or otherwise known to each other, commanded by their Emirs and
their military leaders, who went in front of their people.

The cavalry

and dromedaries went on ahead in a line and the centre was reserved for the
drtillery and infantry mounted on camels.

The lines were double, so that

when one line became tired or lost many men, it was replaced by the one
behind.
g
Yet 'Ali Bey writes:
organization.

"The Wehhabites have no military

All their tactics consist in forming themselves into

\ Air\ i51Shr*
(2) lb id,! (3) Burckhardt: N.B../. p.317>
>T< Al-Na'ami, Tarikh Asir, p.134. (5) Mengin, vol.2 . p.178.
Ko) Ali Bey, vol. 2 . p.137.

~~~
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squadrons, under the direction of a chief, and in following his movements
without order, and without forming ranks;
spartan, and their obedience extreme;

but their discipline is truly

for the least sign from their chiefs

suffices to impose silence upon them, and to make them submit to the
greatest fatigues."
Rousseau comments on the Sa'udi tactics:

"For the V/ahhabis

to be an invincible people, and for them to be able to conquer the whole
of Asia, they would only need to join to their physical and moral qualities
the knowledge of tactics and military descipline, which they have not gained
even yet." ^
That the Sa’udisi, however, did have a disciplined
organization and keen tactical acumen is shown by the fact that it was a
favourite stratagem of Sa'ud to fly before the enemy, and then, rallying
suddenly, to fall with his chosen horsemen upon the fatigued pursuers.^
Rriault writes:

"A mistake no less great on their part was to have not

maintained the campaign unceasingly, where the speed of their horses and
even that of foot-soldiers, would have given them superior advantage.
Nothing equals the speed of their horses.
horse used to cover A 8 caravan hours in

6 hours time.

Abdul Ah's
The folk on foot

proportion with the same speed and a Turkish horseman has not been
able to reach a Wahhabi pedestrian travelling on the plain.

it was easy;

therefore, for these people to avoid any action in which the superiority
of Turkish arms was fatal to them and to deviate themselves solely to
VUUaaOit* p. 15 0 .

I2) Burckhardt. N.B.W.

p

.313.

~ "
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"
A
harassing their enemies, especially hy intercepting their convoys."
If they were compelled to retreat under superior force,
they would withdraw in order, even when the enemy were "beaten the infantry
would not follow them, but the cavalry and dromedaries would harass them
from a certain distance. 2
In the Sa'udi-Egyptian war the Sa'udis avoided
approaching the Egyptian army too closely for fear of their cavalry.

Thus

the defeat of the Sa'udis at Basal may be attributed to their having
descended ftora the mountain into the plain of Kalakh, where they had no
means of resisting the enemy cavalry.

Burckhardt, however, mentioned that

Sa ud, in the last words which he addressed to his son, cautioned him
against such a proceeding.
In order to assess more clearly the status of Sa'ud and
his successors tactical terms we may to advantage draw a comparison with
the Egyptian tactics used in the Basal battle.
Having reached Basal, Muhammad 'Ali Pasha found that the
Sa udis had encamped on the side of the mountains which opened towards the
plains of Kalakh.^

Thereupon Muhammad *Ali realized that he would have

&o chance of success so long as the Sa’udis held the high ground of Basal.
Thus he chose a body of Algerian troops as an advance guard for the purpose
°f drawlng down the Sa'udisA

(\\

The advance guard accordingly moved on, and

formation rle 1'empire de Mohamed Aly... p.131*
enSiu» vol.2.p.179. (3 ) Burckhardt. op.cit. p*395* (b-) Finati. op.oit.
snot *f»P *12*’* v‘^ranalated by Bankes). Basal Finati w r i t e s " T h i s is a level
^
0 ground, encircled by a natural rampart of hills, which , however,
orming rather a chain than one continued ridge it leave narrow gaps betwixt,
ere ani^ "there, like so many entrances, but not one that is not well
commanded, so that if the heights be properly defended, the area within is
quite secure."
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the whole army followed them at no great interval, presenting a front of
about equal extent with that of the Sa'udis, but the orders given were
that in going forward the whole should bear gradually to the right, so as
to bring the Egyptian centre opposite to the Sa'udis left flank, and
out-manoeuvre them upon that side, while the cavalry, till such time as
it should be necessary to bring the Sa'udis into action, were placed in
the rear with orders to observe the same movement."*
&. Finati, who served under Tusun and M s father writes::
Our advanced guard had gone forward from the centre of our line, but
owing to our subsequent movements, was now partly in front of the left
wing, and partly extending beyond it, and opposed to the right of the
enemy, to which it was able to make but a feeble resistance.

Meantime

the centre of each army was opposed to the right wing of the other, our
left extending beyond their line, and being, for the present, quite out
of the action.
The enemy, not at all aware of the object and effect of these
dispositions, finding so little obstruction upon their left from the
advanced guard, whom they outnumbered, and drove back, pressed rapidly
orward in that quarterj

but as this was not at all the case with the

emainder of their line, which could make little or no impression upon
ours, that flank became detached from the rest, and following in pursuit
**

Ai&erines (sic). was soon engaged with our cavalry from behind, our

II} IbiM

U o l . 2 .p.67 )

:
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infantry continuing in perfect order all the while, though in hot and
close conflict.

The heat of the battle lasted no less than five hours;

and the Arabian army was losing the day without being at all aware of it;
for, so soon as the pasha saw that the enemy's wing, which had gone forward,
was sufficiently separated, and run into disorder, he directed that our
right, which outflanked their line, and was still fresh, should close
round upon it, so as to cut them off from their mountain-post;

and all

that was disposable of our cavalry was employed to shut up every other
way from them, and especially any that might have led to our camp at
Ciulla." 1
Although the Egyptian tactics and manoeuvres just described
are manifestly superior to those of the Sa'udis in Arabia (and it is to
be noted that the former had the advantage of European technical advice
and weapons),

it is obvious that the same basic military sense was present

in the latter.

(1 ) Finati,

SEaSit* PP.17-19.
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D) 2 - The Sa'udi Methods of Siege:
For the attack on fortresses and walled villages and
strong points in general the early Sa’udi expeditionary force used, to
besiege the place which they planned to conquer for several days.

At

the siege of Harma in 1779 a Sa'uai force attacked it vigorously day after
day until the population was driven back to their fort and closely
besieged.

Therefore they decided to sue for a peace in which Sa'ud

insisted that all persons who had been guilty of disturbing the peace
should be banished, and that the revenue of all the palm-groves of the
town should be made over to the state treasury.
Later on, at the siege of Karbala in 1802, the Sa'udis
climbed its wall and opened the gate.^
the early Muslim state.

Kusaini says:

This was a method employed by
"To take Damascus by storm, the

Muslim soldiers swam the moat on inflated skins, and, flinging on the
turrets ropes with running nooses, climbed the walls and opened the gates»"''*
At the siege of Mecca in 1804 they employed different methods,
^bey fixed their headquarters at al-Kussainiya, where many of the richest..
eccans had summer houses, only an hour and a half's ride to the south of
he city.

Their light troops harrassed the eastern suburbs, occupying

xy_ _
quarter of al-Mu'abda, and they entered and took possession of the
Sharif

3 palace there, from which they raided the city itself.

The

Sharif bravely kept up resistance and laid mines to drive out the enemy

(\\

t k 1* ^ Shr > op.cit. p.8 l ; Fhilby. op.cit. p.69»
~ '
K 1 ADn Blshr, p. 130 .
(3 ) Arab Administration, p.144.
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and prevent their incursions.

In reply to this action the Sa'udis

cut off the sweet-water supply from 'Arafat and reduced the inhabitants
to rationing the brackish well-water*

After two months the people

began to suffer severely from the lack of provisions and good water.

As

a result of this the inhabitants decided to make their surrender to the
Sa'udis.
However, from Mecca Sa'ud turned his army against Jidda
which was besieged for eleven days, but all his attempts failed because
the inhabitants fought bravely and its wall was so strong that the Sa'udis
decided to withdraw.

Corancez comments on this event:

vYahabis (sic) had always been conquerors.
open cities undefended;

"Up to now the

They had actually only found

and the superiority of numbers had given them in the

open country ¿n advantage so marked that their enemies had hardly tried to
resist them.

But in the case was not the same at Jedda (sic):: this city
.

/

is surrounded by walls which Khaleb (sic) and Scherif-pacha (sic) had
repaired.

The Wahabis were checked in front of this city, being armed

with plain lances and fuse rifles which they did not know how to use;
\

i

^ ey were without discipline, or any knowledge of the art of siege.

They

attacked without due precaution enemies entrenched behind the battlements,
j **roni which they were able without danger to choose the victims among them.
] ^ lus there remained to the Wahabis no other course to be taken than that of
I

j raising the siege and withdrawing to the hre'yeh (sic)."^
j

i

3

U ) Burckhardt, op.cit. p.328.
v3) a i d , p .38 .

¿2) Corancez. op.cit. p.33.
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It .is clear from the above-mentioned that the Sa’udis
had little knowledge of the arts of siege, such as cutting off sweet-water
and climbing the walls of besieged places, and so on*
P) 3 — Sa*udi Fortifications:
The Sa'udis made it a rule that having subduea any large
province or city, they would build a fort at a distance from the old one
and dig a moat round about it.

Afterwards they posted at it a garrison

called al-Umana (the trustworthy) consisting of some five hundred to a
thousand men, according to the importance of the district or the city.
They supplied these garrisons with provisions and ammunitions which viould
suffice them for two or three years
For example, when they captured al-Hasa province in 1793,
"they posted garrisons at its forts and guaru-posts,^and after the taking
of Medina Sa'ud found it necessary to keep there a constant garrison of
ba’udi. soldiers.

Burckharat comments on this::

"At Medina, an important

stronghold, where he knew that the people were hostile to his religion and
bis person, he kept a garrison of Arabs from Nedjd (sic) and iemen armed
with matchlocks, paying to each man seven dollars every month, besides
rations of flour and butter^
it is necessary to add to this that the Sa'udis paid a
fixed sum of money to the soldier*3 families because these soldiers were
appointed to keep peace and order.
^

According to the author of ham*a 1-Shihab.

x~s^bflhirr ^no. ~
it also states that Tusun employed the same
.,10e' Thus having occupied a place, he would set up a fort, then he
S^rison it with provision and ammunition. (F.307)
V ; Ibn JJxshr, op.cit. p.108.
(3 ) Op.cit. p.320.
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•j
the yearly income oi‘ each family might amount to 300 or 40U gold pieces.
This practice was employed byUmayyads.
"Strategic fortifications were built on the frontiers.

Husaini states:
Soldiers who

settled in these military stations and garrisoned the outposts and the
border fortresses received regular annuities and family pensions and were
provided against war risks." ^
in respect to the administration of the Sa'udi garrisons
the author of Lam*a 1-Shihab mentions that they were governed by ten men,
one of whom was an Emir.^
In addition to the above fortifications the Sa’uais built
walls round their villages and cities to protect the population from enemy
attacks.

For example, when 'Aod al-'Aziz Leard that ’Aral*ar b.Dujain,

the chief of al-Hasa and the Banu Khalid tribe, was proceeding to attack
al-uar'iya in 1758* he gave his orders to the whole nation to make the
necessary fortifications.

He also built two walls round al -Uar'iya

surrounded by towers in order to stop any who would attempt to scale them.^"
In the more strongly fortified cities date trees were also
put to use as an additional d e f e n c e . B u r c k h a r d t mentions that since the
ahhabi wars with Sharif G-haib of Mecca, Turaba had fortified it with a

^all and a ditch, and the thick forest of date trees in which it was
(*! I ^rv*0^*
(2) Op.cit. p.13&1
(3) IbidT"
di^t + ^ annam* vol.1. p.54.
(5) Burckhardt says: "the town of Taraba,
aire^i ^rom tayf (sic) about seventy or eighty miles, in an easterly
t .
°n » was one of the principal strongholds that connected the Wahabys
c / of hedja (sic) with those of the Yemen mountains." p.358. (op.cit.)
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situated, served, as an additional defence.
Later on, the Sa’udis employed new and different kinds of
fortification in defending the passage of al-Safra in 1811.
that the Wahhabis haa made such good use of their time

states

m building P

breast-works of loose stones on the side of the precipice to pro
as they fired, that they were very little exposed to the Turkish musketry,
and as for their artillery, because of the nature of the ground the
could not make use of that, or bring it ai all to bear upon them.

As regards the Sa’udi fortifications of al-kass, men capable
of holding arms were part of the garrison of al-Rass.
children withdrew with their beasts to Shaqra.

Old men,

it was also strengthe

by a force sent to their aid by ‘AbdAllah b. Sa’ud, the Sa’udi chief.
Thus Ibrahim Pasha arrived before al-Rass on July 9th, 1817» to find
people in no mood for surrender.
employed in the action.

So he besieged it, thé artillery being

The guns began firing on the city wall.

effected during the day were tirelessly repaired during the h
darkness, and mines were set up by the. defenders inside the fort in
to reduce the advantage gained by the attackers whose mines pos

Breaches

the Turks has lost 3»400 men during the siege, whilst the garrison and
people lost 160 dead and some injured.

In spite of the fact that the

inhabitants of al-Rass were without supplies and were ignorant of the art
of war, they managed to repel the Turks and defend themselves courageously*
With regard to the Sa'udi fortifications Mengin observed
that the people of Nejd knew the Turkish tactics and so they placed part
of their troops inside the cities with all the necessary equipment,
thinking that a foreign arn^y morning with provisions for a short siege only,
would not be able to resist.

They thought that those who were inside the

walls of a city had a distinct advantage, whilst those outside had to fire
against the stones, not thinking of the Arab proverb 'a blockaded city is
a taken city*. ^
On the eve

of the fall of al-Rass 'AbdAllah b. Sa'ud was

making arrangements for the defence of 'Anaiza and its forts against
Ibrahim Pasha's advance.

So a garrison under Muhammad b.Hasan Mishari

t.Sa'ud was stationed at the important Safra fort which was also
provisioned and supplied with ammunitions for a long siege.

While the

fort ..in the town and the town itself were similarly garrisoned and
supplied with ammunitions for a long siege. ^

In respect to the Shaqra fortifications, the Emir put the
citizens to work on the moat protecting the town, which had begun.to resist
the advance of Tusun some two years earlier, but had been left unfinished
on the signing of the truce between Egypt and the Sa'udis.
^

p.103.

(.2) Ibn Bishr, p.193; Philby p.134.

Even the
~
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palms along the moat were stripped of their large fronds to avoid the
A
effects of musket fire.
This indicates that the Saadis were improving
their military methods.
Further, regarding the. fortification of al-Dar'iya,

2

according to Ibn Bishr, Ibrahim Pasha moved down the valley of Wadi Kanifa
on 11th March 1818, where he set up his own headquarters at 'lib.

Facing

the Pasha in the Wadi was the main body of yeomen from Al-Dar'iya itself
and other Nejd settlements under the command of^AbdAllah's three brothers,
who had only three mortars with which to confront the powerful artillery
of the enemy.

On their right, north eastward, lay two other brothers of

AbdAllah, with their Dar'.iya troops covering the mouth of Shaib Mughaisiba,
while next to them was the Manfuha contingent under its chief.

Between

this defence line and the Hariq contingent, covering the Samhan gate at
the north end of the citadel, jftbdAllah himself took up his position inside
the wall with some heavy artillery.

All these positions formed the front

line of defence, directly confronting the similar dispositions of Ibrahim
Pasha' s army, while behind them, right back to the lower end of the oasis,
J ¿bidj,Philby, p.135.
(2) Philby says t "The Dar'iya oasis lay in the deep valley of Wadi Hanifa,
* x four miles from north
some 500 yards wide on the average
g ^ s i d e ^ f the flood channel to the
to south, with dense palm-groves on
yes lay a number of.hamle
100 foot cliffs on both banks.
in
po^uiation, w h i l e above them
villages occupied by the bulk of
® P
& projection of the clif on
towered the citadel of Turaif» perc
mansions of the Sa ud fam y
right bank and occupied by the palac
enities 0f an Arab town.
Tlie
their retainers, the mosques and o
right bank by a deep gully,
citadel was separated from the a<i«3a0
mean huts and buildings in which
other side of which sprawled a subur
, „ree.
Outside this suburb a wall,
lived the artisans and other folk 0
°
^ase of a wide eastward
dotted with towers and turrets, ran zero*
er wall followed the cliff
of the wadi, while a similar and
in a shallow arc." Saudi
line of the eastern or left bank of the valley
Arabia.. p.138.
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every strong-point, turret and ditch was manned by the grey beards and
other elements of the population unfit to bear the brunt of battle»
The hillock of Qurain was strongly held with artillery by
another first cousin of *AbclAllah b.Sa'ud.
On the western bank of the Wadi and xn the front line of
defence, 'AbdAllah b . ’Abd 'l-'Aziz held the Samha fort with a fixed force
next to him and covering the mouth of Shaib al-Hariq, lay another brother
of 'Ab¿Allah and several princes«

i'arther up stream the mouth of Shaxb

Vxhubaira was held by Turici’s son.

Behind these positions (still on the

right bank), lay AbdAllah’s brother Mishari, occupying the ’Id prayerground on the encampment behind the western suburb.

The banks of Shaib

Safa were held by Sa’ud b . ’AbdAllah to prevent any attempt of the enemy
to come in by the rear on that side.

TlJ Ibn •Bishr, pp. 198-202; Hiilby, pp.138-139.

E. - Treaties
The treaty is a form of 'aqcL (a contract) signifying an

A
agreement on a certain act which has the object of creating peace*

Thus

the ba'udis maae a variety of treaties and contracts which may be arranged
under the following headings:
1 - Examples of treaties with villages and towns.
2 - Gases in which they faced a dangerous situation.
3 - Payment of annual tribute.
4 - frontiers to be inviolable! pilgrims to be allowed to go to ¿lecca.
5 - if either side could not uefeat the other, special arrangements
were to be made.

6 ,- The treaty regarding ransoming prisoners.
7 — The Turco-Sa'udi treaty.

8 — Subordinate leaders to be authorized to make treaties.
To begin with that which was concluded with the villages
and towns.

Por example, when the people of the Mlahmal district offered

their submission to ¡shaikh Muhammad b .1 Abdal-Wahhab and Muhammaa b.Sa'ud
in

117 2

a

.H.

0 7 5 8 ),'it was accepted on condition that they should give up

half of their field crops and the income from the product.^

In another

case, fAbd al-*Aziz made a raid against al-Qasab in 11/2 A.H. which
resulted, after useless resistance, in the population making their
submission to the Sa'udi state, provided that they paid 300 Ahmar, in
consideration of their date-palm estates.^
1.1) M.Khadduri. n.203. Oo.cit.
<0) Ibid* p* 56 .

(2 ) Ibn vxhannam, vol.1 . pp. 55-6 .
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2
In consequence of the apostas of the people of al-Sudair
and &unaikh in 1191 A.H., Sa’ud lea an expedition in order to subdue them.
However, after the usual skirmishes, they agreed to surrender to the
Ha’udi yoke,

da'ud, in return, excused them Prom any exemplary punishment

on condition that responsible persons such as duwaiser al-Husaini were
exiled. 1
Another kind of peace treaty was concluded with their bitter
enemy nahhara b.uawas who sent a messenger to al-Dar'iya in 1753-4» with
gifts of horses and firearms in order to suggest a truce to stop the
fighting and to assure the Sa'udi chief of his loyalty to the Sa'udi faith.
He also asked that a teacher be sent to Riyadh.^
2 - Muhammad b.'Abdal Wahhab and MHhammad b.Sa'ud concluded
a treaty with the lord of Majran by which they were to pay him a sum of
money to ward off attack, because the Sa'uai. state was still weak at the
beginning of its rising.^

The circumstances were as follows:-

T£e ruler of Najran advanced against al-JJar’iya in 1764*
Reaching the village and oasis of al-Hair al -Subait in Wadi Hanifa, where
he set about besieging the villages, news arrived of 'Abd ¿l-'Aziz being
on the march with a large force of Sa'udis.

The Najranis immediately

deployed to meet the Sa' udis, and the desperate battle which ensued resulted
^

the discomfiture of 'Abdal-'Aziz and his force, who fled in disorder,

suffering heavy casualties.
U ) ibid^ p »1 0 1 .

Philby comments thus:

(2 ) Ibn Bishr, p. 3 b.

"Nevertheless this
(31 ibid., p. 57 .
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triumphant challenge to the Y/ahhabi cause, coming as it did from the
despised and detested schisms of Najran and al-Ahsa, must have been a
bitter blow to the founder of Wahhabism;

and the shadow of the tragedy

roust have darkened the last days of Muhammad ibn Sa'ud, who was now near
the end of his long and honourable career.

Their immediate reaction to

the dangerous situation which had developed was perhaps rather
surprising.

Instead of girding up their loins to avenge the humiliating

defeat, they decided to negotiate a settlement with the victor, who had
xndeed reached the neighbourhood of Riyadh- in his advance on the capital*”
3 - Another type of treaty forced the enemy to pay annual
tribute to the Sa'udi state.

For example, the Sultan of Muscat concluded

a treaty with the Sa'udi state in 1808 in the following terms
First, that Sayyid Baar should possess, without molestation,
the kingdom of Muscat, but should send annually to al-bar'iya a tribute of
50,000 hollars*
Second, that a consul from Sa'ud should constantly reside
at Muscat, to take care that the citizens duly observed all the rites and
ceremonies of the Wahhabi sect.
Third, that 400 Sa'udi cavalry should occupy the
neighbourhood of Burlca, to prevent any infraction of the treaty.
4 — The Sa'udis concluded a treaty with the Sharif G-halib
^ ^ 7 9 7 , for a variety of reasons;
U ) Sauqi Arabia, p.58

first, in order to allow the Sa'udis

(2) Shaikh Mansur, p p .5-6.

"
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to go on pilgrimage, secondly to stop frequent violations of the
frontiers.
5 - A treaty was concluded between the Sa'udis government
and the Iraqi Jr’asha in consequence of the fact that ’Ali Kaikhiya was
retreating from al-Hasa, halted at the wells of Shibak nearby, and was
attacked by Sa'ua.

However, after some days had passed in desultory

skirmishing by both sides, they came to an agreement to the affect that
the Turks should return home unmolested. 2
On the other hand, Raymond says that the V/ahhabis were
surprised to see themselves besieged by ten or twelve thousand men and
asked for an armistice of one month to decide whether to give up the
castle.

But they only wanted to gain time and flatter 'Ali Pashaj

for

when the time limit expired, they did not keep their promise and the
siege be&an.

The cannon fired at the castle, the shells did much damage,
tH«4
and seeing how things were going, and the fall of the castle was imminent,
’Aba al-'Aziz, realizing the danger which threatened him and the
impossibility of a long resistance, tried to stave off with gold what he
could not hold back by force of arms.

To do this, he communicated with

Muhammad al-Shawi, whom he knew to be a man entirely devoted to his own
interest and with whom he had had a very active correspondence all through
the siege.

'Abdal'Aziz gave him large presents to persuade 'Ali haikhiya

to desist from the siege.^

6

- This kind of treaty was concluded during the

TT) ibn Bishr, p.128„
\ 5 )

Pi?»Gita,-1 ’ -■9

^

~
AX

(2 J ibn Bishr. p.127.
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Muhammad b.Sa'ud, with the lord of Najran, namely Fida (ransom).

1

The

purpose of this treaty was to release the Sa'udi prisoners of war by
paying a certain amount of money.
7 - Sa'udis concluded the following treaty with Tusun
Pasha in 1815.

First, that the Sa'udis should give up their new maxims
p
and follow the parties of the true believers. (Turks and Egyptian).
Second, they were to submit to the Porte's commands and if *AbdAllah.

b« Sa'ud was called to Qonstantinople , he ought not to refuse to go
there.^
Third, to give al-Dar'iya to whomever Muhammad 'Ali Pasha
should appoint.^Fourth, they were to give back all they had removed from
the Prophet's tomb.'*
Fifth, they were to guarantee communications and the
pilgrims* passage.^
Finally they were to obey the governor of Medina."^
Mengin comments on 'AbdAllah's surrender to this treaty.
'AbdAllah's conduct here is characterised by its ignorance and faint
heartedness.

He could see before his eyes the last of his enemies dying}

far from profiting from the advantages of his position, he put himself
under the yoke by a shameful treaty

8 - The treaty making power rested in the hands of the
at*11

(A
1 ;

Bishr» P*57.
P*151
p.152.

(2) Mengin, vol.2. p.44.
( U Ibid.p.151; Mengin, ibid. (5 ) Al-Rafa'i, ibid,
(7 ) Ibid.
(8 ) Mengih, vjgl27~
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Sa’udi chief, hut this power was frequently delegated to the commanders
in the field, who were empowered to negotiate treaties with the enemy.
So we find that Mutlak al-Mutairi concluded the following treaty with
■\
the British (Bombay Government).
First, that neither the Sa’udis, nor their tributaries,
should in future molest any British ship or subject.
Second, that the British government should offer no
assistance to Sayyid Sa’ia, the Sultan of Muscat, in the unjust war he
had provoked, by throwing off his allegiance and refusing to pay the
stipulated tribute. .
Hence the general purpose of these treaties was to force
various villages and towns to the Wahhabi faith, and furthermore to reduce
the powers of their enemies.
Owing to the fact that no actual treaty is known to have
survived in writing and the reports of contemporaries are meagre, we
still lack much information about the actual provisions of these treaties
and about the writing materials used, the phraseology, the modes of
address and the divine invocation and so on.

(1) Shaikh Mansur, p .6 7
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IV — A, 1 - Commerce in the He.jaz in the age of the Wahhabis.
The subject of commerce may be divided into two parts as
follows
A) Internal trade.

B) Foreign trade.

To start with, we deal with the internal trade which wa3
nearly all in raw materials, primary agricultural produce such as dates,
honey, sea-salt, rock-salt, wheat, barley, fruits, vegetables and butter.
'r"V.t/-

The dates were brought by the 'Ataiba tribe. - Burckhardt states that the
importation of dates is uninterupted during thewhole year.^

The sea-salt

was colleated near Jidda, while the rock-salt was brought by the Bedouin
fl'ora some mountains in the neighbourhood of Tair.^

The wheat and barley

were produced in the mountains of Taif and also the honey.^

Fruit and

vegetables were brought from Taif and Wadi Fatima.^
But the quantities in question were so very limited that they
did not cover the necessary meeds of the inhabitants, as well as the pilgrims
who came here every year*
7fith regard to the foreign trade, we can divide it into the
following categories:
First —, raw materials,

Second - manufactured goods.

The raw materials can be arranged according to the importing
countries.
1)

The lemem: Grains, coffee-beans, coffee, drieu grapes and corn we

imported from the Yemen.5
j^fckharat, Travels in Arabia.vol.1»P»157«P»56. (2) ibid. p«b5.
o ; ¿hid.,pp.15 b-7 . Burckharat writes:: "The jtleajas abounds with honey in
?v®ry part of the mountains. The best comes from those which are
\ i r labited by the Nowaszera Bedouins, to the south of Tayf".ibid.,pp.53-4.
W
.Ibid, p.225.
(5 ) Ibid.,pp.61,204.
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2 ) India: Sugar, rice, tea, teak-timber, cocoa-nut oil, cocoa-nuts,
-l

t

black pepper, driea ginger and turmeric were imported from xndia.
3) Egypt: Sugar was importer in small quantities.

Hice was imported,

from Egypt, but the inhabitants preferred the xndian rice because it was
cheaper.

Apart from these, all provisions such as butter, biscuits, onions,
Z
wheat, barley, beans, lentils, ahura, and tobacco were imported from Egypt.
Sureknarat states that the ttejaz; might truly be said to depend upon Egypt
ior corn.

4

Wellested writes t "As the barren soil of Arabia produces but

few supplies of grains, and is utterly incapable of supporting the crowd
°r pilgrims that flows to Mecca during the Hajj season, Egypt, from an
early period, has contributed to supply its wants.
4) byria s Soap name from Syria, and Burckhardt mentions that very little
oyrian tobacco found its way across the Ked Sea.^
5) Sawakin: Dnura and butter were imported from Sawaxin.^
.v
Q
o) M u s c a t Dates, carpets and spices were imported.
According to the above-mentioned facts it is clear that the
importations from Egypt and the Yemen were basic needs, whilst the
importations from India contained a good deal of luxury goods.
U j lbio, pp.61,204; Wellested, Travels in Arabia, vol.2.p.273, Von Neimans’',
Tpe Red Sea and the Coastal Lands in the year 1857 etc, p .398•
\2) Burckhardt p. 68. (3 ) Ibid.,p.62; Neimans, ibia.,; The Red Sea at the
c^-ose of the Seventeenth century, p.63.
(4) Ibid, p. 62 .
v5J l^id.,p.277. Also Varthema VP-37) notes the dependence of Mecca and Jidda
upon Egypt for food, and Burton supports these factsi "This is still correct.
Sues supplies Jeddah with corn and other provisions." Vol.2.,p.347.
^ okhar^ , pp.66,50.
U ) M i - » PP-61,52.
Neimans, p. 398 .
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Secondly, the manufacturing materials:
Division in terms of the originating country may be followed
for the raw materials.
1) Egypt: the following sorts of manufactured goods were imported from
Egypt: woollen cloaks (abay), sheets (mellay), cotton, quilts, linen for
shirts, slippers, shoes and copper Vessels.

We observe that they contain

basic needs, such as linen for shirts.^
2) Indiat The importations from India were: Shina-ware, pipe-heads,
wooden spoons, knives, glass beads, rosaries, mirrors, and cards.

It is

clear that they largely comprised luxury goods.

3) Turkey: from Turkey were imported the following: Turkish dress,
,
swords, English watches, copies of the Qur'an and Turkish carpets,
we note largely consisted of luxury goods.

?
which

Burckhardt mentions that all

the Meccan and Jiddan merchants wore watches, many of which were of good
English manufacture.

They were brought either from India or by the

Pilgrims from Constantinople.2*'
To these it is necessary to add the silks, mixed materials,
cotton materials, dates and tobaccos and cloths coming by caravan from Syria
C
and Egypt.
In addition to this, practically all of the pilgrims started
out with the merchandise of their native countries so as to sell them in
the Hejaz.

Burckhardt mentions that few pilgrims, except the mendicants,

arrived without bringing some products of their respective countries for
^n^ckhardt, pp.35»78,?6; Neimans, p.398.
Ibid, p.212.
(4 ) ibid., pJ30.

{2) Burckhardt, p.69.
(5) Neimans, p.398.
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sale, and this remark was applicable to the merchants, with whom commercial
pursuits were the main object, as well as to those who were actuated by
religious zeal;

for the latter, the profits derived from selling a few

native articles at Mecca diminished, in some degree, the heavy expenses of
the journey?
For example, the Maghribin brought their red bonnets and woollen
cloaks;

the European Turks brought shoes and slippers, hardware, embroidered

stuff, sweetmeats, amber, trinkets of European manufacture, knit silk purses;
the Turks of Anatolia brought carpets, silks and Ankara shawls.
brought cashmere shawls and large silk handkerchiefs;

The Persians

the Afghans,

toothbrushes and coarse shawls manufactured in their own country;

But the

Indians brought numerous products of their rich and extensive region; the
d
people of the Yemen, smake's for the Persian pipes, sandals, and various other
works in leather, and the Africans brought various articles?
However, the pilgrims were often disappointed in their
expectation of gain, because their want of money made them hastily sell their
little possessions at the public auctions, and often obliged them to accept
very low prices.

(It should be noted here that no official statistics are

available on the exports and imports of the Hejaz.)
Customerst
Customers may be grouped into? 1) Locals, who may'be classed

j as a) Settlers of towns, b) Bedouin.

2 } Pilgrims.

Town settlers seem to have
; g00cls*

bought a good deal of the imported

No doubt the requirements of more sophisticated life placed a new

j emphasls on luxury goods, hence there would have been a growing demand for
U ) Burckhardt, vol. 2 . p.21.

(2 ) Ibid, p. 22 .
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the wares of other regions and countries.
V/ith respect to the Bedouin, we find them buying coffee,
woollen striped cloaks, glass-beads, dresses, and copper vessels.

Also

there was intercourse between Nejd and the Hejaz, since the inhabitants of
Nejd were in want of Indian goods, drugs and articles of dress, which they

1

procured either from Medina or at a cheaper rate from Mecca.

Pilgrims purchased at Mecca the spices, pearls, coffee of
Arabia, shawls and pepper imported from India, and copies of the Qur'an.
Besides, the coffee ships from the Yemen took a few articles of Egyptian
manufacture in return, as Mellayes, linen stuffs for shirts, and glass-beads.

2
Burckhardt states that the important sales were mostly for cash money.
Traders.
These may be divided into three kinds: 1) Indians.
3)

Natives.

2) Turks.

To begin with the Indians, we find that all druggists in the

Hejaz were native* of East India.

in addition to the fact that they dealt

in all kinds of drugs, they sold wax-candles, paper and sugar.

Thus

Burckhardt states that the shops, where small articles of Indian goods were
sold, dealt in nothing but Indian piece-goods?
On the other hand, we find, according to Burckhardt, that
m&ny shops in Mecca, especially at Masa'a, were kept by Turks from Europe

or from. Asia Minor, who sold various articles of Turkish dress and sworas,
] ^S l i s h watches, and copies of the Q u r ' a n . ^

I

pp-345-b*

(2) Ibid, p.35*
(4 ) ibid, p. 2 12 .
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in addition to Indians and Turks there were the natives»
However, it appears that almost all the principal merchants in Jidda carried
on a retail business in their houses, while we find that the other merchants
of Jidda, except Indian merchants, engaged in every branch of commerce»
With regard to the merchants of Mecca, we find that they also
engaged in every branch of commerce, but the people who were not sufficiently
opulent to trade in Indian goods employed their capital during the interval
of the pilgrimage, particularly in the traffic of corn and provisions.^
Communications.
The means of communication may be divided into:
a ) inland traffic (by means of animals like the camel and donkey).
b) Marine traffio.
in dealing with the first part it is advisable to point out
that the Hejaz had commercial intercourse in its own territories as well as
with its neighbours.

Therefore, we may say that the intercourse between

the Hejaz and its territories was carried on as follows
"*) The transport between Jidda and Medina in the course of which ,the
caravans departed for Medina, principally with goods and drugs;

however,

the intercourse between Jidda and Medina was more commonly carried on by
the intermediate route of lanbu' by sea.^
2) The transport between Jidda and Mecca:

the caravans departed for Mecca

almost every evening with goods and provisions.^

Burckhardt mentions

Cp~*urckhardt p» 72 .
(2 ) Ibid, p p .345-6.
(3) Ibid, pp.45-7.
also states that these caravans consisted of from sixty to one hundred
camels t and were conducted by the Harb Bedouins.
O O lb
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that the loaded camels took two nights to perform the journey.
In addition to these caravans there was a small caravan of
asses which started out also every evening, and performed the journey of
fifteen or sixteen hours in one night, arriving regularly at Mecca early
m

the morning.

3) The transport trade to Medina from Yanbu* occupied many people, and all
the merchants of the former had their agents among the people of Yanbu’.^
In addition to this it is possible that there was transport trade to Taif
from Mecca and from Taif to Mecca.
’fith regard to intercourse with its'neighbours, we find that
there was transport trade from Nejd to Medina, especially in time of peace.
So caravans arrived at Medina from Nejd especially from Qa 3im.^

As to the

south Burckhardt mentions that caravans were occasionally met with on the
sea coast towards the Yemen whence goods were imported.^
b) Communication by sea may be discussed in terms of internal
and external, the internal between Jidda and Medina, as we have already
mentioned.
The external communications may be described under three
heads

He writes about the transport charges? "<Vhen camels abound,
of one for Djiaaa to Mekka is from twenty to twenty-five piastres.
time of scarcity, or at the approach of the Hadj, from sixty to seventy
P &&*es are paid.
During my stay, the hire of an as^ from Djidaa to Mekka
wss twenty piastres.
These prices would be considered enormous in any
° her part of the Levant.
Only fifteen piastres are paid for a camel
om Cairo to Suez, which is double the distance between Djidaa and Mekka."
v2J Ibid., vol.2. p.333.
(3) Ibid, vol.2. p.251. (4) Ibid., vol.1. p.45 .

2 ®
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1) With India:

the fleet of Indian goods, principally from Calcutta,

Surat and Bombay reached «Jidda at the beginning of May, when they found the
merchants already prepared for them, having collected as many dollars and
sequins as their circumstances permitted, so that they might effect wholesale
bargains at the very moment of the arrival of the ships.^

On their return

they took off a considerable quantity of the paste (Masawix), which was
sold at great profit among the Muslims of Hindustan.

2) There was intercourse between «Jidda and Egypt by sea in order to
carry the Egyptian products and the Yemeni coffee.^
Egypt the traders took off goods.

On their return to

rfilliam Daniel says:

"To whic.it port

belongs about 40 sails of ships, who trace every year between that place
(Suezj and «Judda (sic J;

their outward merchandise being little or nothing

but provisions and pieces of eight, and their return all sorts of spices,
muslins, silks, precious stones, pearls and amber-grease, musk, coffee
vessels which come yearly from India to Mocha and Judda, and transported by
iand on camels to Cairo and Alexandria." ^

3) There was intercourse between iarihu' and Egypt which was irequently
by sea.

in addition to this there was rurther trade with the Bedouin of

bhe nejaz.
Commercial Centres.
We shall begin with «Jidda because of its importance.*
Ibid. vni.i-p.30 .
(2 ) ibid.p.57. This(kasawikjis a small stick (.the
of which is softened by chewing or heating) use«e for cleaning and
Polishing the teeth.
(3) Ibid, vol.2 . p.330.
3!he ked Sp a , pp.63-4. It was reported that Egypt served as the main
channel through which these goods were flowed to the Ottoman Empire and to
* Relations between the government of India and the Sharif of Mecca.,
•«•A. parts 1,2. April 1965 . p.33.
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1 - A - The Commercial position of Jidda«
The people of Jidda were almost entirely engaged in commerce*
They were all either sea-faring people, traders "by sea, or engaged in traffic
with Arabia.

Thus Burckharclt mentions that Jidda derived its opulence not

only from being the port of Mecca, but it might also be considered as that of
Egypt and of Arabia . 1

According to the Handbook or Arabia^Jidda, as the

port of Mecca, is the trading centre of the Hejaz, and has become in
consequence the most considerable place on the coast of the Red Sea.

In

normal times it maintains a regular volume of commerce, not only with other
Arabian ports and with the Persian Gulf, but also with India, Egypt, and
Africa.^
Egypt.

As we have just mentioned, Jidda might be considered as the port of
y/e notice too, that all the exports for Egypt first passed through

the hands of the Jidda merchants.

Moreover, the merchants of Jidaa used to

send Indian goods to Cairo to be sold for their own benefits.

Burckhardt

says: "large sums also «era a nt M t h e r by Cairo merchants to purchase
up by6ooda
the
on their account;

hut the cargoes for the greater part

merchants cf .idea, «ho a«er«ards s e * them to Cairo to he sold

o«n advantage".4

^

___________ ________r - j J T ^ T i J T h T t S

'

d ) "the inundations'
Caliph Dthman, «ho chose it as the port ,

plaoe of the o l d « port
of the

of al-Shu'ayha a little to the south,

coming « h m Egypt and

Mecca became a great
India via uju&da*
By the l<-th/
commercial town and its customs w
the rulers of al-Hiajaz.
^
Djudaa, ror xt was here that

^ ^

c ’ntury ujudea «as ®J?r°fP®evenue to
considerable source
.
+
tfiXeS were letted on P
Q soil<
wh0 came by s®a
tradf formerly going
rnlinhate, much, of the tr

With the decline of the ‘Abb’asxa Calip
^ rrom Egypt, .car^ S ! _ g0^ ’
to al£Basra was aiverted to Dju a» those x'rom India carrying p
»
»
metals and woollens from Europe,
gtones. Djudaa exacted about ten p
nice,
sugar,
tea,ongrain,
and Pr®cE,U
P-5?2:n§iflgence
bent ad
valorem
these goods."
E l . NeW.
^ w vol*1.
the Haval
intelligence Division,
U ) Compiled oy the Geographical s e o w
Vol.I.P*101* W
—
"
Naval staff, Admiralty, London, vol.i V
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Therefore, it is not surprising that the number of ships
belonging to the merchants of Jidda was very great.

According to Burckhardt,

Jidoa had two hundred and fifty ships belonging either to merchants of the
town, or to owners, who navigated them and who considered the port as their

1

principal home.

It is interesting to add that even Sharif u-halib had two

ships which were engaged m

xndian trade, and many smaller vessels in the

coffee trade to the lemen.^
B. As regards the principal merchants of «Jidda, Burckharut
states that the two greatest merchants in «Jidda were njeylany and Sakkart,
both of Moroccan origin, and whose grandfathers first settled here and were
known to possess from one hundred and fifty to two hundred thousand pounds
Sterling.

xn addition to this, several Indians acquired capital nearly as

great, and these werd upwards of a dozen, possessing from forty to fifty
thousand pounds Sterling.^
C. It is necessary to say a few words aboutvsystem of sales
and purchases*

According to Burcknardt sales and purchases were made of

entire ship's cargoes in the course of half an hour, ana the next day the
money was paid down.

Thus the greater part of the merchandise was shipped

lor 5uez» and sold at Cairo, whence it would find its way to the
Mediterranean.2*-

2 - Mecca: This town owed its importance to its position as a
commercial centre of exchange because it possessed the Ka’aba.'^

So in spite

PP.42-3. (2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.,pp.29-30. (4) Ibid.,p.35.
not IraaitioDs show that even before the advent of the Prophet Mecca was
sa ed„i>or its mercantile activity. Thus the shorter Encyclopedia of Islam
one3 0n examining closely the picturesque literature of the Sira and Hadith,
out o?G+vVes the impression of an intense (370 ) business activity bursting
he narrow and stribe valley of Mecca." S.E.I. p.369—70.
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of the fact that its soil was unproductive, goods were imported from all
parts of the Muslim world.

Thus, for example, we might see rice, drugs,

spices and other goods from India, grain and other Egyptian products in
its market.
In addition to this the traders from all parts of the Muslim
world brought their goods to Mecca in order to obtain a good profit*

Thus

according to a report on the commerce of Arabia and Persia, some of the
Pilgrims were rich merchants of Constantinople, Smyrna, Aleppo, and other
cities, who furnished themselves with valuable investments of goods proper,
for the consumption of Arabia, and for the Indiari markets and with large
sums of money in Venetian and German crowns, and, repairing to Damascus,
there joined the caravan, which annually proceeds to Mecca, with commercial
.
1
aims.
As a result of thi3 prosperous trade the Meccans obtained a
good deal of profit, which Burckhardt estimated from twenty to thirty per
cent during the pilgrimage.
receive fifty per cent.

But if the goods sold in retail they might

Therefore it is not surprising that all the people

of Mecca were merchants.^
Those who were not sufficiently opulent to trade in Indian
goods employed their capital during the fair of the pilgrimage, in the
traffic of corn and provisions."*

_

Report, •
; Egypt and the Red Sea, vol.6 . $he pilgrimage was not
rely an occasion of religious devotion but also one of thelmain commercial
(otn_3 :*'n
Ottoman Empire.
V2 > Burckhardt, vol.1 . p. 345 *
(3) Ibid.
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3

- Yaribu1 : As Jidda was considered to be the

Mecca, Yaribu1 may be considered the port of Medina.

Daniel says.

is the sea port town of that famous city Medina ." 1

Thus it is not

Jembo

surprising that the transport tracte to Medina occupied many people, and
all the merchants of Medina had their agents among the people of ianbu
It is worth noting that Yanbu' possessed about forty to
in all branches of the Red Sea trace . 5

f if t y

ships engaged

For example, there was frequently

intercourse between Yanbu' and Egypt.

in addition to this there was other trade with the Bedouin
of the Hejaz and Nejd.

R°n 1
Burton writes: "Yambu1 being the port of El-Meainah,
ext 6
iS 0f> i,Ieccan> is supported by a considerable transport trade and
^ ensive imports from the harbours on the western coasts of the Red Sea}
of aUP?T’ie8 its chief town with grain, dates, and henna." Personal narrative
7— r pilgrim»gft to :i,Teccah and Medinah. p.157*
K
t o I. 2 . p.330.
(3) »it.
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The organization of commerce»
According to Burckhardt, the Indian merchants had clerks in
Jidda;

with regard to the rest of- merchants of Jidda and Mecca, we have not

so much information, but we can assume that the great merchants of both
towns had clerks, without whom they could surely not have administered their
Business.
On the other hand, it is necessary to point out that banking
concerns and bills of exchange were wholly unknown among the locals,^ but
there were money changers.

Burckhardt writes: "The price of dollars and

sequins fluctuates almost daily, and the Serafs are always sure to be
gainers."^
In addition to the above-mentioned facts there was credit,
But it was not common, because the Islamic law forbids riba .(usury) in any
shape or form, and is consequently opposed to the charging and talcing of
interest on loans.

This is based on the following Qur’anic Verses

Believers, devour not the riba with continual doubling; fear Uod, perhaps
will go well with you" (Sura iii.130).

"Those who devour riba shall

only rise again as one whom Satan strikes with his touch; This because they
Say> Selling is like usury; but Allah has permitted selling and forbidden
usury.

He.therefore who receives a warning from his Lord and abstains

shall have pardon for what is past and his affair^ is with Allah;
who relapse to usury are the people of Hell;
_ er*

they shall remain in it for

Allah abolishes usury and makes alms bring, interest;

1 i i&*cit. vol .1 .p772

(2) ibid, p.71.

but they

Allah, loveth

(3) Ibid, pp.8.1-2.

~
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no sinful unbeliever.... Believers, fear Allah and remit the balance of
the riba if ye be believers.
Allah and his apostle.

But if ye do not, be prepared for war from

if ye repent ye shall receive your capital without

doing an injustice or suffering injustice.

if anyone is in difficulty,

let there be a delay till he is able to pay, but it is better for you to
remit if ye be wise” (Sura ii. 275-280.) ^
There was also at Mecca and Jidda a public officer
(Muhtasib), whose task was the supervision of the sale of provisions, and
the prevention of extortionate price charging.^

Tritton writes:

"He

was inspector of markets and censor of morals. - it was his duty to see
that public worship was duly maintained, public order was not disturbed,
that traders used correct weights and measures, and sold pure and
unadulterated goods.
In respect of the system of consignment it appears, however,
that when a merchant consigned a considerable quantity of goods to a place,
he would send a partner with them, or perhaps a relative if he had not a
partner resident in the place
The Income of the Hejaz.
According to Burckhardt the public revenue of Jidda arose
almost entirely from the custom dues, called 'ushr or tithes.
a legal charge of ten per cent upon all imported goods.^
employed, in Yanbu
S
v- )

'.6

This was

This was also

In addition to this Sharif d-halib also levied a

.471. t~2) Burckhardt. op.oit. vol.2«p.25U» 13) Islam, p . 1 l T
vol .1 »P.7A.
C5) Ibid» p.93-4. (6) Wellsted,£2_jCit.vol.2 .p.215 .
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tax upon all cattle and provisions carried from the interior of the
country into Jidda and Mecca, Taif, and Yaribu
Some idea of the amount of revenue coming from^tax may be
gained from the following price list published by

Burckhardt.

there are no percentage figures for the income by the lushr, this list
may be regarded as our only source of information.

The current price of provisions at Mekka in December, 1814,
was as follows
Piastres.

Paras.
10

1 lb. of beef

0

1 lb. of mutton

0

1 lb. of camel's flesh

0

1 lb. of butter

0

1 lb. of fresh unsalted cheese
0
A fowl
u

8

An egg;
0
of milk

1 lb. of vegetables, viz. leek, spinach, turnips,
radishes, calabashes, egg-plants, green onio

,
30

: petrosiles.

20

; A small, round, flat, loaf of bread
7 7 “
(1) Burckhardt, op.cit.

n

..¡i

vol.2.pA3&-

(2)

O p .cit.v o l.1 .pP*^50-2.

^ ---
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stres.

32

1 lb. of ary biscuits
1 lb. of raisins from Tayf
1 lb. of dates
1 lb. of sugar (Indian)
1 lb. of coffee
A pomegranate
An orange

Paras.

1

20

0

25

2

10

2

20

0

15

0

15

A lemon (the size of a walnut, the same species as
10

the Egyptian lemonj
1 lb. of gooa Syrian tobacco
1 lb. of common tobacco
1 lb. of tombact, or tobacco for the Persian pipe
1 keyle of wheat
1 keyle of flour
1 keyle of Indian rice
1 keyle of lentils from Egypt
1 keyle of dried locusts
A skin of water
As much wood a 3 will cook two dishes
A labourer for the day
A porter for going in town the uistance of half a mile

6

0

1

30

3

0

3

0

3

20

3

0

2

30

1

0

1

20

0

20

3

0

1

0

30

O

5

0

foiamon wages of servants, besides clothes and food,
Per month
Wages of craftsmen, as smiths, carpenters, per day,
besides food.
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The Hejazi Currency.
Accoruing to Purckhardt the Hejaz had no currency, but
the current coins in the hejaz are Venetian and Hungarian sequins, Spanish
dollars, and money coined at Constantinople, such as: The Para, or a small
Turkish coin called uiwany in the Hejaz which was circulated all over the
nejaz and was m

great demand because it was of more intrinsic value than

the Piastre.^
As regards the value of the dollar, Burckhardt mentioned
that it fluctuated Detween twelve and nine piastres,^ but during the Saudi
rule Ali Bey states that its value was four and a naif piastres.

As to

the Para, nurcicharut also stated that forty Paras made a piastre;

but in

the time of the pilgrimage, when small change was necessary for the crowded
pilgrims, the price fell to twenty five paras only in change for a piastre.^

Tl) Op.cit., Vol.l.p.82 »
¿2) Ibid. p.451t All Bev.trav. vol.2. p.97.
v3) Ibid.. p.83 . This practice in another Semitic area is well known,
from the New Testament - John ii. 14 ff.
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Conclusion.

According to the above scanty information, it is obvious
that the Hejaz. did not produce enough provisions to cover the necessary
needs of the inhabitants;

therefore, it depended on importation from

outside.
Thus the principal importers were Egypt and India;

from

the former the basic goods, such as food and clothes, were imported,
whilst from the latter the imported goods were largely luxury goods such
as spices, sugar, rice and various kinds of perfumes.
Arising from the fact that the Hejaz is the region of the
holy cities of the Muslim people, it is not surprising that most of the
inhabitants were engaged in trade, either by retail or wholesale, because
the Hejaz is the rendezvous of pilgrims from all over the world, who buy
some articles as presents in order to present them to their relatives and
friends, when they return to their homelands.
The following is a summary of the above-mentioned factst1) Importations were fromr
a - Egypt.

b — India.

c - Turkey.

d - The Yemen.

2) Customers were; A) Locals who may be divided into:
i - Bedouin.

ii - The settlers of towns,

3) The traders were:: 0 ) Indians.

(.2) Turks.

4) Means of transport were:: (A) By caravan *► 1

iii - Pilgrims.
(3) Others (locals).
. i - Yemen,

ii - Nejd.

iii - Mecca,and Medina.
(B) By sea. (a) Jidda with the followingt

India, Egypt, the ïemen, Sudan.
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(b) Yanbu', with Jidda and Egypt.
5) The trading centres were Jidda, Mecca, and Yanbu'.

6 ) Organization of business: the great Indian merchants had clerks;
some of the merchants had agents.
7) Specialization.

There were big merchant houses which sold by

wholesale, but the small traders usually by retail only.

8 ) Cash money was confined to the Indian goods.
9) There was no banking or cheques.
10) Credit was not common.
11) There was a public officer to watch over the sale of provisions.
12) The custom was fixed at ten per cent.
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A)2 - Economic Conditions of Nejd.
These may be divided into the following types:
I)

A - Agriculture and B - Livestock*

A - Cultivation in Nejd is dependent partly on the local rainfall and
partly on the wells.

So if the rain did not fall, the food would be scarce,

and obviously prices would be high.

For example, owing to the failure of

the winter rains in 1783, the whole of Nejd was in the agony of a severe
drought, destined to continue well into the year .
1 786 , with scarcity, high
prices and sickness in its train.
seasonal rains of

But when the drought broke with the

1786 , their effect was felt in the bountiful crops which

followed, and prices fell rapidly.

In 1809 economic conditions were

appreciably improved as the result of a rainy season.

The price of wheat,

which was 4 Sa'^per Riyal,^ fell to 10 Sa' per Riyal, and dates from 11 Wazna
per Riyal to 30 Wazna^per Riyal.^
The principal products were dates, corn, wheat, barley,
lucerne, dhura;
vegetables.

minor crops included pomegranates, citrus fruits and many

The dates were extensively cultivated in most parts of Nejd.

6’

For example, Sadleir mentions that both Manfuha and Riyadh were amply
supplied with water from deep wells.

In addition to this the cotton plant

I'l) lbn Bi 3hr, pp.87-9; F h i l b y .A.pp.fhr%2) ibn Bishr, pp.148-32; I’h i ^ g ^
(3) The word Riyal is from Spanish real, eight of which made up a Spanish
Peso (piece of eight) or dollar. The designation of the word was
transferred by the Arabians from the smaller unit, the real proper, to the
larger, the peso or dollar. (Winders Saudi Arabia, p.89).
(4) According to Doughty, vol.2. p.132, The capacity of the Sa’ varied from
two to five pints. According to Mengin (11,p.172) the Sar would be
approximately equivalent to six pints.
v5) The word Wazna means weight. It was approximately equivalent to a pound
s-ftd thirteen ounces (Mengin.vol.2.p.172., Winder, p.90).
(6 ; Diary p. 6if.
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was to be found in the gardens of the neighbourhood of Riyadh, and Manfuha.
In irrigated gardens surrouhding the cities of central Nejd, the peach, grape,
fig, pomegranate, apricot and lemon were cultivated, besides the prevailing
date-palms.

Thu3 Sadieir specifically mentions that the gardens of

al-Uar'iya produced apricots, figs, grapes, pomegranates;

and dates were

of a very fine quality, citrons are mentioned as well as many other fruit
trees.

2
B - With regard to Livestock, we find'that Nejd produced the

following: A) Sheep and goats which were numerous in almost every part of
Arabia.^

B) Horses.

C) Camels, which were used throughout Arabia in

every kind of territory.^
IX) Trade
The people of Nejd had commercial dealings among themselves
and with their close neighbours.

Thus Niebuhr says, "I have, however,

learned that the inhabitants of Nedjed (sic) carry on a considerable trade
among themselves and with their immediate neighbours."

5

The subject of Trade may be arranged under the following
headings
(a) internal trade.

(b) Foreign trade.

To begin with internal trade, it is clear from the
agriculture and livestock section above that they exchanged (i) their
primary agricultural products such as dates, corn, wheat, barley, fruit and
vegetables,

(iij their livestock such as camels, horses, sheep and goats.

U j ibid., p.62-51
(4) ibid.. p.499.

¿2) ibid.. p.b6 .
(5) voi.2 . p.129.

(3) Western Arab ia.p.504.'
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(iii) their raw materials, such as wool, butter and leather*
Second, foreign trade, which may be considered under:
(A) Import trade,

(BJ Export trade.

With regard to import trade, we find that the Wahhabis
imported articles from the following countries;—
1 ) The ïemen, from which they imported coffee, gum, and chewing-gum.1
Less frequently they imported xndian goods from the commercial centre or
emporium of the Yemen, such as: sugar, cardamum, pink, cenella, curcuma and
spices.^
2) Syria:- They imported from Aleppo silk and raw material such as
copper, iron, and lead.^

And in case of a rainless year they (especially

the inhabitants of Hail and Qasim) sought for food and provisions in.
Mesopotamia.^"

This detail is based on the information of Wallin who

visited Arabia in 184-5.
3) The Hejaz:

They obtained xndian goods such a3 drugs, articles of

dress, silver, oil from
4-) Iraq.::

Medina or (at a cheaper rate) from Mecca."*

They received from Baghdad and Basra the following articles:-

lances, picks, rifles, cannon, lead and cloaks (VAt^aJ.^
5) Muscat: The businessmen received through Muscat Indian goods such
as spices and probably domestic materials.^
6) The ports of al-Qatif and al-’Uqair were the harbours of central
Arabia through which sugar, coffee, spices, and other goods from India and
O
ïemen found their way to central Arabia.
ti;
(4-)
(5)
(6)

Lam1a 1-Shihab. p.512.
(¿) lbid.p.514-. (3 ) Ibid., p.511.
Narrative of a journey from Cairo to Medina and Mecca, p.187. (Wallin)
Burckhardt, Travels, vol.1 .p.34-5; Mengin, vol.2.p.174-«
Mengin, ibid.
(7 ) ibid.
(8) India Record Factory. Persian U-ulf.
vol.2 1 . p. 237 »
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On the other hand, they exported camels and horses to
Damascus and Baghdad, and finally to Mecca and Medina, during the pilgrimage.
Wallin mentions that the average price of camels was from 10 to 40 Spanish
dollars, whereas that of horses varied from 20 to 3000 Spanish dollars*
Nor was this all.
Damascus*^

2

They exported dated to the ïemen and to

Thus the author of ham'al-Shibab mentions that he was told

that some merchants from Neja (particularly from Qasim) were observed selling
dates at the market of Damascus.^-

in addition to this they used to send

to Mecca ostrich feathers, dromedaries, sheep, wool and possible samn (clear
5
butter )»
The Commercial 6entres of Ne.jd*
The following are the important commercial centres of Nejd:(1)

'Anaiza:.

This was considered to be the principal commercial tow

of Nejd, possibly because of its geographical situation, being conveniently
sited with respect to Medina, the Red Sea, and Jabal Shammar.^

It has

always been the centre of communication between the Persian Lulf and the Red
Sea.

Sadleir say3 that the caravans from Basra, Kuwait, Qatif and al-Hasa

used to pass through it annually.

In 'Anaiza he met several merchants of

the 'Ataiba tribe from Kuwait and Zubair.^

Later on, Doughty described the

commercial life at 'Anaiza: "The salesmen are clothiers in the Sutc, sellers
(.1 )
(3)
(5)
(7)

Lam'a 1-Shihab, p*511l Wallen, p»l89.
(2) Ibid*
' '
Mengin, vol.2. p.174*
(4) Op.cit. p*512.
Mengin, p*174*
(6) Sadleir, Report,p.474., Diary, p.71.
Ibid*
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of small wares (among which are raw drugs and camel medicines, sugar-loaves,
spices, Syrian soap from Medina, coffee from the Meccan caravans) and
sellers of victuals."
(2) Buraida:
Arabia.

According to Doughty Buraida was a commercial centre of

It provided a link with the northern settled countries through

the trading caravans.

Doughty maintains, "A great number of the well—faring

sort in BoreycLa (sicJ are Jemmamil, camel-masters trading in the caravans.
They are wheat carriers in Mesopotamia;
temn . (better temns=river rice) to Nejd;
(when the prices serve) for Medina.

they bring down clothing and
they load dates and corn of Kasim

in autumn they carry samn. which they

have taken up from the country nomads, to Mecca;

and from thence their draw

coffee." 2
(3) Shaqra

1

This was another commercial centre.

Sadleir mentions

that he met here several merchants of the 'Ataiba tribe, from Kuwait and
Zubair, and he found Indian rice and other articles in their bazaars.^

(l) Ibid., p.40lT

'

(3) Diary, p.72. report, p.474.

(2J ibid. V01.2.P.323.
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The currency of Wejd.
Although Burckharat states that the Wahhabis had no particular
coin, Rousseau asserted that they had their own copper money, which was
established by ibn Saud;
was worth 240 piastres.

it consisted of two hooks, fastened together, and

2

On the other hand, Palgrave held that the Wahhabis had not,
nor ever had, a mint of their own.

The Wahhabis mostly used the Maria

Theresa or riyal. and a variety of other currencies also circulated.^

These

included the English sovereign, and Ottoman, Venetian, and various Hungarian
coins.
For small change the inhabitants of Sudair, 'Arid, and
Yamama, for example, availed themselves of what they called a .jadeedah, a
piece of aebased silver, about the size of a full-size sixpence, its value
being equal to two ordinary garsh.^-

However, the smallest currency in
5

Nejd bore the name of khordah; it consisted of small irregular copper bits.
Thirty of these were considered equivalent to a .iadeedah.
Furthermore, Burckhardt states that articles of little value
were estimated by measures of corn, or purchased with old copper money
issued by the Imams of the demen.^
(1 j N.B.W. p.304.
(2) N.B.W. p.152.
(3) C.A.,vol.2.p.179.
(4> Palgrave says "it seems to have issued from the Egyptian mint at a date
far anterior to the Mohammed Ali dynasty.
(5) "These are the melancholy productions of the Basra mint, at a date of
two or three hundred years back.
The inscription, which gives the names
of the local governors who issued this coinage, is almost Cufic, so coarse
and so angular are the letters." Palgrave, op.oit. p.179»
( ) Op.cit. p.304.

6
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a

) 3 - A1 -Hasa: Economic Life»

Al-Hasa was abundant in water, a3 xt Had between twenty and
*
thirty springs.
According to Vidal, al-nasa probably contains a little
over

30,u00 acres oi' cultivated land.

First in importance among all the

items of al-Hasa's agricultural complex was the date grove, called Naknil.
Sadleir says, "This valley (al-Hasa oasis) may produce, xn ordinary seasons
a sufficient supply for its inhabitants, but the Bedouins (sic ) require the
whole produce of the date harvest, which, together with the supplies sent
into the interior, gives rise to a profitable trade, through the medium of
the port of Anjeer, with Bahrein."

Niebuhr, who visited al-IIasa in 1/65,

mentioned that the people of this province, and especially those who lived
in the interior parts of this province, lived much upon dates.^
In addition to dates, al-nasa produced other items, such as
wheat, Darley and rice, as well as indigo, cotton, sugar-cane.

Falgrave

writes about the last items: "Indigo is here cultivated, though not
sufficiently for the demands of commerce;
than in xemamah;

cotton is much more widely grown

rice-rield abound, and the sugar-cane is often planted,

though not, 1 believe, for the extraction of the sugar;

the peasants of

Hasa (sic) sell the reed by retail in bundles in.the market-place and the
purchasers take it home to gnaw at leisure in their houses."^
(1 ) The Oasis of al-Hasa; p.159»
(2) Uiary. P.54.
(3) Travels in the Arabia. vol»2. p.125.
(4) Central and Eastern Arabia. vol.2.p.170.
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But the presence of indigo was denied, by Lorimer.

The

.
2
growing of sugar-cane was also denied by Cheeseman, Philby and Lorimer.
Vidal mentions that some cotton was grown in the oasis, but not in any
quantity.

The local produce is used mostly to stuff pillows and hassocks.
The less extensively grown agricultural products in al-Hasa

oasis

included the following!- Among the fruits! figs, pomegranates, peaches,

apricots, citrons, lemons, sweet and sour limes and grapes.^
Moreover, the gardens of al-Hasa produced several kinds of

5
lemon, watermelon, pumpkin, squashy onions, garlic, radishes and vetches.
A small kind of beans, a variety of spinach and a small carrot were also
grown, but not in quantity.
With regard to the methods of cultivation, we have no record,
but it is possible that it was based on the plough.

As regards irrigation,

gardens in al-Hasa were of two kinds! those where the water flowed down the
natural slope of the terrain, and those where the water had to be provided
by other means.

To explain the latter Vidal writes, "In order to raise the

water from the spring or from the irrigation canal, when the gardens are
higher than the water level, the people of al-Hasa have developed two
different devices, one operated by hand and the other using donkey-power."^
Livestock.
According to Vidal animal breeding is carried on in al-Hasa,
not as a primary economic pursuit, but only as an adjunct to agriculture.^

(1 ) G-azetteer of the Persian Oulf,*8man and Central Arabia. 1918»P»6$6.
(2) in Unknown Arabia, p.69; Philby, vol.2.p.153> Lorimer, p. 656.
C3) Op.oit. p.157. (A-) Vidal,p.156; Sadleir, p .466 and p.459.
(5; Pal grave, vol.2.p.156; Vidal, p.157. (. ) Op.cit.p. 143.(7) Op.oit.To.17tt.

6
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On the contrary, Niebuhr mentioned that its asses and camels were esteemed
to be of an excellent breed;

and of the latter, some thousands were usually

A
sold into Syria.

Donkeys were the most important and well-known animals

bred in al-Hasa.
Trade.
This may be divided into: (1) internal trade.

(2J external trade.

(.1 ) al-Hasa's internal trade was based on fairs or markets of varying
importance which existed all over the oasis.

Palgrave says:

"A custom

unknown in Shamer and Nejed (sicJ. but very common in other parts of the
east, fixed certain days of the week for holding public fairs in such and
such localities, whither the inhabitants, and more particularly the villages,
of all the neighbourhood round repairs, to sell or to buy, while auctions,
games, recitations, races, and similar inventions of man's busy levity, keep
up the animation."

2

Thus the weekly fair of Hufuf was held on Thursday,

that of the great village of Kubarraz to the north on Wednesday, and so on.

(2)

Foreign trade: This may be divided into (A) importation

(B) exportation.
(A) Al-Hasa's commerce was chiefly confined to the importation
of coffee and of such Indian and European mercantile articles as had been
found necessary for their own consumption and for the consumption of Nejd.^
However, they imported the following items
(1) From Surat, "blue and other piece goods and Cambay Chauders, Cuzarat
piece goods and chintz shawls, Bamboos and many less important mercantile
articles."^
(1) Op.cit. p.1251
(3/ India Decord, vol.21.

(2) 0p.cit.,p.17ul
(4 ) lbia.

'

!
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(2)

From Surat by the way of Bahrain:- They imported coffee, sugar, pepper,

peas, spices, Bengal, soosies, iron, lead, tin, oil, ghee, rice, and many
less important mercantile articles.

1

Sadleir sayst "The trade of.Katif

is at present trifling, and is carried on principally with Bahrein, through
which goods from Surat, and spices, sugars, etc., from other parts of India
are supplied.”

2
From Basra they imported dates and grain.^
According to the report on the commerce of Arabia and

Persia, the importations we£e retained at Jebarra and Qatif for the
consumption of these places, and the remainder was conveyed by land by means
of camels at moderate expense, and without any considerable risk, to
al-Dar*iya.^
(B) Exportation:- In respect of exportation items, there
were pearls and dates, both of which principally concerned the eastern
province.

The usual pattern of pearling was for the gems to be shipped

to Bombay for shipment to Europe*

5

Dates were another important item in al-Hasa province.
Lorimer estimated the provincial production at 75»000 tons.

Thus

Their markets

however, were Bahrain, The Red Sea areas, Qatar, ’Oman, Iran, and India.^
Other export items were donkeys and camels, which found their
way into neighbouring countries.

Niebuhr mentioned that some thousands

of camels were usually sold in Syria.

7

(1 ) India Record, Persian Gulf, vol.21.
(2) Report, p .459.
(3) Ibid., I n d i a Report.
(4 ) -ibid.
(5 ) Winder, Op.cit. p.215*
(6) Loriraer, 1. pp.2294-2307.
(7) Niebuhr, Op.cit. p.125.

~

The communications were carried out (1) by sea, via Qatif.
(2) Inland by camels with central Arabia.
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Revenue»

As for duties which were levied on the imported and exported
goods, they were the same as fixed for all time by the Prophet himself,
eight per cent ad valorem on all goods, with a fixed rate of one dollar per
maund or tin in the case of dates and Samn.

•j

We have not available figures for the exact revenue of al-Hasa
province, but we do have for Qatif.

However, according to Sadleir the

revenue of Qatif amounted to about 75,000 or 86,000 German crowns, and

2

consisted of the following itemst-

( D Tax paid by villagers and townsmen, to be excused
from taking the field.

20,000

This was paid in cash, and

did not vary.
(2) Land tax, one-tenth of gross producet paid in kind.

50,000 to

6 0 ,0 0 0
(3) Sea customs, anchorage fees, a trifling duty.

50,000 to

6 9 ,0 0 0

(1) Philby, Heart of Arabia, vol.1.p.6.
(2 ) Ou.cit. p.459»
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The Currency of al-Hasa«
Al-Hasa had an entirely original and local coinage, namely,
tawilah, a copper coin mixed with a small proportion of silver.

•j

It

consisted of a thin bar, about three inches long, folded over so that the
ends did not meet and were slightly opened.
compressed Y.

2

It looked altogether like a

Along one or both sides of the coin ran a Kufic

inscription, indicating the name of the Qarmatian prince under whose
auspices choice production of Arab numismatics was achieved; 'nothing else
was to be read on the Tawilah, neither date nor motto.^

Three of these

were worth a garsh, and every copper nail separately might equal about
three farthings.

The bent coins (larine) of the tawilah were usually

silver coins, and only the Hasa mint struck copper ones.^

Winder says

"At one time larins were the standard trade currency from the Persian Gulf
to Ceylon."
A further fact is that the Persian toman, gold or silver,
and the Anglo-Indian rupee, anna, and pie, were prevalent in al-Hasa as
g
well as the jadeedah and the khordah.

(l)Palgrave, op.cit .p.179; Winder, op.cit.p.21A. (2) Pal grave. Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
(4 / Winder, Ibid.
(5) Ibid-.
(6) Ibid.; Palgrave, ibid.
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B - The system of Sa’udi state finance.
The Sa'udis adopted, the financial practices of the early
Caliphate which were based on the Shari’a.

Thereupon the sources of the

Sa’udi revenue consisted of the following types;
1 ) Spoils of war (al-Ghanima)♦
The term of ’spoil* is applied to property taken by force
from the heretics.

S.S.l. says:

"By G-hanima Muslim scholars mean the

weapons, horses and all other movable possession^ taken in battle from
unbelievers.

Four fifths of the booty are to be divided among the troops

who have been present at the battle, whether they have actually fought
in it or not."

2

This spoil belonged to those who took part in the battle,

according to the following verse, "Allah promised ye much booty which ye
may take and He hastened this for you." (¿uran xLv111, 20.)
According to the Shari’a^ one fifth of all booty taken from
heretics had to be set aside for the state treasury, whether the Sa’uai
chief himself was present on the expedition or one of his men;

therefore,

<x
the sheikh of the most distant tribe was answerable for sending the share
of state spoil, however small or considerable the amount might be.
For example, Uadi b. Qarmala, Emir of Bisha in 1796, who defeated the
Sharifian army and gained much booty, sent one fifth of this booty to the
Sa’udi c h i e f A

And in 1797 Hujailan b. Hadad, the Emir of al-Qasim, was

5
ordered to organise a raid against the Bedouin of the Shararat on the
(1) According to Encyclopeadia of Islam the term Maghnam denotes either the
mass of the booty or that part of it which goes to central government. (N.E.
vol.2. p.1005). (2) p.110. (3) dbn Bishr, *Unwan al-Majd,p.23.
(4) -Lbn Bishr.. op.cit. p.113.
(5) lbn Bishr. p.119.
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Syrian border, the result of which was that he captured an enormous booty
which he divided between the state and the victorious arnry in the abovementioned way;

as one fifth should be for the state and the remainder

should be divided among the combatants.
The booty or spoil was to be sold to the highest bidder
immediately after the battle.

The money thus obtained was to be

distributed among the troops, and the state as following:

a cavalry

soldier had two shares, while every foot-soldier.had one share.
Burckhardt writes:

"A cavalry soldier has three shares (one for himself,

and two, as the Arabs say, for his mare);

every camel-rider has one

•J
share (before Sa'ud's time he had two)."
2
Thus in 1731, Sa'ud advanced against the Dhafir tribe
concentrated in the neighbourhood of Mubaidh, where he captured about
17,000 sheep, 5,000 camels and 15 mares.

He took one-fifth of that

booty and divided the rest - two shares for a cavalry soldier and one
share for a foot-soldier.

3

And in 1791, Sa'ud captured a large quantity of booty from
the Bedouin of Shammar and the Mutair allies of the Sharif of Mecca, which
amounted to 100,000 sheep, and 11,000 camels, which were distributed among
the troops in accordance with the usual custom as above mentioned.
Moreover, if any shaikh belonging to the Sa'udi state organised a raid,
he would send the state's share of the booty.
(,1J Burckhardt, H.B.'.Y. vol.2. p.151.
(5) Ibid, p.98

For example, we find that

('2) lbn Bishr, p u .84-5.

“
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Hadi1b. Qarmaia, having defeated the Sharif G-halib's army near al-hhurma
and having captured everything in his camp, including a sum of money of
about 18,000 gold pieces, sent the state's share to Dar'iya.
2) • Zakat (tax).
The imposition of this tax is based on the following verse

1

"Take from their property alms (Saaaqah) in order thus to purify them
(tuzalckt-him) from their sins" ^uran, chap.87, verse

14 *

In addition,

The Prophet said to Mu'ad, "Tell them that G-od has prescribed for them
sadaqah, to be taken from the rich among them in order to be given to
their poor.

But wealthiness results only from the possession of a

definite quantity of wealth, and this quantity is the nisab."

2

Payment of the zakat was to be voluntary, as a sign of
obedience, but whoever did not pay it voluntarily, was to have it taken
from him by force because he is counted as refusing obedience to the Imam.-*
With regard to the Sa'udis, Burckhardt mentions that the
Muslim law has minutely fixed what property is;
not made any alteration in this arrangement.^

and the 'Wahhabis have
Thus the sums paid as

taxes in proportion to horses, sheep, and camels were according to the
precepts of the Sunna.
a - In consequence of the above mentioned statement the
zakat was levied on animals (sawa*im).
i) Camels:

The minimum number of camels required for a

(1) Ibid, p.113. (2) Mahsut. p.149. (31 M.S. vol.2. pp.330-6.
(AJ Burckhardt, N.B.W. vol.2. p.15.
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-t
levy of zakat was five.

Therefore, the zakat on 5 camels was one

2
goat (shat).

From 5 to 9 the zakat was one .iadha* (six months old lamb)

or a thinni (one year old goat) and so on, up to 24.

'.Then the number

3
reached 25, the zakat was collected in camels and not in goats.

So

from 25 camels and more, up to 55, the nisab was one bint Fakhad^Cone
year old she-camel)..

From

56 camels and more up to 45» the nisab

was one bint labun (two years old).
From

46 to 60, the nisab was one haqqah'*(three years old).

From 61 to 75, the nisab was one .1adha*an (four years old).
up to 90, the nisab wa3 two bint labunT
two haqqah.

From

76

From 91 to 120, the nisab was

After 120, the amount required for every 40 was one bint

labun, and for every

50 one haqqah was collected,

ii) Oxen and cows.
No zakat was due upon fewer than 50 head of cattle (baqr).
and upon

50 and more up to 59, the zakat was one tabia1 or tabia’h (six

months old male or female).
musinnah (one year old).

8

And upon 40, the nisab was one musinn or

There was no zakat on any excess until 60 was

reached, and then from 60 up to

69 the zakat was two tabi1a.

to 79 the zakat was one musinnah and one tabi1a .
zakat was 5 tabl*a.

For 70 up

For 90 up to 99 the

For 100, the zakat was one musinnah and two tabi*a .

And so on - after this number, for every 50 there was one tabi1a and one
Q'
musinnah for every 40 heads of cattle.
(1 ) Zad al-hustaqna'a.p.SI r al-Fu,jtahid, vol.2. p.250. (2J Ibid. (5) Ibid.
(4/ Ibid. (5J Zad al^Hustaqna1a, p.51. (6) Ibid. (7) Ibid.
(8) Ibid; al-lviujtahid, vol.2. p.255. (9) ibid.
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iii) Sheep and G-oats (G-hanam).
ior

40

sheep the zakat was one sheep, and upon

more up to 120 head the zakat was one sheep.
200 the zakat was two sheep.
3 sheep.

40

and

On 120 and more up to

On 200 or more up to 300 the zakat was

And so on, at the rate of one sheep for every additional

100 head beyond 300 sheep."'
and goats were treated alike.

In reckoning the rate (nisab) the sheep

2

b - The Zakat on the produce of the earth.
The zakat on land produce was collected at the rate of one
tenth (tithe), if the land was watered by a stream or rain.
writes:

Harford

"On property inland watered naturally and without labour 1 in

of the produce."^"

In the case of the land being watered by means of
5

buckets or of fountains, only one-half of one-tenth was levied.
states:

"on property in land watered by wells or with labour

produce."^

1

Karfora
in

20

The nisab requirement in this case amounted to 5 wasq.

of the

The

"7
wasq is 60 sa'a, each sa'a being 4 mudd of the Kind used by the Prophet.'
The tithe was due only when a produce that might be
preserved ror a year, such as dates, grains (i.e. wheat (hmtah) barley
(sha'ir).

In other words the tithe was levied only on such produce of

the earth as might be conserved for at least a year without much care and
O
.
management, and was subject to nisab.
(ij al-Zadtp.52; al-Mu.itahid, vol.3. p.252. (2J Ibid. (3J At-Hujtahid, vol.2.
p.2567 (4) The »Vhahaubees, p.2.(see Appendix No.1.) (5) al-i'-mjtahxd, ibid.
(6 ) Ibid, (j) al-Mu.itahid, ibid. The .sa'a seems to be the same term as the
ancient Hebrew seah, the seah being a corn measure - 1 of an Ephah (cf.gen.
xviii 6,etc.). According to Husaini the mudd (Modius), was U-reek in origin
and measured 1.15 litres.
It could contain 52 tolas of wheat, i.e. 1
pounds of that grain. (Arab administration, p.99). (8 ) ai-f.iujtahid. ioia.
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Dates and grapes were appraisect by the state as soon as
they became ripe ana fit for eating;
their tithe later in dry dates.

and the owners were required to pay

1

The zakat on honey:

the minimum taxable amount of (honey)

is ten rirq (a iwedinan measure/, each firq being equal to sixty Iraqi rati
(one pound weight; and the tax on it is one tenth.

2

c - The zakat on trade, i.e. the zakat on commercial
capital (zakat al-mal;.
This includes gold, silver and other article» of trade.
With regaru to gold and silver, the nisab of the former
was 20 mithqal and the nisab of the latter was 200 dirham.
zakat was both in gold and silver.

The rate of

in other words, the merchants paid

yearly two and a half per cent on their capital, and were obliged to state
its amount upon oath to the collectors.
According to the Memorial the rate of Zakat on merchandise,
which is good taken for commerce, or, what is calleu in the parlance of
the present aay, goods in uemand, which are moved ifora hand to hand with
the object of increasing the value by this transfer, is reckoned at a
quarter of the tithe (2^oj of the capital and its increase together.
So, if an individual has articles whose value is £10,000 at the beginning
of the year and he gains

£500 at its close, then the zakat is at the rate

of 2^o of the original sura and the gain togetherA
(1) ibid. ¿2) S.M. vol.2. n.3'50.
(4) MjS. vol.2. p.293.

(5) al-Mu.itahid. ibid.
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Kere Burckhardt's account is worth mentioning;

he

1

states that distant tribes had frequently revolted on account of the
taxes, and driven away the collectors.

It was, however, well known

that they seldom returned an account of more than one-fourth of their
property.

For example, a merchant of Khadera in the province of

al-Qasim had been robbed of three thousand Dollars in cash.

He then

applied for assistance to Sa'ud, who directed the clerk of Bait al-Mal
(the treasury) to ascertain how much the merchant had reported his
property to be worth;

and it appeared that he had only stated it as

being one thousand Dollars.

So for this false statement, Sa'ud

confiscated the mares and camels of the merchant.

3

Accordingly there must be a presumption that most of the
merchants did not tell the truth about their real wealth, in order to
deceive the collectors.

If they had been truthful the latter would

then have charged them more than they would otherwise have done.
in respect of the Sa'udis, we have not come across any
detailed information concerning the required number of every kind but
it must be borne in mind that the central theme of the Sa'udi reformation
called for a return to the original practices of the Prophet and his ;
successors.
i) Ibn Bishr gives us an account of the economic resources
of the state in the days of'Aba 'l-1Aziz b. M. Sa'ud;
(1 ) Burckhardt, N.B.,/. p.3Q6.

(2 ) ibid.

(3 )"ibid.'

he writes,
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according to Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Mudljy, who was a clerk to the
collectors of zakat of the A'laway, a branch of the Mutair, that the
taxes paid by them amounted to 11,000 ri.yal in one year.

On the other

hand, Ibn Bishr was told that the Bariyah, a branch of the Mutair, paid
a sum of money of about 12,000 riyal and 7,000 riyal of the Kutaxm.

2

The total of the taxes paid in that year by the whole tribe of Mutair
x
amounted to 30.000 riyal, while the Bedouin of the Syrian desert paid
40,000 riyal^

.
On the other hand, we find that the income of the state in

the days of Sa'ud was as follows:.

the zakat paid in one year by the

5
Fada'an, a branch of the A*naza Bedouin, amounted to 40.000 riyal, in
addition to the payment of the collectors.^

As for the Yemen, we find

that the emporium of al-Hudaida used to pay 150.00Q^riyal yearly.

On

top of this the emporium of Al-Luhaiya in the iemen used to pay about
the same amount yearly.
Yith regard to al-Hasa, ibn Bishr states that it used to
8
pay to the central treasury, about 80,000 riyal yearly.
in addition to the above-mentioned there were other
sources such as:
9
1) Sa'ud used to take one7i)ollar for every camel belonging
to his own people whenever they transported provisions for the caravans
of the Syrian Pilgrims,
(1 ) ibn Bishr. p.137. (2) ibid.
(6) Ibid.
(7) Ibid. (8) Ibid.

(}} IbicL (k) ibid. (5) ibid, p. 181.
(9) Burckhardt. N.B.ff. p.299.
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A
ii) Fines levied for breaches of the law.
disobedience was generally expiated by pecuniary fines.
writes:

The crime of
Burckhardt

"It is a maxim in the vVahaby courts that an Arab who falsely

accuses another must pay a fine to the treasury."
There is an account of Burckhardt's about the total incomes
in one year:

2

he was told by some well-informed Meccans, who enjoyed

frequent access to the person of Sa'ud and to his family, and had the
best opportunities of knowing the truth and no reason for concealing it,
that the greatest amount ever received by Sa'ud into his own or the public,
treasury of Dar'iya in one year, was two million Hollars, but that in
general it did not exceed one million Hollars annually.

However, this

amount did not include the incomes of districts and towns, which, however,
were generally expended locally, leaving no surplus at the end of the year.
The condition of the payment of the zakat was the lapsing
of a whole year (hawalan-al-hawl).. ■ Thus if one possessed a thing in
full ownership for a year, the article coming under the description of
sawalm (articles) which one intended to trade in for profit, one paid
the zakat for those articles at the end of the year, regardless of
whether or not they had been actually productive.
To compare the Sa'udi's financial system with that of the
contemporary Turkish financial system, the dues and taxes payable to the
Turkish state may be classified in two categories, those levied on the
(1) ibid, p.507.
(2) Burckhardt N.B.y. voi.2. p.161. dt is to be noted that under the
Turkish administration Sa'udi subjects were exempt from all taxes except
the zakat.
.
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holding or its produce, and those levied on the peasants personally.
The former category may again be divided into taxation on
stock-breeding and taxation on cultivation.

The principal dues levied

in connexion with stock-breeding were the sheep custom (adeti agnam),
the sheep-pen custom (agil resmi) and various pasturage dues.

In fiefs

the sheep custom was levied in kind at the lambing season ^originally
at the rate of one akce for every two sheepj

while the sheep-pen due

was payable when the sheep were folded for breeding.

3

The latter,

however, was not current in all fiefs, and was considerably lighter than
the sheep custom, only 5 akce being exacted for every 300 sheep^

As for

pasturages, the landowner was authorized to levy dues on any peasants who
made use of the areas in his fief or property set aside for summer and
winter grazing.

Apparently they had to pay according to the number of

animals so pastured, but how, whether in cash or in kind, or on what
scale, is not stated in available records.
The principal impost on cultivation was thetilhe (ushr);
this tithe, which was, of course, a contribution in kind, was appropriated
by the collectors

at the time of harvest before reaping.

it is, however,

noteworthy that the peasants were obliged to bring their whole crop for
threshing to the landowner, and to transport that part of the grain taken
as tithe either to the nearest weekly market or to the village granary.

6

The proportion of any crop taken by way of tithe varied from province to
(i) Islamic Soc. Part 2. p.2AU.
(2) Islamic Soc. rart 2. p.24-0.
(3) ibid.
(J+J Ibid. (5) Ibid.
(6) Ibid.

"
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province, from one tenth to as much as one half.
The landowner was also entitled, to collect txthe on wheat,
barley, and rye straw;

likewise on fruit and vegetables grown by peasants

on miri soil.
The expenditure of the revenues.
Before dealing with the expenditure of the Sa'udi revenues,
it is helpful to take note of the Islamic religious law concerning the
subject.

As regards the zakat. according to the rules of the Shari'a

it had to be applied to specific objects.

xn accordance with the Qur'an,

the various revenues from the zakat tax were based on the following verse:
"Verily the Sadaqahs are for (lij the poor, the indigent, the respective
public agents, the mu'allafah qulubihlm, and with respect to (fi) the
slaves (riqab) and the debtors and with respect, to the way of God and the
wayfarers." (Surah 9, verse 60).
And according to the Zad al-Mustaqnac^ which consists of
a summary of the principal theories of the Hanbali doctrine,:the
beneficiaries are as follows
1 - The poor (fuqara') are those who do not own anything or those
who do not own enough of basic necessities.
2 - The unfortunate (masakin) are those who have some of the basic
necessities, but are not able to work, either because they are ill or aged.
3 - The collectors (* ammal 'alaiha) are the persons appointed by the
imam for the collection of the zakat.
(1) ibid

(2) Ibid

Their salaries are paid from the
(3J p p .55-57
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zakat.
4 - Al-rigab means that the slaves should be aided in acquiring
. .
2
the price of their manumission.
5 - The 'wayfarer' (ibn al-sabil) is regarded as one who is cut off
from his property, and who must therefore be given something in order
to complete his journey.^
6 - The people called Mu'allafah Qulubihlm were of three classes:
one class was given a share in order that they might be encouraged to
enter Islam;

another group were weak in their faith;

J

hence they were

given a share from the zakat in order to strengthen them in the faith;
a third class were those who were given a share in order to deter them
4
from doing harm.
7 - The way of God (Sabil Allah):

this expression refers to persons

who by reason of poverty were unable to join the arnry of the Muslims for
the purpose of jihad (holy warj.

So the government would furnish them

with weapons and other necessities. ^
8 - The debtors (ghurama1) are those who do not own a nisab (rate)
over and above their debts and basic necessities.

Thus debtors are

paid from the zakat in the event that they cannot settle their debtd by
6
their own means. This term includes the persons who incurred debts in the public
interest by becoming surety or by composing feuds and differences (islah
dhat al-bain).
(1 ) M.S.. vol.2. n.29h.
(b) Ibid.

(2;Xad...; Ibid. (3) IbiA.

U J Ibid.

(5) Ibid.

i.
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As for the expenditure of booty revenue, the fact remains
that in the time of the prophet, a fifth of the spoils was divided into

A
five shares, namely, one share to God and Ilis Prophet, one to the
relations of the Prophet, one to the orphans, one to the inoigents, and
finally one share to the wayfarers.
following verse of the Quran:

This practice was based on the

"And. know ye, that whatever thing you

have taken as booty, a fifth part of it belongeth to God and to the
Prophet, and to the near of kin, and to the orphans and to the indigent
and to the wayfarer." (Surah 8. verse 41).
However, S.S«1» states that from ancient times Arab chiefs
had been accustomed to receive a certain portion of the booty and it was
thus nothing new when the prophet had one fifth of the ghanima granted
him in God's name in this verse of the Kur'an to defray the expenses

2
of the state.
Later, after the Prophet's death, the Caliph Abu Bakr
divided it into three shares, namely the portions for orphans, the
indigent and wayfarers.^

So did the Caliphs, Abu Bakr,^Omar,cUthman, and

^Ali, none of the companions objecting to this practice.

Husaini says:

the shares of the Prophet and that of his relatives were spent on the
weapons and equipment of the army and nothing out of the khums was given
4
to the heirs of the Prophet or his relatives.
As regards the Sa'udis we find that a sum of money was
(1 ) 3.B.I. p>110.

(2) S.E.i. p.11U.

(3JMabsut, p.238. (4) Op.oit. p . 3 ~
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disbursed ior the purposes of* general utility to the friuslim community,
such as the stipends of the learned men ('ulema*), judges (quddat),
public inspectors, teachers, students, collectors, and, in general,
persons who exerted themselves in doing some work for the Muslims in
consideration of a reward such as Muezzin, and imams, and furthermore
the payment of appointees of the central government such as clerks,
governors.

1

According to Lam'a 1-Shihab. a sum of 50»000 gold pieces
was fixed yearly, in Bait al-isal, in the early stage of the ba'udi state,
for the expenses of Shaikh Muhammau b. 'Aba al-Wahhab and his sons, and
an amount of money about 200,000 gold pieces was appropriated for the
expenses of Al-Sa'ud.

But having conquered the land of the Banu Khalid

tribe, and the hejaz, some parts of the Yemen, and Oman, the family of the
Shaikh received 80,000 gold pieces yearly and the Sa'udi family 500,000
gold pieces.

2
The Sa'udis also used to expend sums of money for the benefit

3
of poor soldiers;

so as to furnish them with camels and provisions, and

also for the entertainment of strangers f1-

A sum of money was given to the

collectors of zakat (called wazakki or*Animal), for their trouble and
expenses on the journey.

Thus every collector sent from uar'iya to the
5
Bedouin of the Syrian desert received seventy-five dollars.
A sum of money was spent on sadaqa; for example, CAbd al-Aziz
(j) Alusi, Ta'rikh Na.ld, p.96; Brydges, The Wahabauby, p.123.
(2) pp.111-112. (3) Burckhardt, op.cit. p.3'12. (4) Burckhardt, op.cit.p.307.
(5) Burckhardt, op.cit. p.3u8.
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one aay haa a headache, and he therefore ordered his clerk to
distribute a sum of
as lollows:

50O

90,000

ri.yal among different villages and districts

Riyals ror Manfuha,

500

Riyals for 'iiyaina,

700

Riyals
1

for Iluraimala, 1,100 Riyals for the district of Muhmal and so on*

¡ie also learn that the Ba'udis usea to disburse a great
2

deal of money to poor, indigents, and orphans.

Thus, in the event of

a poor man dying, iiis family would come to the Sa'udi chief in order to
ask him for help;

he would treat them generously, so that they might

be granted a regular payment in the Diwan^
Administration of State Revenues (Bait al-Mal).
According to Burckhardt all the revenues except^the zakat
from the Bedouin were deposited in the public treasury (Bait al-hai),
because the Sa’udi chief divided the tribute from his subjects into two
partst
1 - that from the Bedouin flowed into his private treasuries*

2

- that from inhabitants of towns and cultivators was appropriated
5
by the public treasury.
On the other hand, every city or village had its own

treasury into which the inhabitants paid their quotas.

Every treasury

had a clerk sent by the Sa'udi chief with orders to prevent-the Shaikhs
of the place from partaking an illicit gain from the revenue;

even they

were not allowed to collect or to account for the money paid*
(1 ) Xbn Bishr. p*138. (2) Ibn Bishr* pp*138,178» (3J ibid, p.1j8i
(4 ) Burckhardt, N.B.W» p*307* (5J ibn Bishr. p.23i Burckhardt p*305*
(6) Burckhardt, 'N>B.v¥. p*307* (7 ) ih-iri.

~
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However, it is significant that the revenues of any city
or village or district were divided into four parts:-4

a - One fourth was sent to the treasury of al-Dar’iya.
b - One fourth was allocated to the paupers in the district of the
Bait al-Kal;

to the 'U*lama*and to keeping the mosques in repair,

digging public wells, etc.
c - One hllf was assigned to furnishing the poorer soldiers with
provisions and camels and also for the entertainment of guests.

3a

According to Burckhardt, the money thus allowed for
guests was paid into the hands of the shaikhs, who kept a sort of hostel,
where all strangers might halt and be fed without charge;

it was thought

just that the whole community should contribute towards their expenses.
Thus Ibn ^ALi, the Shaikh of the Banu Shammar, in Jabal Shammar, had every
year from the treasury of his province two hundred camel-loads of corn,
two huhdrea loads of dates, and one thousand Spanish Dolllrs;
this money he purchased meat, butter and coffee;

with

and the whole was

expended in the entertainment of guests, from two to three hundred
strangers of every description, who were received and fed every day in
his hostel.
As regardsthe Har'iya treasury, sums were applied to
1) the relief of faithful Sa'udi subjects, whose property was taken by
the enemy, 2) to the Arabs who had lost their cZttle, through disease or
(1Jlbid" ( 2 ) ibidT (3 ) ibid. (3)a. Harford Jones says "The general revenue
of each particular town or district on being collected is to be divided into
five parts; one of which is to be transmitted to the general treasury, and the
remaining four to be detained in the town or district where it is collected
for the purposes of paying various expenses of Government, relieving the poca*
and entertaining travellers’
!* (4) ibid.p .308. (5) Burckhardt.N .B.'.T.p»308 .
(6) ibid. (7) ibid.
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accident,

3) to the Shaiidis of districts, towns or villages, for the

entertainment of guests.

Besides, the Bedouin Shaiidis received annual

presents from the aa'udi chief.

These donations would vary from fifty

to three hundred Dollars.
We may now pass on to deal with the methods of collecting
these revenues.

As has already been mentioned, the collectors were

sent every year from al-Dar'iya to the different districts or tribes
to determine what was due on agricultural produce, and the collectors
responsible for the zakat on commercial transactions, etc.

Thus every

party of collectors had an Emir, a secretary, or in other words a clerk

2

who was employed to write a statement of the sums payable, and another
employee (keeper of the tax register), who collected those sums.
Moreover, we find that the collectors of the zakat of camels and sheep,
in the time of Sa’ud, consisted of more than 70 parties, every party
consisting of 70 employees, while each party had its Emir, clerk, registrar
and treasurer,Sind three servants, the treasurer being in charge of the
money received from the sale of the camels and sheep and goats paid in
kind.

This did not include the collectors of the tithes and the zakat
5

on articles of trade.
The collectors gave receipts^to the district or tribe for
the amount that had been paid.

The collectors and the Shaikhs agreed

in appointing a certain spot, some watering place, where all Arabs of
(1) S.M. vol.2. p.139.
(5) Ibn Bishr, p.180.

(2) Ibn Bishr. 0 .180. (3) Ibid.
(6) Burckhardt, N.B.W. p.309»

(A) IbidT
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the tribe were directed to repair.

Thus in the year 1812 Sa'ua

collected tribute from the Bedouin around Baghdad at the wateringplace called Hinaye, two or three days' journey distant from ,that
town.

In the same year the Jelas Arabs paid their tribute at a

watering-place twelve hours' distant from Aleppo.

(1) Ibid
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Part two - External Affairs.
V.

1 _ Relations between the Sa'udis and the Sharifs of Mecca.
According to Dahlan the Sa'udis had approached the
Sharifs of Mecca during the reign of Mas'ud (1733-1751), by sending a
delegation of 'Ulama to the court of the Sharif in order to ask him for
permission for the Najdians to make the pilgrimage, and possibly to explain
their doctrines, even on payment of a fixed sum of money every year;

but

•j
the Saudi request was refused.
On the other hand, <rAbdul-Bari states that Sharif Mas'ud
noticed that the Wahhabis had already offended the 'Ulama by their
supposed heretical beliefs, and the people of the holy cities had a very
confused idea about their teaching and doctrines.

He therefore lost no

time in exploiting to his own advantage the popular unjustified hatred
towards the Wahhabis, and by dint of diplomacy had them declared huffar
by the Qadi of Mecca.

The next step was then inevitable, and assuming;

the role of the guardian of the faith, he banned their entry into the holy
cities.^
However, according to the Sa'udi historian Ibn li-hannara,
the first contact between the Sa'udis and the Sharifs came in 1771 during
the reign of Sharif Ahmad b. Sa'ia.^

Accordingly, on an invitation from

the latter, the -Sa'udis sent *Abd al-Aziz al-Husain, a well’-learned man,
to Mecca in oraer to explain the principles of the movement.

No sooner

had al-Husain arrived in Mecca than discussions took place between him

(1) Khulasat al-Kalam fi Bayan 'Umara' al-Balad al-Haram, p.228.
(2) "The early Wahhabis and the Sharifs of Makkah", JPHS, 111, p.93»
(3) Vol.2. p.80.
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and the Meccan 'Ulama regarding three issues:

(1 ) the condemnation or

the practices of other Muslims, such as idolatry, (2) destroying cupolas
•j

of tombs, and (3 ) the rejection of saints as intercessors.
V/ith regard to the first question, al-Husain denied that
they accused all people of idolatry;

concerning the second, he

substantiated his views by giving them proofs from the Traditions;

and

thirdly, he stated the principles which forbid intermediaries between bod
and human beings*

2

Tne upshot of the discussions was that the Meccan ’Ulama
tentatively expressed satisfaction with the wahhabi doctrine.^

’Abdul

nari mentions that Sharif Ahmad was very much impressed by the delegation
and for this reason it was reported that Sharif Ahmad was removed rrom
o f f i c e i f such was the case, it is hardly credible that the ’Ulama were
in ract as favourable as the Sharif himself.
Later on, in the reign of Surur, they got in touch with

Mecca.

xbn Ghannara states that in 1782 rAbd al-Aziz b.Sa’ud sent to

Surur, the Sharif of Mecca at that time, horses and camels as presents,
hoping that the Sharif would allow the Sa'udis to make the pilgrimage from
which they had been debarred for years.

As a result of this, permission

came through, and to seize this opportunity about three hundred people
went to perform the pilgrimage.**
it is clear from the above facts that the Sa'udi-Sharifi
relations were confined to seeking permission for the Sa'udi subjects to
(1) Ibn Ghannam, Ibid.
(4) Op. cit*. p.94.

(2) Ioid.

(3) Ibid.

(5) Ibn Ghannam, pp.119-2U.
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uiake the pilgrimage*

This kind of liaisort continued up to 1790;

but

when Sharif Ghalib, who had succeeded his brother Surur in the Emirate
of Mecca on Surur's death in 1788, he came into open hostility with the
Sarudis.

Thus he prepared an expedition against Najd, the reasons for

which Burckhardt explains in the following terms:.

"Their (Wahhabis')

increase of power, and the assiduity with which they propagated their
doctrines, seem first to have excited the jealousy of Sharif U-halib.
Under his authority, and partly under his influence, were placed all the
tribes settled in Hedjas, and several on the frontiers of that country*
The attempts made by 'Abdel-Azyz (sic) to gain over these latter to his
party, after he had subjugated their neighbours, could be viewed with
indifference by Ghaleb, whom we may consider rather as a powerful Bedouin
sheikh than an eastern prince;

and the same causes that produce constant

wars between all great neighbouring tribes of the desert, sowed the seeds
4

of contest between him and Wahabys (sic)."

Musil also states that the

primary reasons which induced Sharif G-halib to begin a decisive struggle
with the Wahhabis were not religious but political*

2

However this may be, ini 1790 Sharif Ghalib's troops were
led by his brother 'Abd al-Aziz;

the army, estimated at 10,000 men and

twenty guns, was joined on the way by various tribes of the -Hejaz, Shamtnar
and Mutair, and also other elements from the other tribes.^

Their aim was

to capture the capital, al-dar'iya, and destroy the Sa'udi power.

Arriving

at the well-known Sirr, they attacked Qasr Bassam, whose population was

(1)
(3)

N*B*W* p*322.
Ibn Bishr, op. cit.. p*96

(2)

Northern Ne'ga. p.2&*-•
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thirty men, but it offered so stubborn a resistance that they could not
capture it, and the Sharif Ghalib, who had joined his forces, decided to
withdraw to the Qasr of al-Sha'ara, a village in the Nejd uplands, which
they attempted to capture by storm, but their efforts were without avail

C)
1
and thus Ghalib gave up the seige and went back home.
Nevertheless, Ghalibrs attack on the Sa'udi state served
only to emphasize the strength of the new state within Nejd, and to some
extent outside, especially in the southern Taif where some of the Hejazi
tribes had embraced the Wahhabi doctrine.

2

Thus- Ghalib resolved to take positive action against the
Sa'udis who were threatening the integrity of his dominion.

On this

ground he organized in 1791 an expedition against Turaba, Ranya and Bisha,

7
f

3

//

in order to bring them under his authority.
In response to Sharif Ghalib's attack the Sa'udis for the
first time organized a raid on the Raqba, on the Hejazi frontiers ('Ataiba
tribe), in 1793; and in the following year Sa'ud led an expedition against
Turaba, which was under the Sharif's sovereignty, having exchanged the
usual skirmishes, they came to an agreement with Sa'ud, who afterwards
returned to al-uar'iya.^
On the other hand, according to Dahlan, the Sharif of
Mecca in 1794 organized a raid on the Qahtan tribe of Hadi b.Qarmala,
under the Sa'uoi authority, who was encamping at Raghwah, but the Sharif's
5
force found that the Qahtan tribe had been warned.

Thereupon the

Sharif's forces went to Raniya whose chief was arrested;
(1)
(4J

Ibrt Bishr, ibid.
Ibn. Bishr, p.111

(.2)
(5)

Abdul Bari, p.97»
Op.cit.. p.264.

but after a

(3) bahlan, pp.262-3.
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while he was released on condition that he would support the Sharif's
side;

hut no great advantage resulted from this campaign because all

•j
the tribes remained faithful to the Sa'udi state.
This being the case, in 1795 Sharif Ghalib sent an
expedition, under the command of Nasir b.Yahya, in order to destroy the
Sa'udi influence in the southern parts of the He jaz.

*Abd al-'Aziz,

however, had no sooner received the news of this expedition than he issued
orders to the chiefs'of the 'Ataiba, Mutair, .VacLi al-Dawasir, Suhul and
Suba'i tribes, to gather in force round Hadi b.Qarmala at the wateringplace of al-Jamaniya in the uplands of Nejd, where a battle took place
between the two sides in which the Sharif's forces were heavily defeated.

2

In defiance of the facts, Dahlan states that the Sharif's arnry was
successful,^ he being, of course, a prejudiced opponent of the Wahhabi
cause.

i■
The Sharif Ghalib continued to press his threatening jst the

Sa'udi dominion, so he sent an expedition in 1797 against the Qahtan tribe
and others who had joined the Sarudis, where a battle took place at the
watering-place of 'Uqailan, north of Bisha, the Sharif's army being again
defeated.^-

This, however, was followed by the submission of Bisha to the
c

Sa'udi cause.
No sooner had Ghalib heard this news than he sent another
expedition under the Sharif Fuhaid b.'AbcJAllah-who attacked Bisha and
Raniya vigorously, until they offered their submission.^

(1)
(k)

Dalan, ibid.
Op.cit.. p.262

(2)
(5;

Ibn Bishr, p.113.
Ifen Bishr, p.118.

(5)
(6)

Ibid.•
Ibid.
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On the other hand, in 1797, the Sa'udi struggle with the
Sharif of Mecca was strengthened by the Submission of the 'Ataiba and

A
Bugum tribes who were under the Sharif's sovereignty.

This was followed

by an expedition of revenge in the following year, led by Ghalib himself,
against the south-western oases, such as the Raniya, Bisha and Qahtan
tribes, in which he did not achieve a satisfactory result, except in Bisha
where he gained a number of friends.

On receiving word of this development

Sa'ud sent his orders to the chiefs of the Bawasir and Qahtan tribes, to
gather with some contingents from other parts of Arabia, in order to
repulse Ghalib's attack.

Thus the joint force attacked Ghalib who was

encamping at Khurma, near Turaba, where Ghalib and his force were badly
defeated.

2
As a result of his successive defeats, Sharif Ghalib came

to an agreement with the Sa'udi state, by which the Sa'udis were allowed to
make pilgrimage and which fixed a territorial demarcation between the two
states.

According to Bahian, the tribes which were appointed to be under

the Sharif's control were the tribes who were in Mecca, Medina and Taif
together with the tribes of Banu Sa'ad, Nasirah, Bujailah, Ghamid, Zahran,
Bariq and Muhail.^
However, the truce did not last long, because, as Bahian
and 'Abd al-Shakur state, the Sa'udi chief in 1799 came into secret
correspondence with many Shaikhs, who were under the Sharif's authority,
such as Sa'ad b.Shawir the chief of Muhail, Ahmad b.Zahir Shaikh of Bariq,
in order to persuade them to throw off the Sharif's authority.**-

In

(1) Ibid, p.119.

(3) Bahian, p.26?; Abd al-Shakur, Tarikh Ashraf Mecca

(2J Ibid, p.120.
MS, p.83.

(4/ Bahian, p.268; Abd al-Shakur, p.9V.
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addition to this 'Abd al-Shakur asserts that Salim b. Shakban, the chief
of Bisha, was authorized to set his people at enemity with the Sharif's
tribes.^
Accordingly, Ghalib wrote letters to 'Abd al-'Aziz and
Sa'ud, asking them to fulfill their commitments, but they denied that they
had infringed the concluded agreement;
somebody to investigate the situation.

meanwhile they asked him to send
In compliance with this request,

he sent Fakhir ibn Sultan to the Zahran district to make the necessary

2
investigations, which duly confirmed the Sharif's suspicions.
For this reason, ini 1801 Ghalib sent a delegation
consisting of his brother-in-law 'Uthman al-Mudhaifi, 'Abd al-Muhsin
al-Harith and Ibn Hamid Shaikh al-Muqatah, to al-Dar'.iya in order to renew
the truce.

Having met Sa'ud, al-Mudhaifi came to a secret agreement with

Sa'ud, in which, on the one hand, al-Mudhaifi offered his loyalty to the
Wahhabi faith, and on the other Sa'ud appointed him as Emir of the tribes
of Taif and Mecca.^

Arriving at al-Taif, he began to press his attacks

against the surrounding tribes and al-Taif itself.

On receiving word of

this development, Ghalib led a formidable army against al-Mudhaifi at
al— 'IJbaila, but the latter had received reinforcements from Bisha, Buqum,
Raniya, Qahtan, as well as elements of the 'Ataiba tribe;

in view of

these reinforcements Ghalib decided to return to Mecca and al-Taif was
captured by the Sa'udi forces in I802 A
(1) Op.cit.. p.95.
(2) Abd al-Shakur, p.95. Bahian, pp.268-9.
(3 } Abd al-Shakur, pp.96-7; Dahlan, p.271.
(4 ) Abd al-Shakur, pp.97-105; ibn Bishr, p.131*
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On; the other hand, Sa'ud seized this opportunity to press
his operations against Mecca itself; he therefore sent out his summons
ror a general muster of theSa'udi forces.

Arriving with these forces at

Y/adi al—'Aqiq, Sa'ua encamped, awaiting the time when the pilgrims should
leave Mecca.

Meanwhile the Sharif Ghalib asked the assembled pilgrims

at Mecca for help, but none agreed to his appeal, in all. likelihood
because they saw no hopes of defeating the Sa'udis.
Be that as it may, Raymond andRousseau state that Ghalib
was alarmed at the ganger which threatened him, came to seek 'Abd Allah
Pasha, governor of Damascus and Emir al- Hajj, and begged him to act a3
mediator between Sa'ud and himself and to negotiate, if that was possible,
his reconciliation with the proud Sa'ud because the latter had sworn to kill
him.

The Pasha listened to Gnalib, and wrote to Sa’ud, offering nimself

as intermeaiary, to end the quarrel.

Sa'ud rejected his proposition and

replied that he had no business to interfere in affairs which had nothing
to do with his men, and that he ought to be satisfied to have received
permission to enter Mecca.

He had not forgotten that his correspondent

must not stay in Mecca more than three days.

YVhen the time expired,

Sa’ud would come nimself with his army to look for the Sharif Ghalib,
whose head alone could satisfy him.

4;

According to ’Abd al-Shakur, 'Abd al-Mu'ain, who had been
left in charge of Mecca, sent a messenger to Sa'ud offering his submission,
as well as that of the population of Mecca, on condition that Sa'ud would

2

promise him that he would treat the people kindly*

Thereupon, Sa'ud sent

(1) Raymond, op. cit.. p.23; Rbusseati, op. cit.. p.163*

(2) Ibid, p.112.
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the following Amaru

"In the name of God, the Beneficent, the Merciful,

From Sa'ud b.'Abd al-'Aziz to all the inhabitants of Mecca as well as the
Aghawat, 'U1ama and the Qadi al-Sultan, peace be with those who follow
the right path!

Now then, you are neighbours of God's House and the

inhabitants of his Haram are in God's protection, except that we invite
you to profess Islam.

Says "People of the book, let us come to an

agreement, that we will worship none but Allah, that we will associate
none with Him, and that none of us shall set us mortals as good besides
Him".

If they refuse, say: "Bear witness that we have surrendered

ourselves to Allah."

Thus you are under the protection of God and of

Emir al-Muslimin Sa'ud b.'Abd al-'Aziz and your Emir 'Abd al-Mu'ain.
Hear and obey him and obey the commands of God.

Greetings."

However, the pilgrims having left Mecca, Ghalib fled to
Jidda, leaving Mecca wholly in the power of the Sa'udis, and Sa'ud
entered Mecca without any opposition* 2^ ^
On the other hand, during Sa'ud's stay at Mecca, Ghalib
communicated with him for the purpose of coming to an agreement;

but

Ghalib was not candid in this, inasmuch as he wanted time to fortify

Jidda.2^
Before leaving for Jidda, Sa'ud appointed the brother of
Ghalib, 'Abd al-Mu'ain, at the head of Meccan government.

Prom Mecca

Sa'ud turned his forces against Jidda, which they besieged for eleven days,
but they had to raise the siege and withdraw to al-dar'iya;

3 ‘
and this for

three reasons: (1) beoause its wall was so strong that they could not
(1} Op. cit*,p-p,112-A: The Koran, (dawood Translation) pjf02.
(2A) Ibn Bishr, p*132; Corancey op.cit*, p. 36 . (2B) Ibn Bishr p.132.
(3) Burck&ardt, op.cit., p.330*
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breach it,1 (2) the spread of plague and smallpox in their army (this
was the most immediate cause for their retreat),

(3) Burckhardt avers

that the Sharif Ghalib induced Sa'ud to retire by offering him a bribe
3
of fifty thousand Dollars.

This assertion is entirely without

supporting evidence, and, having regard to Sa'ud's aggregate strength,
utterly inconceivable.
Nevertheless, on Sa'ud's return to al-Dar'iya, Ghalib
dismissed Sa'ud’s garrison and seized the Sharifate from his brother 'Abd
al-Mu'ain in 1303»

Thus, with further perseverance and zeal, Sa'ud

issued his orders to Abu Nuqta, the chief of the Asir tribe, as well as
to the Hejazi tribes with a view to marching against Jidda.^

Reaching

the watering-place of al-Sadiya, G-halib surprised them, but in spite of
the fact that his army was much superior in numbers, it was put to flight
leaving the guns, ammunition, small-arm3, and provisions in the hands of

5
Abu Nuqta's men.
opponent.

But Abu Nuqta for some reason did not pursue his

Mengin comments on Abut Nuqta's conduct by saying that he did

not understand why Abu Nuqta had returned home, at this time, especially
as he had won the warj^

but it seems that Abu Nuqta was afraid of facing

the Sharif Ghalib alone.
As a result of the capture of Mecca the chiefs of the Karb
tribe, Badi and Bedai b. Mudhaiyan and Ibn dubbarah of the Juhaina tribe,
offered their submission, and Yanb'u followed the Banu Harb and Juhaina
in surrendering to the Wahhabi cause J

Medina soon followed, but not.

(1) Corancez, p .38.
(2) F.O. 73/40»
(3) Op.cit. p.330.
(4) Ibn Bishr, op.cit. p.140; Raymond, ibid. (5) Ibn Bishr, ibid, p.142.
(b) Op.cit. vol.2. p.531. (7) Burckhardt, ibid; Ibn Bishr, ibid..-,p.144;
Dahlan, áp.cit.p.284¿ 'Aba al-Shakur, p.140.
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without a long siege by the Harb tribe who blockaded it for some time.
In 1804- Ibrahim Pasha, Emir al-Hajj, found that Sa'ud was keeping Medina
blockaded by checking all the provisions which, were drawn usually from
Arabia.

1

As a result of this long blockade, Medina was obliged to
open its gates to the Sarudis.

Corancey states that Sa'ud summoned in

general assembley all the great Shaikhs and 'Ulama addressing them in
the following words, "Recognise my laws," he told them, "and stay subject
to me;

then my protection is assured for you.

But if you go back under

the yoke of the sublime porte, expect from it alone the means of subsisting."
On the other hand, Sa'ud pressed his operations against
Ghalib;

so in 1805 orders were sent out to Abu Nuqta and al-Mudhaifi to

direct a new expedition against Mecca and its environs as well as to check
the Syrian pilgrims if they intended to fight.-

On reaching Mecca, Ghalib

asked for peace, accordingly peace was concluded on the basis of the
submission of G-halib and acceptance of the Wahhabi faith.^
Thereupon, the whole of the He jaz came under the Sa'udi
sovereignty and G-halib was re-installed in the governship of Mecca.
Burckhardt states that although the He jaz was now conquered, the Sharif's
power continued to be very great.

For instance, his authority at Jidda

continued in full force, a garrison being kept in that town, which the
Sa'udi troops never entered.^*"

(1) Corancez, op.cit.. p. 76 .
(4) Op.cit., p p .333-7.

(2) Ibid.. p.77»

(3) Ibn Bishr, p.144.

-

2
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2 - Relations between the Sa'uais and Abu Mismar.
Towards 1801 the chief of Asir, surnamed Abu Nuqta, went
to al-Dar1iya to offer his loyalty to the Sa'udi cause.

Having promised

•Aba al-'Aziz to take the necessary steps in order to suppress Hamud Abu

2
Mismar, the chief of Abu 'Arish, he returned to his country.

At that time

Hamud governed the coast of the Yemen from Qunfida, eastward to Bait al-Paqih,
3
a country which he haa wrested from the Imam of Sanra.

Thereupon Abu Nuqta

descended from the mountain roaa called Dhila' with a numerous contingent
of his army given as 20,000 men, marching towards Abu Mismar J*

Having

captured Sabya in 1802, he marched on uhamd, the capital of Abu ’Arish.
district, which was surrounded by the Sa'udi army.

Meanwhile, the

mediators, such a3 Muhammad b.Mahdi al-Na'ami, pursued their efforts to
persuade Abu Mismar to give up without fighting,S>ut he, relying on his
defences and on five or six hundred cavalry in his service, refused to
embrace the Wahhabi faith.^

As a result, Abu Nuqta ordered his troops

to attack the town vigorously*

It is interesting to observe here that

Abu Nuqta and Abu Mismar divided their armies into right wing, (Maymanah).
left wing (Maysarah) and centre (Qalb).®

After a vigorous fight, the

defenders were compelled to sue for peace on condition that they would
offer their submission to the Sa'udis.
As a result of this event the richest towns on the Yemen
coast, Hudaida and Luhaiya were taken and plundered.

Salt who was

(1 ) This refers to the fact of his having but one eye - Playfair, A history
of Arabia Felix or Yemen, p.127.
(2) AI-Na’mi, Tarikh Asir. p.131.
(3) Burckhardt, N.B.W..p.333.
(4) al-Na'mi, p.133. (5) Op.cit., 134.
(6) Ibid.
(7 ) Burckhardt, ibid. (8) al-Na'ami, p.134.
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resident at Mocha in 1805 writes, "The weakness of the old Ima&m, Ali
S
Mansoor, and the incapacity of his minister, had occasioned the loss of
some of its most valuable possessions, particularly Loheia and Hodeida,
which, from the want of timely support, had been obliged to submit to the
power of the Wahabee, and nothing but the walls of Macha prevented their
gaining absolute dominion of the sea coast together with the control over
the commerce of the country."
Abu Nuqta did not remain long in the Tihama, but returned
to his province, whence he kept the greater part of the coast of the Yemen

2
in check.

During the whole of the succeeding year, Abu Nuqta continued

to harass the Yemen by rapid incursions and frequent plundering expeditions;^
San'a, however, was never made the object of his attack.
Since Hamud announced his adhesion to the Sa'udi cause,
matters were going well with Abu Nuqta for some time, but unexpectedly
misunderstanding arose between them, as a result of which Sa'ucL summoned
qll the parties concerned to a conference at al-Dar’iya.^

Having made a

friendly settlement, Sa'ud ordered them to go back to their own provinces.
Neverthdess, Hamud, who had been forced to join the Sa*udis,
was in reality averse to the principles of the Wahhabi doctrine, and
therefore only waited for the first favourable opportunity to throw off
the ioke.^
With this in view, he entered into arrangements with Saidi
6
Ahmad, the eldest son of the Imam of San'a, by which the latter was induced
(1 ) Voyage to Abyssinia... in which are included... a concise narrative of
events in Arabia kelix. p.123.
(2) Playfair, op.cit..p.128i Burckhardt, ibid. (3> Burckhardt, op.oit. p.336.
(4 ) Playfair, ibid. al-Na'ami, op.clt. ppTT3S-9» Phiiby, S.A.p.113 ,.
(5^ Salt, op.cit.. p.124.
(67 Playfair, ibid.
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to throw aside his father's authority and to take the reins of government
1
into his own hands.
Immediately after this development, which happened in 1809»
Hamud broice off his connection with the Sa'udis, and returned to his
allegiance to the Imam of San'a,

2

to whom he restored the sovereignty of

Luhaiya, ttudaiaa, Bait al-Faqih and Zabid, of which, in conjunction with the
Sa'udis, he had gained, possession, under a stipulation that he was to be
retained in the government of those provinces.^
As a result of this defection Ba'ud sent a powerful army
estimated at 50,000 men to crush Abu Mismarrs revolt.

On hearing of this,

Abu Misraar advanced to meet the Ba'udis at tfadi Baish, where a battle toox
place between Abu- Mismar and the Asiri contingent in which Abu huqta together
with several of his principal men rell in the engagement J 4-

Burckharat

writes, "Hamood sallied forth at night from that town with about forty
horsemen, dressed as wahaby Bedouins and taking a circuitous route, arrived
by uawn of aay in the rear of his enemies;

whose camp they entered without

having excited any suspicion, for they were supposed to be friendly
mountaineers.

nut in front of Abou Noktars tent they shouted their war-cry,

and Hamood killed that chief with his own hands as he was starting up from
nis mat, and was fortunate enough to ascape in the general disorder." ^
But the rest of the Ba'udis hastened to attack Abu Mismar whereupon he
suffered a signal defeat and was compelled to make a precipitate retreat.
CO
(3)
(5)

Sid,
(2) Playfair, op.oit. ,p.129.
Salt, op..cit., pp.124-5.
(4) Ibn Bishr., p.153; al-Na'ami, p.143.
OjiiCit., p.337
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Salt comments on this by saying that, "This failure
produced great alarm throughout the provinces;

and the inhabitants and

merchants of Loheia and Hodeida began to embark their property through
fear of the ravages which the Wahabee were likely to commit in following
■1
up their conquest."
Having recruited his arngr, Haraud was once more on the war
path.

Thus ’Uthman al-Mudhaifi was despatched to deal with him and a

battle was fought at a place called al-4Yahla in which Hamud was defeated.
Meanwhile, Tami b.Shu'aib, the new governor of Asir, penetrated into
Luhaiya which was taken by storm and he confiscated all the valuables and
merchandise found in the customs house and the merchants* store.^
here Tami advanced on Hudaida and it was captured tooJ4-

From

However, the

Sa’udia and Abu Mismar got tired of fighting; -therefore in. 1811 they came
to an agreement providing Abu Mismar should give up Sabya, al-Darb and
Baish to the Sa'uxLis.

In addition to this he was to pay annual tribute;

on the other hand, the Sa'udis should stop any further threat to Abu
'Arish’s dominion.1

(1 ) Ibid.
(49 Ibid.

(2 ) ibn Bishr, p.15b.
(5 ) al-Na*arai, p.147.

(3) lbn Bishr, p.157; Philby, S.A.p.117
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3 - Sa*udi-0mani relations.
According to the Memorial of the government of Saudi Arabia
some parts of Oman offered their submission to the Sa'udi faith about 1794»
in consequence of this development, ibn 'Ufaisan was sent to be the Sa,udi
•j
representative ±n Oman with headquarters at Buraimi.

in 1799 also the

Sa'udi government cameto an agreement with the Qawasim chiefs who held the
strongest power on the south-eastern coast of the Persian Gulf.

2

Accordingly, the Sa'uaAs won over many adherents on the coast as well as in
the interior of Oman.^
In 1800 Salim b.Bilal al-IIariq, one of 'Abd al-Aziz's
Nubian slaves, was despatched to al-Buraimi as Emir, with the object of
subduing the warlike seafaring tribes, namely Nu'aim, the Dhawahir, Bani
Yas and Bani Qitab, and others in al-uhahirah renewed their pledges of
allegiance to the Sa'udi state, and the new Emir collected zakat from them.**With respect to the reasons for the conquest of Oman Miles
states that in 1800 the Wahhabis had already overrun and conquered nearly
the whole of the rest of the Peninsula, and the Emir, 'Abd al-Aziz, eager
to expurgate the heresy of IbadLhism from the land of Oman, was now
preparing; to turn his arms eastward and sprdad his interpretation of the1
4
3
2

(1) Vol.1, p.111; ibn Bishr makes no mention of ibn 'Ufaisaii's having been
sent to Buraimi in his account of the year 1795 (A.H.1209-10).
(2)
"The Qawasim, a Sunni and Ghafiri (sic) tribe, were bitter enemies of
the lbadhi A1 Bu Sa'id rulers of Oman, who had several times chastised
them severely for raiding across the neck of the Oman promontory.1'
(jtelly, Eastern Arabian Frontiers ,p.55).
(3) The Memorial, p.113
(4 ) Ibid.,p.115; Badger's translation of Salil b„ Raziq, p.230.
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true religion by the sword.
However, on receiving news that the Sa'udis had completed
the subjugation of the tribes on the coast, the Sultan of Muscat hastened
to stop their advance;

but he failed to defend them and was obliged to

make a truce with al-Hariq.

2

Notwithstanding, war broke out again between them because
of the Sultan’s despatching a force to the Hejaz.

Miles writest 'But

when the news of its arrival at Mecca reached the ears of the Amir AHdulAzeez ( ) , he became so exasperated at the Sultan's action that, after
his return from the canqjaign, he declared war against Muscat, and
despatched orders to Al-Bahrain,Kuwait, and Ras al-Khaima to fit out their
3
fleets to scour the G-ulf against Omani commerce.’

Thus the news of the

Sa’udi intention of declaring war against Muscat forced the Sultan to
make agreement with them in which he undertook' to pay an annual tribute
of 12,000 Dollars and to see to the establishment of a Sa’udi agent.^
As a matter of fact, the Sa’udi chief had no intention of
giving up his objeot.

Therefore, shortly after having reinforced al-flariq,

he gave his instructions to attack the Sultan's dominion, but on al-Hariq's
reaching al-Suwaiq, the Sultan was told of al-Hariq's movements;

as a

consequence of this, the former ordered Muhammad b.Hamid al-¥/ahaby, with his
(1 / OgjjCit., vol.2, p.289. According to Tritton the Ibadis considered
themselves the only true Muslims.
They asserted that there can be
no argument about faith, which does not need proof and there is no
individual interpretation. A commonplace list of virtues is preceded
by these; a believer must let relatives, neighbours, and wayfarers
have their rights, give back deposits, act as a witness, act justly and
reasonably, do right, not look at what is forbidden, lead a chaste life,
and avoid lies, (p.70) Islam.
(2) Miles, ibid.,p.294»
(3) ibid.. p.297.
(4) ibid., p.298.
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men to encounter the Sa’uais.

A battle took place in Waai al-Haimaly
•j

in which the Omanis were routed and only a few of their number escaped.
As a result of this, the Sultan summoned all the heads of
Oman, especially the Banu Sa'ia, addressing them in the following words,
"It is known to this assembly of Sheikhs and tribes how many of our people
were slain in the Wadi of al-Haimaly, since which occurrence I have been
like a hand without fingers.

War threatens us on all sides, while those

who have heretofore been friends have become our enemies, and those on
whom we relied have, under the impending difficulties, proved themselves
untrustworthy*

The dagger’s point is at our breasts, and i ask your

opinion of the situation"
al-Hariq on Suhar;

2

Meanwhile, they were told of the advance of

so they were ordered to go and bring their forces and

join the Sultan at al-Khabura in order to meet the Sa'uai threat.

But no

battle took place because al-Hariq, on hearing of *Abd al-iiziz.* s
assassination, decided to retire to al-Buraimi, and from there he set out
for Neja.^
However, the situation in Oman changed in favour of the
Sa'udis because of the death of the Sultan in 1804» which was followed by
a struggle for power between, on one hand, the Sultan’s brother Qais and
on the other, his sons, Salim and Sa'iu.

Thus the latter, having failed

to deal with Qais, were obliged to send an envoy to al-Dar'iya in order to
ask Badr b.Saif b.al-Imam to come to them.^

On receiving this invitation,

(1) Badger’s translation p.234. (2) ibid., p.235
(3) Ibid.
(4)
> pp.262-264. Badr's father Saif b.Ahmad was the fourth son of
Ahmad b.Sa’id who was the Sultan of Oman (d.1733), finding his claim
to the Sultanate overlooked, went to East Africa where he died in exile
in Lamu, leaving a son, Badr.
The latter on hearing of his uncle, the
Sultan’s absence at Mecca in 1803, went to Muscat in attempt to usurp
the supreme power in Oman, When he failed he was obliged to leave to
al-i>ar’iya to seek its help.
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Badr went to Muscat where the Sultan's sons and the Imam Ahmad's
daughter handed over the management of affairs into his hands.

1

Badr

had no sooner learnt the situation than he urged his friends the Sa'udis
to threaten Qais's base by descending upon Suhar.
and Qais forthwith came to terms.

The plan was successful,

He gave up all claims to the Sultanate,

but was allowed to retain power over Suhar.

2

Miles comments on the Sa'udi

support for Badr by stating, "But the Amir Saood, in making this
demonstration in favour of Bedr, had no intention of giving his protege
too great an ascendancy.

His object was rather to let the two rivals,

Bedr and iiais, exhaust their strength in contending with each other, until
he could find leisure to establish his own despotism."
In. 1805, Badr having stabilized the political situation of

T
Oman, Sa'id'planned to get rid of the former.
to a conference at Barkai.

To do so Badr was invited

At the fort of a small village called Nu'man,

Badr was met by Sa'id and Muhammad b.Nasir al-Jabri;

and in the midst of

a friendly conversation, Sa'id stood up and struck Badr with his swordA
At the news of Badr's assassination, the Sa'udi force at Barka went and
surrounded the fort, demanding that the persons who were responsible for
this action should be delivered to them."*

Sa'id protested his innocence

and told them to go in pursuit of Muhammad b.Nasir, whom he declared to be
the only regicide.

Sa'id, moreover, wrote to the Emir Sa'ud accusing

Muhammad b.Nasir of killing Badr, and promising to pay the annual tribute
and to receive back the army of occupation at Barka.^
(1}

(3)
(6)

But Sa'ud was not

Badger, p.266.
'
(2) ibid.. Miles, p.305.
Ibid.
(4) Badger, p.2§0.
(5) Shaikh Mansur, p.13.
Miles, p.310; Shaikh, ibid.

deceived by Sa'id's words because he had been informed by his agent at

1

Muscat of the real role of Sa'id in this crime.

however, Miles explains the real reasons behind Badr's
assassination by saying that the people of Oman beheld with dismay the

humiliating and increasing submission of Badr to the dictates of the
Wahhabis* agent at Muscat and the payment of tribute and maintenance of
400 Wahhabi cavalry at Barka'i to overawe the country.

The observance by

all ranks of the Wahhabi doctrine, with regular attendance at prayers, was
strictly enforced, while the minarets of the Ibadhi and Sunni mosques were
2
everywhere broken down and removed.
The latter observation of Miles is
undeniably exaggerated as it was no part of the Wahhabi's intention to
destroy mosques.
On the other hand, the Dar'iya court did not take immediate
action, perhaps because they were engaged in consolidating their influence
in the Hejaz province.

Nevertheless, in 1808, when some looal rulers

were disturbing the peace of the area, Sa'ud determined to restore peace
and order in the area;

therefore he authorized the chief of Ras al-Khaima

to deal with the situation.

A battle took place between the Sa'udis ana

the Omanis at Khaur Fakhan in which the latter was defeated and obliged to
sue for peace on condition that they offered their submission.^
This did not last long, because da*id b.Sultan in 1809

threw off his allegiance to al-Dar'iya and called in the British to attack
the Sa'udi stronghold at Ras al-Khaimav
v ) Miles, ibid.; Shaikh Mansur, pp.16-17.
(3) ibn Bishr, p. 150 .

The British for various reasons
(2) Miles, pp.3o6-7»
(4 ) ibid., p.153.
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were concerned with their own commercial protection in the Persian G-ulf
and were pleased to assist the Muscat government in resisting the Sa'udi
power.

Thereupon a British expedition was despatched from Bombay,
j,\\r ^
arriving at Muscat, it was joined by the Omanis, whence it marched on

Has al-Khaima which was destroyed.

Burckhardt writes:

"The greatest loss

which the Wahabys (sic ) ever experienced was, in the course of that year
(1809), the destruction of their fortified harbour on the Persian Gulf,
called Ras al-Kheyma (sic), which was laid in ashes by an English expedition
sent from Bombay, as its piratical inhabitants of the Gowajim or Djowasim
tribe had committed numerous depredation upon the English commerce in that
sea ." 1
On receiving the news of this espedition Sa'ud hastened to
despatch a force under the command of Mutlak al-Mutairi to the relief of
Ras al-Khaima, but when al-Mutairi arrived Eas al-Khaima had been already
ruined.

2

Thus he marched northward to the relief of Shinas and then

attacked Suhar with the help of the tribes of Mu'aim, Dhawahir and the Banu
Qitab, and all the Arabs of the neighbourhood of al-Buraimi as well as
Muhammad b.Nasir,^ (who had joined the Sa'udis^ and the result of this
campaign was that the Sultan’s force was defeated in

18 11 in the Ka'awal

valley.^
In consequence of these circumstances, Sultan Sa'id turned his
attention to Persia, by ensuring that his brother Sayyid Salim was despatched
as an envoy to the court of Persia in order to ask for its help against
(l ) Og^cit. p p «536-7.
(3) Badger, p.298.

(2) Shaikh Mansur, p.58.
(4 ) ibid, p.314.

~~
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the Wahhabis.

Shaikh Mansur states that the Shah had been for some time
•j

engaged in hostilities against the Wahhabis.

Thus Persia supplied
2

Muscat with a force consisting of 3»000 men.

As soon as this force

arrived at Muscat the operations started against the Saudis, and the fort
of Nadhl was surrounded by the allied forces until it sued for peace;
from there they marched to Semail which likewise surrendered to them.^
On hearing this news Muhammad b.Nasir immediately contacted
al-Mutairi, who raised levies from the Banu Nu'aim, Qitab and al—dhawahir
tribes;

he also collected many from uhank and al-G-habby and these were

joined by others from the Janabah and duruwa tribes.

A battle took place

between the Sa'udis and the Persian-Omanis near Saddi and the former
gained complete victory over the Omanis together with the Persians.^“

Then

the Sa'udis: and their allies went to Semail, where the Muscat! Persians
were attacked and completely routed near this town.
According to Shaikh Mansur, Mutlak, after this victory,
instead of proceeding to the relief of Ras al-Khaima, which the Sultan had
been attacking, marched directly to Muscat, burnt Mutra (one of its suburbs)
and took up such a position as to intercept all supplies from the
surrounding country.

The Sultan had no sooner heard of the defeat of his

army and the imminent danger to’ his capital, than he returned with all
possible speed to its assistance, but he could only arrive in time to see
its dependencies in flames.^
(.1) Op«Pit. p . 8 o .
(3) Badger, p. 316 .

Thus the Sultan Sa'id, unable j:o defeat

(2) Badger, p.314; lbn Bishr, p p .160—161*
(4) lbid..p*317. uhank. situated in the district
of al Zharirah, ibid., p.57»
(5) Shaikh Mansur, pp.84-5. (6) ibid.
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Mutlak, ddcided to come to an agreement with him, by which the latter
retired on condition that the Sultan should pay him 40,000 hollars.^
Miles writesz "With this amount Mutlak returned to Nejd, where hi3 action
in abandoning the campaign would appear to have been disapproved of by the
o
Amir Saood (sicJ."
After this event Mutlak went back to al-har'iya and ibn
(¿hardaqah, who had replaced him in Oman, was killed immediately because
trouble resulting from his improper administration of the collection of the
zakat leu to a revolt by some people of the Banu ias against the Sa'udi
government.

3

Accordingly in 1813» Mutlak was ordered to move against

Oman in order to restore law, and order and to put an end to the interference
of the Sultan in the affairs of Ras al-Khaima;

but when he was fighting in

the territory of al-iiajariyin he was cut off from his men by the tribe of
Hajariyin and killed;

and his force retired to al-Buraimi.

Miles writes;

"Mutlak*s arms and coat-of-mail were carried to Muscat, and the dark cloud
of Wahabee (sic) dominion over Oman was scattered, while the hopes of the
Wahabee Amir attaining to conquest of Oman were lost.

To this able and

dashing generalship the success of the Wahabee invasions had been chiefly
due, and the Amir had no one of similar capacity to replace him." **
However, at the same time that the head of Mutlak was brought
(l) Miles, p.319; Shaikh Mansur, p.70.
(2) Ibid.
According to Badger this amount seems highly probable, from certain
statements made in the sequel, was paid as Zakat, or obligatory alms
for religious purposes, and that it was stipulated on the same occasion
what amount of such tribute should be paid annually by 'Azzan b.Qais
._ . *or Sohar, and by the Seyyid Sa'ia for the remainder of Oman.p.lxxvii.
(3) Badger, p.325.
(4) ibid., p.32?.
(5) ibid., p.320.
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to Muscat, Sultan b.Sakar, the former chief of the Qawasim tribe, who had
been dismissed and arrested by the Sa'udi authority, escaped from al-Dar'iya
to Mecca and placed himself under the protection of the Ottoman authorities,
by arriving at Muscat.

He was entrusted with a mission to the Sultan of

Oman by the Viceroy of Egypt, namely to propose an alliance against the

1

Sa'udis.

Thereupon the Sultan despatched a ship to Jidda, loaded with

provisions and ammunition, assuring Tusun Pasha that he might depend on
all the assistance which Muscat could afford as long as the aim was the
destroying of the Sa'udi power.
On the other hand, on hearing of Mutlak's death, Saud sent
Ibn Mazru* to replace him at the same time as he was ordered to suppress

2
the Omani territory.

Reaching al-Buraimi he collected a large force with

the intention of marching against al-Bediah, but no battle took place
between him and the Omani forces because sudden developments in al-Batinah
brought the campaign to an end, the ruler of Muscat being more interested
in the Affairs of the coast than in those of the interior”!

Beyond this

we cannot trace the activities of Ibn Mazrur for lack of material.
Later on, according to Miles^Afcd Allah b. Sa'ud, who had
succeeded his father, appointed a new agent at Muscat in 1816, with
instructions to adopt a more conciliatory attitude towards the Oman rulers
and to come to a permanent peace^t

The agent's negotiations at Muscat

at first promised success, but the question of Ras al-fthaima proved an
(1) Shaikh Mansur, pp.83-90.
(3) Ibid.; Badger, p.329«

(2) S.M. p. 14-2.
C4-) ibid., p.322.
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insurmountable obstacle, and the state of war continued.'
On the other hand, ibn Mazru' wa 3 succeeded by Battal
al-Mutairi who continued to hold this post until the fall of al-Dar'iya
c
2
and the end of the reign of AbdAllah b.Sa'ua.
However, as a result of the heavy demand for men in order
to encounter Ibrahim Pasha's campaign, ^ o A l l a h b.Sa'ud was obliged to
withdraw the Nejdi force in Oman.

A 3 a matter of fact, not only the Nejdi

men but also other Arabs of Oman hastened to defend al-Dar'iya, Miles
states! "It was at this time that Mohammad Ali, Viceroy of Egypt, was
contemplating the final destruction of the Wahabee Empire, and the Amir
Abdulla, foreseeing the coming blow, had need of every available man to
aid in the defence of his country, and not only was every Nejdian soldier
withdrawn from Oman, but the Arab spirit of clannishness, or perhaps the
ingrained hatred of Arab against Turk, induced a large contingent from the
Ghafiri or Maaaaic tribes of al-Dhahlreh to flock to the standard of the
Amir at Deraya."^

r n r Miles, p.322

(2) S.M., p.143.

(3) xbid., p.323
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4

- Sa'udi-Iraqi relations.

According to Burckhardt, the Pasha of Baghdad exercised
influence over numerous Bedouin tribes in his neighbourhood..

Several of

0

these were already at war with the Sa'udis, whose expeditions were dreaded
•]
all along the banks of the Euphrates.

However, the Sa'udis came into

contact with the Iraqi tribes in 1785.

According to Ibn Ghannam and lbn

Bishr the war broke out between the Sa'udis and Thuwaini, the chief of the
Muntafiq tribe which was under^He^Iraqi sovereingty, because Sa'dun
b.'Arai’ar, the chief of al-Hasa, fled to al-dar'iya, presumably to obtain
its support against a local rebellion which was supported by Thuwaini
2
b. 'Abdallah the chief of the Muntafiq tribe.
To avoid any friction with Thuwaini, kbd al-Aziz b.Sa'ud
asked Sa'dun not to come to al-Dar'iya, but the latter did not listen.
Consequently cAbd al-Aziz assured Thuwaini that al-uar'iya would not
support Sa'dun and they would like to live in peace with him.

But Thuwaini

did not accept al-JJar'iya*s excuse and decided to declare war against it . -5
On the other hand, Musil states that ibn 'Arai'ar was unable
to maintain himself in al-IIasa and in 1784 fled to Ibn Sa'ud in al-uar'iya
where he died.

ibn Sa'ud occupied the southern part of his territory,

while the chief of the Muntafiq held the northern part in the name of the'
U)
(2) lbn Ghannam, al-Rawdhat, vol.2.p.124* Ibn Bishr.90.,
lbn Ghannam, pp. 124 -5 .
lbn Bishr writes, "In 1200 (1785) the battle of Jadh.'a took place in which
two sections of the Banu Ahalid (Mahashir and al-Subaih) conspired with two
members of its princely family, 'Abdal-Muhsin b.Sardah al-'Ubaidallah and
Thuwaini b.'Arai'ar to revolt against the rule of Sa'dun.
Thuwaini
h. 'Abdallah, the chief of the Muntafiq, responded to their request for
support and the confederates confronted Sa'dun inoverwhelming force."
0p_._cit.p.90; Fhilby, S.A.n.75.
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Turkish government.
And. so, war broke out between ibn Sa’ua and the Turkish
government.

At the end of 1786 Turkish troops with artillery, 700 camel

loads of military provisions, led by the Muntafiq chief, marched into the

A
Sa'uai territory of al-Qasim.

On reaching Tanuma, a village in .the Qasim

district, he and various contingents of the Shammar and Tay tribes besieged
this village for some days, bombarding it with heavy artillery.

Then it

2
was taken by storm and pillaged.

Afterwards the Turkish troops marched on

Buraida where they made their preparations for its besieging, but Thuwaini
received newSof trouble at home.

Thus he had to abandon the siege and

hastily returned to al-Zubair where he arrested the governor of Basra, and
then Thuwaini went forward to Basra where he usurped the governorship.^
The second contact took place in 1796.

it was occasioned

by the fact that various detachments of the Sa'udi forces went so far as
to plunder some villages in Iraq, and also that the inhabitants complained
to the governor of Baghdad and aroused his suspicions, claiming that the
Sa*udis were planning to occupy Basra and even Baghdad.^

Accordingly in

1797, Sulaiman Pasha, governor of Baghdad, provided Thuwaini with arms and
men.

With this force as well as volunteers from Kuwait, Zubair and his

own tribe, together with the Dhafir tribe, advanced towards al-Hasa.

No

wooner had^Abd al-Aziz b. Sa’ud received news of this development than he
ordered provincial contingents from al-Kharj, al-Far'a, Wadi al-Dawasir,
5
al-Aflaj, Washra, Sudair, al-Qasim and Jabal Shammar to meet this threat,
and appointed Muhammact b.Mu’aiqil as the commander-in-chief of these forces.
>"* j ^ ail,Northern Net
jd. p .26u . (21 Ibn Bishr.n.91. (3}ibia~;~Philbv.op.cit.n.76.
> 7 < _ n Bishr,pp.115-t>;Brydges, a brief history of the Y/ahaubv.po.10-11. ~
l5JIbn Bishr, ibid.
-------------- --------- :
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which left al-Uar’iya for the watering place of Qariya in the Taff district.
Simultaneously orders were given to the Bedouin tribes of Mutair, Subai',
'Ujman, Suhul and others, to choose their winter encampments in the Banu
ifhalia district in order to occupy the different watering places and defend
them against the enemy.

m

addition to this, Sa’ud marched to Raudhat

al-Tanha, with contingents from al-’Aridh and other districts; then he
1
moved to Hafar al-'Atk where he stayed for two months.
However, no fight took place because Thuwaini was
assassinated by a slave in July 1797«

Longrigg comments on this, "The

arm/, possessed of no bond or discipline save in his personality, instantly
dispersed into fifty contingents, each eager for the safety of their homes.
Thus in treachery and panic flight ended the la 3t and better-deserving effort
of the great Muntafiq Shaikh, and the first counter-stroke of Iraq, against
the Wahhabi power."

They were pursued by the Sa’udis as1 far a 3 the

environs of Kuwait.^
In spite of the Turkish-Iraqi government1 failure, Sulaiman
Pasha would not give up his object of threatening the Sa’udis.^

He

therefore despatched a new expedition in 1798, under the Turkish, commander
■Ali Kaikhiya.

it possessed a formidable train of artillery and it

contained five thousand janissaries, mercenary regulars and divisions of the
Uqail,^Dbaid, Shammar, and other tribes.

Muhammad al-Shawi accompanied

the campaign so as to aid^Alx Kaikhiya by his advice and to direct hi$ in
F ) l b n Bishr«,p^HB.
(2 ) Pour centuries of Modern Iraq,p.215.
(3)Ibn Bishr,p.1 1 7 .
(49 Brydges says:"During my absence in England from
1795-1798, the porte had sent repeatedly the most pressing order to Suleiman
Pasha, to undertake an expedition, on a sufficient scale to justify reasonable
hopes of entirely subverting the Wahauby power; an evident proof how much the
uneasiness of the Ottoman government, respecting these sectaries had increased
and how greatly their power and reputation were augment»"Quoit .p-p. 16 -1 7 .
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•l

his translations.

On reaching al-Kasa the people of the Hufuf, Kubarraz

and the villages of the oasis, joined the Turkish troops, hut the garrisons
of the forts at Hufuf and Mubarraz resisted the invaders for two months;
but when they failed in their task, they decided to raise the siege and go
home.

Meanwhile news arrived that Sa'ucL was on his way to defend his

dominion, therefore CAli Kaikhiya hastened to leave al-HasaP

On hearing

of this development, Sa'ud proceeded to the watering place at Thaj in order
to intercept the retreating army.
the wells of Shibak, near Thaj.^

Meanwhile the Turkish army encamped at
After some days skirmishing, they came

to an agreement on the understanding that the Sa'udis should stop raids
against the Iraqi territories, and pay the costs of the expedition.

5

But

according to Ibn Bishr,6Ali Kaikhiya proposed peace providing the Turks
should return home unmolested.^
The failure o f £Ali's expedition was attributed to the fact
that Muhammad al-Shawi, who had large territorial possessions in the
neighbourhood of Baghdad, entertained a secret understanding with the Sa'udi
chief Al-Shawi and the chief of the Muntafiq tribe promised the Sa'udi chief
that they would persuade iili Kaikhiya to conclude a peace with him.^
However, the real reason fo^Ali's expeditionary failure
was that which Brydges explains in the following quotation, "The failure of
the expedition was entirely owing to the improper, spiritless, and cowardly
manner in which Aly commenced the attack on el-Hassa.
U ) Ibn Bishr, pp.125-6; Longrigg, ibidl
P ) -tbn Bishr, p.127; Longrigg, ibid.
15) Lam'al Shihab.
I 6T ~ibid.

I was assured by a

(.2) lbn Bishr, p.126.
(4) Ibn Bishr, ibid.
(7 ) Lam'al Shihab.pp.354-5.
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person who accompanied the expedition, that the battery with which the
Kiah pretended to breach the fort was in the first instance so placed,
that had a breach been effected, the Turks would have had the river to
cross in the face of the enemy; and in the next, that the batteries were
erected at so great a distance from the walls of the fort, that most of
the shells and balls never reached;

the former exploding in the air, and
■j

the latter, if any of them did reach thither, producing no effect."
The concluded|peace^between Iraq and the Sa’udi state did
not last long because a caravan of Persian pilgrims was attacked and
plundered, between hillah and MashhadtAli;
was attacked by a party of the ba'udis.

also the neighbourhood of Basra
Accordingly 'Abd al-Aziz al-Shawl

was sent on a mission to the Sa'udi court, but he returned to report that
peace was not desired.
This was followed by an attack against Karbala.

They chose

the 2nd of April 1801 because the city would be almost deserted.
presented themselves suddenly, and easily attacked the town.

They

After a short

siege it was taken by storm and all the people, who were found, were
massacred without mercy.

Having accomplished this, pillaged, demolished

the tomb of imam Husain and taken everything of fralue such as weapons, money,
and other valuable things, they withdrew to al-Dar'iya.^
No sooner had Sulaiman Pasha heard of the arrival of. the
Sa udis than he sent £Ali Kaikhiya in great haste with some cavalry to stop
them, but at was too late because they only took five hours to besiege the*

* P P »22-3.
~
(2) Op.cit., p.2/; Longrigg, p.216.
ibn Bishr, pp. 129-50; Longrigg, p.217# Rousseau, op.cit., p.15b
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town of A&rbala.

-i

Accordingly the Shah of Persia wrote to Sulaiman Pasha

a letter full of Ditter reproaches, wherein he expressed hi3 indignation
over the weak conduct that “Ali Kaixhiya had shown in the expedition to
al-Dar'iya.

And he threatened himself to send a numerous army to

exterminate the Wahhabis if ne did not promptly take measures to do so.

2

Sulaiman Pasha conveyed to the Shah of Persia his extreme
grief and admitted his guilt in not having the foresight to prevent it.
he added that ne naa not been able to foresee or prevent it, because of
the rapidity with which it naa been launched;

and he promised to keep a

closer watch on the movements of the wahhabis in the future and to act
against them with vigour.^
The Sa'udis stopped attacking iraq for a while because they
had been engaged in their operations against the Hejaz.

Following *Abd

al-'Aziz's assassination, his successor's aim was to avenge his father
So from the end of the year 1803 a detachment of the Sa'udis
advanced against Iraq, probably to show the Pasha of Baghdad that if he had
managed to get rid of his enemy by crime, 'Abd al-CAziz lived on in his son.
At the beginning of 1804 the Sa'udis appeared in force in
the area of Zubair, a town situated on the Euphrates some distance north
of Basra.

From here Sa'ud sent his men to plunder the outskirts of

< al-Basra, and besieged Zubair under cover of night.

After a fruitless

siege of twelve days, Sa'ud drew off his troops and returned home.**

This

U J Raymond, Mémoire sur l'origine des Wahabys, p.17.
v2 ) Rousseau, op.cit. p.156l
(3) Rousseau, p.157.
\.4) He was assassinated by a Shi'ite who had become a Wahhabi through the
desire of vengeance. This false Y/ahhabi was of the town of Imam Husain,
and had lost his three sons in the general massacre of the town.
ibn Bishr,
P.134; Rousseau, p.168.
C5) l^n Bishr, p.140.
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was because the town was very well fortified.

Corancez writes, "The

walls which surround the city, fourteen cubits high, are of earth soaked
in water and dried in the sun.

Nothing is commoner than this kind of

fortification in Egypt, and, in all cultivated places which are exposed
•4
to the Arabs raids."
As a result of the successive orders which were pressed
by the Porte, the Pasha of Baghdad, at the head of a powerful array, set off
for Hillah and then to al-uar'iya.

2

Harford Jones writes, "The Pacha is

at present encamped near Hillah, and it is given out he means, after the
present month of Ramazan, to march against the Wahaby.

Prom what

1 know

of the situation of this Government, of the Pacha's resources and of the
state of his army,

1 cannot bring mjrself to suppose he will attenpt any

such thing.
But this expedition did not march against al-Dar'iya and
contented itself with some raids on the frontiers of the Sa'udi dominion.
On the other hand, Sa'ud made his annual excursion against
Iraqi territory in 1806.

Reaching al-Mashhad he tried to attack, but in

vain because its walls were surrounded by a protective moat.

Therefore he

decided to retire to Hindiya and Hillah, which were attacked, but nothing
was achieved.^
were raided.

From here he moved to Basra and Zubair and Samawa which
He also led another expedition against Karbala in 1808, but

he found that it was well fortified.

Having tried to break the

fortifications of this town, he went to ?Athatha'which was compelled to

O p »01**»
'
(2) Longrigg, op.oit., p.229T~
'
,
V.3) Letter to Lord Castlereagh, Baghdad, December 13th 1804, F.O.letter 78/36.
U J ibn Bishr, p. 145 .
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surrender, and so Sa'ud made his way to Basra and Zubair, whose outskirts
were raided and pillaged.

1

kind of raiding continued until

c.1) ibn Bishr,

p.149

.

v 'r

'

But these attacks were ineffectual.

18 10 .

This
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5 - Syrian-Sa'udi relations►
According to Raymond the first contact with Syria came
in 1803.

vVhile ^AbdAllah Pasha, the governor of Damascus and Emir al-Hajj

was proceeding to Mecca, he was interrupted by a party of the Sa'udis under
-i

the pretext of demanding the usual charges passing through.^

^AbdAllah

Fasha would not pay, and he wrote to Sa'ud asking him for permission to
make the pilgrimage.

Sa'ud replied to 6AbcLAllah rasha that the caravan

could freely enter Mecca provided that it should stay there three days,
and he himself would guarantee the safety of the pilgrims and would prevent
any harm being done to thera.^
The second contact came in 1805, when the Syrian pilgrims
obtained a passage on condition that the caravan

of pilgrims should no

longer come under the protection of the Turks, or bring the Mahmal which
the Porte used to send every year to the Holy city.^

In short, Sa'ud

required that the whole caravan should be composed absolutely of pilgrims

T,
alone, without troops, arms, flags, or ahy other ornaments, and without music.
This was followed in 1807 by Sa'ud' 3 instructions to his
commanders at Medina that the Syrian pilgrim caravans should not be permitted
to enter Medina or proceed to MeccaJ4-

The reason for this was Sa'ud's fear

that Ghalib might be given support by the Turkish escort which accompanied
the pilgrim caravans.
jfemoire sur 1'origins des Wahabis, p. 22 . (2)Raymond,p.23;Rousseau,p.l62.
V3; al-Damasqi, Tafrihk Hawadith al-Sham and Labgnon,p.17; ‘All Bey, Travels.
vol.2 .p.i35 . Mahmal is a richly worked chest covered with a green cloth,
which contained the pious offerings which the Porte sent to be placed on
(5) Ibi Kaa'ba; Rousseau op.cit.,p.17Q.
(4) ibn Bishr, p.146.
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Accordingly, on the approach of the Syrian caravan to the
sacred area, the Sa'udi authorities informed the caravan’s Emir that they
•j
would not he allowed to go ahead and make the pilgrimage.
explains the reasons for this;

Burckhardt

"In refusing to let the caravans pass, the

Wahabys appear to have acted from religious motives, for they knew that
the soldiers who accompanied them would not attempt any hostile measures
in a country where they might be at once cut off from all supplies and
reinforcements.

But the hadjys, or pilgrims, composing those caravans,

had always acted in so indecorous a manner, their chiefs had so openly
sanctioned the vilest practices, and the ceremonies of the hadj itself had
been so polluted by the conduct of the devotees, that the Wahabys, who had
long insisted upon a reform of these disorders, resolved to terminate them . "2
it is clear from the above facts that the Sa'udis objection
was on religious grounds because, as we have already mentioned, the caravan
was accompanied by music and other innovations which had nothing to do with
religion.
In 1808 Sa’ud despatched a messenger to Damascus and the
shaikhs and A'yans of Syria with^letter in which he required his doctrine to
be recognized, promising true believers safety and protection, threatening

1807~ '^ %

Here
8111 extract from a letter from Aleppo, dated 14th March
"I am hastening to give you the important news of the misfortune
w ch befell the pilgrims.
These set out from Damascus to go to Mecca,
aving as usual at their head, the Emir-el-hage, Abd allah Pacha.
They
were stopped in the middle of their journey by the Wahabis and exposed to
new vexations.
The sect had dictated last year to the same pachayrigorous
conditions, which forbade the convoy showing any form of exterior decoration.
Annoyed to find that this had not been Conformed with, they ordered him to
suspend, and return with, the whole caravan, threatening him with complete
pillage, if he showed the least form of resistance." (Rousseau op.cit. d .178).
U ; 2Eickt.,pp.327-8 .
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to destroy the city, if it should oppose any resistance to him.

Similar

letters from Sa'ud were addressed to the different towns of Syria.

1

Their

contents were the same except that Sa'ud asked that the city of Aleppo
should pay him a tribute.
to the number of

It was alleged that the Sa'udis were marching

40,000 men to support their claim.

it is clear from this that the Sa'udi wars were to a great
extent based on their interpretation of Islam.
However, Yusuf Pasha made some half-hearted preparations
in

1809 for an attack against the district of Jauf, which was under the

Sa'udi sovereignty.

It was only a vain demonstration of his zeal, and never

took place.^
On the other hand, Sa'ud made his attack against the
neighbourhood of Damascus with about six thousand men in 1810.

According

to Burckhardt, Sa'ud's arrival was unexpected, and Yusuf Pasha's arn$r was
unable to check his progress, so that they plundered thLrlty-five villages
in the Huran district during three days,.and burnt all the corn wherever
they passed.2*"
spared them.

As to the lives of the inhabitants and peasants, Sa'ud
Burckhardt comments on Sa'ud's action by saying, "But his

plan was, undoubtedly, to make frequent plundering visits, so that
Damascus at least would have been induced to surrender voluntarily."n 5
) Corancez puts this event in 1807 (op.cit.,p»133); see al-Damashqi, op.cit.
(2) Corancez, ibid.
urckhardt, op.cit.p.556. Al-Jauf district consisted of several villages
/
on
road from Damascus to Nejd, twelve days distance from Damascus,
distance from Damascus.
(¿I £Ej*°iL*p.337» These villages were two days di
K5) 02acit.pp.337-8.

According to ibn Bishr, the object of Sa'ud's expedition was directed
against the Syrian tribes, from ’Anaza and the Banu Sakhr who had
concentrated in Nugrat al-Sham, but when he arrived there, he found that
they had already left this place, and so he attacked H.uran.’*
This was the last contact between the Sa’udis and the
Syrian dominions.

rm^r Bishr,

p .15 6
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6 - Ottomani/Egyptian - Sa'udi relations»
The increasing power of the Sa'udis and the spread
of their influence to the neighbouring countries, namely the Hejaz, Iraq.,
Oman and finally Syria, created the impression that the Sa'udis were
infidels.

Burckhardt states that Ghalib, the ruler of the Hejaz:, who
•j

provoked the Turkish government to opposition, represented them as infidels.
Moreover, the Pashas of Baghdad made statements similar to that of G-halib
and to them the Porte listened.

Thus from 1795 onwards the Porte had

sent his orders to the Pasha of Baghdad in order to subdue, or even destroy
the Sa'udi power, but all his attempts failed to achieve their aim.
Accordingly, the Porte decided to approach the Sa'udis by
sending some legal expert to the Sa'udi Court in the hope of coming to
terms with them.

Elgin writes, "The affairs of the Wahaby next engaged

the most serious attention of the Ottoman Council (which was held on
20th October,

18 0 1 ).

The conduct and the strength of those sectaries,

the interests in opposition to them, and the difficulties in attacking
them by force, were all fairly canvassed.

And, in the failure of the

endeavours now to be made at accommodation with them, a uniform system
of measures -against them will be traced, and orders given to pursue it,
from the governments in Syria, from Mecca and Baghdad, in combination
with any plans which may be concerted with the King of Persia." ^
[!|

cit«.,N.B.y» p.322.
"
(2 ) ibid.
Tom Earl Elgin, the British Ambassador at the Porte, to Mr. Harford
Jones, Resident at Baghdad. 06t.21, 1801. (F.O. Letter 78/36).
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However, this suggestion was not confirmed, either by
lbn Bishr or Burckhardt, and it is possible that the Forte tried to
approach the Sa'udis, because Burckhardt states that the Sharif of Mecca,
who had always been a determined enemy of the growing Wahhabi power, had
an interest in widening the breach between them and the Turks, and
therefore artfully and unremittingly spread reports of the Wahhabis being
really infidels, in order to render abortive all attempts %t negotiations
with them.

1
Suffice it to say that, according to Corancez, Adam-Effenai,

formerly Qadi of Jerusalem, was sent by the Forte on a mission to the
Wahhabis in order to present to them evidence of the favourable attitude
of the Forte.

2

Before proceeding, Adam-Effendi had, moreover, long

discussions at Constantinople with the Mufti and legal advisers.

They

had for a long time been in agreement with him as to the means of bringing
the principles of their religion closer to those of Shaikh Muhammad.^
Thereupon, in 18u 6 Adam-Efi'endi accompanied Ab¿Allah Fasha, the Emir of
the Syrian pilgrims;
of him.

since his arrival at Mecca there haa been no news

Corancez writes, "No news has since been heard of that unhappy

Effendi who doubtless perished a victim of the politics of the Porte and
the intolerance of the new prophet."^
Yet, seeing that we have no available information, this
statement can neither be substantiated nor refuted.
(1) Ibid.
(3) Op.cit. p. 35 .

(2 ) Op.cit.. p. 34 *
(4) Ibid.
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However, consequent on the taking of Mecca and Medina,
the Porte transmitted his orders to the Pasha of Baghaaa to march against
the Sa'uaisj

but his attempts proved unavailing.
On the other hand, Mecca and Medina having yielded to the

Sa'udis, Sa'ud came into direct hostilities with the Turkish government.
Valentia states, "Suud (sic) to Selim.

I entered Mecca on the 4th day

of Maharem, in the 1218th year of the Hejira.
inhabitants.
worshipped.
per cent.

1 kept peace towards the

i destroyed all the tombs which they idolatrously
1 abolished the levying of all customs above two and half
1 confirmed the Cadi, whom you had appointed to govern in the

place agreeably to the commands of Mohammed.

I desire that, in the

ensuing years, you will give orders to the pachas of Shaum (sic), Syria,
Misr, and Egypt, not to come accompanied by the Mahamel, trumpets, and
drums, into Mecca and Medina.
things.

For why? religion is not profited by these

Peace be between us, and may the blessing of G-od be unto you.

dated on the 10th day of M o h a r e m e M o r e o v e r ,

Sa'ud declared in 18o 5

that the caravans of the pilgrims should no longer come under the
protection of the Turks.^

Above all he also forbade the people to pray

in their mosques for the welfare of the Sultan as was usually done on
Fridays.^

Accordingly the Porte issued his orders to the Pashas of

*

Baghdad and Damascus to do their best to attack the Sa'udis. and recapture
the Holy Cities, but in vain.
(1) Letter from Jones Harford to Lord Caslereagh, Baghdad, July 31» 1803.
(F.OJjetter 78/36)
(2) Voyages and travels, vol.2. p.390.
(3) All Bey, Op.cit., p.135; Corancea op.cit. p.92.
(4 ) Burckhardt, op.cit. p.336.
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Since all the attempts which the Pashas of Baghdad, and
Damascus had undertaken to destroy the Sa'udi power had failed, the Porte

now turned to the Egyptian Pasha.

Burckhardt explains the reasons for

this choice by saying that all parties knew that from Egypt only could
the Hejaz be conquered, because the immense desert extending between that'
country and Damascus rendered impossible the transport of sufficient
provisions and ammunitions for a regular campaign with an enemy, whose
1
first measure would be to cut off all other communications, and because
the Hejaz depended almost exclusively upon Egypt for every necessity of
life.

In consequence, Muhammad All, the Viceroy of Egypt, was ordered

to take such steps as might be necessary to re-occupy the Holy cities and
crush the Wahhabi movement.

To do so he began to make the following

necessary preparations during 1809-1811.

(1) The construction of a

fleet of twenty eight vessels large and small.^

(2) Large magazines of

corn, biscuits and other provisions were formed about the same time at
Suez.^

(3) The castles on the pilgrimage road, between Cairo and Yaribu1,

were all repaired and strengthened by new walls, and garrisoned with
Maghribi foot-soldiers who were accustomed to dealing with Bedouin customs
and tactics.**

(4 ) He sent to the Hejaz; Sayyid Ahmad al-Mulla to make

sure of the dispositions of the country, examine the Saudi forces, the
situation of the Arab tribes, and to ascertain the plan of .the Sharif
of Mecca.^

(5) He also entrusted the task of all the necessary

I~1) Op.cit., p.338
(4) Ibid.

C2> Op.cit.. p.3391
(5 ) Ibid.

(3) Op.cit., p.3437
(6j Mengin, op.cit..
vol.1 .p.373.
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arrangements with the Bedouin of the Red Sea to Sayyid Muhammad
al-Mahrouki.

Burckharat writes, "To the first merchant of Cairo, Seyed

Mohammed el-Mahrouky, who had himself often been at Mekka and was deeply
concerned in the Red Sea trade, were entrusted by Mohammed Aly the
political conduct of the war and all the necessary arrangement with the
Bedouins of the Red Sea;

and it cannot be doubted that he had a
■j

considerable share in the final success of this enterprise."
On the other hand, on hearing the nevrof this expedition,
Ghalib immediately entered into secret correspondence with Muhammad 1Ali,
telling him that he would throw off the yoke of the Sa'udis at the first
appearance of the

Turkish forces on the shores of the Hejaz.

2

Muhammad *Ali, having finished these preparation^ in 1811
sent an expedition to the Hejaz under his son Tusun Pasha, in the course
^ 3
of which Yanbu*' was occupied after a feeble resistan|:*
As a result of this, Sa’ud sent a force under the command
of his son AbdAllah with the purpose of resisting the invasion.

The

latter took up his position at al-Khaif, the narrowest part of Wadi

al-Safra, about half-way between Medina and the coast, awaiting the advance
of the aggressors.

in this wadi a battle took place between the two sides

which lasted for three successive days and during which the Turkish army
was put completely to rout.
of his army to iaribu’A

Hereupon Tusun retreated with the remainder

Fortunately for the Turkish, the Saudis did not

(1) Op.cit., p.344^
(2) Burcichardt. ibid.
(3) .ibid, p.3A5. """
Ot*) l6th January, 1812 to the m arquis of Wellesley, Mxssett, F.O.letter 2ifA-.
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follow up their success.

vV'eygand writes, "Les forces de souchoud ne

surent pas exploiter leur succès pour jeter sur ïanbo.

Leurs chefs eurent

/
meme l'impudence de croire qu'ils avaient inflige a Toussoun une défaite
irremediable.

ils se contentèrent de renforcer l'effectif de la citadelle

O
de Medine et de confier aux habitants la defense des positions de Safra,
I
1
'
puis ils rentrèrent dans 1*intérieur du Nedjd."
Muhammad “Ali haa no sooner received the news of Tusun's
defeat than he prepared to send reinforcement together with large sums
of money to his son, for the purpose of distribution among the
neighbouring Bedouin, in order to detach them from the Sa'udi side.

2

Understandably, this policy succeeded in gaining over the Banu Salim and
Banu Subh, who occupied the Madi al-Safra.

3

Missett, the British Consul

in Egypt, reported this event by saying, "It appears certain that the
Arabs of Judeda (the defile), to the number of fifty chiefs, have joined
Toossun Pasha, and put several hostages into his hands.
In 1312 on receiving reinforcements, Tusun gave his orders
to march on Medina, which surrendered after-having been invested and
ç
bombarded.

On the contrary, Missett states that the commandant of

al-Medina, following the example of other Arab chiefs, had invited Tusun
„ g
Pasha to take possession of the town.
This was followed, in 1813» by
the surrender of Jidda, Mecca and Taif.

And as a result^ the surrender

of the latter, the subjects of 'Uthman al-Mudhaifi who live in the region,*
5
4

rrr Histoire militaire

de Mohammed Aly et de ses fils, vol.1.p.75»
(.2) Burckhardt, op.cit. p .352. (3 ) Ibid. The Banu Salim and Banu Subh were
powerful branches of the.Banu Harb tribe.
(4) 4th November, 1812, Missett, F.O.letter 24/4.
(5) Ibn Bishr, p.165.
(6j Ibid.
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of this town offered their submission to the Turks, as well as the
Zahran and G-hamid provinces.

1

Meanwhile, Sa'ud had no sooner lost the Hejaz than he set
out in person towards Hanakiya, an important oasis and settlement on the
main road from Medina to the Qasim province, whose fort was already in
Turkish hands.

It was surrendered after some skirmishes and its garrison

was allowed to go not to Medina, but to al-Iraq.

2

On the other hand, Mustafa Bey, the Pasha's brother-in-law,
accompanied by Sharif Rajih, pushed on towards Turaba, about seventy or
eighty miles distant from Taif to the east, but was repulsed and obliged
3
to retreat to al-Taif.

Consequently al-Mudhaifi organized several

attacks against the forts of al-Taif, cutting off communications with
Mecca.

Having accomplished this, he retired to Basal, four or five hours

eastward from al-Taif, where Sharif Ghalib had been informed of his presence
Thus he detached a strong force to pursue al-Mudhaifi, who was arrested
4^
i
and handed over the Ghalib who had him put to death.
As a result of the failure of all the attempts which Tusun
had made to defeat the Sa'udis, Muhammad^Ali decided to visit the Hejaz
in order to direct the operations personally.

Burckhardt points out,

"The Turks whenever they encountered the Bedouins in the open country,
were always defeated;
allies with confidence.

and the sharif's conduct by no mean inspired his
Under these circumstances, Mohammad.Aly Pasha

Z l ) Ibn Bishr. p. 16 7 . (2J Ibn Bishr, pp.167-8; Philby, 3.A . p.124^
(.3) Ibn Bishr, p.168; Burckhardt, p.353.
Burckhardt, op.cit. pp.358-9i Ibn Bishr, ibid, p.169; Philby, p.125.
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thought it necessary to visit in person the scene of action, and strike
a signal blow that might establish his authority on a permanent footing
in Hedjaz, and enable him to claim for himself the whole merit of the
conquest
Having arrived at the Hejaz, MuhammadcAli's first task
was to provide for the transport of necessary supplies from Jidda to
Mecca and al-Taif. Accordingly all the ship3 of the ports of Jiada and
?
> ¡Caribu' were employed for this purpose.
in addition to this, he hired
twenty ships from the imam of Muscat.

Moreover, he tried to obtain as

many camels as possible for carrying the provisions between Jidda and
Mecca and then to al-Taif.
Ali

o

Having finished preparing this, Muhammad

in November 1813 despatched his son Tusun with two thousand men to

Turaba in an attempt to capture it, but he was attacked by the Banu Sa'ad,
al-Naaira and 'Ataiba, who inhabited the country between Turaba and
x
al-Taif.J On reaching Turaba he had but three days supply of provisions
remaining.

Thus, after useless skirmishes, he decided to withdraw to

al-Taif

This was primarily due to the exhausted state of his army and

the want of provisions.

As a result of this incident, Muhammad *111

realized that he had to win over the rest of the Hejazi tribes.-*
addition to this he sent to Syria and Egypt for more supplies.

In
Thereupon,

in August 1814, he succeeded in winning over the tribes of Eudhail, Thakaif,
the Banu Sa'ad and a part of 'Ataiba who came into alliance with him.^
Op.cit. P.360.

(2) Op.clt. p .361.

(3) ibn Bishr states that these tribes accompanied Tusun (p.171); Burckhardt
(4) ibn Bishrjp.171; F.O.letter 24/5. ,
p.372.
C5) Burckhardt, op.cit.p.375.

(i) Burckhardt, op.cit.p.379.
0
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On receiving supplies of men and provisions Muhammad
^Ali declared his intention to conduct his army in person against Turaba,
the stronghold of the Sa'udis in the south of al-Taif.

Thus on the

7th of January, 1815 Muhammad^Ali collected his infantry, which had been
fully equipped for this purpose, and proceeded, together with his cavalry
to Kalakh.

2

c

While he was on his way to that place, Muhammad H i was

informed that the Sa'udis under the command of Faisal b.Sa'ud and other
distinguished Shaikhs, had seized Basal, twelve hours journey from Turaba
on the road to Kalakh.

3

Thereupon, he hastened his march towards Basal

in order to attack the Sa'udi3.

Arriving there he found that the

Sa'udis had encamped on the heights of the mountains of B a s a l t
For this reason after he had examined the situation,
Muhammad Ali decided to despatch a strong detachment of Uhalul (Cavalry)
in order to draw down the Sa'udis.^

The latter had no sooner seen this

than they came down in order to deal with them.
However, on the approach of the night, Muhammad*Ali
deployed his army, and next morning at the break of day he marched with
all his cavalry and three head of cannon, to meet the Sa'udis, whom he
found in the plain and a conflict followed which lasted for several hours
and ended in complete victory over the Sa'uais.^

Al-Bassam and Burckhardt

and Missett all state that the defeat of the latter may be wholly
attributed to their descending into the plain.^
v~1 ) Burckhardt, op.cit.p.392. (2)Missett,F.Q.letter 24/6; Burckhardt, ibid.
(3)Burckhardt, op.cit.p.395.
(4)Finati, vol.2. pp.16-7*
(5)Mengin, op.oit. p.12; F.O.letter 24/6. (6) F.O.letter 24/6.
(7)A1-Bassam, op.c&t..p.49: Burckhardt p.399; F.0.1etter 24 /6 .
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Accordingly the Turks marched on Turaba, while everything
1
collapsed before them, and they captured it without opposition.

From

there they proceeded in the southern direction towards Ranya and Bisha
which shortly submitted.

2

Meanwhile, on receiving news of Tami's
C

intention of attacking the Turks, Muhammad Ali directed his march towards
the Asir territory.
defeated.

z

A battle took place in which Tami and his men were

£
Having occupied this territory, Muhammad Ali descended the

mountains towards Qunfiaa, which had been a military base against the
southern parts of the Sa'uai dominion, he then embarked to Jidda.
On the other hand, having subdued the Hejaz, and Asir
territories, the Turks started new operations against Nejd itself.

Tusun.

Rasha gathered his forces at Medina and proceeded to al-Qasim province
where he captured al-Rass and al-Khabra without resistance, because they
had been in correspondence with Tusun since he was in Medina.^

On,

hearing of this development jibdAllah b.Sa'ud summoned his men and marched
towards al-Muahnib, a village in al-Qasim province, whereupon he set out
to al-Ruwaidha near al-Rass.

After 6Ab¿Allah had made the usual

demonstrations, he returned to his base at al-Muahnib.
However, the skirmishes and exchanges continued for several
months without any achievements.

As a result of this and the Tusunis critical

position in which he lacked every kind of supplies, he decided to make terms
with the Sa'udis.^

A treaty was concluded between them, providing that

the Sa'udis retained possession of the districts situated to the north and
V'l J Burckhardt, p«403i ibn Bishr, p.l8b.
(2 ) Ibid.
(3) Ibid, pp.404-5* p.187.
(4) Ibn Bishr, p.1d7, Rhilby, p.130.
(5) Mengin, p.36.
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east of Medina, and between Medina and Mecca, with full authority over
the Bedouin inhabiting them, but without any control or jurisdiction
whatever over the tribes stationed in these parts of the country occupied
-i
by the Turks,

ibn Bishr adds that the freedom of the pilgrimage for all

Muslims was also guaranteed.

2

Accordingly the Turks left al-Rass for Medina in August
1815 accompanied by two Saudi deputies carrying the treaty for confirmation
by Muhammad ^ALi, which he subsequently ratified.^
C
Unfortunately, this did not last long because Muhammad Ali
sent a new expedition against Arabia under the command of his son Ibrahim
Pasha in 1816.

Missett traces its cause to the fact that the Egyptian

government received information that a chief of a powerful tribe, which
had submitted to the Pasha of Egypt, was put to death, or driven into exile,
together with his adherents.

Moreover, the Turkish commander in Arabia

admitted his inability to deal with the situation.^

Thereupon, Muhammad

^Ali gave orders that a strong reinforcement should be sent without delay
to the Hejaz, placing his son in command of this expedition.

Meanwhile,

he sent a letter to all the tribes in Arabia which were under his authority,
reporting the matter and asking them to give his son all the assistance
he might require.'*
Arriving in Arabia, Ibrahim Pasha set up his advance base
of operation at Hanakiya.

The surrounding Bedouin in the area did not

obey his request to supply him with camels and provisions, because they

U ) Missett to Bartholomew, 13th January, 1816. F.O.letter 24/ 6 .
(2) Op.cit..P.189
(3) Ibid.
(4 ) 8th March, 1816. F.O.letter 24/6.
(5; Ibid.
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were under the Sa'udi authority.

So he organized successive raids

against them until some of them came into an agreement with him, such as
2
Mutair, Harb, 'Ataiba and 'Anaza (al-Dahamisha).
On the other hand, Mengin states that 'AbdAllah had planned
to defend the cities, to allow the Arabs to scour the country and to
harass the enemy by removing their convoys;

but the tribes were disunited;

the Arabs askea for help, but they were not fit to face troops protected
by artillery.^
While Ibrahim Pasha was encamping at Hanakiya, the condition
of his army worsened for several reasons, among them being that the heat
became more unbearable, the bad water gave rise to illness such as
dysentry, and fever developed seriously in the camp.

In spite of this,

he spared no pains to make friends with the Arabs and to lessen the number
of the allies of 'AbdALlah, who was planning to destroy him in aue course.**However, ^AbdALlah organized a raid against the Bedouin who
c
had joined Ibrahim Pasha.
On hearing this from his spies, Ibrahim set
out with a force to repulse

the Sa'udi attack and to win over those who

were in the desert on the pretext of neutrality.^
his allies, Ibrahim decided to occupy Muwiyah;

moreover, to protect

but 'Abdillah was informed

of these movements and a battle took place between the Turks and the
Sa'udis in which the latter were defeated.?

Thi3 defeat and the defection;

of his allies forced 'AbdALlah to rally his forces around 'Anaiza and al-Rass.

0 jMengin, op.oit., p.84 l ”
(2 ) Ibn nishr, op.cit., p» 1 9 1 .
(3) Op.cit.. p.8b.
(4 ) Mengin, op.cit.p.90. (5} Ibn nishr, p. 1 9 1 .
(6) Mengin, op.cit. p. 9 1 .
(7) Ibn Bishr, p.192.
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On the other hand, Ibrahim decided to follow up his victory.
Tnus after he haa collected his army, he marched in 1817 on al-Rass which
was reached on 9th July 1817.
sued for peace.

1

After four months of siege, its inhabitants

^
This was followed by the capturing of 'Anaiza as the

result of the explosion

of the powder magazine.

2.

Mengin comments on

the prompt surrender of 'Anaiza which forced 'AbdAllah to retreat to
al-Dar'iya to fortify it.

In the end all the tribes and towns of al-Qasim

province submitted to Ibrahim rasha so that there was no resistance.^
from there Iorahim proceeded to Buraida which offered its
submission after a four day fight.

As an effect of this, many Arabs
l _N ,
rallied every aay to join Ibrahim rasha, ^ut; Ibrahim, having received
reinforcements at Buraida was able to continue his advance on Bhaqra on
C
28th December 1817.
Meanwhile the villages of al-Mudhnib, fara'a and
Ushaiqir offered their submission to Ibrahim Fasha.

6

On reaching Shaqra

in January 1818, and after some fighting, Shaqra offered its submission
following an eight day seige.

7

fhilby comments on this i "The fall of

Shaqra meant the capitulation of the rest of "ISTashm;

and Ibrahim sent a

force under Rishwan Agha to subdue and ravage Sudair and Majma'a, where
there was little or no opposition."

Thereupon, this development gave

the invader control of the strategic road which led to al-Dar'iya.

Before
/

proceeding to al-Dar'iya itself, Ibrahim fasha thought it proper to besQ.ge
Dhurma, 4 hours distant southwards from Shaqra, which was captured after
U)
(4)
(7)
(8)

Mengin, p.95*
(2) lbn Bishr, p.193*
(3) Op.cit.. p.1Q5l
Mengin, p.107*
(5) Ibn Bishr. p.194.
(6) Ibid.
Briault, La formation de 1'Empire de Mohamed Aly de l'Arabie au Soudan.
S.A. p.136.
1814-1823.P.131.
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A
6 aays bombardment.

Prom here Ibrahim Pasha marched against

O
al-Dar'iya which he beseiged for about 6 months.
vj

And finally at the

end of his strength, he was forced to surrender on condition that
(1) AbdAllah should go to Constantinople to hear the Sultan's decision
as to his fate;(2) a pardon for the troops who had remained faithful to
'AbdAllah and the pardon for the Sa'udi family; (3) finally the safety
of al-Dar'iya should be guaranteed.

Accordingly, the first Sa'udi

State came to an end because the surrender of al-dariya meant the surrender
of the rest of Arabia.
At Constantinople 'AbdAllah was loaded with chains, forced
to march for three days through the city and was then decapitated in front
of the mosque of Saint Sophia.^

U ) briaut, ibid"
(2) Sadieir, Account, p.489
(.3) Ibn-Seoud, p.99»
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7 - Briti3h-Sa'udi relations.
The Qawasimi tribe who became Sa'udis in 1799, baa come
into conflict with the ships of the Bombay Marine since 1797, and
following that, many battles took place between the British ships and that

A
of the Qawasim.

Incidentally, having adopted the Wahhabis' doctine,

the Qawasim for a long time only attacked the crews of native trading
vessels.

Low writes, "According to their invariable custom on such

occasions, they gave the crews the option of forthwith conforming to their
religion or suffering a cruel death."

2

In 1797, the Qawasim captured a British vessel called
Basse in,

c a ^ i n S

p u

B U c

detained for two days.

despatehe't;

bnt it was l e a s e d after BeinS

In the same year they tried to capture the Bast
3

India Company's brig Viper, of fourteen guns, lying in Bushire Roads.
As a result of this, the Company's resident at Bushire wrote
to the Qawasimi chief demanding explanation for these actions, in which-he
replied that the Qawasim had no dispute with Britain but with the Imam of
M us ca t In

addition to this the Qawasim attacked two British merchant

ships in 1805, while they were on the voyage from Bombay to Basra.

5

Accordingly the Company's ships were ordered to deal with the situation
together with the Imam of Muscat who was In disagreement with the Sa'udis.
how states that the combined forces proceeded in 1806 to Qishm where they
blockaded the Qawasimi fleet until the latter were obliged to sue for
peace, providing they should give up the two British merchant brigs and to
llj Low, History of the Indian Navy (l6l3-1863)vol.2«p.31Q. (2) Op.cit. p.313.
(3/ Ibid;Wilson, Persian Bulf.p.201. (AJ Low, op.cit.p.314. Wilson, p.202.
(5) Op.cit. p.317.
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respect the flag and property of the Bast India Company and their subjects»
This was concluded at Bandar Aboas on 6th February,

1806 .

For a while the Qawasim carried out this treaty, the
reason for this being probably a fear of the consequences, because there

2
was a powerful squadron of warships in the Persian G-ulf during 1807.
But in 1808 the Qawasim broke off the treaty of 1806, by
appearing on the coast to the north of Bombay.

Captain Seton reported

that this action should be considered a serious threat instigated of the
Wahhabis.

3

This was followed by the capturing of the British ship Minerva,

which was on its way from Bombay to Basra.

The Qawasim made raids against

other British ships also.^
To stop the Qawasim activities, and at the same time to
protect their friend the imam of Muscat, the Bombay government prepared
an expedition against them.

Low writes,

"The Bombay Government, having

determined to relieve the lmaura (sic) from the power of the Wahabees, and
at the same time, to suppress the doasmi pirates, organised an expedition
which proceeded to the Persian Gulf in 1809.

The instructions, dated the

7th of September directed to Captain Seton, in political charge of the
expedition, were drawn up with a degree of caution and forbearance towarus
the Wahabees, which appeared to denote an intention to truckle to them,
and which resulted in rendering nugatory the fruits of the expedition,
notwithstanding that it was notorious that the Joasmi chiers and people
were acting under Wahabee compulsion in engaging in piratical depredations."
U } Low, pp.317-318.
(2) See Low. or>.cit.p.3l8T (3) Low, p.319.
(4) Low, p.324j Wilson, op.cit. p.202.
(.5) Low, p.325*

5

1
repair to you, ought in like manner to he in safety ■n
But following the return of the British ships to Bombay,
the (¿awasim destroyed and captured several ships.

2

Thereupon Bruce, the

British agent at Bushire, protested to the Sa'udi chief at al-Dar'iya and
to his Vicegerent at Ras al-Ahaima, Husain b.Rahma, who replied that such
property as might be forthcoming would be restored and in future he would
issue instructions to his tribe not to molest any ship under the British
flag.

3

In the October of 1814 an envoy arrived at Bushire carrying letters

from the Sa'udi chief and his deputy at Ras al-Rhaima on which they came to
an agreementA

This agreement was for the stopping of any further attacks

upon vessels under the British flag and restoring their properties.

It is

worth mentioning here that Ibn Bishr, the Sa'udi historian, does not refer
to British-Sa’udi relations at all.
However, in 1814 some vessels were captured off Porebunde.
Therefore, Bruce remonstrated against this act, but in vain.

And in 1815,

the Qawasim’s activities were carried out over a wide area, including the
c
Red Sea and Indian Waters.

Miles writes,

"The Joasmees now, in 1815,

turned their attention to the Red Sea, having raided Hasek and uhofar and
other ports, they began to intercept the trade between India and Mocha,
and on one occasion four Surat pattimars, with cargoes valued at twelve
lakhs of rupees, were taken and their crews massacred.”^

They also.

yt) Low, op.cit. p.335»
(2) Low. p.537. (3) Low, op.cit. p.337.
(4) Persia Factory Records, vol.32. (Document dated May 1814) "The Vakeel
on this occasion expressed the anxiety of his master to be on terms of
friendship with the British government and gave the strongest assurances
that any engagements we might enter into would never be infringed.
But
he stated, at the same time, his hopes and expectations that we should not
insist on his discontinuing hostilities against those states with whichhis
tribe were at enmity, and upon this sanguinary prosecution of which their
credit and character depended.” Ibid, dated February 1815. (5)
p.2(
(6) Op.cit. p.321.
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The expedition sailed to Muscat, and then proceeded to Ras
al-Khaima which was captured and Durnt and all its war vessels destroyed
1
as well as other ^awasitui ports.
On hearing of this expedition, iSa'ud sent a force under
the command of Mutlak al-Mutairi in order to relieve Ras al-Khaima, but it
was too late.

Thus he decided to harass the territory of the imam of

Muscat by successive raids.

2

On the other hand, after the commanders of the British
expedition had accomplished their task, they thought it proper to communicate
with the Sa'ucii chief concerning the possibility of concluding a treaty of
peace.

Low writes,

"A communication was opened with daood advising him to

prohibit the piracies of nis dependants, and in answer, the sahabee chier
observed:-

‘The cause of the nostilities carrying on between me and the

members of the faith, is their having turned away from the nook of the
Creator, and refused to submit to their own prophet Mahomet.

It is not,

therefore, those of another sect against whom x wage war, nor do I interfere
in their hostile operations, nor assist them against anyone;

whilst under

the power of the Almighty, I nave risen superior to all my enemies......
Under these circumstances, x have deemed it necessary to aavise you that x
shall not approach your shores, and have interdicted the followers of the
Mahomedan faith and their vessels from offering any molestation to your
vessels;

any of .your merchants, therefore, who may appear in, or wish to

come to my ports, will be in security;

Tl ) Low, op.cit. pp.32b—333.

and any person on my part who may

"

(2) Miles, The Countries and f ribe3 of the Persian Gulf, vol.2.p»317*
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attacked the imam of Muscat who fell in with him at the .Persian Gulf.
Bruce again protested against this event.

Thus 6Ab<lAllah b.Sa'ud pointedly

protested against the British protection to the imam Muscat and other
Turkish subjects, stating that they would not be included within the
-i
provisions of any treaty he might conclude with the British Government.
But, there was no treaty concluded, because the Sa'udi
state was engaged in repulsing the Turkish invasion, and with regard to
the Qawasim activities we find that they continued in their past policy
of despoliation until they were obliged to sign a treaty with the British
Government in 1820, in which they agreed to co-operate with the British
government in suppressing the piracy in the Gulf.

2

it is clear from the above facts that the relations which
were established between the Sa'udi state and the British government were
mainly concerned with the Qawasimi raids against the British ships in the
3
Persian Gulf.

(1J Persia F.R.. Document dated 1815.
(.2) Kelly, Eastern Arabian frontiers, p.58
(3) There seem to be no other readily available documents to help us in
further assessment of the status of British-Sa'udi relations.
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CONCLUSION.

The Sa'udi military activities which were carried out
against the neighbouring countries were wholly based on religious motives
because, as we nave already mentioned, the aim of the Sa'udi state was to
restore the Islamic religion to its purity and simplicity according to
the Qur'an and the Traditions.

In this sense, the Sa'udis condemned

innovations, saint-worship, vows, and pilgrimage to shrines because these
are partly Shirk and partly Bid'a.
Shirk means the association of any kind of things or
beings with G-od, principally in the worship of Him.

Thus, whoever kills

an animal in the name of other than God, or makes a vow to him or puts
trust in him, hoping that this thing or person would help him, is a
Mushrik and accordingly his blood shall be shed, and his property
confiscated unless he repent.

The Qur'an says, "Polytheists are not in

a position to worship G-od, since they testify against themselves that
they are infidels.

Their acts shall not avail them, and they shall burn

for all eternity."
Bid'a refers to anything which has been introduced to
Islam by way of innovation and has nothing to do with the Qur'an and the
Sunna.
Moreover, their aim was to establish an Islamic state
on the model of the first Islamic state which was set up under the first
orthodox Caliph3, and to adopt its system of administration particularly
in respect of the systems of finance and justice.

X
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To do that they began to propogate their doctrine among
the Najdi provinces by asserting their point of view about the abuses
which had crept into Islam, but they were misunderstood and the result
was that they failed to convince the majority of people.

Thereupon

Holy War had to be declared and energetically waged against the heretics.
As a result of this, their opponents realized that the Wahhabi movement
was so dangerous that it should be destroyed before it could be extended
beyond al-Dar'iya.

So, from the beginning it was attacked by Banu

Khalid and the chief of Riyadh.

However, having gained ground in

Nejd in 1773, they managed to organize raids against al-Hasa.

It is

interesting to mention that wherever they carried their arms they destroyed
all the domes and ornamented tombs because these represent Bid*a.
The underlying motive of the Sa'udi wars against the Hejas
was almost entirely religious, because the Sharifs of Mecca would not
allow the Sa'udis to make the pilgrimage on the ground that they were
infidels.

Although the Sa’udi party who went to Mecca convinced the

Meccan ’Ulama, the Sharifs continued to consider the Sa’udis as infidels.
In spite of this, they did not begin the war against Mecca, but the Sharif
G-halib did.

As regards their wars with Iraq, we find that the latter

carried arms first.
In respect to the Sa’udi Turkish relations we observe that,
as long as the Sa'udi activities were confined to the Nejd territory, they
remained without any importance to the Turks, but when the Sa'udis began
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to spread their influence over the Holy cities and the neighbouring
countries, mainly Syria and Iraq., the Porte became aware of the gravity
of the situation - in particular, after they had captured Mecca and his
name had been removed from the Friday prayers.

This meant that the

Sultan who claimed the title of Khalifah of the Muslim world no longer
had the title.

Accordingly he gave his orders to the Pashas of Baghdad

and Syria to march against al-Dar'iya in an attempt to destroy the
Sa'udi power, but in vain.

Finally Muhammad‘Ali, the Viceroy of Egypt,

attempted to crush the Sa'udis.

Consequently, he despatched expeditions

one after the other until he succeeded, but not until after suffering
heavy losses did he capture al-Dar'iya and destroy the Sa'udi state.
This success is attributed to the large scale of his expeditionary
preparations and the distribution of a large sum of money among the
tribes of Arabia, by which he was able to win over many of them.

Finally,

it was attributed to the patience and determination of Muhammad*Ali and
his son Ibrahim.
In spite of the fact that the Turks succeeded militarily
in destroying the first Sa'udi state, its religious teachings survived
among its adherents.

These adherents and their children were to await

the advent of a new leader and inspirer who would continue the work of
purifying Islam and extending the influence of the purer religious regime
over other Muslims lands.

Indeed, there was to be a second Wahhabi movement

which succeeded in completing the task almost entirely throughout Arabia.
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3 ) An extract from al-Bassam^s work
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- 403
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- 407

408

- lt-11

- 413 -

1 - Danya

2 - Riyadh

1747 - Riyadh

against

Dariya

1748 “ Dariya

against

Riyadh

1749-52 - Dariya against Riyadh

- 414 -

1 - Danya

2-Riyadh

--------

D anya

against Riyadh and

-------

Dariya against Manfuha

>>>>

Dariya

then vice verca.

against Dhurma

xxkxkx

Dariya against
Dariya against

Huraimala
Zilfi

........

Dariya against

Dilam

........

Dariya against

Tharmida

------

Dariya against

Sudair ( ja la jil, Raudha)

------

Dariya against

Washm

(Ushaiqir)

oooooo.

Tharmida

.......
x**,x*x

Hauta (Sudair)
Riyadh

---------------

Janubiya (S u d a ir )_ AU raids from
Qasab (Sudair)
Dar'iya

..... .

D ila m , Najaan

>>> >

F a ra a

--------

Mubarraz

1 -------A l-h a s a

(Banu

2 ------- Najran

against

Khalid)
Dariya

against

Dariya

- 416 -

•••

Hilaliya

—

B ed u in -al-D h affr (Iraq border)

***- H a ir -a l-S u b a ia
---------

Zilfi

>

Kharj

xxk—

A ---

Banu

B - - - Kharj

x*

Riyadh

Khalid
and

against

Dariya

Dawasir against

Danya

- 417 -

1- Dar iya against:
-----

Hauta

•.....

Kharj

and

Hariq

(K harj)

x**** Dilam
-----

Qahtan (South

Country)

— * Jabal Shammar
------ Qatar
......

Jisha (A l-Hasa - Uqair)
Banu Khalid (A l-H a s a )
2 Muntafiq

RAIDS

FROM

1791 - 1801

1 — Danya a g a in s t:

--------

Amair (Bahrein)

Mutair tribe

--------

Buqum

Shammar

.........

Bisha

; t ,, i
>>»>»

tribe

Saihat and Ank
(A l- hasa)
Q atif
Harb
Qatar

►—» >- Jauf
ooa««oe 'Ataiba
.......

,t

1- Iraq border
2 -Karbala

and Mutair

——... » Kuwait
*•*•**•

Shararat /'Syrian's
Vborder/

Turaba (Hejaz)

— <5. Hejaz
*—► R a s -a l-K h a im a
A -------Hejaz
R ___

Iraq

against Nejd
against
Al - h asa

___

Raids against Hejaz 1802-5.
Taif-1802,
Mecca and Medina-1803, Jidda and Mecca-0 5 .
Raids against Yemen 1806. T ih a m a -a l
-Yemen-1804

* —>■ Raids

against

Iraq - 1802,1804,1807-8.

------

Raids

against

Mesopotamia - 1806-8.

...

Raids

against

Oman - 1809.

Territory held by :
1 - Manfuha
2 - Huraimala
3 - Ayaina
4 - Dhurma

held in 1747
held in 1748

-

1-

Shaqra

2-

Uthaithiya

3-

Jalajil

421

-

held in 1756
held

in 1762

held in 1763

- 422 -

1-

Province al-W ashm

2-

Province

3-

Qasim

¿-Riyadh

Sudair

held

held in 1769
held in 1773

held in 1767
in 1767
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1 - Kharj
2 - Wadi

province
Dawasrr

3 - Qahtan

held

held
held

in

1784

in
in

1785
1784-5
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1 - Hail held in
2 - Hasa

held

3 - Turaba
4 - Jauf

between

held

held

5 - Qahtan

1787
in

1795

between

held

in

1792-3
1793-4

1785

- 425 -

1- Bisha
2- Xtaiba

oasis
tribe

held

in 1797

surrendered

3 - Asir and Southern

Hejaz

in 1798
held

between

1798-1800

Buraimi held in 1800. Also Banu Yas, al-Shariqah
4 and Ras - a l- Khaima.
5 - Taif,Buqum and Adwan held in 1802
6- Juhaina

tribe

and

7- M ecca, Medina

and

Harb
Jidda

held
held

in 1803
between

1803-5

«• 42 6 —

TE R R ITO R IE S
1 - Lost in 1811
2 - Lost in 1813

LOST

FROM

1811-1813

- 427 -

TERRITORIES
1 - Lost in 18K-15
2 - Lost in 1815

LOST

FROM

1813-1815

- 428

Rass , ‘Anaíza , Buraída, Mudhnib, Fara'a
Ushaiqir

and

TERRITORIES
1 - Lost

in 1818

2 - Lost

in

LOST

FROM

1818-1A1Q

1818-19

1 -Sudair, Washm

provinces ; and

a l-A rid

province

- 430 -

1 - Territory

lost in

1811

2 - Territories

lost

in 1813

3 - Territories

lost from 1814-15

4 - Territories

lost from 1817-18

5 - Territories

lost in

1819

i

I

Orthographic Corrections to the Ms of Al-Bassam.
(The incorrect reading is followed by the correct reading, with oblique

/ S l-f* =

strode between; thus

read

¿V*

.

Words

accompanied by an asterisk are included for the sake of completeness).
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